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INTRODUCTION 

In many fields of research numerical mathematical problems are solved 

with the aid of computers. Very often the matrices that arise must be stored 

entirely or partly in computer memory. There are many possible storage schemes, 

and it is often worthwhile to make a detailed study of which storage scheme 

can be used best for the matrices at hand. Sometimes, advantage can be taken 

of special properties of these matrices. 

In this book we will study these aspects in detail for sparse matrices (i.e., 

matrices with many zero elements). The choice of a storage scheme for a sparse 

matrix depends heavily on the operations to be performed on the matrix. A bad 

choice can lead to a considerable increase in the computing time used. Often 

many algorithms are available for one particular operation, one algorithm for 

each storage scheme for sparse matrices in computer memory. 

For the choice of a storage scheme and the necessary algorithms for sparse 

matrices, the following criteria can be used: 

(i) Are the scheme and the algorithms suitable for all sparse matrices 

or are they only interesting in case of a special distribution of the 

non-zero elements over the matrix? 

(ii) Are efficient algorithms available for all operations? If not, is it 

necessary to design new algorithms or to use several different storage 

schemes in the same program? 

(iii) If the storage scheme is used, how large is the ratio of the required 

computer memory and the number of non-zero elements for the matrix 

under consideration? 

If an analysis of a storage scheme and its algorithms does not provide sa

tisfactory answers (e.g., the analysis does not give a decisive answer, a 
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proof is given that a task cannot be computed efficiently), then it may be 

worthwhile to permute the rows and columns of the matrix in order that sa

tisfactory answers can be obtained with the analyses mentioned before. A 

related problem is then: 

(iv) Design and analyze algorithms that permute an arbitrary matrix in com

puter memory such that satisfactory results can be obtained for the 

permuted matrix according to the criteria given in (ii) and (iii). 

The scientific literature contains many publications already with analyses 

of storage methods and algorithms for sparse matrices. Mostly storage schemes 

and algorithms are designed such that the stated problem concerning sparse 

matrices can be solved efficiently in time (e.g., [35), [69)). These are ana

lyses in the sense of (i), (ii) and possibly (iv). As for criterion (iii) com

bined with (iv) only a few storage schemes have been analyzed. For instance, 

in the case of band matrices such an analysis has been made (cf. [28)). In 

this book a number of additional storage schemes for sparse matrices are pro

posed and analyzed. 

In 1976-77 S.G. van der Meulen and the author developed a software system 

TORRIX (cf. [75)) for matrix-vector computations over an arbitrary field of 

scalars in the programming language ALGOL 68. Considering the potential use 

of TORRIX, it was reasonable to design next to it a special system TORRIX

SPARSE geared to the manipulation of sparse matrices and vectors, based on 

the ideas of [75)_ For this purpose the author made a detailed study of the 

operations and data structures which a sparse matrix package should provide 

(chapter II). Moreover, he developed and analyzed in detail the following 

(new) storage scheme for sparse matrices: 

(i) The rowmat storage scheme: store the rows of the matrix separately 

such that all zero elements at both ends of each row will not be stored. This 

storage scheme is well suited for full triangular matrices. If the columns may 

be permuted, the optimality (in the sense of (iii)) of this storage scheme for 

other sparse matrices is closely related to the consecutive ones property for 

rows of a matrix (cf. [27)). As far as we know the relation of the consecu

tive ones property to a sparse matrix storage scheme has never before been 
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explored. The consecutive ones property itself has been studied thoroughly 

in the past (cf. [39]) and some results are important with regard to the op

timality of the rowmat data structure. In chapter III we will review these 

results. Booth and Lueker (cf. [11]) presented a linear time algorithm to 

determine whether a matrix A has the consecutive ones property for rows, i.e., 

whether the columns of A can be permuted in such a way that A can be stored 

in a rowmat data structure without storing any zero element. We will prove 

the NP-completeness of the problem of finding of an arbitrary sparse matrix 

A a largest permuted submatrix A' of A that does not have the consecutive 

ones property for rows while every proper submatrix of A' has. Moreover, we 

will present an algorithm that enumerates all permuted submatrices A' of A 

that do not have the consecutive ones property for rows while every proper 

submatrix of A' has in polynomial time per submatrix. 

If we want to store in a rowmat data structure a matrix A that does not have 

the consecutive ones property for rows, then zero elements will be stored, 

even if we do not store A itself but a column-permutation of it. In [10] the 

NP-completeness has been proven of the problem to find an optimum column

permutation of A, i.e., a column-permutation that can be stored in a rowmat 

data structure with at most as many stored elements as any other column

permutation of A. Knowing this, it is reasonable to try and design an algo

rithm that finds a near optimum column-permutation of A. 

In chapter IV we will prove that near optimum column-permutations for arbi

trary sparse matrices cannot be found by such simple algorithmic schemes like 

the on-line column insertion algorithms. In fact we will characterize a large 

class of reasonable algorithms that will never do to find near optimum column

permutations. We will see that there are matrices for which these algorithms 

find column-permutations that are even far from optimal. This provides an 

indication that the rowmat data structure is not well suited for arbitrary 

sparse matrices if full storage optimality is the ultimate goal. 

(ii) The tree storage scheme: partition the matrix recursively into blocks 

and subblocks and do not store the blocks obtained by this partition which 

have no non-zero element at all. Sparseness of a non-zero block can be ob

tained in three ways: 
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(1) a block is represented by one (small) full matrix containing fewer ele

ments than the block itself, 

(2) if the non-zero elements of the block are situated along a (small) number 

of diagonals, then only these diagonals need be stored, 

(3) a block can be partitioned into smaller blocks. 

A further reduction in storage can be obtained in case of equal blocks. 

Unlike some other sparse matrix storage schemes the tree storage scheme is 

not suited for sparse matrices with a random distribution of the non-zero 

elements over the matrix. In most practical problems involving sparse matri

ces, however, there is no random distribution of the non-zero elements over 

the matrix (cf. [69]). The tree storage scheme will be proposed and described 

in chapter V. This chapter contains also a proposal for a TORRIX-SPARSE sys

tem in which this storage scheme can be implemented. A slicing mechanism as 

in ALGOL 68 is proposed. With such a slicing mechanism operations induce spe

cific side effects if applied to a matrix or one of its slices. It simplifies 

the programming task of the user considerably. We will describe in chapter V 

how it can be implemented in the tree storage scheme in such a way that it 

leads, if used, to a decrease in computation time in many applications, at 

the cost of only a small increase in storage requirements. 

Though in many practical problems it is clear what the recursive partition 

of the matrix at hand should be, the problem to find for an arbitrary sparse 

matrix a good recursive partition is hard. In chapter VI the question is 

studied in detail. The matrix is assumed to be given as a set of (small) full 

matrices with mutually disjoint index domains, i.e., the sparsity pattern of 

A is viewed as a set of mutually disjoint rectangles. Only elements of these 

full matrices are allowed to be stored. We will consider in chapter VI two 

optimality criteria for recursive partitions: the binary tree determined by 

the recursive partition should be of minimum height or have a minimum number 

of vertices, respectively. We will present and analyze algorithms that find 

recursive partitions of an arbitrary sparse matrix A that are optimal with 

regard to the latter and former criterion, respectively. It will be shown 

that there are matrices A with a sparsity pattern such that no recursive 
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partition of A induces a binary tree with a minimum number of vertices and 

of minimum height simultaneously. 

In this chapter only a few problems concerning optimal partitions are solved. 

More research is needed to solve the problems mentioned in chapter V. 

In chapter VII we will test the suitability of the TORRIX-SPARSE system in 

case it is used for the problem of solving a linear system of equations. 

This problem can be divided into a number of subproblems (cf. [63]) and 

TORRIX-SPARSE will be tested on three of them: permuting a sparse matrix to 

zero-free diagonal form, permuting a sparse matrix to block triangular form 

and performing a symbolic LU decomposition. We will try to formulate and de

sign algorithms for these three problems that take advantage of the storage 

schemes proposed in chapter V. This means that these algorithms should be 

block oriented and take advantage of the fact that scalar values are stored 

in (small) full matrices or in arrays of diagonals. Especially for the pro

blem of performing a symbolic LU decomposition without row- and column

permutations an efficient algorithm will be presented. 

An introductory chapter is added for a brief explanation of the basic ideas 

and objectives of TORRIX (chapter I). In this chapter and chapter V the reader 

is assumed to be familiar with the programming language ALGOL 68, especially 

its data structure facilities, its slicing mechanism and the identity decla

ration. Knowledge about transput is not assumed. For an introduction to ALGOL 

68 we refer to [52] and [59]. The other chapters can be read without any 

knowledge of ALGOL 68. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE TORRIX LIBRARY SYSTEM 

TORRIX is a computational system for finite sequences based on the 

mathematical theory of linear algebra. In this chapter we will review the 

necessary linear algebra (I.1), state the design objectives of TORRIX (I.2) 

and give some remarks on the implementation TORRIX-BASIS (I.3). In I.4 sev

eral possible extensions to TORRIX-BASIS are mentioned. 

I.1 PRELIMINARIES FROM LINEAR ALGEBRA. 

This section contains a survey of the main definitions and theorems of lin

ear algebra underlying the TORRIX system. We will concentrate on fields, 
\ 

vector spaces, linear mappings and inner products, in this order. Whereas 

the concepts are likely to be well-known to mathematical readers, the spe

cific notations and terminology will lead up to the later representations 

in the TORRIX system (see I.2). For a more detailed treatise on linear 

algebra, we refer to [20] and [41]. 

I.1.1 Algebraic systems. 

An algebraic system is a set S with a number of (total) operations defined 

on the elements of S. There may be nullary operations 0=s0➔s, unary opera

tions S➔S, binary operations sxS➔S, etc. In TORRIX only nullary, unary and 

binary operations are used. 

DEFINITION 1.1. A group (G, □ ,n, 1 ) is a set G with a binary operation 

□ :GxG➔G, a neutral element nEG and a unary operation 1 (inverse) satisfying 

the following three conditions: 

(i) □ is associative: (a□b) □c = a□ (b□c) 

(ii) a□n = n□a = a 

(iii) 1 a□a = a□ 1 a n 

for all aEG 

for all aEG. 

for all a,b,cEG (1.1) 

(1. 2) 
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A group (G,+,0,-) is called additive and, by definition, is commutative 
-1 

(i.e., a+b = b+a for all a,bEG). A group (G,x,1, ) is called multiplica-

tive and may or may not be commutative. 
-- q 
In an additive group .I a. means a +a 1+ •.• +a if p~-q and O otherwise and 

r i=p l. P p+ q q 
ra (rEIN) means l..g1a. In a multiplicative group .IT a. means a xa +lx .•• xa 

r i=p l. P P q 
if p;£q and 1 otherwise and ar (rElN) means iu1a. In an additive group a-b 

-1 
means a+(-b) and in a multiplicative group Emeans ax(b ). We do not need 

to distinguish between left and right inverses of a group, because their 

equality and uniqueness are direct consequences of the definition of a group 

as given. 

DEFINITION 1.2. A ring Risa system (R,+,0,-,x,1) in which (R,+,0,-) is an 

additive group and (R,x,1) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). Moreover, multiplica

tion in Risto be distributive over addition: 

ax(b+c) (axb)+(axc) and (a+b)xc = (axc)+(bxc) for all a,b,cER. 

It is easy to see that axO = Oxa = O for all aER. If its multiplication is 

commutative (i.e., axb = bxa for all a,bER), then a ring is called commuta

tive. 

DEFINITION 1.3. A field (F,+,O,-,x,1,-l) is a ring in which (F\{0},x,1,-l) 

is a multiplicative group. 

A field Fis commutative if F\{O} is commutative as a group. Non-commutative 

fields are called skew. We shall always assume fields to be commutative. 

Examples: 

(i) The system IN of natural numbers (including 0) is not a group. 

Addition and multiplication in IN both do satisfy (1.1) and (1.2). 

(ii) The system ~ of integral numbers is a ring. 

(iii) The system ~n of integral numbers modulo n is a ring. If n is a 

prime number, ~ is a field. 
n 

(iv) The systems~. lR and C of rational, real and complex numbers, re

spectively, are all fields. 

I.1.2 Vector spaces. 

Next we consider the common algebraic system of a vector space. 



DEFINITION 1.4. A vector space V over a field Fis an additive group with 

a mapping of FxV into V (to represent scalar multiplication) satisfying 

(1. 3). 
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a,(u+v) 

(a,+f3) u 

(a,xf3)u 

au+av 

au+f3u 

a,(f3u) 

a,f3EF, u,vEV (1. 3) 

lu u 

The elements of Fare called scalars and we shall denote them by Greek· 

letters a,,f3,y, .... The elements of V are called vectors and will be de-

noted by the letters u,v,w, •..• Given a non-empty finite sequence*) 

(u1 ,u2 , .•. ,un) of vectors, we can form linear combinations: 

(u. )= 
1. 

DEFINITION 1.5. Let V be a vector space over F and (ui)=(u1 , .•. ,un) a se

quence of vectors of V. 

a linear combination of (ui) if and only if (i) A vector v of Vis 
n 

of scalars (a.) over F. 
1. 

i~la,iui for some sequence V 

(ii) The vectors (ui) are linearly independent, if there is exactly one 

linear combination (i.e., one sequence (a,i) of scalars) yielding the 

zero vector. 

Because the zero vector is a linear combination of each vector sequence 

(ui), linear independence of (ui) implies 
n 

i~lCl,iUi 0 =l> a.=O (1 ::::i::::n) 
1. 

n n 
and i~la,iui i~lf3iui =l> Cl,i=f3i (1;;,i;;,n) (1.4) 

Even for infinite sets of vectors one can define a suitable notion of 

linear independence: a set S of vectors is linearly independent if and 

only if each finite sequence of different vectors of Sis linearly in

dependent. 

*) We explicitly did not use the notion of a set here as we wish to allow 

for the possibility that there are equal elements among the u 1 to un. 
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DEFINITION 1.6. A set of vectors Bin a vector space Vis a basis of V if 

and only if Bis linearly independent and each vector vEV is a linear combi

nation of a finite sequence of B. Vis finite dimensional if it has a finite 

basis. 

In a finite dimensional vector space Vall bases have the same number of 

elements, the dimension of V or dim(V) (cf. [20]). The following result is 

fundamental (cf. [20]): 

THEOREM 1.1. Every finite dimensional vector space V over the field F with 

dim(V) = n is isomorphic to Fn. 

It follows th,.it elements of V can be represented as singly subscripted se

quences of scalars relative to a given basis (ui). The sequence of n scalars 

(0 0 1 0 0) . th "1" . th . th d' 't. t , ... , , , , •.. , wi a in e i coor inate posi ion represen s ui 

and 

a, 
n 

n 
represents i~la,iui, 

n n 
(a1+S1 ,a2+S2 ,-----,an+Snl represents i~laiui + i~lSiui, 

n n 
(a1-S1 ,a2-S2 ,-----,an-Snl represents i~laiui - i~lSiui, 

n 
( yxa,1 , yxa,2 ,-----, yxa,n) represents yi~laiui. 

A subset v•~ V may be a vector space on its own with the same addition and 

scalar multiplication as V. Such a V' is called a subspace of V. If vis 

finite dimensional, then so is V' and dim(V')~dim(V). If v•~v, then dim(V')< 

dim(V). For a set of vectors Sc V we define the subspace v•~ V spanned by 

the vectors of S, as the smallest subspace satisfying the following condi

tions: 
uEs ~ uEV' 

for all a, SEF. 

If Sis linearly independent, then Sis a basis of the subspace it spans. 

I.1.3 Linear mappings. 

This section deals with the general concept of a linear mapping. In this 

section V, Wand X are vector spaces over the same field F. 
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DEFINITION 1.7. A mapping L:V~ is linear if an only if 

L(au+l3v) a(Lu)+l3(Lv) for all u,vEV, a,13EF. 

There is a zero mapping O which maps each uEV onto OEW. The Sl.llll of two 

linear mappings is defined as (L+M)u = Lu+Mu and for all aEF (aL)u = a(Lu). 

With these definitions the set of linear mappings L:V~ is a vector space 

over F, denoted as Hom(V,W). 

If V=W, one can say more. First there is a linear identity mapping I with 

Iv=v for all vEV, and second, one can define the product of two linear map

pings L,M:V➔V as functional composition: (LxM)u = L(Mu). With these defini

tions Hom(V,V) is a ring. The ring is not necessarily commutative, because 

linear mappings usually do not commute. Linear mappings L:V➔V are often 

called linear transformations or operators, but as we will need the word 

'operator' in another context, we will keep ourselves to mappings in the 

context of linear algebra. 

For Hom(V,W) a result exists similar to theorem 1.1 (cf. [20]): 

THEOREM 1.2. Let V and W be finite dimensional vector spaces over the field 

F with dim(V)~n and diro(W)=m. Then Hom(V,W) is isomorphic to ~n and hence, 

dim(Hom(V,W))=mn. 

Thus, given a basis of Hom(V,W), a linear mapping AEHom(V,W) can be repre

sented as a sequence of mn scalars. For reasons of clarity such a sequence 

is usually arranged as an mxn matrix with m rows and n columns: 

Let (v1 , •.• ,vn) and (w1 , ••• ,wm) be bases of V and W, respectively. Related 

to these bases we obtain the standard basis (E .. ) 1<·< l<"< of Hom(V,W) 
--- iJ -i;;;;ro, -J-n 

with 

{ o if j>'r 

Eijvr= w. otherwise 
i 

(1.5) 

Eij (1~i;;,m,1~j~n) corresponds to the mxn matrix with 1 in the (i,j) th posi

tion and O in all other positions. If mappings A,BEHom(V,W) are represented 
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as (0'. .. ) 1<·< l<·< and (/3 .. ) 1<·< l<·< relative to (1.5), the following 
l.J =1.=, =J =n l.J =1.=, =1.~ 

statements can be easily proved: 
m n 

i~l (j~lujxaij)wi, 

(ii) relative to (1.5), A+B can be represented by (a .. +/3 .. ) 1<·< l<·<. 
l.J l.J =1.;sm, =J=n 

Let dim(X)=p, (x1 , .•. ,xp) be a basis of X and CEHom(W,X) be represented by 

(y .. ) 1<·< l<·<- relative to the standard basis of Hom(W,X). Then CoA E 
l.J =l.=P, =],am 

Hom(V,X) can be represented by a sequence (~ .. )1<·< l<·< with 
1.J =l.=P, =J=n 

Remark 1.1. A linear mapping A:V➔V is usually represented relative to one 

basis for V: 
n 

Avj=i~laijvi (1$j$n) 

Another basis may give rise to a different representation for the same 

mapping. 

Remark 1.2. In this section sequence elements were numbered from index 1. 

Sometimes it is appropriate to start with another index. For example: 

Let AEHom(V,V) be represented by (a .. ) 1<. ·< relative to basis 
l.J =l. I] =n 

(vi)l$i~- If v•~ Vis a subspace of V, we define the restriction Ajv• 

of A as the linear mapping B:V'➔V with Bv'=Av' for all v'EV' (cf. (20]). 

If V' is the subspace spanned by the vectors (vk 1 ••• ,vm)' Ajv• can be 

represented by (a._. ) 1 <. < k<. <- relative to (vk, ... , vm) . 
l.J =l.=n, =]="ll 

I.1.4 Inner products. 

Many rings R (for instance ~, ~,JR) can be ordered according to the follo

wing rules: 

for all a,(3,yER 

(i) either a$f3 or (3~ and (hence) a$a 

(ii) a$(3 and (3~ imply a=S 

(iii) a$(3 and S~y imply a$y 

(iv) a$f3 implies a+y $ S+y 

(v) a$(3 and 0$y imply yxa $ yxf3 and (hence) axy $ (3xy 

Given an ordering of a field F, the concept of an inner product in vector 

spaces over F becomes significant: 
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DEFINITION 1.8. Let V be a vector space over an ordered field F. An inner 

(or scalar) product on Vis a function <,>:VXV➔F with the following proper

ties: 

(i) <u,v> = <v,u> 

(ii) <au+Sv,w> = ax<u,w> + Sx<v,w> 

(iii) 0 :a <u,u> 

(iv) <u,u> = 0 implies u=O 

a,SEF, u,v,wEV 

Any vector space V with an inner product is called an inner product space. 

From the viewpoint of computations with finite sequences, inner products 

are very important. Of course there may be many inner products defined on 

a vector space V. For instance, if V= lRn: let w1 , •.. ,wn E JR and each wi>O; 

then for each choice of (wi) we have another inner product: 
n 

<u,v> = i~lwiuivi with u=(u1 , ••• ,un)' v=(v1 , ••• ,vn) 

The inner product with wi=1 (1:ai:an) is most well-known. In I.1.2 a basis 

of a vector space V was defined as a linearly independent set of vectors 

that spanned all of V. In an inner product space it is easy to find the 

linear combination of a basis yielding a given vector v, provided the right 

basis is chosen. The following result (cf. [20]) is fundamental: 

Theorem 1.3. Let (V, <,>)bean n-dimensional inner product space over F. 

Then there is a basis (u1 , ••• ,un) of V such that: 

(i) (u1 , ••• ,un) is an orthogonal set; i.e. <ui,uj> ~ 0 if i=j 

0 if i~j 

(ii} if vEV, then v 
n <v,ui> 

i~l <ui,ui> ui 

n 
(iii) if v,wEV, then <v,w> I 

i=l 

<v,ui>x<ui,w> 

2 
<u. ,u. > 

l. l. 

If we represent vectors v and w by finite sequences (vi) and (wi) of 

scalars relative to a basis implied by theorem 1.3, then 

V. 
l. 

<v,ui> 

<ui ,ui>' wi 

Remark 1.3. There exists a proof of theorem 1.3 which does not use the 

ordering of F and thus the requirement O:.<u,u> in (1.6) (cf. [20)). We 

have introduced inner products with O:a<u,u>, because this condition is 
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assumed in most applications of an inner product space over the real number 

system IR. 

Remark 1.4. A result similar to theorem 1.3 exists for finite dimensional 

vector spaces over Con which a so-called hermitian form has been defined 

(cf. [41]). 

Conclusion. In section I.1 we have put much emphasis on the concept of a 

basis. For computational purposes it is important that vectors and linear 

mappings can be represented by finite sequences of scalars (see I.1.2 and 

I.1.3). The particular choice of a basis can have a strong effect on how to 

compute with these finite sequences (see I.1.3 and I.1.4). 

I.2 TORRIX DESIGN OBJECTIVES. 

I.2.1 Outline of the objectives. 

TORRIX has been designed as a computational system for finite dimensional 

vector spaces over a fixed but arbitrary field F. This means that, when 

someone (a "user") wants to apply TORRIX, he has to specify the field F 

(or more precisely: a computational system S for the field F). Such a gen

eral design allows TORRIX to be used in many areas of computation: statis

tics, curve fitting, differential equations, arithmetic with polynomials 

over~. and many others. 

TORRIX does not contain the system S of any specific field; it is merely 

based on assumptions of how a system Sis presented to it. When supplied. 

with an S, TORRIX yields a computational system T for vector spaces over 

F. Two different systems Sand S' for the same field F will yield two dif

ferent systems T and T'. In the sequel we will speak about a TORRIX system 

T based on a system S for F. The elements of Swill be called seals. TORRIX 

assumes that the integers are element of F and moreover that 0,lE ~ coin

cide with 0,lEF. 

As we stated above, the user has to specify Sin order to work with T. We 

now arrive at the first objective: 

Objective 1.1. Define TORRIX in such a way that the user can write a pro

gram that is valid for different seal-systems s (possibly for different 

fields F). 
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Probably this objective cannot be fully met: the transput of a given program

ming language may require special extra specifications of s. This, however, 

is not a mathematical problem of S, but merely a representation problem. 

Objective 1.2. Design TORRIX in such a way that it is possible to use vectors 

and linear mappings as autonomous objects, without the user having to worry 

about how they are stored or represented in memory. 

Only for reasons of efficiency it may be appropriate to know how a vector 

or linear mapping is stored in memory. 

Objective 1.3. Design TORRIX in such a way that it is independent of the 

dimensions of a vector space and its subspaces. 

I.2.2 Total-arrays. 

Let a user-specified S be given. In the design of TORRIX, the following 

two technical concepts were introduced. 

DEFINITION 1.9. 

(i) An array1 is a mathematical function, mapping a set of consecutive in

tegers [m:n] into S; arrayl's are denoted by [v.],[~.], ••.• [m:n] is 
J. J. 

called the domain of an array1 and is sometimes denoted by [u.],[$.], 
J. J. 

(ii) An array2 is a mathematical function, mapping the cartesian product of 

two sets of consecutive integers [m1:n1]x[m2:n2] into S; array2's are 

denoted by [a. .. l,[!3 .. ], .... [ml:nl]x[m2:n2] is called the domain of 
l.J J.J 

an array2 and is sometimes denoted by [a. .. ] ,[(3 . .] , •.• [a.1. J.] 1=.[ml :n1] 
J.J J.J 

and fo .. ]2=[m2 :n2l. 
l.J 

Arrayl's can represent vectors (relative to some basis) and array2's can 

represent linear mappings (relative to one basis, or possibly two bases). 

An array is either of type array1 or of type array2. 

DEFINITION 1.10. Two arrays x and y are equivalent if and only if 

(i) x and y are of the same type. 

(ii) x and y are equal on the intersection of their domains. 

(iii) x and y have zero values outside the intersection of their domains. 
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The definition of equivalence 

for arrayl 's [v.] and [cp.]: 1. 1. 

can be formally stated as follows: 

for array2 's [a .. ] and [ S .. ] : 
1.J 1.J 

[a .. ]=[S .. ] if and only if [vi]=[c/Ji] if and only if 

(ii) v.=cp. for all iE[v.]n[cp.] 
1. 1. 1. 1. 

1.J 1.J 
(ii) aij=Sij for all (i,jJE[aij]nJSij] 

(iii) aij=O for all (i,j)E[aij]\[Sij] 

Sij=O for all (i,j)E~Sij]\[aij] 

(iii) u 1.=0 for all iE[u.]\[cp,] 
l. l. 

cp 1.=0 for all iE[cp.]\[u.] 1. 1. 

It follows that an arrayl [v ,u +i•···•u] is equivalent to the arrayl m m n 

[o,o---,o,v ,u 1 ,---,v ,o,o,---,o] 
m m+ n 

+ + + + + + 
-·t m-1 m n n+l t 

for any positive integer t that is large enough. Each array! [v.] with 
1. 

[v.]c[-t:+t] is equivalent to an element of s2t+l. The value oft should 
1. -

be as large as possible provided that all TORRIX operations could be im-

plemented. Thus, it depends on the programming language, in which TORRIX 

will be implemented, and the implementation of this language on an actual 

machine. In practice a program will never use domains outside [-t:+t], and 

it is allowed to identify the space of equivalence classes of arrayl's as 
. . 2t+l being isomorphic to S . In the same way array2's are equivalent to 

array2's with domain [-t:+t]x[-t:+t]. 

2t+1 . DEFINITION 1.11. An element of S 1.s a total-array!. A total-array2 is 

an array2 that is an element of s 12t+l)x(2t+l). 

Summarizing, we have: 

(i) a total-arrayl is a mapping [-t:+t]➔S. 

(ii) a total array2 is a mapping [-t:+t]x[-t:+t]➔S. 

(iii) each array (even an array with empty domain) is equivalent to a 

total-array. 

(iv) TORRIX is a system implementing total-arrays. 

I.2.3 Viability of the design objectives. 

Objective 1.1 can be fulfilled when it is possible to use an abstract data 
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type on which operators*) like +,-,x,/,t,etc. are available, or can be made 

available, in the programming language. In a programming language like 

ALGOL 68 this can certainly be realized if F is the field JR, 42 or :Ill;. Bow
n 

ever, some problems may arise if the field F itself is a vector space over 

another field G. In such a case the user may want to work with two TORRIX

systems. This puts some demands on the programming language in which TORRIX 

is implemented. 

As for the second objective, it is not enough to have mode(type) declara

tions for vectors and linear mappings. The way in which the operators are 

defined, plays a role too. In fact, objective 1.2 cannot be met in full 

generality by any TORRIX system. We show this by means of an example. Con

sider a programming problem using two vector spaces v1 and v2 over the field 
n 

JR (e.g. take V 1 = JR and V 2 is the vector space of polynomials of degree:;'.;n 

on the segment [O,l]~JR. The elements of both v1 and v2 may be represented 

by arrayl 's with domain [O :n-1]. TORRIX does not distinguish between any 

typing for arrayl's and thus does not exclude that the "inner product" of 

two total-arrayl's is computed, one of them representing a vector of IEf, 
the other representing a polynomial. The result is meaningless but it can

not be detected by the system. 

The situation may become worse in case there are two bases of one vector 

space in use in an application. This allows two different arrayl represen

tations [u.] and[¢.] of one and the same vector v. Computing the inner pro-
1. l. 

duct <v,v> by means of Iui¢i will give an erroneous result. 

Objective 1.3 can be met by means of the concept of a total-array as defined 

in I.2.2. All vector spaces and their subspaces are considered to be sub-
2t+l 

spaces of S 

Conclusion. If a programmer is to compute with vectors of different vector 

spaces, he must be careful with the use of general operators. In case of 

one vector space, TORRIX assumes, that vectors are represented by arrayl's 

relative to one fixed basis. As for subspaces V' of a vector space V, 

*) We will always use the word 'operator' in the context of a programming 

language. In this context it has much in common with procedures and/or 

functions (cf. [52], [77]). 
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TORRIX assumes that vectors v'EV' are represented relative to the basis 

of V' which is a subsequence of the basis used for V. 

I.3 TORRIX-BASIS.*) 

Each storage scheme for total-arrays yields another implementation of 

TORRIX. TORRIX-BASIS is the system in which each total-array is stored in 

one concrete array. For other implementations we refer to I.4 and chapter V. 

TORRIX-BASIS has been implemented as an ALGOL 68 standard prelude (cf. [75]). 

This section highlights some important aspects of this implementation. 

I. 3.1 Implemented features. 

Obviously TORRIX-BASIS contains features for declaration, addition, subtrac

tion and multiplication of total-arrayl's and total-array2's. Moreover, it 

provides the user with "selectors" on total-arrays, like taking submatrices, 

rows, columns, diagonals, subvectors and elements. In some operations total

arrayl's are considered as polynomials. Other operations can be used to 

control the storage used by a total-array. These latter operations may not 

be present in other implementations. Finally, there are operations that deal 

with sequences of seals, but their number is kept as small as possible. 

Operations for which the defining algorithm depends heavily on the choice 

of the seal-system S, are not implemented. Thus, TORRIX-BASIS does not con

tain transput facilities, operations to solve a linear system of equations, 

etc. Nevertheless, TORRIX-BASIS contains operations that can be used in order 

to simplify such tasks considerably (for instance: modes and operations to 

record permutations). 

I.3.2 Choice of programming language. 

TORRIX-BASIS was implemented in the programming language ALGOL 68, as it 

provides easy mechanisms that facilitate the creation of general routines 

and has gair,ed considerable acceptance among programmers of numerical soft

ware. More specifically, ALGOL 68 was chosen for the following reasons: 

*) Much of the terminology in this section derives from the programming 

language ALGOL 68 (cf. [77], [52]). 
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(i) It is better and easier to describe and implement a library system 

within an existing language, than it is to define and implement such 

a system as a new programming language of its own. 

(ii) ALGOL 68 provides mode declarations. Thus, it is possible to write 

programs using an abstract data type seal. 

(iii) It is possible to define generic procedures (called operators in 

ALGOL 68). For instance, the operator x can be defined for all data 

structures of total-arrays regardless of the underlying seal-system 

s. 
(iv) The modes of ALGOL 68 multiple values are independent of the specific 

bounds of each subscript. Moreover, multiple values can easily be 

"sliced" and a programmer can easily work with vectors of (sub)spaces 

of different dimensions and with submatrices (representation of linear 

mappings restricted to subspaces). 

(v) The way in which the concepts of variables and pointers are united in 

ALGOL 68, could be used to distinguish several kinds of variability 

of total-arrays. 

I.3.3 Data structures in TORRIX-BASIS. 

Total-arrays are implemented in the following manner in the TORRIX-BASIS 

system. The value t (recall that the domain of each array1 is a subset of 

[-t:+t]) is too big for all practical purposes to allow an ALGOL 68 multiple 

value with bounds [-t:+t]. Very likely twill have the maximum value that 

allows all kinds of ALGOL 68 slicing features on multiple values with bounds 

like [t:t],[-t:-t],[t:-t],etc. Now we will use the equivalence relation 

(1.7): in TORRIX-BASIS a total-array1 is implemented by one multiple value 

with one subscript. We say: a total-array1 is represented by a concrete

arrayl. A concrete-arrayl consists of a sequence of seal-values, neatly ar

ranged in memory and a concrete domain [m:n] (a descriptor) with lowerbound 

m and upperbound n that describes this sequence of seal-values. In the same 

way a total-array2 is represented by a concrete-array2 with two subscripts 

and a concrete domain [m1:n1,m2:n2]. 

Given a concrete-array, one should consider it as the total-array that is 

obtained by adding "many" zeros to the ends of its concrete domain. 
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In TORRIX-BASIS a clear distinction has been made between operations on total 

arrays and operations on concrete-arraws, although both types of operations 

act on concrete-arrays. All operations on total-arrays have a clear meaning 

derived from the mathematical theory of linear algebra. As a consequence the 

result of an operation on one or two total-arrays does not depend on the way 

a total-array is stored in memory. Several operations on concrete-arrays can 

be interpreted as operations on special total-arrays. The number of opera

tions in TORRIX-BASIS not clearly derived from corresponding operations in 

linear algebra, has been kept as low as possible. Needless to say, it would 

be in bad taste to define dyadic operators with a total-array and a concrete

array operand. 

We can make another classification of operations, which is more related to 

ALGOL 68. Imagine that at some stage of execution (or elaboration) of a pro

gram using TORRIX-BASIS, there is a set of seal-locations in memory described 

by a multiset of concrete domains. 

Notation: 

[ml:nl]'::[m2:n2] if and only if ml~m2 and nl~n2, 

[ml:nl,p1:q1]'::[m2:n2,p2:q2] if and only if 

[m1:nl]'=[m2:n2] and [p1:ql]'=[p2:q2], 

D1=D2 if and only if D1<:: D2 and D2'= D1 (D 1 and o2 are concrete domains). 

Each concrete domain D describes a set of seal-locations L(D). Whereas~ and 

= have only been defined for concrete domains of the same type, '=Land 

defined for concrete domains of possibly different types: 

D1'::LD2 if and only if L (D l ):::_L (D 2 ) , 

D1=LD2 if and only if Dl'::LD2 and D2'::LDl. 

In ALGOL 68 it is possible to have D1 and D2 with: 

o 1no2=0 but D1=LD2 , 

D1=o 2 but L(D1 )nL(D2 )=0, 

and all situations in between. 

L 
are 

For any TORRIX-BASIS program IT at some stage of elaboration we define LIT as: 

LIT= U{L(D) : Dis a concrete domain at this stage of elaboration}. 

Now we can make the following classification of operations into different 

types: 
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(i) operations that neither change a seal-value of a location in LTI nor 

create a concrete domain. 

Examples: questions about concrete domains, 

the computation of inner products. 

(ii) operations that create a concrete domain but neither change LIT nor 

change the seal-value of a location in LIT. 

Examples: slicing, 

making a concrete domain describing the main diagonal of an 

existing total-array2. 

(iii) operations that do not create concrete domains, but change the seal

values of locations in LTI. 

Examples: assigning zero to a total-array, 

adding a concrete-array to another concrete-array, 

multiplying a total-array with a seal. 

(iv) operations that change LIT by adding a new concrete-array to it; of 

course there must be a new concrete domain as well to describe this 

concrete-array. In most cases seal-values will be assigned to this 

newly generated concrete-array. 

Examples: the sum of two total-arrays, 

the result of a linear mapping applied to a vector. 

DEFINITION 1.12. An operation of type i is called an operation of the "ith 

kind". 

Based on this classification, and the features of the reference mechanism 

of ALGOL 68, we can distinguish two kinds of variability: 

(i) variability at the level of 

get other eeaZ--values. This 

ref-level in ALGOL 68, 

the concrete-array: seaZ--locations} 

is the variability of the first 

(ii) variability at the level of the total-array: a total-array l 
will be re:[,resented by another concrete-array with possibly 

another concrete domain. This is the variability of the second 

ref-level in ALGOL 68 and includes variability of type (1.8). 

(1 •. 8) 

(1. 9) 

A mapping in the mathematical sense (like+,-, etc.) may have several corre-

spending TORRIX-BASIS operators. Consider, for example, the problem of sum

ming two vectors. TORRIX-BASIS provides the user with three operators to 

perform the addition. Let u and V be concrete-array] variables. 
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u+<v assumes the concrete domain of v to be a subset of the concrete domain 

of u (in the sense of ::l; it assigns the sum of u and V to the saal

locations of u; it is an operation of the 3rd kind and an example of 

variability (1.8). 

u + V generates a new concrete-arrayl containing the sum of u and V; neither 

u nor Vis changed or its domain affected; it is an operation of the 

4th kind. 

u+:=v if the concrete domain of Vis a subset of the concrete domain of u, 

then u+<v will be performed; otherwise u will be made to refer to the 

newly generated concrete-arrayl u+v; it is an operation of the 3rd or 

4th kind and sometimes it shows variability (1.8), sometimes variabil

ity (1. 9). 

Finally we will give the two most important mode declarations of TORRIX

BASIS in ALGOL 68: 

mode vea = ref[]saal, 

mode mat = ref[, Jsaal; 

A vea is a reference to a concrete-arrayl of saals and a mat a reference to 

a concrete-array2 of saals. A vea (mat)-variable allows variability (1.9) 

and a vea (mat) on its own allows variability (1.8). For a complete listing 

of modes, operators and program-texts in TORRIX-BASIS, one is referred to 

[75). 

I.4 EXTENSIONS OF TORRIX-BASIS. 

TORRIX-BASIS provides the simplest possible implementation of a total-array. 

From here there are two possible ways to proceed. In the first direction one 

would try to solve problems arising from the abstract data type saal (see 

I.4.1 and I.4.2); in the second direction one would apply alternative stor

age schemes, especially for total-array2's (see I.4.3. and I.4.4). 

I.4.1 eomplexification of the field of scalars. 

In practice one often has a problem in two vector spaces V and Ve over 

fields· F and Fe, ·where Fe is a complexification of F. 
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DEFINITION 1.13. Let F be a field and xxx>'-1 for all xEF. The complexifica

tion Fe of Fis a field of which each element is a tuple of two elements of 

F and in which operations are defined as follows: 

(i) (xl ,yl )+ (x2,y2) = (xl+x2,yl+y2) 

(ii) - (xl ,yl) = (-xl ,-yl) 

(iii) (x 1y)+ (0,0) = (O,O)+ (x,y) = (x,y) 

(iv) (xl,yl)x(x2,y2) = (x1Xx2-ylxy2, xlxy2+ylxx2) 
-1 2 2 -1 2 2 -1 (0 0) (v) (x,y) = (xx (x +y ) ,-yx (x +y ) ) (x,y)>' , 

(vi) (l,O)x(x,y) = (x,y)x(l,O) = (x,y) 

(vii) (x,y) = (x,-y) 

A theory similar to the one developed in I.1 can be developed for vector 

spaces over Fe. Instead of an inner product, one needs the concept of an 

hermitian form: 

DEFINITION 1.14. Let F be an ordered field and Ve a vector space over Fe. 

An hermitian form is a mapping <,>:vcxVC➔FC satisfying the following condi

tions: 

(i) <u,v> = <v,u> 

(ii) <au+Sv,w> = ax<u,w>+Sx<v,w> 

(iii) Let <u,u>=(x,y); then y=O and xGO 

(iv) <u,u>=(O,O) implies u=O 

u,vEVC 

u,v,wEVC, a,6EFC 

Though these concepts are commonly defined only for F=JR, the theorems can 

be easily generalized to arbitrary ordered fields F (cf. [74]). 

Problems in the vector spaces V and Ve cannot easily be solved with TORRIX

BASIS since the implementation is based on just one field. In [76] a system 

TORRIX-COMPLEX has been defined which is an extension of TORRIX-BASIS. If 

TORRIX-BASIS is a computational system for working in vector spaces over an 

(ordered) field F, then TORRIX-COMPLEX is a system for working in vector 

spaces over Fe. If TORRIX-BASIS is based upon an implementation S of F, then 

TORRIX-COMPLEX is based on the implementation SC of Fe. 

From the technical point of view, there are no important new ideas in TORRIX

COMPLEX. 
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I.4.2 Infinite fields of scalars. 

A field F with an infinite number of elements usually cannot be implemented 

perfectly on a computer. An implementation S of F will consist of a finite 

set Sc F and a number of operations (like +,-,x,etc.) which can be taken as 

adequate approximations to their mathematical counterparts. During a computa

tion in such an S two kinds of errors (i.e., deviations from the pure mathe

matical computation) may occur: 

(i) precision errors: operations return a seal s'ES which merely is a good 

approximation of the wanted scalar sEF. 

(ii) underflow/overflow: the execution halts or the operation returns a seal 

s'ES that is a very bad approximation of the wanted scalar sEF. 

For some infinite fields there may be several finite implementations avail

able. Consider two finite implementations Sand S' of a field F with Sc S'c F 

Usually it is assumed that a computation in S' will give a better approxima

tion to the result of the pure mathematical computation than the corresponding 

computation in S, but that it requires more time. A user can decide to perform 

only crucial parts of the computation ins'. 

In [76] an extension of TORRIX-BASIS has been given in which several opera

tions can be performed in a better implementation of F. 

I.4.3 Triangular and band matrices. 

In many applications matrices (doubly subscripted finite sequences), as re

presentations of linear mappings, have a large number of zero elements. For 

example: 

(i) lower triangular matrices, i.e., matrices (a .. ) with a .. =0 for j>i, 
l.J l.J 

(ii) band matrices (with bandwidths k 1 and k2 ), i.e., matrices (Sij) such 

that Sij~0 implies -k2~i-j~k1 . 

These well-known classes of special matrices allow special algorithms. To 

implement any matrix of either kind as a total-array2 in TORRIX, one could 

define a primitive type rowmat by: 

(1.10) 

Given a rowmat r we can find the corresponding total-array2 [aij] by: 



aij=0 if r does not have an 

if r[iJ does not have 

r[i][j] otherwise. 

i th vee or 
.th 7 a J sea,,,, 

A vee of r corresponds to a row of [a .. ]. 
1.J 

In the same way we can define a diagmat by: 

mode diagmat = ref[]~ 
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and the kth vee of a diagmat corresponds to the kth diagonal of a total

array2 [S .. ] (i.e., all elements S .. with j-i=k). 
1.J 1.J 

Observe that the mode rowmat can also be used for representing other than 

triangular matrices. Neither is the use of diagmats restricted to band ma

trices. For many matrices the storage scheme implied by using rowmat or 

diagma·t requires less computer memory than a concrete-a:Pray2 would. Of course 

there are disadvantages too. A concrete-array2 has three kinds of substruc

tures that are concrete-arrayl's: rows, columns and diagonals. A rowmat and 

a diagmat each have only one concrete-arrayl substructure. 

There is a third difference between rowmats, diagmats and concrete-array2's. 

Associated with the concrete-array2 implementation of total-array2's were 

two kinds of variability (see I.3.3). The rowmat implementation (and likewise 

the d1'.agmat implementation) has three kinds of variability: 

(i) changing the seal-value of a concrete seal-element (a seal-element 

(i,j) of the total-array2 [a .. ] is concrete if the corresponding rowmat 
1.J 

contains a seal-location representing a .. ), 
-- 1.J 

(ii) changing the concrete domain of a vee of a rowmat, 

(iii) changing the number of vees or their index in a rowmat. 

In chapters III and IV we will give a number of results concerning algorithms 

working on a rowmat implementation of total-array2's. 

I.4.4 Other sparse matrices. 

The approach of I.4.3 gives good results only for matrices in which the non

zero elements are (will be, can be) situated in a special way. It is only 

useful for special sparse matrices. 

DEFINITION 1.lS(cf. [63]). A matrix is said to be sparse if it has suffi

ciently many zero elements for it to be worthwhile to use special techniques 

that avoid storing or operating with the zeros. 
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Moreover, the approach of I.4.3 does not take advantage of the frequently 

occurring situation that many parts of a matrix are equal (see chapter II). 

In chapters II, v and VI we will propose a data structure for general sparse 

matrices to be used in an extension of the TORRIX-BASIS system, that aims at 

making the following desirable features explicit: 

(i) each sparse matrix (a .. ) can be represented in this data structure, re
l] 

gardless of the distribution of the non-zero elements over the matrix. 

Thus, storing of and operating on zero elements can be avoided. 

(ii) if large parts of a sparse matrix are equal, only one of these parts 

need to be stored in memory. 



CHAPTER II 

SPARSITY PATTERNS AND THE USE OF SPARSE MATRICES 

Until now we have mentioned two data structures for matrices: 

(i) the mat data structure, which can be used for full matrices, 
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(ii) the rowmat data structure, which can be used e.g. for full triangular 

matrices. 

The choice of a data structure for a sparse matrix A=(a .. ) 1 <·< l<·< in 
1.J =i;,m, =J =n 

general should be determined by the following considerations: 

(i) what is the sparsity pattern of A, i.e., which elements of A are zero 

and which are non-zero and how are the non-zero elements distributed 

over A? 

(ii) which operations will be applied to A? The simplest operations are 

those that require access to each non-zero element of A once without 

any specific ordering in these accesses. Other operations can change 

values of elements of A and even change the sparsity pattern, 

(iii) how "easy" is it to exploit the data structure; for example, is all 

software that manipulates matrices of this form available? 

(iv) how much computer memory and computation time will be needed to store 

the sparse matrix and to perform the required operations on it? 

Many algorithms for sparse matrices are designed for special sparsity pat

terns; thus it may be useful to change the sparsity pattern of a matrix A to 

let it fit one of these special formats. (For example, by using row- and 

column-permutations, by ignoring several zero elements and assuming tacitly 

that they have a non-zero value.) 

In this chapter we will analyze the ways sparse matrices are manipulated in a 

variety of applications in order to gain insight into what a software system 

to manipulate sparse matrices should provide. We will identify a number of 

sparsity patterns that arise in practice and investigate several algorithms 

to solve a number of practical problems involving sparse matrices. 
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In the sections II.1 and II.2 we will concentrate on sparsity patterns that 

arise from solving differential equations and linear optimization problems 

with nl.llllerical methods. Block patterns like block tridiagonal form and doubly 

bordered block diagonal form turn out to be important. The definition of these 

two as well as some other sparsity patterns will be given in the appendix at 

the end of this chapter. In the sections of this chapter we will not include 

the definitions of these patterns once again. We will refer to them by abbre

viations given in the appendix. 

In section II.3 we will review a variety of common algorithms for sparse 

matrices. We will discuss methods for the solution of a linear system of 

equations and study their behavior for several sparsity patterns. Moreover, 

we will give a discussion of the simplex method, methods for the linear least 

square problem and the eigenvalue problem in the case of sparse matrices. 

Each of these methods gives rise to a nl.llllber of basic operations that a sparse 

matrix package should contain, like the matrix-vector product, the permutatior 

of rows and of coll.llllns and the selection of a block of a partitioned matrix. 

In the conclusion of this chapter we will present a list of important basic 

operations for sparse matrices. 

A study of specific data structures for sparse matrices will be given in chap

ter V. 

II.1 SPARSE MATRICES RELATED TO DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS. 

Let Land M be appropriate differential transformations defined on a connecte< 

domain G cm.n. aG is the boundary of G. The majority of differential equation: 

arising from e.g. physics can be divided in three classes (cf. [02)): 

(i) Boundary value problems: find a function u defined on G and satisfying 

Lu= f within G, subject to certain boundary conditions Biu = gi on 

the boundary aG. Very often G will be closed and bounded in m.n. 

(ii) Eigenvalue problems: find one or more \E JR. and corresponding functions 

u such that Lu= AMu within G, subject to the boundary conditions 

Biu = AEiu on aG. 

(iii) Initial value problems. The formulation of initial value problems is 

the same as for boundary value problems. However, the last parameter 
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of u is a time parameter and the projection of G into nf-l is open 

(and can vary in time). The boundary conditions for t=0 are called the 

initial state. 

Two well-known boundary conditions arising in the theory of differential 

equations are: 

(i) the Dirichlet condition: u(x) = g(x) for all xEaG, 

(ii) the Von Neumann condition: au(x) = g(x) 
an for all xEaG, in which ~n 

denotes differentiation along the normal to the boundary directed away 

from the interior of G. 

In practice other boundary conditions can occur as well, as can all kinds of 

combinations of them. 

We say a differential transformation Lis linear if 

L(au + f3v) aLu + f3Lv 

for every a, SE IR and all functions u and v for which Lu and Lv are defined. 

One can distinguish two kinds of methods for the numerical solution of differ

ential equations: 

(i) finite difference approximations (FDAs), 

(ii) stationary and weighted residual methods. 

In the following two sections we will identify a number of sparsity patterns 

that can occur if one of these methods is used. The numerical aspects of the 

methods are not the point at issue here and for these we refer to (02] and 

(57]. We always assume that a solution exists for all equations dealt with. 

II.1.1 Sparsity patterns obtained with finite difference approximations. 

In this section we will assume that Land Mare linear differential trans

formations. Consider the following systems of differential equations: 

on G cnf. 

Lu 

and Lu 

f 

>-Mu 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

In a FDA method to solve (2.1) or (2.2) a mesh of N points is laid on the 

domain G. Then (2.1) (or (2.2)) is approximated in the meshpoints by means 

of finite differences (0cf. (02]). With L (and M) linear, a linear system of 

the form 
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AU 

or AU 

F 

ABU 

is obtained with A (and B) NXN matrices and u and F vectors of length N. 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

The meshpoints, the FDA and the numbering of the meshpoints are chosen in 

such a way that (2.3) (or (2.4)) can be solved adequately (i.e., in a reason

able amount of space, using a reasonable amount of time and yielding a reason

able approximation to the exact solution u in the meshpoints). Moreover, the 

choice is influenced by the domain G, by L (and M) and by the boundary condi

tions. 

In (2.3) the number of non-zero elements in row i of A is equal to the number 

of meshpoints used in the FDA of (2.1) for meshpoint P. (l~i~). From the 
l. 

viewpoint of error analysis it is needless in most cases to use every mesh-

point in the FDA of every other meshpoint. Moreover, this would lead to a 

non-sparse matrix A (and B, in case of an eigenvalue problem) and computing 

the solution of (2.3) or (2.4) would require too much time by the sheer size 

of the system. Only if the distance between two meshpoints Pi and Pj (possibly 

i=j) is very small, can P. be used in the FDA of the differential equation for 
J 

Pi. 

Example 2.1. Let G = {(x1 , .•• ,x) : l.<x.<u., l~i~n} c lRn. 
n i J. i -

Solve 

n a 2u au 
.El (a. (x) .--2 + b. (x) --a-> + c (x) .u = f (x) for all x 
J.= l. ax. l. xi 

(2.5) 

l. 

with u(n) = g(x) on the boundary aG. 
ui-li 

Let NEJN and hi= --N- (l~i~n). Use a rectangular array of (N+l)n meshpoints 

(P. . >o<· ~ i<·< in GUaG, with the j~h-coordinate of P. . equal 
J1,·••Jn =Ji-' =1 =n 1 J1,··•,Jn 

to li+jihi (l~i~). The values of u in meshpoints on aG are already known, and 

we only have (N-l)p unknowns. We will order them in natural columnwise order: 

Uk with k 

If in (2.5) n has value 1, we can use the following approximations: 
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and--clu /, 
clxl 1 +· h 

1 J 1 1 

u(1 1+(j 1+1)h1 ) + u(l 1+(j 1-l)h1 ) - 2u(l1+j 1h 1 ) 

h2 
1 

~ 

u(11+(j 1+1)h1 ) - u(l 1+(j 1-l)h1 ) 

(2.6) 

leading to a system AU=F with A an (N-l)X(N-1) matrix of TDF. For arbitrary 

functions a 1 , b 1 and c, A is not symmetric. 

If in (2.5) n=2, and we use the approximations (2.6) in both dimensions, we 

have a system AU=F with A an (N-1) 2 x(N-1) 2 matrix of SBTDF. Moreover, the 

main diagonal blocks are all (N-l)X(N-1) matrices of TDF and the other non

zero blocks are of DF. 

For arbitrary n in (2.5) A is of recursive SBTDF. For arbitrary functions 

ai, bi (l~i~n) and c, A is not symmetric but has a symmetric sparsity pattern. 

However, if ai (x) and bi (x) (l~i~n) are not dependent of all coordinates of 

x, many non-zero elements of A may have the same value, many non-zero blocks 

may be equal and A may be symmetric. For this kind of sparse matrices, special 

techniques are designed to solve AU=F (cf. [17] and [18]). 

This example is not the only case in which a number of blocks can be equal. 
p 

If G can be split up in a number of subdomains G = i~l Gp with GinGj = 0 
(i~j), such that several subdomains are of the same form, and L gives rise 

to the same transformation when restricted to these subdomains, while the 

discretizations are the same as well, then this would lead to a number of 

equal blocks under a suitable ordering of the meshpoints. 

For initial value problems FDAs are used that result in a number of systems 

of equations AU =F (p=l,2, ... ). Many of these matrices may have the same 
pp p 

sparsity pattern (cf. [02]). 

The natural ordering of the meshpoints and equations is not necessarily the 

most optimal for each solution algorithm. Moreover, there are algorithms that, 

during their execution, renumber the meshpoints and equations. we shall deal 

with renumbering in more detail in section II.3. Here we will restrict our

selves to two other possible ways of numbering the meshpoints: 
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k (i) 
(i) Try to partition the set P = {P 1 , ... ,PN} of meshpoints into P = i~lp 

(k~2) such that for any two different meshpoints P. and P. (with P.EP(i') 
(, , ) l J l 

and P,EP J ), u(P.) is used in the FDA of Lin P. if and only if li'-j 'l=l. 
J J l 

Number the points in P(i') (l~i'~k) consecutively, starting with P(l); number 

the equations in the same way. 

The matrix A so obtained is of SBTDF, with the main diagonal blocks of DF. 

This ordering is important in case the SOR-method (cf. [21]) is used to solve 

the system AU= F (see II.3.4). Observe that the required partition of P 

does not always exist. 

(ii) (Nested dissection, cf. [33]). Try to partition the set P = {P1 , ... ,PN} 

k+l ( •) ( · , ) 
of meshpoints into P = .~1 Pl (k~2) such that for all points P.EP l (l~i': 

and P.EP(j') (l~j'~k, i~~j'), u(P.) is not l 
J J 

in P .. Apply this partition rule recursively to 

used in the FDA of Lin Pi nor u(P. 
(1) (k) 

p , ••• ,P . 

J P (1) , ••• , P (k+l) If we number the meshpoints of (and the corresponding equa-

tions) consecutively, starting with P(l), then the matrix A so obtained is of 

DBSBDF and the first k main diagonal blocks have this same sparsity pattern. 

We conclude that the sparsity patterns of many matrices obtained from FDAs 

are some combination of the following two patterns: 

(i) the matrix A can be partitioned into A=(Aij) and many blocks of this 

partition contain only zero elements, 

(ii) many non-zero elements (or blocks) are organized along a few diagonals. 

These diagonals are not necessarily consecutive. 

Moreover, very often the matrices are symmetric or have a symmetric sparsity 

pattern. Many blocks of a partitioned matrix can be equal. In many applica

tions several sparse matrices with the same sparsity pattern must be manipu

lated. 

II.1.2 Weighted residuals and stationary methods. 

In the stationary methods and methods of weighted residuals the solution u 

of (2.1) is approximated by a linear combination of basis functions (ui)l~i~k 

k 
u(x) ~ u(x) = i~lci.ui (x). 
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Depending on how the bonndary conditions are incorporated, one of the (ci)lS.iS.k 

may be fixed. For convenience we will assume that none of the (ci)lS.iS.k is 

fixed. For many differential equations a variational principle exists, i.e., 

there is a function <P : C~clG➔ IR which has an extreme value for the solution 
0 

u of (2.1) (CGUclG is the set of continuous fnnctions on GUclG). (For example, 

u minimizes the energy of a physical system.) All stationary methods have in 

common that the extreme value of 

{<P(u(x)) : c.E IR} 
J. 

t . cl<P(u(x)) is computed by solving the set of equa ions a 
Ci 

0 (lS.iS.k). 

In the methods of weighted residuals, the set of continuous fnnctions on 

GUclG is viewed as a vector space and the solution u is approximated by a 

fnnction in the subspace spanned by (ui)lS.i~· For minimizing u-u we need 

an inner product, norm or seminorm. Let (v,w) be the inner product 

(v,w) = Jv(x).w(x)dx. 
G 

Several methods exist to obtain good approximations to u (cf. [02]): 

the Galerkin methods: 

Find c 1 , ••• ,ck such that (Lu-f,ui) = 0 (lS.iS.k), 

the least square methods: Let llvll=\l(v,v). 

Find cl, ••• ,ck such that ULu-fll is minimal. 

A stationary method may be used to solve (2.10), 

the collocation methods: Let (Pi)lS.is.m be a set of points in GUclG. 

Then we can approximate (2.7) and likewise (2.9) by 

Find C1r•••rCk such that !Lu-fl is minimal. 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 

(2.10) 

(2 .11) 

(2 .12) 

If Lis linear, (2.8) and (2.12) (in case m=k) result in a linear system of 

equations Ac=F; if m>k (in (2.11)), (2.12) results in a linear least square 

problem. The elements of A=(a .. ) are defined as: 
J.J 

(u.,Lu.) = Ju. (x).(Lu.) (x)dx 
J. J G J. J 

in case of (2.8) 
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In many practical cases, Lis symmetric and positive definite: 

(Lv,w) = (v,Lw), (Lv,v)~O for all v,w and (Lv,v)>O for all V"'O. 

With a Galerkin method this results in a symmetric positive definite matrix 

A. If Lis not symmetric, A very often has a symmetric sparsity pattern. All 

methods mentioned above give rise to a matrix A which may contain no zero 

element at all. Let us consider Galerkin methods in more detail. 

In "finite element" methods (cf. [57] and [58]) the basis functions (ui)l:£i:£k 

are chosen such that the resulting matrix A is sparse. The word "element" 

refers to the support of one ui. (The support of a function g on G is the set 

of points of Gin which g has a non-zero value.) G is divided into a finite 

set of open subdomains such that the support of each basis function consists 

of one or more of these subdomains (possibly except a few points). It often 

happens that two different elements have the same form and, if similar basis 

functions are chosen, this may lead to a matrix with equal blocks. 

Finite element methods are widely used because of their flexibility. If needed, 

the derivatives of the solution and the basis functions can be incorporated. 

Moreover, knowledge from physical problems can play a role in the choice of 

elements and basis functions. Because of this flexibility, all kinds of spar

sity patterns can occur. In case of rather regular elements (triangles, rec

tangles, etc.) the sparsity pattern may be as in finite difference approxima

tion methods. In [32] a choice and numbering of basis functions are proposed 

that lead to a matrix of DBSBDF in which all, except the last, main diagonal 

blocks have this same sparsity pattern. 

Sometimes the solution u obtained for the differential equation is not precise 

enough. Then the elements can be refined (i.e., divided into a number of sub

elements), points added, basis functions replaced and new basis functions 
' added. For the matrix A this implies a change of values of some matrix ele-

ments, and the insertion of new rows and columns. It is possible that rows 

and columns must be inserted at every row- and column-position of the matrix. 

Summarizing, finite element methods give often rise to matrices with the same 

sparsity pattern as matrices derived from finite difference approximation. 

Symmetry and symmetric sparsity patterns are important as well as the inser

tion of rows and columns. The matrix can have equal blocks. Rather arbitrary 

sparsity patterns are more likely than with finite difference approximation. 
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II.2 SPARSITY PATTERNS IN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEMS. 

In the theory of (linear) optimization one often has to solve problems of 

the following type: 

minimize <c,x> subject to Ax=b and xi~0 (l~i~) 

with c,xE m.n ,· bE mm and A an mxn matrix (m~n), } (2.13) 

where A may be sparse. Because linear optimization does not provide important 

new sparsity patterns, we will only briefly mention a number of them. The 

most important difference with matrices derived from differential equations 

is that A in (2.13) will never have fewer columns than rows. Frequently oc

curring patterns are: 

(i) Block angular form (cf. [SO]) (BAF, see appendix). 

(ii) Dual block angular form (cf. [SO]) (DBAF, see appendix). 

(iii) A combination of block and dual block angular form: A can be partitioned 

into A=(~)l~,k$p+l such that J\ik=0 if h~k+l, h~l and k~p+l (cf. [50]). 

It is clear that with a simple row-permutation, A obtains the DBBDF. 

(iv) Staircase form (cf. [60)), i.e., A is of BBF with bandwidths 0 and 1. 

In all these patterns the non-zero blocks can be sparse, even with a rather 

irregular pattern. 

II.3 NUMERICAL ALGORITHMS AND SPARSE MATRICES. 

Numerical methods in linear algebra and optimization theory do not all use 

matrices in the same way. Some methods only need a matrix-vector product, 

some only change the value of non-zero elements, others change the value 

of zero elements and (hence) the sparsity pattern, etc. In this section we 

will review a number of methods and will attempt to identify the basic oper

ations that are applied to sparse matrices. We will deal with linear systems 

of equations (sections II.3.1 - II.3.4), matrix eigenvalue (II.3.5), linear 

least square (II.3.6) and linear optimization problems (II.3.7). We will see 

that many algorithms manipulate sparse matrices in a block-oriented fashion. 

Moreover, row- and column-permutations are often used and the matrix is often 

viewed as an ordered set of rows or an ordered set of columns. 
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II.3.1 Operations on sparse matrices related to LU decomposition. 

Methods for solving the linear system of equations 

Ax=b A=(a. .. )1<' "< J.J _i,J=n 
(2.14 

are often divided into two classes: direct methods and iterative methods. 

DEFINITION 4. 1 ( cf. [ 21 ] ) • A method to solve ( 2. 14) is direct if ( in case we 

use exact arithmetic) the solution xis obtained after a finite number of 

steps (dependent on the number of rows and columns of A and the values of 

its elements). A method to solve (2.14) is iterative if it is not direct. 

Iterative methods are often of the form: 

A number of approximations x(l) , ••• ,x(k) of x are available; 

if none of them is good enough, an approximation x(k+l) is derived from 

b (l) (k) hi h · h f 11 b . . f A, , x , ... ,x , w c is ope u ya etter approximation o x. 

The most commonly used iterative methods have the property that they work 

with the original matrix and involve no creation of additional non-zeros (cf. 

[62]), but there are iterative methods that create new non-zero elements (for 

an example, see [S6]). We will also distinguish between direct and iterative 

parts in methods for the other matrix problems. It is clear that a direct 

method cannot contain an iterative part. 

The system (2.14) is easy to solve when A is of LTF or UTF. In the LU decompo 

sition, A is factored as 

A=L.U, with L of LTF and u of UTF. 

The solution of (2.14) can now be found by (back)solving the following two 

linear systems of equations: 

Ly=b and Ux=y. 

Sometimes, A is factored as A=L.D.U with D of DF and L of LUTF and U of UUTF. 

If A is symmetric, u equals the transpose LT of L. 

For sparse A, Land U can have non-zero elements in positions where A has 

zero elements. Let L=(l .. ) 1<. ·< and U=(u .. ) 1<. ·<. Assume without loss 
J.J =i,J;;.n J.J =J.,J=n 

of generality uii=l (l~i:Sn). Multiplying L with U leads to the following 

equations: 



1 .. 
1] 

j-1 
aij - k~1 1ikukj 

i-1 
k~1 1ik~j) 

From this one can derive: 

1. ,7'0 if and only if a .. 7'0 or lik7'0 and ~j7'0 for some 
1] 1) 

u. ,7'0 if and only if a. ,.!0 or lik7'0 and ~j7'0 for some 
1] 1) 
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} {2.15) 

k with 

I 1:;ak:;aj-1, 
(2 .16) 

k with 

1 :;ak:;ai-1. 

We will deal only with the general case of (2.16) that subtraction of non

zero values does not lead to a zero element in Lor U. Let 

r(A,i) = mindi}U{j :a .. 7'0}), 
1] 

c(A,j) = min({j}U{i:a .. 7'0}). 
1) 

If aii7'0 (1:;ai:;an), then r(A,i) and c(A,j) are the index of the first non-zero 

element in row i and column j of A, respectively. The envelope and fill of A 

are defined as follows: 

Env(A) = {(i,j): jGr(A,i) and iGc(A,j)}, 

fill (A) = { (i, j) : aij =0 and (li/0 or ui/0)}. 

The LU decomposition of A is only of practical interest if fill(A) contains 

only a small number of elements. Because numerical cancellation is not taken 

into account, we have 

fill(A) = Env(A), Env(A) = Env(L+U). 

There are matrices A with fill(A) U {(i,j) : a .. 7'0} 7' Env(A). 
1] 

The envelope of a symmetric matrix or a matrix with a symmetric sparsity 

pattern is often called a profile. 

How can we keep fill(A) small? The common technique is to permute rows and 

columns of A and to factor PAQ as PAQ=LU (for certain nxn permutation ma

trices P and Q). For a general review of these techniques to keep fill(A) 

small, we refer to [35], [37], [63] and [69]. Two of them are the so-called 

minimum degree algorithm (cf. [35]) and the related Markowitz criterion (cf. 

[63]). These require the following primitive operation: 
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Given i and k, 

cardinality of 

find the cardinality of the 

the set {j : je:k, a .. a=O}. 
Jl 

set {j je:k, a .. a=O} and the 
lJ 

However, permuting A may be used also to obtain a numerically stable factor-

ization. Unfortunately, these two desires cannot always be fully met simul

taneously with one permutation of A. For more details we refer to [63]. As 

for row- and column-permutations in order to obtain a numerically stable 

factorization the following operations are important: 

(i) Given k, find the in absolute value largest element (and its indices) 

of all elements with both indices at least k. 

(ii) Given i and k, find the in absolute value largest element (and its 

column-index) of all elements in row i of A with column-index at 

least k. 

(iii) Given j and k, find the in absolute value largest element (and its 

row-index) of all elements in column j of A with row-index at least k. 

We conclude that the following operations are important: 

(i) selecting a row or a column of a matrix, 

(ii) selecting the main diagonal of a matrix, 

(iii) changing the value of zero and non-zero elements, 

(iv) row- and column-permutations, 

(v) adding a part of a row (or column) multiplied with a scalar to the 

corresponding part of another row (or column), 

(vi) computing the number of non-zero elements in a part of a row or column, 

(vii) determining the in absolute value largest element (with its indices) 

in a part of a row, of a column or in a submatrix, 

(viii) computing the inner product of a part of a row (or column) with a 

vector or a,part of a column (or row). 

II.3.2 Operations on sparse matrices in block factorization. 

A slightly different approach to LU decomposition is block elimination. The 

matrix A is assumed to be partitioned into A=(A .. ) 1<. ·< such that A .. is 
lJ =l,J=P ll 

square (l~i~p). Hopefully many blocks of A are zero (possibly after row-

and column-permutations). Each main diagonal block must be non-singular. 
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A is factored into A=L.U with Land U of SBLTF and SBUTF. Rewriting (2.15) 

gives us: 
i-1 

l Lii Uii =A .. - k~1LikUki (1::;i::;p) 
l.l. 

j-1 u-1 (l~j<i~p) L .. = (Aij - k~lLikukj) X 

I 
(2.17) 

l.J ii 

-1 i-1 
u .. = Lii X (Aij - k~lLikukj) (l~i<j~p) 

l.J 

and the backsolving equations are (with b, x and y partitioned as A): 

Lllyl=bl U X =y 

l pp p p 

L22y2~b2-L21y1 U X =y -U X p-1,p-1 p-1. p-1 p-1,p p 
(2.18) 

p-1 p 
L y =b - IL y Ullxl =yl-j~2uljxj pp p p j=l pj j 

From the viewpoint of programming (2.17) and (2.18) are easy to solve if 

each non-zero block of A does contain only a few zero elements. But if a 

main diagonal block of A is sparse, special techniques must be applied to 

this block. With several sparse main diagonal blocks different techniques 

can be used for these blocks depending on their sparsity pattern. 

Block factorization does not give rise to many new operations, except that 

the operations of II.3.1 must now be applied to blocks. It requires a block 

oriented storage scheme in order to allow an efficient selection of blocks, 

especially the main diagonal blocks. For more details we refer to [13) and 

[31). 

II.3.3 Other direct methods to solve a linear system of equations. 

There are direct methods especially designed for matrices with a specific 

sparsity pattern. Their behavior is rather bad for general matrices or cannot 

be applied at all to matrices with other sparsity patterns. 

Example 2.2. Marching algorithms and odd/even reductions are designed for 

banded or block banded matrices (cf. [04), [17], [18) and [64)). These are 

closely related to LU decomposition or block LU decomposition. The matrix 

is accessed along diagonals or block diagonals. 
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Example 2.3. In tearing and capacitance methods the matrix A is written as 

A = B + C 

where By=z is easy to solve and B differs from A in only a small number of 

rows and columns (cf. [14), [16)). For example, Bis symmetric, Bis block 

diagonal, or B can be solved with marching algorithms or odd/even reductions. 

Conjugate gradient methods (cf. [03) for a review) are not very interesting 

for the design of a data structure, because the matrix A is only used for 

matrix-vector products. We conclude that the following operations are impor

tant: 

(i) matrix-vector product, 

(ii) matrix product of blocks, 

(iii) selection of a diagonal, 

(iv) selection of a block diagonal, 

(v) deletion of a block of a sparse matrix. 

II. 3.4 Operations on sparse matrices in iterative methods to solve a 

linear system of equations. 

Iterative methods are rather popular because they are easy to implement and, 

if convergence has been proven, no problems occur with rounding errors during 

the computation. Sometimes each step requires a linear system Kx=y to be 

solved, but K has always a rather simple sparsity pattern. Thus solving this 

system of equations does not require much time. Often matrix-vector products 

are involved and this operation allows a simple data structure for the matrix 

Iterative methods have a disadvantage in case (2.14) must be solved for many 

different right hand sides. To illustrate all this, we will give three exam

ples. Many iterative methods to solve (2.14) use a splitting of A: 

A=K-R with K non-singular. (2 .19) 

Equation (2.19) leads to the iteration scheme: 

Kx(i+l) = Rx(il+b. (2.20) 

How can K be chosen? 
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Example 2.4. Successive overrelaxation (SOR, cf. [21]) solves the slightly 

different system 

Ax=b with A=WA, b=wb for a suitable wE IR. 

Let A L+D+U with D of DF, Land U of SLTF and SUTF. Then K 
~ 1 ~ 

R = D(W -1)-U and we have the iteration: 

~ 

~ D 
L+ - and w 

(2.21) 

However, SOR does not work with A but with A: L..!! o.E., U,,!!. Substituting w' w w 
this in (2.21) leads to 

(D+WL)x (i+l) 

Observe that D+WL is of LTF and each successive x(i+l) can be easily deter

mined from x (i). 

Block versions for this method are available: Dis then of SBDF, Landu 

of strictly SBLTF and SBUTF. The block versions often converge faster at 

the cost of some complication in the computation of each iteration step (cf. 

[02]). 

Example 2.5. Alternating direction methods (cf. [02]) are designed for ma

trices derived from finite difference approximations of boundary value prob

lems in IR2 : 

(2.22) 

with A= B+H+V and E and D some suitable matrices. B+V+E can be chosen in 

such a way that it consists of a full band or is of SBDF with each main di

agonal block a full band. B+H+D can be permuted to this same sparsity pattern. 

(2.22) is a special case of (2.20) with 

~ 
K=B+V+E to solve the system 

Ax=b with A A - (H-E) (B+H+D)-lA, 

Example 2.6. Meijerink and Van der Vorst (cf. [56]) use a splitting as in 

(2.19) such that the Land U of the LU decomposition K=LU have only non-zero 

elements in positions where A has them. Moreover, R has non-zero elements 

only in those positions where fill could occur if A itself was factored. They 
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prove that this splitting exists if A is an M-matrix (i.e., a .. ~O (l~i,j~n, 
l.J 

i~j) and A-l exists and has no negative elements). 

We conclude that the following operations are important: 

(i) selection of the main diagonal, 

(ii) selection of the main block diagonal, 

(iii) operations involved in LU decomposition, 

(iv) changing the value of non-zero elements of a matrix. 

II.3.5 Operations on sparse matrices related to the matrix eigenvalue 

problem. 

Methods for solving the matrix eigenvalue problem 

Ax=ABX 

must be iterative if one can compute with the operations+,-, x and/ only. 

Except for Householder and Givens transformations (which will be dealt with 

in II.3.6) they do not add new aspects concerning sparsity patterns and oper

ations. For a bibliography we refer to [67]. 

II. 3.6 Operations on sparse matrices related to the linear least square 

problem. 

There are many classes of methods to solve the linear least square problem 

minimize 11Ax-bll 2 , A= (a .. ) 1 < . <-~ 1 < . < > • l.J -l.~n, =J=n,m=n 
(2 .23) 

For a review we refer to [09]. We will only deal with direct methods based 

on orthogonalization. For any mxn matrix A of which the columns are linearly 

independent, A can be factored as 

and U an mxn matrix of UTF. } (2. 24) 

Then (2.23) reduces to the linear system of equations 

U'x=b' 
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in which U' consists of the first n rows of U and b' consists of the first n 

elements of Qb. The columns of QT provide an orthonormal basis of :nf1. 

In the Gram-Schmidt method, the first i columns of QT span the same subspace 

as the first i columns of A (1$i$n). Column i of QT is a linear combination 

of the first i columns of A. In the same way, column i of A can be seen as a 

linear combination of the first i columns of QT and these coefficients form 

the upper triangular matrix U. This method can create many non-zero elements 

(cf. [70)). However, if A is of BAF, QT is of BAF and u is of UTF and BAF. 
T For computational convenience the last m-n columns of Q do not need to be 

calculated. 

If Householder transformations are used, Q (in (2.24)) is written as 

T w .• w. 
Q. (1$j$n) orthonormal and of the form Q. = I - 2 ---.-+---"---.-....-

J J <w.[,1], w.[,1]> 
J J 

with W. an mxl matrix. 
J 

Let Ao=A, A.=Q .. A. l (1$j$n), A =U. To obtain A.[i,k]=O for all i>j~k, a 
J J J- n J 

suitable choice of W. can be made satisfying 
J 

w.[i,1]=0 if i<j, 
J 

=O if i>j and A. 1[i,j]=O, 
J-

~o otherwise. 

This method can create many non-zero elements in the A .• However, if A is 
J 

of BAF, it may be necessary to permute A such that aii~O (1$i$n). In case 

this can be done with row-permutations only, only the blocks of the A. that 
J 

=rrespond to the non-zero blocks of A, will contain newly created non-zero 

elements (cf. [ 38] )'. 

In the Givens method, Q is written as 

Q Q .Q 1· ..•• Q1 n n-. 

and each Q. = Qj-l Qj-2 Qj-2 
J j • j • j • Q~ (1$j$n), with Q~ orthonormal 

J J 

for 1$i$j-1. 

The Q~ are chosen such that multiplying A with Q~ means that row i and j 
J J 

of A are replaced by two linear combinations of these rows, creating a zero 
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at position (i,j). If A is of BAF, creation of new non-zero elements is re

stricted to the non-zero blocks. Row-permutations may be needed to obtain 

aii;,,Q (1$Hn) (cf. [38]). 

These three methods of orthogonal factorization change the sparsity pattern 

by means of adding non-zero elements to a column (row) if another column (row) 

has a non-zero in a corresponding position provided that there is at least 

one position where they both have non-zero elements. 

We conclude that the following operations are important: 

(i) operations related to LU decomposition, 

(ii) Givens transformation. 

II.3.7 Operations on sparse matrices in the simplex method. 

When applied to the linear program (2.13) the simplex method solves a se

quence of linear systems 

zB=d, By=a and Bw=b (2 .25) 

in which B consists of m linearly independent columns of A, wand d vectors 

of the corresponding coordinates of x and c and a is a column of A not in 

B determined by z. Bis called a basis of A. If z, y and ware determined 

and <c,x> is not small enough, another basis is chosen such that <c,x> will 

be less with the new values of w inserted in x. The successive bases of A 

chosen differ only in one column: a column of Bis exchanged with a. Let 

Band B be two successive bases with corresponding linear systems 

zB=d, By=a and Bw=b, 

iB=d, By=a and Bw=b. 

(2. 26) 

(2. 27) 

It is important to solve (2.26) in such a way that a solution of (2.27) can 

be easily obtained from the solution of (2.26). We will investigate a number 

of methods to solve (2.26) and determine how the sparsity pattern is exploit

ed. For a general review we refer to [ss]. 

-1 
Methods based on inverting the basis. Write B as a product of elementary 

matrices Em.Em-l" .... E1 (n.b. an elementary matrix is the identity matrix 

except for one column), and for all 1$j$i$m 



Then E. 
m 

(E .• E. 1 ••••• E1 .B) [k,j] 
l. J.-

1 if k=j, 

0 if k;,,j. 

~-1 .E1 .B is an elementary matrix and B can be written as 

~-1 
B =Em+l.Em ••••• El. 
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The computation of the inverse of each successive basis adds an elementary 

matrix to the list. From the viewpoint of computing time it may be necessary 

to reinvert the current basis (if the list becomes too long). When this re

inversion must be done depends on the sparseness of the elementary matrices 

of the list. It is clear that row- and column-permutations of the bases are 

allowed to obtain a numerically stable inversion and/or to retain sparseness. 

Hellerman and Rarick (cf. [42] and [43]) permute B such that the elementary 

matrices remain sparse: B becomes of SBTF with many main diagonal blocks 

of LTF; the other main diagonal blocks (bumps) are of LTF except for a few 

columns (spikes). The most right upper element of a bump is always non-zero. 

Each time a reinversion is needed the algorithm of Hellerman and Rarick can 

be used. 

Methods based~ triangular factorization of the~- The basis B of (2.26) 

can be factored into B=L.U with Land U of LTF and UTF. Commonly L-l is writ

ten as a product of elementary matrices, interspersed with permutation matri

ces. For permutations to lower the fill, we refer to II.3.1 and II.3.2. To 

obtain a decomposition of B, several strategies may be used for inserting 
-1 

the new column v=L a in U. In general v will not be sparse. 

(i) method of Bartels and Golub (cf. [06]): delete column r from B, move 

columns r+l, ... ,m one place to the left and a will be the new column m. 
-1- . 

Then L Bis of urF except for the positions (r+l+i,r+i) (O~i~-r). The 
~ -1~ decomposition of B can be computed by decomposing L Band adding m-r 

elementary matrices to the already obtained list. These new elementary 

matrices are very sparse: they are all identity matrices except for one 

diagonal and one off-diagonal element. New non-zero elements may occur 

in U. 

Givens transformations (see II.3.6) may be used to decompose L-1B. 

(ii) Forrest and Tomlin (cf. [25]) propose a variant of the strategy of 

Bartels and Golub: after inserting the new column, row r of Bis placed 
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at the bottom of the matrix, moving m-r rows upwards. If L-lB is pe=u

ted in the same way, yielding U', U' is of UTF except for row m. The 

decomposition of U' will give fill in the last row only. Hence, the up

per triangular factors of the successive bases retain sparsity, except 

for the inserted columns. 

Methods based on orthogonal factorization(cf. [38], [55]). Bis factored as 

B~~.R with QT.Q=I and R of UTF. This factorization has already been discussed 

in II.3.6. To obtain a factorization of B, insertion strategies can be used 

as mentioned with the methods based on triangular factorization. 

Many other insertion strategies can be used. Some examples: 

(i) Saunders (cf. [66]) proposes to pe=ute all spikes obtained with the 

Helle=an and Rarick algorithm to the last columns of B (and pe=uting 

the rows likewise). The insertion can be done as in the methods based 

on triangular factorization of the basis. 

(ii) In case of a staircase system (see II.2) and use of LU decomposition, L 

and U have the same sparsity pattern and the new column can be inserted 

such that this sparsity pattern is retained in U (cf. [55]). 

In this section one extra sparsity pattern was mentioned: bumps and spikes. 

Also this pattern is block oriented. Basic operations for the simplex method 

are: 

(i) row- and column-pe=utations, 

(ii) cyclic row- and column-pe=utations, 

(iii) operations related to the LU decomposition, 

(iv) operations related to orthogonal factorization. 

Conclusion. In this chapter we have reviewed a number of applications in

volving sparse matrices. We have seen that many sparsity patterns are block 

and/or diagonal oriented. Nevertheless, more arbitrary sparsity patterns 

can occur also. Symmetric matrices and matrices with a symmetric sparsity 

pattern are important. In many applications the sparse matrix can have equal 

blocks. As for operations on sparse matrices we have found that the following 

primitives are important: 
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(i) matrix-vector product, 

(ii) matrix product of two blocks of a sparse matrix, 

(iii) selecting a row, a column, the main diagonal or a block of a matrix, 

(iv) changing the value of zero and non-zero elements, 

(v) row- and column-permutations, 

(vi) cyclic row- and column-permutations, 

(vii) adding a part of a row (or column) multiplied with a scalar to the 

corresponding part in another row (or column), 

(viii) Givens transformation, 

(ix) computing the number of non-zero elements in a part of a row or column, 

(x) determining the in absolute value largest element (with its indices) 

in a part of a row, of a column or of a submatrix, 

(xi) computing the inner product of a part of a row (or column) with a 

vector or a part of a column (or row), 

(xii) insertion of rows and coli.mms, 

(xiii) deletion of a block. 

APPENDIX. 

SOME COMMON SPARSITY PATTERNS. 

Here we will list a number of sparsity patterns and their abbreviations. 

Most patterns are identified by the zero elements rather than by the non

zero elements. We will follow the characterization of Tewarson (cf. (71]) 

to a certain extent. 

Let A=(a .. ) 1<·~- l<·<. We say that a square matrix A (i.e., m=n) has a 
~ ~-.~= 

symmetric sparsity pattern if a .. ~0 implies 
1] 

to assume that A has a symmetric pattern by 

a .. ~0. Sometimes it is worthwhile 
]1 

tacitly assuming that a number of 

zero elements are non-zero. The symmetric sparsity pattern can be combined 

with several, but not all, of the sparsity patterns listed below. Let A be 

partitioned into A=(~)l~h~p,l~k::,q" We say that this partition is square 

if and only if ~his a square matrix (l~h~min(p,q)). Thus the main diago

nal blocks are square. However, the off-diagonal blocks are not necessarily 

square. Even for a non-square partition we say that the ~h (1~h$min(p,q)) 

are main diagonal blocks. 
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DF Diagonal form: a .. =O for all (i,j) with i~j, 
l] 

BF Band form with bandwidths w1 and w2 : 

aij=O if i-j<-w2 or i-j>w1 , 

TDF Tridiagonal form: bandform with bandwidths 1 and 1, 

LTF 

LUTF 

SLTF 

UTF 

UUTF 

SUTF 

Lower triangular form: a =O if j>i, 
ij 

Lower unit triangular form: 

a .. =0 if j>i and a .. =1 (1;;,i:£rnin(m,n)), 
l] ll 

Strictly lower triangular form: a .. =O if j~i, 
l] 

Upper triangular form: a .. =O if i>j, 
l] 

Upper unit triangular form: 

aij=O if i>j and aii=l (1;;,i:£rnin(m,n)), 

Strictly upper triangular form: a .. =O if i~j, 
l] 

BDF Block diagonal form: ¾k=O for all (h,k) with h7k, 

BBF Block banded form with bandwidths w1 and w2 : 

¾k=O if h-k<-w2 or h-k>w1 , 

BTDF 

,BLTF 

BUTF 

SBBDF 

Block tridiagonal form: block banded form with bandwidths 1 and 1, 

Block lower triangular form: ¾k=O if k>h, 

Block upper triangular form: ¾k=O if h>k, 

Singly bordered block diagonal form: 

DBBDF 

p=q, ¾k=O if h>k and ¾k=O if h<k<q, 

Doubly bordered block diagonal form: 

p=q, ¾k=O if h7k and h7p and k7q, 

BAF Block angular form: 

DBAF 

p=q+l and Ahk=O for all (h,k) with h7k and h<p, 

Dual block angular form: 

q=p+l, ~=O for all (h,k) with h7k and k<q. 

All these block patterns have a square-version in which the partition is 

square. The "S" of "square" is inserted just before the "B" of "block" in 

all abbreviations if this is the case. 
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CHAPTER III 

COMPLEXITY RESULTS FOR THE CONSECUTIVE ONES PROPERTY 

If we store a matrix A in a rowmat data structure of TORRIX, then this 

will not prevent that zero elements are stored in memory (see fig. 3.1). 

For many matrices more zero elements than non-zero elements will be stored. 

However, in many applications it is allowed to permute the columns of the 

matrix. Thus we can look for a column-permutation such that the permuted 

matrix can be stored in a rowmat without storing any zero elements. Unfortu

nately there are matrices for which such a column-permutation does not exist. 

o.o 0.0 0.0 2.0 3.0 

-1.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 

A: (a .. ) : 
l.J 

0.0 0.0 3.0 -2.0 0.0 can be stored in 

0.0 0.0 -3.0 1.0 5.0 

0.0 3.0 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 

2.0 3.0 concrete domain [4:5] 

-1.0 0.0 1.0 [ 1 : 3] 

3.0 -2.0 [3:4] 

-3.0 1.0 5.0 [3:5] 

3.0 0.0 -1.0 -2.0 [2:5] 

bounds [1:5] 

fig. 3.1. Storing a matrix in a rowmat data structure. 

In analyzing the rowmat data structure, we are not interested in the exact 

value of a non-zero element, but only in the fact that it is non-zero. There

fore we will only consider {0,1}-matrices in the chapters III and IV. 
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DEFINITION 3.l(cf. [27]). An mxn {0,1}-matrix A has the consecutive ones 

property for rows (CCR-property) if and only if there is an nxn permutation 

matrix P such that the ones of B = AP 

in each row, i.e., for each i (1:£i:am) 

with j:£p:£k. 

(S .. ) 1<·< l<'< occur consecutively 
l.J -Lsm, -J -n 

S .. =1 and S.k=l imply S. =1 for all p 
l.J l. 1.p 

In this chapter we will consider algorithmic aspects of the CCR-property 

and several related problems. First of all we are interested in complexity 

results. For this purpose we need some terminology and results from graph 

theory (III.1.1) and from the complexity theory of algorithms (III.1.2). Then 

we will review the characterization of matrices without the CCR-property in 

terms of submatrices (III.2). In section III.3 we will analyze the (often 

hard) problem of finding these submatrices in an arbitrary {0,1}-matrix A: 

we will prove several NP-completeness results and present algorithms that 

enumerate all these submatrices of A. In III.4 we will see how the COR

property can be exploited for two storage schemes for arbitrary sparse ma

trices; the rowmat data structure is one of them. We will present some com

plexity results for optimization problems related to these two storage 

schemes. 

Further applications of the CCR-property occur e.g. in the study of storage 

schemes for data bases (cf. e.g. [36]). 

III.l PRELIMINARIES. 

III.1.1 Graph theory. 

A graph G=(V,E) consists of a finite set V of vertices and a set E of un

ordered pairs (u,v)' of vertices with (u,u)fE for all uEv. The elements of 

E are called edges. Two vertices u and v are adjacent if (u,v)EE. The set 

N(v) of neighbors of v contains all vertices u adjacent to v. The degree of 

vis the number of neighbors of v. An edge (u,v) is incident to a vertex x 

if x=u or x=v; an edge (u,v) is incident to a subset V'c V if either u or v 

is a vertex in V'. A path TI=(v 1 ,v2 , ... ,vn) (nGl) is a sequence of vertices 

such that vi is adjacent to vi+l for all i with 1:£i:£n-1. We say: TI is a 

path from v 1 to vn of length n-1. A cycle of length n is a path (v1 ,v2 , ... , 

vn,v1 ) with nG2. A path (v1 , ... ,vn) is called simple if it contains n dif-
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ferent vertices. A cycle (v1 , ..• ,v ,v) is simple if the path (v , •.. ,v) is 
n 1 1 n 

simple. A simple path (v1 , ••• ,vn) in G has a chord if there are i and j>i+l 

such that (vi,vj)EE. A simple cycle (v1 , ••• ,vn) has a chord if (v1 , •.• ,vn_ 1) 

or (v2 , ..• ,vn) has a chord. A simple path (cycle) without a chord is called 

chordless. 
Let V' be a subset of v. The subgraph G(V') of G is the graph (V' ,E(V')) with 

E(V') = {(u,v)EE uEV' and vEV'}. G is connected if there is a path from 

each uEV to each vEV with v.z'u. A subgraph G(V') is a connected component of 

G if G(V') is connected and for all vEV\V' the subgraph G(V'U{v}) is not con

nected. 

A graph G is bipartite if v can be partitioned into v1 and v 2 (i.e., V=V1Uv2 

and v 1nv2=11J) such that for all (v1 ,v2 )EE we have v 1Ev1 and vlv2 • A bipartite 

graph will subsequently be denoted as G=(v1 ,v2 ,E). G is a clique if for all 

u and v in V (v.cu) we have (u,v)EE. 

If we number the vertices of G from v 1 to vn, G can be represented uniquely 

by an n><n {0,1}-matrix M(G)=(m .. ) defined by: 
J.J 

m .. =1 if and only if (v. ,v. )EE. 
J.J J. J 

M(G) is called the adjacency matrix of G. M(G) is symmetric (i.e., mij=mji 

l~i,j~n). If we number the vertices of a bipartite graph G=(V1 ,v2 ,E) in the 

following way: v 1={v1 , ••• ,vn}' v2={vn+l'"""'vm}, then M(G) can be partitioned 

into 

M(G) (_ ~ -l-~-l 
\ NT, 0 / 

where N has n rows and m columns and NT is the transpose of N. N (and not 

M(G)) is called the adjacency matrix of the bipartite graph G. Moreover, 

for each {0,1}-matrix A there is a bipartite graph G such that M(G)=A. 

III.1.2 Complexity of alqorithms. 

In this section we will briefly review the pertinent notions from the com

plexity theory of algorithms. For a more complete introduction we refer to 

[01] and [29]. In the complexity theory of algorithms one distinguishes be

tween a problem and an instance of that problem. An algorithm to solve a 

problem must return the right answer if it is applied to any instance of that 

problem. The input for an algorithm is a description of an instance of the 
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problem to be solved with this algorithm. Each input describes exactly one 

instance of the problem. Inputs are sequences of symbols. The length of an 

input is the length of this sequence of symbols. We assume that the descrip

tion of instances is kept as short as possible. E.g. integral numbers are 

always described in binary or decimal (etc.) notation and certainly not in 

unary notation. 

In the study of algorithms four aspects are important: the problem, an algo

rithm for the problem, an implementation of this algorithm and an assesment 

of its efficiency. We will consider only two types of problems. Problems tha1 

require a yes-or-no answer, are decision problems; problems in which a goal

function must be optimized (i.e., maximized or minimized) are optimization 

problems. For each optimization problem in which some integral number must 

be optimized, there is a natural correspondence to a decision problem. 

Example 3.1. 

LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH (optimization version): 

Instance: a graph G. 

Question: what is the length of the longest chordless path of G? 

LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH (decision version): 

Instance: a graph G; an integer k. 

Question: is there a chordless path in G with length~ k? 

If one has an algorithm for a decision version, it can be used in an algo

rithm for the optimization version and vice versa. 

The complexity of an algorithm is measured by investigating the performance 

of an implementation of it on a sufficiently accurate computing model*). We 

will call such a computing model "the hypothetical machine". 

DEFINITION 3.2. 

(i) An algorithm X for a problem Y has a time (space) upperbound f(n), if 

there is a c>O and an implementation z of X on the hypothetical machinE 

such that each instance of Y with input length n can be solved within 

*) Usually the Random Access Machine (RAM) with the limited instruction set 

as in [01] is chosen. In the theory of NP-completeness the Turing machine 

is normally used, but if RAMs were used the results would remain essen

tially unchanged (cf. [Ol], chptr. 10). 
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time (space) c.f(n), often denoted by O(f(n)). 

(ii) An algorithm X for a problem Y has a time (space) lowerbound f(n), if 

there is a c>O such that for all implementations z of X on the hypo

thetical machine and for all n>O there is an instance I of Y with input 

length n and Z requires at least c.f(n) time (space) to solve I, often 

denoted by ~(f(n)). 

(iii) An algorithm X for a problem Y has time (space) complexity f(n), if X 

has upperbound f(n) and lowerbound f(n), often denoted by 0(f(n)). 

We say Xis a polynomial time (space) algorithm, if it has upperbound p(n) 

for some polynomial p and Xis an exponential time (space) algorithm, if it 

has a lowerbound f(n) with lh~nf ii~; = 0 for each polynomial q (cf. [29], 

p. 6). Observe that the complexity as well as the upper and lower time and 

space bounds deal with the asymptotic behavior of an algorithm as n-100. In 

general exponential time algorithms will be problematic in practice. 

DEFINITION 3.3(cf. [29], p. 35). 

(i) A problem Y has a time (space) upperbound f(n), if there is an algorithm 

X for Y with upperbound f(n). 

(ii) A problem Y has a time (space) lowerbound f(n), if each algorithm X 

for Y has time (space) lowerbound f(n). 

(iii) A problem Y has a time (space) complexity f(n), if it has upperbound 

f(n) and lowerbound f(n). 

A problem can be solved in polynomial time (space), if there is a polynomial 

time (space) algorithm for it. 

III.1.2.1 NP-complete problems. 

NP-completeness is a classification of problems rather than of algorithms. 

Only exponential time algorithms are known to solve NP-complete problems at 

present, but the proven lowerbounds are all polynomial in the length of the 

input. Moreover, the set of NP-complete problems is defined in such a way 

that, should one discover a polynomial time algorithm for one NP-complete 

problem, there would be polynomial time algorithms for all NP-complete pro

blems. And the other way round: if one could prove an exponential lowerbound 

for one NP-complete problem, then none of the NP-complete problems can be 

solved in polynomial time. 
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Essential for the theory of NP-completeness is the distinction between deter

ministic and nondeterministic algorithms. An algorithm is assumed to be deter-: 

ministic unless it is explicitly stated to be nondeterministic. The state of 

a (deterministic or nondeterministic) algorithm consists of the current values 

of all its variables and the next instruction of the algorithm to be executed 

(on the hypothetical machine). An algorithm is deterministic, if the next 

state is uniquely determined by the current state and, if an input symbol 

must be read, this input symbol. The next state may be the termination of 

the algorithm. An algorithm is nondeterministic if the current state and the 

input symbol (if the instruction to be executed is a read-instruction) allow 

a bounded number of states to be the next state. With each execution of an 

instruction a guess will be made as to which of the possible next states will 

actually be the next state. Nondeterministic algorithms thus allow many dif

ferent computations on a single input. The deterministic algorithms can be 

considered as a special instance of the nondeterministic algorithms. 

DEFINITION 3.4. 

(i) A nondeterministic algorithm X solves an instance I of a decision pro

blem Yin time t if there is a computation according to X such that X 

returns "yes" if and only if I has answer "yes", and a yes-answer can 

be obtained in at most t computation steps. 

(ii) Xis a nondeterministic polynomial time algorithm to solve a decision 

problem Y, if there is a polynomial p such that, for all nEJN and all 

instances I of Y with length n, X solves I in time p(n). 

Notation 3.1. Pis the set of all polynomial time decision problems. NP is 

the set of all decision problems that can be solved in polynomial time with 

a nondeterministic ~lgorithm. 

Clearly P =: NP. 

DEFINITION 3.5. A problem Y1 is polynomially transformable to a problem Y2 , 

if there is a transformation that transforms each instance I 1 of Y1 in poly

nomial time (in the length of the input of Y1) into an instance I 2 of Y2 such 

that I 1 has a solution if and only if r 2 has a solution. 

DEFINITION 3.6. A problem Y is NP-complete if YENP and if each problem Y'ENP 

is polynomially transformable to Y. 
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Cook has proven that the set of NP-complete problems is not empty (cf. [29)). 

Proving a problem Y NP-complete can often be done in two steps: 

- prove that YENP, 

- take a suitable NP-complete problem Y'; find a polynomial transformation f 

that maps instances I' of Y' to instances of Y such that for all instances 

I' of Y': I' has a solution if and only if f(I') has a solution. 

With the second step it is proven that each problem QENP is polynomially 

transformable to Y. An example of an NP-complete problem is (cf. [29]): 

LONGEST PATH: 

Instance: a graph G; an integer k~0. 

Question: does G contain a simple path of length~ k? 

Remark: remains NP-complete if we ask for a simple cycle of length~ k 

(LONGEST CYCLE). 

III.2 CONSECUTIVE ONES PROPERTY AND SUBMATRICES. 

We recall the definition of the COR-property: 

(3. 1) 

DEFINITION 3.1. An mxn {0,1}-matrix A has the consecutive ones property for 

rows (COR-property) if and only if there is an nxn permutation matrix P such 

that the ones in each row of AP occur consecutively. 

DEFINITION 3.7. Let A=(aijl be an mxn matrix and B=(Sij) a pxq matrix {p~m, 

q~n). 

Bis a permuted submatrix of A, if there are sets I={i 1 , ..• ,ip} and J={j 1 , 

... ,j } such that Shk=a .. for all h,k with l~h~p,l~k~q. 
q lhJk 

If I={i 1 ,i1+1, ... ,ii+p-1}, J={j 1 ,j 1+1, ... ,j 1+q-1}, we say Bis a submatrix 

of A and we write B=A[i 1 :i1+p-1,j 1:j 1+q-1]. 

The following results are straightforward: 

Lemma 3.1. Let A=(aij) be an mxn {0,1}-matrix. 

(i) If A has the COR-property, then each permuted submatrix of A has the 

COR-property; 

(ii) Let P be an mxm permutation matrix. A has the COR-property if and only 

if PA has the COR-property; 
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(iii) If the mth row of A contains only non-zeros or at most one non-zero, 

then A has the COR-property if and only if A[l:m-1,1:n] has the COR

property; 

(iv) If a .=a 1 . for all j with l~j~n, then A has the COR-property if and 
mJ m- , J 

only if A[l:m-1,1:n] has the COR-property; 

(v) Let P be an nxn permutation matrix; A has the COR-property if and only 

if AP has the COR-property; 

(vi) If ain=ai,n-l for all i with l~i~m, then A has the COR-property if and 

only if A[l:m,1:n-1] has the COR-property. 

As we have seen above (III.1.1), each {0,1}-matrix A is the adjacency matrix 

of a bipartite graph G=(VR,VC,E). A permutation of the columns (rows) corre

sponds to a reordering of the vertices of Ve (VR). Permuted submatrices of A 

correspond to subgraphs of G and the CCR-property for A corresponds to the 

Ve-consecutive arrangement for G: 

DEFINITION 3.S(cf. [72]). Let G=(V ,V ,E) be a bipartite graph. G has a VC
R C 

consecutive arrangement if the vertices of Ve can be arranged as Vc={v1 ,--:-:-., 

vn} such that for each wEVR we have 

(w,vi)EE and (w,vj)EE imply (w,vk)EE for all k with i~k~j. 

Convention 3.1. In all following figures of graphs vertices are denoted by 

circles and edges by lines. In case of a bipartite graph G=(VR,VC 1 E) vertice1 

of VR are denoted by blackened circles and vertices of Ve by open circles. 

The relation between matrices with the CCR-property and special kinds of 

graphs as well as characterizations of matrices with regard to the COR

property have been studied thoroughly in the past (cf. [39]). We will only 

give the result needed in this chapter. 

THEOREM 3.l(Tucker, cf. [72]). A bipartite graph G=(VR,VC 1 E) (a {0,1}-matrix 

A) has a Ve-consecutive arrangement (the COR-property) if and only if G (A) 

contains none of the subgraphs (permuted submatrices) given in fig. 3.2. 

If a matrix A contains a permuted submatrix Mi, then we shall refer to A as 

simply "containing an Mi". 
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In this section we will deal with the problem of detecting the forbidden per

muted submatrices (see fig. 3.2) in an arbitrary {0,1}-matrix A. The follo

wing questions arise: 

(i) does A contain a forbidden permuted submatrix? This question can be 

solved in polynomial time with an algorithm of Booth and Lueker (cf. 

[11)). 

(ii) does A contain a forbidden permuted submatrix with at least k rows? 

We will prove that this problem is NP-complete. 

(iii) list all forbidden permuted submatrices of A. We will give algorithms 

for each of the types of forbidden submatrices that are polynomial in 

the size of A and the number of forbidden submatrices that will be lis

ted. 

III.3.1 The existence of a forbidden permuted submatrix. 

Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix. By Tucker's theorem the existence of a forbidden 

permuted submatrix is equivalent to A not having the COR-property. Booth and 

Lueker (cf. [11)) gave an algorithm to test whether A has the COR-property 

in O(m+n+f) time (f is the number of non-zeros in A). The algorithm is on

line: the rows of A are processed one by one. It starts with the set S of 

all column-permutations of A: Processing row i means that from Sall permu

tations are eliminated which, when applied to row i, do not place the ones 

in row i in consecutive order. If S gets empty before all rows of A are pro

cessed, then A does not have the COR-property. Observe that this algorithm 

actually finds the largest p such that A[l:p,1:n] has the COR-property. In 

case p=m A has the COR-property. 

The fact that S starts out as a set with an exponential (in the number of 

columns) number of elements, is not contradictory to the linear time bound 

of the algorithm. Booth and Lueker designed in their algorithm a data struc

ture for S with only linear (in the number of columns) space. 
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fig. 3.2. Minimal bipartite graphs and matrices not having a Ve-consecutive 

arrangement or COR-property, resp. 

III.3.2 The largest forbidden permuted submatrix. 

Suppose A does not have the CCR-property. To store A efficiently, a relevant 

question is how many rows the largest forbidden permuted submatrix of A has. 

It is easy to see that the question whether A contains an MIV or MV, can be 

answered in polynomial time: generate all 4x6 and 4x5 permuted submatrices 

of A and check whether one of them is an MIV or~· We will see that finding 

the largest MI in arbitrary {0,1}-matrices A is an NP-complete problem. The 

same holds for finding the largest MII and MIII. In this section we will give 

these results in terms of bipartite graphs. As we have seen (III.2, fig. 3.2) 

the matrices MI, MII' MIII' MIV and MV correspond to the graphs GI, GII' GIII' 

GIV and GV. We will prove the NP-completeness of the following 6 problems: 

LONGEST CHORDLESS CYCLE (INDUCED CYCLE): 

Instance: a graph G; an integer k~3. 

Question: does G contain a chordless simple cycle of length~ k? 

LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH (INDUCED PATH): 

Instance: a graph G; an integer k~2. 

Question: does G contain a chordless simple path of length~ k? 
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MAXIMUM GI SUBGRAPH: 

Instance: a bipartite graph G; an integer k~l. 

Question: is there a p~k such that G contains a GI subgraph (a chordless 

simple cycle of length~ 2k+4)? 
p 

MAXIMUM GII SUBGRAPH: 

Instance: a bipartite graph G; an integer k~l. 

Question: is there a p~k such that G contains a GII subgraph? 
p 

MAXIMUM GIII SUBGRAPH: 

Instance: a bipartite graph G; an integer k~l. 

Question: is there a p~k such that G contains a GIII subgraph? 
p 

MAXIMUM FORBIDDEN SUBGRAPH: 

Instance: a bipartite graph G; an integer k~l. 

Question: is there a p~k such that G contains a GI GII or a GIII 
p' p p 

graph? 

sub-

The first two problems are already mentioned in the literature and are attri

buted to M. Yannanakis (cf. [29]). However, as far as we know, the proofs 

have remained unpublished. We will provide proofs in this section. 

We can always assume in the proofs of these 6 problems that k is greater than 

a fixed number (for example k~4, k~7, etc.) without loss of generality. The 

subgraphs GI , GII and GIII have in common that they contain a chordless 
p p p 

simple path of length~ 2p+2. In the NP-completeness proofs we make use of 

this property. We will use a basic transformation BT from a graph to a bi

partite graph (see also fig. 3.3): 

Given a graph G=(V,E) with V={v1 , ... ,v }, E={e 1 , ... ,e }. 
n m 

BT(G)=(W,F,D) with W={w1 ,w2 , ... ,wn}, F={f1 ,f2 , ... ,fm}, 

v. 
l 

D={(fj,wi): ej is incident to vi} 

will be transformed into 
w. 

l 

e. f. 
J J 

fig. 3.3. The transformation BT. 

(3. 2 
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In the sequel we will often speak of thew-vertices and £-vertices of a trans

formed graph BT(G). Without proof we state: 

Proposition 3.1. Let G=(V,E) be a graph. 

(i} BT transforms G into BT(G) in polynomial (in the length of a description 

of G) time; 

(ii) Each £-vertex of BT(G) has degree 2; (3.3) 

(iii) BT(G} does not contain a cycle of length$ 5. 

Proposition 3.2. Let G=(V,E) be a graph as given in (3.2). 

(i) G contains a simple path of length p if and only if BT(G) contains a 

chordless simple path of length 2p. 

(ii) G contains a simple cycle of length p if and only if BT(G) contains a 

chordless simple cycle of length 2p. 

~: The proof of (ii) is less complicated than the proof of (i), though 

the same arguments are used in both proofs. Therefore, we will only give the 

proof of (i). 

-.: Suppose G contains a simple path TI=(v. , ••• ,v. ) with 
i 0 iP 

edges eh =(v. , 
j ij-1 

v. ), 1$j$p. Then TI'=(w. ,fh ,w. , ••• ,fh ,w. ) is a path 
ij i O 1 i 1 p ip 

in BT(G) of length 

2p. All vertices of TI' are different, because TI is a simple path. TI' will 

not have a chord, because, with the fact that BT(G) is bipartite, it would 

contradict (3.3). Thus TI' is a chordless simple path of length 2p • 

.,: Suppose BT(G) has a chordless simple path TI=(xO,x1 , .•• ,x2P). There are 

two cases: 

(i) xO is aw-vertex. Then x2i (O$i$p) is aw-vertex and x2i-l (1$i$p) is 

an £-vertex. The corresponding vertices and edges in G form a simple 

path of length p. 

(ii) xO is an £-vertex. Then there is a unique vertex x_ 1~x1 in BT(G) adja

cent to xO• Because TI is chordless, x_ 1 is unequal to x2i-l (2$i$p). 

Moreover, x_1 is not adjacent to any x2i (1$i$p-1) because of (3.3). 

Thus the path TI'=(x_1,xO, ••• ,x2p_1) is a chordless simple path of length 

2p in BT(G) and with the same arguments as given for case (i), we con

clude that G contains a simple path of length p. 

□ 

The NP-completeness proofs we give (theorem 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and lemma 3.2, 3.3, 

3.4) have the structure suggested in III.1.2.1 and all use a similar argument. 
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THEOREM 3.2. THE LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: 

a) Given a graph G=(V,E) and an integer k, the following nondeterministic 

algorithm proves that LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH is in NP. Guess a vertex and 

with each step guess a next vertex that is adjacent to the previous vertex, 

and check that it is not adjacent to the other previous vertices. If G 

contains a chordless path of length k, the algorithm will find it with 

k guesses in polynomial time. 

b) Recall LONGEST PATH is NP-complete (cf. (3.1)). Using proposition 3.2(i) 

the transformation BT easily establishes that LONGEST PATH is polynomially 

transformable to LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH. 

□ 

Corollary 3.1. The LONGEST CHORDLESS PATH problem for bipartite graphs is 

NP-complete. 

THEOREM 3.3. Tlie LONGEST CHORDLESS CYCLE problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: The proof is similar to the proof of theorem 3.2, this time using pro

position 3.2(ii) to transform the LONGEST CYCLE problem (which is NP-complete 

by (3.1)) to the LONGEST CHORDLESS CYCLE problem. 

Lemma 3.2. The MAXIMUM GI SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: This proof is equal to the proof of theorem 3.3. 

Lemma 3.3. The MAXIMUMGII SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: Let a GII graph have the labelling as given in fig. 3.2. 
p 

a) MAXIMUM GII SUBGRAPH is in NP: 

□ 

□ 

Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph. Guess a number pElN with 

k~p::;min(lvRl,lvcll-3. Generate with 2p+6 guesses a subgraph G' of G with 

2p+6 vertices. Locate for G' the vertices x 1 and x 2 (x 1 and x 2 are the 

only two vertices in G' with degree p+2); locate x 0 and check whether 

the remaining vertices of G' from a chordless path with: 

(i) no vertex adjacent to x 0 ; 

(ii) the first vertex adjacent to x 1 and not to x 2 ; 

(iii) the last vertex adjacent to x2 and not to x 1 ; 

(iv) the 3rd 1 5th 
I•"'• vertex adjacent to both x 1 and x2. 
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If G contains a GII subgraph with 2p+6 vertices, the given nondeterministic 

algorithm will find it in polynomial time. 

b) We will show that LONGEST PATH can be polynomially transformed to MAXIMUM 

GII SUBGRAPH. 

Let H be an arbitrary graph with vertices v 1 , ••• ,vn and edges e 1 , ••• ,em. 

We extend BT(H) with the following vertices and edges: 

vertices edges 

tl (t1 ,fj) 

t2 (t2,fj) 

to (tl,tO) and (t2,t0), 

Y1' ••• ,yn (wi,yi) and (tl ,yi) 

Yi, •.• ,y~ (wi,yi) and (t2,yi) 

We call this graph H'. Claims concerning H': 

(i) H' is bipartite, 

(ii) each £-vertex has degree 4, 

(iii) t 1 and t 2 have degree m+n+l; degree(t0 )=2, 

(iv) each yi and yi has degree 2, 

for all j (1~j:£m), 

for all j (1~j:£m), 

for all i (1H~n), 

for all i (l~i~n). 

(v) let (w. ,u1 ,w. ) and (w. ,u2 ,w. ) be two paths between two 
io i1 io i1 

w-vertices; then u1=u2 and u1 is an £-vertex, 

(vi) degree(wi) = degree(vi)+2 for all i (l~i~n). 

We will prove that H has a simple path of length p~k if and only if H' 

has a GII subgraph. 
p 

(3.4) 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 

(3.7) 

(3.8) 

(3. 9) 

,.: Suppose H has a simple path (v. , .•. ,v. ) with edges e. , ..• ,e .• Then 
iO ip Jl JP 

w. , .•. ,w. , f. , ••• ,f. , y. , y. , t 0 , t 1 and t 2 determine a GII sub-
iO ip J1 JP iO ip p 

graph in H' in which w. , .•• ,w. are a0 , •.. ,a and f. , .•• ,f. are 
iO ip p Jl JP 

b1 , .•• ,bp (see figure 3.2). 

e=: Suppose H' has a GII subgraph. We have to show that a 0 , ••. ,ap are 
p 

w-vertices and b1 , ••• ,bp are £-vertices (see fig. 3.2). We assume that 

p~k~3, thus degree(x1 ) = degree(x2) = p+2~5. With (3.5) neither x1 nor 

x2 is an £-vertex. With (3.6) and (3.7) neither x1 nor x2 is t 0 , yi or 

y' for some i or j. 
j 

There are at least p+1~4 distinct paths in H' of length 2 from x1 to x2• 

This means that (using (3.8)) x1 and x2 are not both w-vertices. There 

remains that x1 and x2 are t 1 and t 2 or only one of them is aw-vertex. 

Claim: Neither x1 nor x2 is aw-vertex. 
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Proof: Suppose x 1=wi for some i 0 with 1~i0 ~n. Then x 2 must be t 1 or t 2 . 
0 

Without loss of generality we assume x 2=t2 . Now we look at yin the 

GII subgraph. 
p 

case 1: y=yi ; then a 0 =t1 . b 1 , •.. ,bp are adjacent to x1 (aw-vertex) 
0 

and with p~3 we have that at least two of them must be f-vertices and 

therefore a 0 is adjacent to at least two vertices of b 1 , ... ,bp. Contra

diction. 

case 2: y is an f-vertex. With x 2=t2 , x 2 should have been adjacent to 

y. Contradiction. 

case 3: y=y1 . With the argument of case 2, we have a contradiction. 
0 

There are no other possibilities for y and we have a contradiction to 

the assumption that x 1=w .• 
1.0 

Now we have x 1=t1 and x 2=t2 . t 0 does not occur in b 1 , ... ,bp because its 

degree is too small. All this means that b 1 , ... ,bp must be f-vertices and 

a 0 , ... ,ap must be w-vertices. The corresponding vertices in H' determine 

a simple path of length p~k. 

So, we conclude H' has a GII subgraph if and only if H has a simple path 
p 

of length p~k and LONGEST PATH is polynomially transformable to MAXIMUM GI: 

SUBGRAPH. 

D 

:Caemma 3.4. The MAXIMUM GIII SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: 

a) Analogous to the proof of lemma 3.3 we have that MAXIMUM GIII SUBGRAPH 

is in NP. 

b) To prove that MAXIMUM GIII SUBGRAPH is NP-complete, we use a transformatio1 

from LONGEST PATH. Given a graph Hand an integer k, we construct a bi2ar

tite graph H' by adding the following vertices and edges to BT(H): 

vertices edges 

t3 (t3,t4) 

t4 (t4,fj) for all j (l~j~m) 

zl, ... ,zn (z. ,w.) for all .i (l~i~n). 
1. 1. 



Claims concerning H': 

(i) H' is bipartite, 

(ii) each f-vertex has degree 3, 

(iii) t 3 has degree 1 and t 4 has degree m+l, 

(iv) for each i (l~i~n) degree(zi)=l and degree(wi) = degree(vi)+l, 

(v) let (w. ,u,w. ) be a path between two w-vertices; then u is 
lO ll 

an f-vertex and unique. 
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We will show that H has a simple path of length p~k if and only if H' has 

a GIII subgraph. 
p 

~: Suppose H has a simple path (v. , ..• ,v. ) with edges e. , •.. ,e .. Then 
lo lP J1 JP 

W. , ••• ,W. , f, , •.. ,f. , 
lo lP J1 JP 

in H'. 

Z, I 

lQ 
t 4 and t 3 determine a GIII subgraph 

p 

4=• Suppose H' has a GIII subgraph (see fig. 3.2). Assume k~3. Because 
p 

degree(x4 )~4, x4 must be t 4 or aw-vertex. With k~3, it is impossible that 

x 4 and a 1 are both w-vertices or that x4 and a 2 are both w-vertices, and 

therefore x4=t4 • With x4=t4 , b 1 , ••. ,bp are all f-vertices and a 0 , ... ,ap 

are all w-vertices. The corresponding vertices in H determine a simple 

path of length p~k. 

We conclude that LONGEST PATH is polynomially transformable to MAXIMUM GIII 

SUBGRAPH. 

THEOREM 3.4. The MAXIMUM FORBIDDEN SUBGRAPH problem is NP-complete. 

Proof: 

□ 

a) With lemma 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 we have that MAXIMUM FORBIDDEN SUBGRAPH is in 

NP. 

b) To prove that MAXIMUM FORBIDDEN SUBGRAPH is NP-complete, we use a trans

formation from LONGEST PATH which is a combination of the transformations 

used in the proofs of lemma 3.3 and 3.4. Given a graph Hand and an inte

ger k~S, we construct a bipartite graph H' by adding the following verti

ces and edges to BT(H): 
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vertices 

tl 

t2 

to 

yl,_ .. ,yn 

Yi,··•,Y~ 

t4 

t3 

zl, ... ,zn 

Claims concerning H': 

(i) H' is bipartite, 

edges 

(t1 ,fj) 

(t2,fj) 

(tO,tl) and (t0,t2) 

(wi,yi) and (tl,yil 

(wi ,yi) and (t2,yi) 

(t4,fj) 

(t4 ,t3J 

(zi,wi) 

(ii) each f-vertex has degree 5, 

for all 

for all 

for all 

for all 

for all 

for all 

(iii) degree(t1) = degree(t2) = m+n+l, degree(tO)=2, 

(iv) each Yi and y'. has degree 2, 
l 

(v) each z. has degree 1 , 
l 

(vi) degree(t4 )=m+l, degree(t3 )=1, 

(vii) degree(wi) = degree(vi)+3 for all i (1::Si::Sn), 

j (1::Sj::Sm) 

j (1::Sj::Sm) 

i (1::Si::Sn) 

i (1::Si::Sn) 

j (1 ::Sj ::Sm) 

i (1::Si::Sn) 

(viii) if (w. ,u,w. ) is a path in H', then u is an f-vertex and is unique. 
io i1 

Recall that k~S. We will show that H has a simple path of length p~k if 

and only if H' has a GI , GII or GIII subgraph: 
p p p 

~= if H has a simple path of length p~k, then H' has a G11 and a GIII 
p p 

subgraph. (See the proofs of lemma 3 . 3 and 3 . 4 . ) 

~= We will deal with three cases: 

case 1: H' contains a G111 subgraph (see fig. 3.2). The only possibilities 
p 

for x4 are that x4 is aw-vertex, t 1 , t 2 or t 4 (because degree(x4) = 

p+1~6). Then b 1 , ..• :bp can only be f-vertices, y 1 , ... ,yn, Yi,··•,Y~· How

ever, with degree(bi)~3 we have that each bi (1::Si::Sp) must be an f-vertex. 

The vertices a O, ... ,ap are w-vertices, t 1 , t 2 or t 4 . Because each bi is ad

jacent to t 1 , t 2 and t 4 , each ai (O::Si::Sp) must be aw-vertex. The vertices 

in H corresponding to a O, ... ,ap determine a simple path of length p~k. 

case 2: H' contains a G11 subgraph (see fig. 3.2). degree(x1 ) = degree(x2 ) 
p 

= p+2>5 and therefore x 1 and x2 are w-vertices, t 1 , t 2 or t 4 ; and b 1 , ... , 

bp must be f-vertices. Because each f-vertex is adjacent to t 1 , t 2 and 

t 4 , each ai (O::Si::Sp) is not t 1 , t 2 or t 4 , but aw-vertex. The vertices 
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in H corresponding to a 0 , ... ,ap determine a simple path of length pGk. 

case 3: H' contains a GI subgraph (see fig. 3.2). With kGS, this subgraph 
p 

contains at least 14 vertices. If the subgraph (which is a chordless cycle) 

contains t 1 , t 2 and t 4 , then it contains at least two f-vertices adjacent 

to t 4 and therefore is not chordless (contradiction). 

If the subgraph (as a chordless cycle) contains t 1 and t 2 but not t 4 , then 

it contains at most one of the y 1 , ... ,yn, one of the y1, ... ,y~ and t 0 ; 

thus the other G 9 vertices are all w- or f-vertices with at least 4 f

vertices (contradiciton). 

If the subgraph contains t 1 and not t 2 and t 4 , then it contains at least 

6 f-vertices (contradiction). 

If the subgraph does not contain t 1 and t 2 , but does contain t 4 , then it 

contains at least 6 f-vertices (contradiction). 

We conclude that the subgraph contains neither t 1 nor t 2 nor t 4 and there

fore contains only w- and f-vertices. The graph H contains a simple cycle 

of length p+2 and therefore a simple path of length pGk. 

Hence LONGEST PATH is polynomially transformable to MAXIMUM FORBIDDEN SUB

GRAPH. 

□ 

III.3.3 Enumerating all forbidden permuted submatrices. 

In this section we consider the enum8ration of all forbidden subgraphs of 

a bipartite graph G=(VR,VC,E). According to [73] an enumeration problem is 

P-enumerable if all solutions can be listed in time N.p(n) where N is the 

number of solutions found, pa polynomial and n the length of the input. In 

this section we will present an algorithm to enumerate all forbidden sub

graphs of a bipartite graph Gin time o(IEl 2 .N+p(n)), thus proving that this 

problem is P-enumerable. We will make no distinction between a chordless 

path TT in a graph G and the subgraph of G determined by the vertices of TT. 

We will first prove that the number of solutions to be enumerated can be 

exponential in the size of G. 

Fact 3.1. There is a sequence (Gi)i~3 of bipartite graphs such that each Gi 
(i+2) (i+S) . 

has 2 vertices and each G. contains at least (i-1)! G1 subgraphs, at 
i! 

least 2 
l i! 

GII subgraphs and at least 2 GIII subgraphs. 
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Proof: Let Ci be the clique with i vertices. Gi is the graph generated by 

applying to C. the transformation used in the proof of theorem 3.4. So Gi has 

(i+2) (i+S) c . h • l 1 · c d G subgraph and 
2 vertices. To eac simp e eye e in i correspon s a 1 

to each simple path in Ci corresponds a G11 and a G111 subgraph in Gi and 

vice versa. C. contains (i-1)! simple cycles of length i and.!.!._ simple paths 
1 2 

of length i-1 (for i~4). 

□ 

To detect all forbidden subgraphs in a bipartite graph we use a subroutine 

ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS that finds all chordless paths between two specified ver

tices. The following result is essential for the design of this subroutine. 

Lemma 3.5. Let G be a graph and TI=(x=x0 ,x1 , ••• ,xn=y) be a chordless path 

from x toy. Then: 

(i) for each j (O~j~n) and k>j, xk is not adjacent to x0 , •.. ,xj-l (3.10) 

(ii) Let TI' be another chordless path from x toy; then there is an i 

(l~i~n-1) such that xigTI'. 

(iii) Let TI'=(x=q0 ,q1 , ... ,4m=y) be a chordless path from x toy; let i 0 

be the least index with xi0gTI'; then q 1=xj for all j with O~j~i0-1. 

Proof: 

(i) Immediate from the definition of a chordless path. 

(ii) Suppose TI' contains x0 , ... ,xn. TI' is different from TI, so two possibi

lities arise: 

(a) TI' contains also a vertex zgTI. Then two adjacent vertices of TI are 

at different sides of z in TI'. Thus TI' is not chordless. Contra

diction. 

(b) TI' is a permutation of the vertices of TI. Then there is an i 0 

(l~i0~n-1) such that x. is in TI' adjacent to xJ. with j7i0-1 and 
10 

j7i0 +1. But then neither TI nor TI' is a chordless path. Contradictio1 

(iii) Similar to the proof of (ii). 

□ 

Let N(x)={a1 , •.. ,ak} be the set of neighbors of x; let G-x-N(x)+ai denote 

the graph obtained from G by deleting x and N(x) except ai from G. The sub

routine ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS finds all chordless paths from x toy (x7y) as 

follows: 

for i=l, .•. ,k generate all chordless paths from ai toy in the 

graph G-x-N(x)+ai; add x to all these paths TT (denoted by x+TT). } (3.11) 
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Lemma 3.6. Procedure (3.11) finds all chordless paths in a graph G=(V,E) from 

x toy (x,yEV, xry). 

Proof: We have to prove that each detected path is chordless and that each 

chordless path in G from x toy will be found by this procedure. 

(i) Suppose TI=(ai,x2 , ••• ,xn=y) is a chordless path of length n-1~0 in 

G-x-N(x)+ai for some i (1$i~k). By the construction of G-x-N(x)+ai, 

(x,ai,x2 , ••• ,y) must be chordless in G. 

(ii) Suppose TI=(x=x0 ,x1 , ••• ,xn=y) is a chordless path in G from x toy. 

Then x1=ai for some i (l~i~k). With (3.10), (x1 , ••• ,xn) is a chordless 

path in G-x-N(x)+ai of length at least 0. 
0 

Fact 3.2. Let G=(V,E) be a graph and x,y€.V (x;ty). If y is a neighbor of x, 

then (x,y) is the only chordless path from x toy. 

Fact 3.3. Let G=(V,E) be a graph and x,yEV (x;cy). If x and y are connected 

then there is a chordless path from x toy. 

Proof: A shortest path connecting x and y is always chordless. 

0 

In view of these facts it is reasonable to let ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS make use 

of the following stopcriteria with regard to a recursive call: 

(i) y is a neighbor of x, 

(ii) there is no path from x toy. 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

As long as neither (3.12) nor (3.13) is satisfied, the subroutine will call 

itself recursively and will find a chordless path. It returns a family*) of 

subsets of vertices. Each returned subset constitutes another chordless path 

from x toy. 

algorithm 3.1. 

proa ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS = (~ G, vertex x,y)family: 

E:£_ let G=(V,E) be a graph. ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS returns 

a family of chordless paths from x toy. QQ. 

:li.. yEN(x) then return ({x,y}) 

elif the connected component of G containing x does not contain y 

*) family is neither an ALGOL 68 nor a TORRIX concept. 

(1) 

(2) 
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then return 0 
else family s := 0; 

for aU aEN(x) 

ti 

do family T = ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS(G-x-N(x)+a,a,y); 

for au TIET do s := SU{x+TI} od 

od; 

return S 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

Observe that when a family Sis returned in line (9), it will not be empty. 

If each path TIES is represented as a linked list and a family as a linked 

list of subsets of vertices, line (7) uses an amount of time linear in the 

sum of the lengths of the paths found, when considered over all recursive 

calls of ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS. Line (2) can be performed in time linear in 

the number of edges in E (cf. [68)). If in line (6) integers are assigned 

to the vertices in G-x-N(x)+a, denoting the depth of recursion, computing 

the parameters requires at most o(/v/) time (x and N(x) are not actually 

deleted from the data structure for G). Hence: 

Lemma 3.7. Let G=(V,E) be a graph and x0 ,y0Ev (x07y0 ). Algorithm 3.1 executes 

in time o(/E/ 2 .N), where N is the number of chordless paths found. 

Proof: If N=0, then the algorithm halts in line (3) without any recursive 

call in time at most 0(/E/). For each occurrence of a vertex v7y0 on a de

tected path, there was a call of ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS with x=v. In this call 

o(/E/) time was needed for line (2). If line (6) was executed, then at least 

one wEN(v) is a vertex on a detected path. As for v, line (6) can be executed 

at most degree(v)-1 times without finding a path from v to y 0 . The total time 

needed for this occurrence of v in a detected path (without counting line (7)) 

is bounded by o(/Ej) + (degree(v)-1).o(/Ej). The total time needed by this 
, 

algorithm can now be estimated at 

l. 0( /E /) .degree (v) 
all occurrences of vEV 
in a detected path 

~ O( /E/). l l degree(v) 
TIES vETI 

+ I length (TI) 
TIES 

□ 
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Given ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS, it is easy to generate all forbidden GI, GII and 

G subgraphs of a bipartite graph G={VR,VC,E). We will use the word 
III 

bipgraph to denote a data structure for a bipartite graph. Algorithm 3.2 

generates all chordless cycles of length at least 6 in a bipartite graph: 

algorithm 3.2. 

proe GI= (bipgraph BG)famiZy: 

eo let BG= (VR,vC,E); GI returns the family of all subsets v•~ VRUVC 

such that BG(V') is a GI subgraph with at least 6 vertices. 

eo 

(family s:=/a; 
while E~/a 

) 

do let (v,w)EE; E:=E\{(v,w)}; 

s .- s u ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS( (vRuvc,E),v,w) 

od; 
for aU 'ITEs do :!:f length('IT)<6 then s := S\{n} [:!:.. od; 
return S 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

Note that, when {v,w)EE, a chordless path from v tow in the graph 

(VRUVC,E\{(v,w)}) (cf. line (4)) is a chordless cycle in the bipartite graph 

BG, and vice versa. 

Lemma 3.8. Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph. Algorithm 3.2 enumerates 

all its GI subgraphs in time o(IEl 2 • (N+lvRl 2 • lvcl 2». 
Proof: Let N( ) be the number of subsets resulting from the call of v,w 
ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS in line (4). The number N of chordless cycles in G is 

N = L N - l{'lf4 : 'lf4 is a cycle in G of length 4}1. 
(v,w)EE (v,w) , 

The amount of time needed for a call of ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS is o(IEl 2 ).N( ). v,w 
Hence the total amount of time of proe GI is at most 

□ 

Algorithm 3.3 generates all GII-subgraphs of a bipartite graph G=(VR,VC,E). 

The x0 vertex of a GII-subgraph is in Ve (see fig. 3.2). 
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algorithm 3.3(see fig. 3.2). 

proe GII = (bipgraph BG)famiZy: 

eo let BG=(VR,VC,E), G=(VRUvc,E), VR={w1,·••1wn}, Vc={v1,···•vm}; 

eo 

GII returns the family of all subsets v•~ vRUvc such that BG(V') is 

a GII subgraph with x0 ,y,zEvc 

(family s := ~; (1 l 

for i to m (2) 

do eo find all GII subgraphs with vi=x0 eo (3) 

-f',,-,-,, all w. and wk in N(v.) with j<k (4) 
~ -- J 1 

do eo find all GII subgraphs with vi=x0 , wj=x 1 , wk=x2 eo (5) 

od 

set B (N(vj)nN(vk))\{v1}; (6) 

set A {wEVR: 3vEB with (v,w)EE}\N(vi); (7) 

for all y E N(wj)\N(wk) (8) 

do for all z E N(wk)\N(wj) (9) 

od 

do graph G' = G(AUBU{y,z}); (10) 

family T = ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS(G',y,z); 

for all TIET dos .- SU{TIU{vi 1w,,wk} } od 
od J 

(11) 

(12) 

od; return S 

Lemma 3.9. Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph. Algorithm 3.3 enumerates 

the GII subgraphs with x 0Evc in time o(!E! 2 .N + n.!E!. (n+m+IEl)l with N the 

number of GII subgraphs of G. 

Proof: o(!E! 2 .N) time is used for all calls of ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS together. 

O(n. IE!. (n+m+IE!)) time is used to perform all loop-clauses without line (11). 

□ 

Lemma 3.10. Let G=(VR,VC 1E) be a bipartite graph. The G subgraphs of G 
III 2 2 

(see fig. 3.2) with x 3Evc can be enumerated in time o(!E! 2 .N+!EI .m) 

where m=lvcl and N is the number of GIII subgraphs of G. 

Proof: An algorithm similar to algorithm 3.3 can be used. It consists of a 

number of nested loop-clauses in which four vertices are chosen as x 3 , x4 , 

y, z of GIII" Then (as in algorithm 3.3) a suitable subgraph G' of G is 
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determined and G' is searched for all chordless paths from y to z in G'. 

o(IEl 2 .N) time is used for all calls of ENUMCHORDLESSPATHS together and 

o(IEl 2 .m2) time is used to perform the loop-clauses and the computation of 

all subgraphs G'. 

C 

Lemma 3.11. Let G=(VR,vc,El. be a bipartite graph. The G1v subgraphs of G 

(see fig. 3.2) with xf.Vc can be enumerated in time o(IEl 4 .lvcl>-

~: In the algoritlnn to be used, every four edges of Gare chosen as 

(x,a4 ), (y,a6 ), (a5 ,a0 ) and (z,a2). Thus, all vertices except a 3 and a1 are 

chosen. By computing N(a0 )nN(a4 ) and N(a0)nN(a2) in Gall possibilities for 

a 3 and a1 are determined. TO check whether the adjacency matrix of the sub

graph of G determined by the chosen vertices of G, equals MIV can be done 

in oclvcl>- This check must be performed partially before all possibilities 

for a 3 and a 1 are enumerated. Thus, this algoritlnn runs in time o(IEl 4 .lvcl>. 

C 

Lemma 3.12. Let G=(VR,vc,E) be a bipartite graph. The GV subgraphs of G with 

xEVc can be enumerated in time o(!E! 4 .lvcl>. 

Proof: Use an algoritlnn similar to the algoritlnn explained in lemma 3.11. 

C 

Theorem 3.5. Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph. The forbidden subgraphs 

of G (see fig. 3.2) can be enumerated in time o(IEl 2 .N+f) where N is the 

number of forbidden subgraphs of G and 

Proof: Apply the above algoritlnns subsequently to enumerate the forbidden 

subgraphs. 

C 

Observe in theorem 3.5 that f=O(ivRl 4 -lvcl 5 >, hence polynomially bounded. 

Corollary 3.2. Let G=(VR,vC,E) be a bipartite graph. The problem to enume

rate all forbidden subgraphs of G is P-enumerable. 
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III.4 MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS RELATED WITH COR. 

In this section we will investigate the consequences for the optimization 

of storage if a {0,1}-matrix does not have the COR-property. If we want to 

store such a matrix in a rowmat data structure, then we shall have to com

promise and store embedded zero elements. In the following sections we will 

deal briefly with two minimization problems. For related minimization pro

blems we refer to [10), [36) and [49). 

III.4.1 Augmentation. 

DEFINITION 3.9. Let A=(a .. ) and B=(S .. ) be mxn {0,1}-matrices. Bis a 
1] 1] 

k-augmentation (kEJN) of A if a .. =1 implies S .. =1 and moreover there are 
1] 1] 

exactly k different pairs (i ,j ) , l~p~k, such that a .. =O and S .. =1 
p p 1p,Jp 1p,Jp 

(l~p~k). 
0 Aug (A) {A}, k Aug (A) = {B Bis a k-augmentation of A}. 

Suppose there is a BEAugk(A) that has the COR-property. Let P be an nxn per

mutation matrix such that the ones of BP occur consecutively in each row. 

Then, if we store AP in a rowmat data structure, at most k zero elements 
k of A will be stored. Moreover, if k is the least integer such that Aug (A) 

contains a matrix with the COR-property, then AP requires k zero elements 

to be stored. This leads to the following problem: 

CONSECUTIVE ONES MATRIX AUGMENTATION: 

Instance: a {0,1}-matrix A; an integer k~O. 

Question: is there a p (O~p~k) such that Au~(A) contains a matrix with 

the COR-property? 

THEOREM 3.6(Booth, er. [10)). The CONSECUTIVE ONES MATRIX AUGMENTATION pro

blem is NP-complete. 

This means that it will be very difficult to design a practical algorithm 

to find the col\Jliln-permutation that is optimal with regard to the number of 

stored zero elements. In the next chapter we will prove negative results con

cerning the existence of simple schemes for even finding near optimal column

permutations. Observe that for every fixed k one can determine whether a 

{0,1}-matrix has a k-augmentation with the COR-property in polynomial time. 

There is only a polynomial number (in the size of the matrix A) of k-



augmentations of A, and each k-augmentation can be tested in linear time 

(cf. [11], III.3.1) for the COR-property. 

III.4.2 Storing a number of (permuted) submatrices. 
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If an mxn {0,1}-matrix A does not have the COR-property, then we may try to 

divide A into a minimum number of submatrices A[1:p1 ,l:n], A[p1+1:p2 ,l:n], 

••• , such that each submatrix has the COR-property. Each submatrix has its 

own column-permutation such that the ones in each row of the submatrix occur 

consecutively. 

If it is not allowed to permute the rows of A, this problem can be solved in 

polynomial time (apply the algorithm of Booth and Lueker (cf. [11], III.3.1) 

several times), but if the rows of A can be permuted, then this problem is 

NP-complete (cf. [49]). Even to find a maximum set of rows of A that has the 

COR-property is NP-complete (cf. [10]). Nevertheless we will show that the 

following problem can be solved in polynomial time (in the size of A): 

Let A have rows r 1 , ••• ,rm. Partition R={r1 , ••• ,rm} into sets R1 , ••• ,Rp 

such that: 

(i) IR1l~IR1+1I (1:£1~-1), (3.14) 

(ii) each R. (1:£i:£p) has the COR-property, (3.15) l. 
(iii) for each i (1:£i:£p-1) and for each row rERj with j>i the set 

R1U{r} does not have the COR-property. (3.16) 

The following algorithm will solve the problem. 

algorithm 3.4. 

(initialize R.:={r.} (1:£1~); l. l. 

) 

while there is a j and an rER. such that for some i<j 
-- J 

R.U{r} has the COR-property 
l. 

do R. := R.\{r}; Rl.. := R.U{r}; 
- J J l. 

sort the sequence (R1) 1:£i::m according to decreasing number of rows 
od; 

let p be the greatest index such that R ~~ 
p 

If this algorithm terminates, R1 , •.• ,Rp satisfy the requirements (3.14)

(3.16). 

Proposition 3.3. Algorithm 3.4 terminates and does so within polynomial time. 
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Proof: Define: 
m 

f(Rl , ... ,Rm) = i~l IRil .i (IR.I is the number of rows in R.) 
l. l. 

f can only have nonnegative integer values. With each action consisting of 

a deletion, an addition and an ordering, the value off decreases. The algo-

rithm has 

algorithm 

loop will 

to terminate otherwise f should get negative values. When the 

has processed the first line, f(R1 , .•. ,Rm) = m(~+l) and the outer 
m(m+l) . . be executed at most --2-- times. It requires at most polynomial 

time to perform the instructions in the loop-clause. Thus the algorithm will 

halt within polynomial time in the size of A. 

□ 

Conclusion. We have studied the CCR-property of {0,1}-matrices as it is of 

interest for the storage efficiency to be achieved in TCRRIX. The theorem 

of Tucker, characterizing the CCR-property in terms of forbidden permuted 

submatrices, is important in the mathematical sense, but can hardly be used 

to design efficient algorithms: finding the largest forbidden permuted sub

matrix is proved to be NP-complete. (Indeed, the CCR-test of Booth and Lueker 

(cf. [11]) does not rely on Tucker's theorem.) Unfortunately many optimiza

tion problems related to the CCR-property are NP-complete as well. In this 

chapter we have not given any indication that the rolilmat data structure is 

an economical storage scheme for each sparse matrix. Even if a sparse matrix 

may be permuted, it is hard to find an appropriate column-permutation to 

store a minimum augmentation matrix, or to find a suitable row-permutation 

to split up the matrix into a minimum number of permuted submatrices, each 

with the CCR-property. 
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CHAPTER IV 

APPROXIMATION OF THE CONSECUTIVE ONES MATRIX AUGMENTATION PROBLEM 

In chapter III we saw that not every sparse matrix can be stored in a 

rowrnat data structure without storing any zero elements, even if the columns 

are permuted. Moreover, the problem to find a column-permutation such that a 

minimum number of zero elements would be stored, turned out to be very hard: 

the problem is NP-complete. However, these results do not justify the con

clusion that the rotill1lat data structure should not be used in practice. For 

such a conclusion there should be negative results in the following four 

directions: 

a). We restrict ourselves to a special class C of matrices (which reflects 

the matrices used in practice) and try to design a polynomial time algo

rithm that finds for each matrix of Ca column-permutation such that a 

minimum number of zero elements will be stored. 

b). We try to design a probabilistic ("usually efficient") algorithm that 

finds for each matrix a column-permutation such that a minimum number 

of zero elements will be stored. For most matrices such an algorithm 

should run in polynomial time, but for a (hopefully small) number of 

matrices it may need exponential time. 

c). We try to design a polynomial time algorithm that finds for each matrix 

a column-permutation such that a (hopefully) small, but not necessarily 

minimum, number of zero elements will be stored. These algorithms are 

called polynomial time approximation algorithms. 

d). Some combination of a), b), c). 

In this chapter we will concentrate only upon approximation algorithms. The 

main result is given in section IV.2 (theorem 4.3 and 4.4) and states that 

any algorithm from the class of on-line column insertion algorithms must give 

arbitrarily bad approximations for an infinite number of matrices. This means 

that no on-line column insertion algorithm can guarantee a bounded error fac

tor with regard to the number of stored elements of a minimum augmentation. 

Section IV.l serves as an introduction for this theorem; in section IV.2 the 
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theorem will be proved and in section IV.3 we will extend the result to much 

wider classes of approximation algorithms. 

IV.1 INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES. 

Each sparse matrix A can be stored in a P01.u1T1at data structure without per

muting its columns. To lower the number of stored zero elements we allow 

that columns are permuted. 

DEFINITION 4.1. Let A=(a .. ) 
l.J 

be an mxn {0,1}-matrix. 

m n 
ones(A) = i~l j~l 

m 

a .. (the number of non-zero elements of A), 
l.J 

store(A) = .E1 (max{j:a .. ~0} - min{j:a .. ~o} +1) with max(~)=0 
1.= l.J l.J 

and min(~)=l, 

optstore(A) = min{store(AP):P is an nxn permutation matrix}. 

An mxn matrix Bis a column-permutation of A if B=AP for some nxn permuta

tion matrix P. Bis an optimum column-permutation of A if store(B) = 

optstore (A) • 

DEFINITION 4.2. Let A=(a .. ) be an mxn {0,1}-matrix and Ba column-permutation 
l.J 

of A. Let column i of A be column pi of B (l~i~). We say that a .. of A 
1 o'Jo 

is stored in! if there are jl and j 2 with 

As we have seen in III.4.1, the problem to find for each matrix A an optimum 

column-permutation B of A, is NP-complete. But we may be content if we have 

a polynomial time algorithm that finds a column-permutation B of A (for each 

A) such that e.g. 

store(B) < 
ones (A) = c 

for some fixed constant c, because otherwise there are other more appropriate 

data structures for sparse matrices. 

Proposition 4.1. If such an algorithm exists, then c~¾

Proof: consider the special case of MI (cf. III.2). 
n 

optstore(MI) = store(MI) = 2(n+l)+n+2, 
n n 

ones(MI) = 2n+4. 
n 

Therefore, for every column-permutation Bn of MI 
n 

we have 



store(B) optstore(MI ) 
n ;;;; ______ n_ 

ones{MI) ones{MI) 
n n 

3n+4 
2n+4· 

store{B) 
Note that for each c'<l_ there is an n such that ____ n_ 

2 ones{MI) 
n 
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> CI. 

□ 

However, it is more realistic to compare store{B) with optstore{A) than with 

ones{A). If store(B) is close to optstore{A), then Bis considered a "good" 

column-permutation of A. Therefore, to analyze an algorithm X, we will use 

as a criterion the magnitude of the ratio 

store(B) with Ba column-permutation of A found by X. 
optstore(A) 

Moreover, we are interested in the asymptotic behavior of X: 

(4 .1) 

DEFINITION 4.3. Let f: ]N➔ IR be a mapping. Let X be an algorithm that takes 

{0,1}-matrices as input and that returns a column-permutation of its input. 

Xis an f-approximation algorithm {for the CONSECUTIVE ONES MATRIX AUGMENTA

TION problem) if there is an NEJN such that for all mxn {0,1}-matrices A 

(m,n<::N) 

store (X (A) ) 
~ f{optstore{A)). 

optstore(A) 

As we have seen, we are only interested inc-approximation algorithms with 

c some constant. It should be nice if there are algorithms of that kind that 

have a running time that is polynomial in the length of their input. 

DEFINITION 4.4. Let A be a {0,1}-matrix. A is said to be clean if the follow

ing five conditions are satisfied: 

{i) each column of A contains at least one non-zero element, 

(ii) each row of A contains at least two non-zero elements, 

(iii) each row of A contains at least one zero element, 

(iv) no two rows of A are equal, 

(v) no two columns of A are equal. 

DEFINITION 4.5. Let A be an mxn, Ban mxp, Can mx(n+l) and Dan mx(n+p) 

{0,1}-matrix and let u be a {0,1}-sequence of length m. 
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C 

D 

A concat u if c[ ,1:n] 

A concat B if D[ ,1:n] 

A and c[ ,n+l] = u. 

A and o[ ,n+l:n+p] = B. 

Now we will give two examples of straightforward approximation algorithms 

that are not c-approximation algorithms for any c~l. 

algorithm 4.1. 

proc BESTFIT = (matrix AJmatrix: 

co let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix co 

( initialize Bas the mxo {0,1}-matrix; 

for k from 1 to n 

do initialize C as the mXk {0,1}-matrix with only non-zero elements; 

fE!:_ j from 1 to k 

) 

od; 

do matrix D = B[ ,1 :j-1] concat A[ ,k] concat B[ ,j :k-1]; 

f::i_ store(D) < store(C) then c:=D fi 
od; B:=c 

return B 

BESTFIT processes the columns of A one by one; processing column k means 

that it will be inserted in B such that the current columns of B do not loose 

their relative order; column k is inserted in B just there where it causes 

the least number of elements of B (including column k) to be stored. 

Proposition 4.2. BESTFIT is not a c-approximation algorithm for any c~l. 

Proof: We have to prove that for each NE JN and each cE JR (c~l) there is a 

{0,1}-matrix A with at least N rows and N columns such that 

store(BESTFIT(A)) 
optstore(A) 

> c. 

Let NE JN, cE JR (c~l); let 

A 
p,k 

0 ..•.... o 1 ••.•..• 1 1 ..•.... 1 

1 ••••••• 1 o ....... o 

1 ••••... 1 0 ...•... 0 

1 ....••. 1 0 •.••... 0 1 ••••... 1 

p+l p+l k 

p+2 
p+2 rows 

2p+k+2 columns 
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optstore(A kl = store(A kl p, p, 
(p+ll 2 + (p+ll (p+2l + 2k. If BESTFIT is applied 

to A k' it returns p, 

BESTFIT(A kl p, 

1 ...•... 1 1 ....••. 1 o ....... o 
0 .••.•.. 0 1 .•..... 1 

1 ••.•••. 1 0 •...••• 0 

o •.•.••• 0 1 •.•••.• 1 1 .....•• 1 

p+l k p+l 

+ k --store(BESTFIT(A k)l 2 (p+1)2 
2P.::!. 

p, + (p+2)k p+2 p+l p+2 
and Rl--

optstore(A kl (p+l l 2 + (p+l l (p+2l +2k .P.::l +1+ 2k 2 
p, p+2 (p+l) (p+2) 

if k large compared with p. Thus, with p and k large enough, we have p+2~N, 
' p+2 2p+2+k;e;N and 2 >c. We conclude that BESTFIT is not a c-·approximation algo-

rithm for any cE JR. 

□ 

Observe that the columns of A k are sorted by non-increasing number of non-
p, 

zero elements. BESTFIT has a rather bad performance because one column u 

can occur many times and u can have less zero elements than a few columns 

together with many non-zero elements per column. Thus algorithm 4.2 below 

in which the columns are ordered by increasing number of non-zero elements, 

may perform better. As for identical columns we have the following lemma. 

Lemma 4.1. Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix. Then there is an optimum column

permutation B of A such that identical columns of Bare consecutive in B. 

Proof: Let C be an optimum column-permutation of A and suppose not all iden

tical columns of C a~e consecutive. Thus there are j 0 ,j 1 ,j 2ElN (j 0<j 1<j 2 l 

such that the columns j 0 and j 2 of Care identical and the columns j 0 and 

jl of Care not identical. Without loss of generality we can assume that 

the number k of stored elements of column jO is not greater than the number 

of stored elements of column j 2 . If we delete column j 2 and insert it just 

beside column jO (thus obtaining a {0,1}-matrix C') then exactly k elements 

of column j 2 of Care stored in C'. Then: 

store (C' l 

Because C was assumed to be an optimum column-permutation of A, we have 

store(C'l = store(Cl. Thus we can permute the columns of C in such a way 
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that the number of stored elements will not increase and identical columns 

will be consecutive. This gives us another optimum column-permutation of A. 

□ 

DEFINITION 4.6. Let A be an mxn matrix. We say that A has a row-partition 

Kr (O=k~<k~<k~< •.• <k~=m) and a column-partition Kc= (O=k~<k~< •.• <k~=n) 

if A can be written as (A.j)l<i< i<·< (see fig. 4.1) such that for each 
i = =P, =J=q 

i (l~i~p) and j (l~j~q) A .. is a (k:-k: 1 )x(k~-k~ 1 ) matrix. In this case 
l.J ]. ].- J J-

rowstrip(A,i,Kr) = A[k: 1+1:k:, ] and colstrip(A,j,Kc) = A[ ,k~ 1+1:k~]. 
].- ]. J- J 

fig. 4.1. 

A partitioned 

matrix. 

DEFINITION 4.7. 

(i) Let A=(A .. ) 1<·< l<'< be a block diagonal matrix (cf. II. Appendix). 
h J.J =l-=P, =J;aq 

The it block of A is the submatrix Aii (l~i~in(p,q)). 

(ii) Let A=(a .. ) be an mxn matrix. A is a permuted block diagonal matrix 
l.J 

with k blocks if there are mxm and nxn perrr.utation matrices P and Q 

such that PAQ can be partitioned into a block diagonal matrix with 

k blocks. 

Without proof we state: 

Lemma 4.2. Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix with row-partition Kr 

Then: 

store(A) = ifl store(rowstrip(A,i,Kr)). 

is a block diagonal matrix with row-partition Kr and column-partition 
C C 

(k0 , ... ,kql, then 

(i) for each i (l~i~in(p,q)): 

store(rowstrip(A,i,Kr)) = store(colstrip(A,i,Kc)) store (Aii) , 
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(ii) optstore (A) 
p 

i~l optstore(rowstrip(A,i,IC)) 

q 
i~l optstore(colstrip(A,i,Kc)) 

min(p,q) 
i~l optstore (Aii) . 

algorithm 4.2. 

proa BESTFITDECR = (matrix AJmatrix: 

( let B be a column-permutation of A such that the number of zero elements 

per column in Bis non-increasing. Moreover, identical columns of A are 

consecutive in B. 

) 

Then perform BESTFIT(B) with the modification that identical columns are 

inserted simultaneously and are kept in consecutive order in the result 

of BESTFIT(B) 

BESTFITDECR processes the matrices A k (p~2) of the proof of proposition p, 
4.2 very well: 

store(BESTFITDECR(A ,kl) 

optstore(A kl p, 

store(A kl P, 
optstore(A kl p, 

store (AP ,k) =1. 

store(A kl p, 

BESTFIT works rather well for a block diagonal matrix A: the columns of each 

columnstrip of A remain consecutive in BESTFIT(A). However, BESTFIT can have 

a bad performance for permuted block diagonal matrices, which will not neces

sarily be improved by BESTFITDECR. 

Proposition 4.3. BESTFITDECR is not a c-approximation algorithm for any c~l. 

Proof: We have to prove that for each NE lN and each cE IR (c.i:1) there is an 

mxn {0,1}-matrix A (m,n~) such that 

store(BESTFITDECR(A)) > c. 
optstore(A) 

Let NE lN, cE IR (c.i:1). Let ¾ be a block diagonal matrix with 2k blocks and 

each block equal to 

(0 1 1) 
= 1 0 1 

1 1 0 
(1~i~2k). 

Let Bk=(Sij) be the 6kX7k {0,1}-matrix with Bk[ ,1:6k] =¾and for each 

i (l~i~) S3(i-1)+1,6k+i = S3k+3(i-1)+1,6k+i =1 (see fig. 4.2). Let Kc= 
(0,3,6, ••. ,6k,7k). 
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: I 1 
All J !1l J I l J J J J 0 

I I : I I I I I Q 

-----➔----➔-------r----i-----i-----i-------i----i---1--------
~ : : I : : : : : 
'P I A22 I I I I I I I Q 

I I : I I I I I Q 

-----➔-----!.;------+----➔-----i-----i-------i----i-----\------
1 I , : I I I I I 
I I ', I I I I I I , 
: : '- I : : : : : ' 
I I '-, : I I I I I ' : : ., : : : : : : \ \ 

-----➔----➔-----·· 1----➔------{-----i-------i----+--------\ 
: : I : : : : : 
I I IAk k I I I I I Q 
I I : ' I I I I I Q 

-----➔----➔-------r-----1------1------1--------1-----1-1----------
, I I I A I I I I 
1 1 1 1 k+l I 1 1 1 O 
J l l l k+l I J l l 0 -----~----~-------r----~-----~-----~-------~----~------------l : I : : I : : 1 
I I : I I ~+21 I I Q 

: : : : : k+2 I : : 0 -----t----t-------r-----1------1-----t-- ------1----1-----,------
: : : : : : \ : : ' 
I I I I I I \ I I ' 

: : : : : : ' : : \ I I I I I I , I I \ 
I I I I I I , I I , 

-----t----t------r----➔-----t-----t-------1-----1-----------1 
: l l l l l l A2kl 0 
l l l J l i l 2k l 0 I I I I I I I I 

6k 

k 

fig. 4.2. 

Bk is a permuted block diagonal matrix with k blocks. All columns of Bk are 

different and each column contains two non-zero elements. BESTFITDECR returns 

the columns of Bk in the ordering: 

colstrip(Bk 1 2k,Kc), Bk[ ,7k], colstrip(Bk,2k-l,Kc), Bk[ ,7k-l], 

Bk[ ,6k+2], colstrip(Bk,k+l,Kc), Bk[ ,6k+1], colstrip(Bk 1 k,Kc), 

colstrip(Bk,k-1,Kc), ... , colstrip(Bk,1,Kc). 

Thus store(BESTFITDECR(Bk)) 

k 2k 
I store(A .. ) + I (store(A .. )+1) + ones(Bk[ ,6k+1:7k]) + 

i=l ii i=k+l ii 

k 
+ L (3(k-1)+i-1) 

i=l 

k 
2 (7k+27). 



2k 
On the other hand, optstore(Bk) = 2k + i~loptstore(Aii) 

With 6k~N and k large enough we have 

store(BESTFITDECR(Bk)) 

optstore(Bk) 

2k+14k 

Hence, BESTFITDECR is not a c-approximation algorithm for any c~l. 
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16k. 

□ 

DEFINITION 4.8. Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix, u a {0,1}-sequence of length 

m and Ban mx(n+l) {0,1}-matrix. Bis an insertion matrix for~ in~ if for 

some yE lN (Q:;ay:;an) 

B A[ , 1 :y] concat u concat A[ ,y+l :n]. 

DEFINITION 4.9. Let X be an algorithm that takes {0,1}-matrices as input 

and that returns a column-permutation of its input.Xis an on-line column 

insertion algorithm if for each mx(n+l) {0,1}-matrix A, X(A) is an insertion 

matrix for A[ ,n+l] into X(A[ ,1:n]). 

Proposition 4.4. BESTFITDECR is noc an on-line column insercion algorichm. 

Proof: 

[~ 
0 0 

~]- [l 
1 1 

~l 0 0 1 0 

Let A 0 0 
BESTFITDECR(A) 1 0 

1 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 1 

[i 
0 

~l 0 

BESTFITDECR(A[ , 1: 3]) 0 
and therefore, BESTFITDECR(A) 1 

1 
0 

is not an insertion matrix for A[ ,4] into BESTFITDECR(A[ ,1:3]). 

□ 

We could have defined the notion of an on-line column insertion algorithm 

in another way: 
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DEFINITION 4.10. Let X be an algorithm that takes {0,1}-matrices as input 

and that returns a column-permutation of its input. X has property P if for 

every mxn {0,1}-matrix A and every kElN with 1~k~n, X(A) and X(A[ ,1:k]) 

satisfy (4.2): 

let column i {l~i~n) of A be column p. of X(A); let column i (l~i~k)J 

of A[,1:k] be column qi of X(A[,1:k]): for all i and j (l~i,j~k) we (4.2) 

have 

pi<pj if and only if qi<qj. 

Lemma 4.3. Xis an on-line column insertion algorithm if and only if X has 

property P. 

Proof: 

~, Suppose X has property P. Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix and k=n-1. Let 

{pi)l~i~n and {qi)l~i~n-1 as in (4.2) 

with q.~-1 we have p.=q. and for all 

and pn=y for some y. Then for all i 

i i i 
i with q.~y, p.=q.+1. Thus X(A) is an 

i i i 
insertion matrix for A[ ,n] into X(A[ ,1:n-1]). This holds for every matrix 

A and therefore, Xis an on-line column insertion algorithm. 

~, Suppose Xis an on-line column insertion algorithm. Let A be an mxn 

{0,1}-matrix and kElN {l~k~). Consider A[ ,1:h] with k~h~n. Let column 

i (1~i~h) of A[ ,1:h] be column ph. of X(A[ ,1:h]). 
,i 

X(A[ ,1:h+l]) is an insertion matrix for A[ ,h+l] into X{A[ ,1:h]), thus: 

for all i,j (l~i,j~h) Ph .<ph . if and only if Ph+l ,i <ph+l ,j. ,i ,J 
With induction it is easy to prove that 

for all i,j {lH,j~k) pk . <pk . if and only if Pn,i<pn,j" ,i ,J 
Hence, X has property P. 

□ 

Using this lemma, one can for every mxn {0,1}-matrix A determine X(A[ ,1:k]) 

from X{A) for every k~n, since the relative ordering of columns of A [ ,1:k] 

as they appear in X(A) is inherited. 

Corollary 4.1. Let A=(a .. ) be an mxn {0,1}-matrix and X an on-line column 
iJ 

insertion algorithm. If for some k~n and i 0 ,j 0 (l~i0~, l~j 0~k) a .. (con
io 'Jo 

sidered as an element) of A[ ,1:k] is stored in X(A[ ,1:k]), then a .. 
io,Jo 

(considered as an element) of A is stored in X(A). 
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IV .2 APPROXIMATION WITH ON-LINE COLUMN INSERTION ALGORITHMS. 

Now the question arises whether there is some on-line column insertion algo

rithm that is a polynomial time c-approximation algorithm for the CONSECUTIVE 

ONES MATRIX AUGMENTATION problem. In theorem 4.3 we will answer this question 

negatively. But corollary 4.3 states more. To obtain a negative answer, it 

will be sufficient to show that for each on-line column insertion algorithm 

X and each c..;1 and each NE JN there is an mxn matrix A (m,n..;N) such that 
X,c,N 

store (X (AX , N)) ,c, 
optstore(A N) x,c, 

> C 

which proves that, in fact, no on-line column insertion algorithm can be a 

c-approximation (for some fixed c) at all. Theorem 4.3 states that AX,c,N 

can be chosen to be of arbitrary size (for fixed X and c) and corollary 4.3 

states that for fixed c and NA can be chosen such that the two follow-
X,c,N 

ing conditions are satisfied: 

(i) the number of rows and columns of A does not depend on the on-line 
X,c,N 

column insertion algorithm X, 

(ii) let X and X' be two on-line column insertion algorithms. Then A x,c,N 
and AX',c,N are equal possibly except for their last columns. 

THEOREM 4.1. For all NEJN and for all s>O (sEJR) there is a clean square 

{0,1}-matrix A with n~N rows such that for each column-permutation B of A 

we have: 

if opt=~~~:i:i ~ 1~ -s then there is a {0,1}-sequence uB of length n such 

that for every nx(n+l) {0,1}-matrix C that is an insertion matrix for uB 

into B store(C) > .!l_ -s 
optstore(A ~a!_ uB) 7 · 

Proof: Let kEJN w'th 3k~N k>____§_ d l 3k- 6 > .!l_ -s 
L - ' 7s an 7k+8 7 · (4.3) 

Let A be the block diagonal matrix with k blocks M1 , ... ,Mk and M.=M1 (l~i~k) 
L 1 

(for M1 , see section III.2). Let K = (0,3,6, ... ,3k) be the corresponding 
1 

row- and column-partition of A. 

With lemma 4.2: optstore(A) = kXoptstore(M ) = 7k. 
11 

Let B be any column-permutation of A and let column i of A be column pi of B. 

Then for all i (l~i~k): 
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store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) 

Let pmax(i) 

pmin(i) 

max{p 3i,p3i_ 1 ,p3i_2 } l~i~k and 

min{p3i'P3i-1'P3i-2} l~i~k. 

(4.4) 

Let s 0 and s 1 be such that pmin(s0 )=1 and pmax(s 1 )=3k. Thus the first and 

last column of B come from colstrip(A,s0 ,K) and colstrip(A,s 1 ,K). Now we 

look at the position in B of the other columns of these two column-strips. 

We distinguish three cases: 

Case 1: s 0 =s 1 • 

Claim l: store(B) > ..!l_ -£. 
optstore(A) 7 

Proof of claim 1: In this case the first and last column of Bare from the 

same column-strip of A. Then (with (4.4)): 

k 
store(B) = store(rowstrip(B,s0 ,K)) + i~l store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) 

i7s0 

and with (4 3 ) store(B) ~ 13k-6 ~ ..!l_ 8 > 137 -£. 
· : optstore(A) 7k 7 - 7k 

Case 2: s 07s1 , but pmax(s0 )>pmin(s 1 ). 

Claim 2: store(B) > Q -£ 
optstore(A) 7 · 

Proof of claim 2: With (4.4) we now have: 

store(B) 
k 

store(rowstrip(B,s0 ,~)) + store(rowstrip(B,s1 ,K)) + i~l store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) 

i7s0 ,s1 

~ 6 + 2(pmax(s0 )-1) + 2(3k-pmin(s1 )) + (k-2)7 ~ 13k-8, 

and with (4.3): store(B) ~ Q - ~ > 137 -£. 
optstore(A) - 7 7k 

Case 3: s 07s1 and pmax(s0 ) < pmin(s1 ). 

Claim 3: There is a {0,1}-sequence uB of length 3k such that for each {0,1}

matrix C that is an insertion matrix for uB in B 
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__ s_t_o_r_e-'-(C-'--) _____ > 13 s 
optstore(A concat uB) 7 - · 

Proof of claim 3: As in the proof of proposition 4.3, define uB to be the 

sequence that "connects" the blocks M 
so 

in A: 

1 if 3s0-2$i$3s 0 

1 if 3s 1 -2$i$3s1 

0 otherwise. 

A concat uB is a permuted block diagonal matrix with k-1 blocks. It is easy 

to see that optstore(A concat uB) = 7k+8. Now we look at matrices that are 

insertion matrices for~ in B. Let the columns of colstrip(A,s0 ,K) and 

colstrip(A,s1 ,K) be located in Bas below 

I I I I 
I I I I 
I r I I I t 
I :. I I :. I • I I ,-1 I q s 

I I I columnt, I : ti columns: 3k-q-r-s-t columns B 41 I »1 I 4 
: columns: I I : columns: I I 

I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I pmax (s0 ) =q+r 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I 
I I I I I I I I I pmin(s 1 )=q+r+s 

~' '~~ qG2, rGl, SGl, 

columns of columns of 

colstrip(A,s0 ,K) cols trip (A,s 1 ,K) 

Let C be an insertion matrix for uB in B, i.e., there is a yElN (0$y$3k) 

such that 

c[ / 1:y] 

C[ ,y+l] 

C[ ,y+2:3k+l] 

B[ ,l:y] 

UB 

B[ ,y+l :3k]. 

t?l 

Now we distinguish 7 cases: y=O, O<y<q, q$y<q+r, q+r$y<q+r+s, q+r+s$y<q+r+s+t, 

q+r+s+t$y<3k and y=3k. In each of these 7 cases we have: store(C) G 13k-6. 

And with (4. 3): 

store(C) > 13k-6 > 13 
optstore(A concat uB) - 7k+B 7 -s. 

Thus, claim 1, claim 2 and claim 3 have been proved and hence, theorem 4.1 

has been proved. 

□ 
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In the above proof we used a block diagonal matrix A with k 3x3 blocks. We 

can prove more by using matrices A that have k mxm blocks. The number of 

1 ' bl k ' b d d f ab b 2 d ' t . b km 2 e ements in a oc is oun e ram ave y m an in a row-s rip y 

In the proof of the next theorem we will use a block diagonal matrix A with 

k mxm blocks that all have an optstore value bounded by 3m, but which is such 

that for each column-permutation B of A it is possible that many elements of 

a row-strip of B will be stored if one extra column is inserted in B. 

Theorem 4. 2. For all NE lN and for all c:Sl (c,:: JR) there is a clean square 

matrix A with n,::N rows such that for each column-permutation B of A we have: 

if st0re(B) ~ c then there is a {0,1}-sequence uB of length n such 
optstore(A) 

that for each matrix C that is an insertion matrix for uB into 

B store(C) > 
, ( ) C • optstore A concat uB 

Proof: Let NE lN and cE lR (c,::1) . Let f: lN-+ lN be any function such that 

(i) lim f (kl 00 

k-.oo 

(ii) there is a c'>O and a K'ElN such that for all k,::K' 

For example: f(k) = r¾l, f(k) = r 2 1og kl, etc. 

Choose k'ElN (k',::3) such that for all k"k' we have 

f(k)>c, ½ + 1f(k)>c and k-~:(k) (1+2f(k)) > c. 

Such a k' exists. Let k"k'. 

Choose m'ElN (m',::3) such that 

mk,::N and 

for all ma';m' we have 

k (3m-2) +m+m 2f (k) > c. 
k(3m-2)+m2-m+2 

Let m?;m'. Thus: 

mk,::N, m,::3, k,::3, k(3m-2)+m+m2f(k) > 
k (3m-2) +m2-m+2 

c, 

1+2f(k) > C and (½- ft})(2f(k)+l} > c. 
3 

-c'. 

Let A be a block diagonal matrix with k blocks M1 , ... ,Mk and M.=M 
i Im-2 

l 
(l~i~k). Let K = (O,m,2m, ..• ,mk) be the corresponding row- and column-

partition. Then we have: 

optstore(Mi) = 3m-2 (l~i~k), optstore(A) = (3m-2)k. 

Let B be any column-permutation of A with column j of A column pj of B 

(l~j~k). 

(4.5 

(4.6 

(4. 7 



Let pmin(i) = min{p. 
J 

pmax (i) = max{p. 
J 

Then we have: 

(i-l)m<j$im}, (1$i$k) and 

(i-l)m<j$im}, (1$i$k). 

store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) ~ m+2(pmax(i)-pmin(i)) for all 1$i$k. 
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(4.8) 

(4. 9) 

As in the preceding proof we are interested in the values of pmin(i)-pmax(j). 

Let q 0 = min{pmax(i) : 1$i$k}, q 1 = max{pmin(i) : 1$i$k}. 

There are three cases: 

Case 1: q 1 $ q 0-m.f(k). 

Claim 1: With m and k satisfying (4.5) and q 1 $ q 0-m.f(k) we have 

store(B) > c. 
optstore(A) 

Proof of claim 1: q 1 $ q0-m. f (k). Thus: 

for all i pmax(i) ~ pmin(i)+m.f(k) (1$i$k). 

Using (4.9) this results in store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) ~ m+2m.f(k) so that (with 

(4.5) and (4. 7)): 

store(B) > mk+2mk.f(k) > m+2m.f(k) 
optstore(A) = (3m-2)k = 3m 

1+2f(k) 
3 

Hence claim 1 is proved and case 1 satisfies the theorem. 

Case 2: lq1-q0 1 < m.f(k). 

> c. 

Claim 2: With m and k satisfying (4.5) and jq1-q0 j < m.f(k) we have 

store(B) > c. 
optstore(A) 

Proof of claim 2: First assume m. f (k) < min (q0 ,q1 ) < max (q0 ,q1 ) < mk-m. f (kl. 

We divide Bin five parts: 

I I I 
I I I 
I 

R2 R3 
I 

R4 
I 

Rll I I 
I I I 

B I :~ I 
RS I I 

I m.f(k) I I m.f (k) I 
I I I I :, .,, :• •' columns I columns l I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 
I I I I 

I ' I '·~ 
~-f(k) 

min(q0 ,q1 ) columns max(q0 ,q1) 
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R1 B[ ,1 : min(q0 ,q1 )-m.f(k)-1], 

R2 B[ ,min(q0 ,q1 )-m.f(k) : min(q0 ,q1)-1], 

R3 B[ ,min(q0 ,q1): max(q0 ,q1 )], 

R4 B[ ,max(q0 ,q1 )+1 : max(q0 ,q1)+m.f(k)), 

~5 B[ ,max(q0 ,q1 )+m.f(k)+1 : mk]. 

R2 , R3 and R4 together contain at most 3m.f(k) columns. B contains mk columns 

so that R1 and R5 together contain at least mk-3m.f(k) columns. Each column

strip of A has m columns; thus there are at least mk-Jm.f(k) different column-
m 

strips of A that have a column in R1 or R5 . More formally: 

Let IMIN {i pmin(i) < min(q0 ,q1)-m.f(k)} and 

IMAX {i pmax(i) > max(q0 ,q1 )+m.f(k)}. 

Then: jIMINUIMAXj~k-3f(k). For each iEIMINUIMAX: pmax(i)-pmin(i)~.f(k). 

With (4.9) this gives the result: 

for all iEI~HNUIMAX: store (rowstrip (B, i ,K)) ~ m+2m. f (k) . 

Hence: store(B) ~ I store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) 

iEIMINUIMAX 

With (4.5): 

~ J IMINUIMAX J. (m+2m. f (k)) ~ (k-3f (k)). (m+2m. f (k)). 

store(B) 
optstore(A) 

~ (k-3f (k)) (m+2m. f (k)) > (k-3f (k)) (1 +2f (k)) 
(3m-2)k 3k 

> c. 

Now we have proved claim 2 for the general case that m.f(k) < min(q0 ,q1 ) < 

max(q0 ,q1 ) < mk-m.f(k). 

Next assume min(q0 ,q1 ) ~ m.f(k) or max(q0 ,q1 ) ~ mk-m.f(k). The two special 

cases (min(q0 ,q1 ) ~ m.f(k) and max(q0 ,q1 ) ~ mk-m.f(k)) are similar; thus we 

will only deal with min(q0 ,q1 ) ~ m.f(k). Now we divide Bin 4 parts: 

R2 B[ ,1 : min(q0 ,q1 )-1), 

R3 B[ ,min(q0 ,q1 ) : max(q0 ,q1 )), 

R4 B[ ,max (q0 ,q1 ) +1 : max(q0 ,q1 )+m.f(k)) and 

R5 B[ ,max(q0 ,q1 )+m.f(k)+l : mk]. 

R2 , R3 and R4 together contain at most 3m.f(k) columns, and therefore R5 

contains at least mk-3m.f(k) columns and there are at least k-3f(k) column

strips of A with a column in R5 . Let 

IMAX {i : pmax(i)>max(q0 ,q1 )+m.f(k)}. 

Then JIMAXJ~k-3f(k). For each iEIMAX' pmax(i)-pmin(i)>m.f(k). With (4.9): 



store(B) ~ I store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) ~ (k-3f(k)). (m+2m.f(k)) 
iEIMAX 

and with (4.5): st0re(B) > c. 
optstore(A) 

Now claim 2 is proven, and hence case 2 satisfies the theorem. 

case 3: q 1 ~ q O+m.f(k). 
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Claim 3: With m and k satisfying (4.5) and q 1 ~ q O+m.f(k) there is a {O,1}

sequence u of length mk such that for each matrix C that is an insertion 
B store(C) 

matrix for¾ into B, optstore(A concat u) > c. 
--- B 

Proof of claim 3: Let q 1-qO ~ m.f(k). With the definition of q O and q 1 there 

are s O and s 1 (1Ss OSk, 1Ss 1Sk) such that q O=pmax(sO) and q 1=pmin(s 1). For s O 

and s 1 we have: s O~s 1 and pmin(s1 )-pmax(s O)~.f(k). Let us divide Bas follows: 

B 

I 
I 

I I _____ i ____________ i ____ _ 

Rl l R2 l R3 _____ i ____________ i ____ _ 

I I 
I I 
I I 

------+------------+-----
R4 1 RS I R6 I -----t------------t-----

l l:.~-f(k)-1 .:\ 
columns 

qO ql 

rowstrip (B, s O ,K) 

(4.10) 

rowstrip(B,s1 ,K) 

Because of (4.8) and the choice of s O and s 1 , R2 , R3 , R4 and R5 are all zero 

matrices. Let uB be a {O,1}-sequence of length mk defined by: 

~[j]=l if (sO-l)m<jSs O.m 

=1 if (s 1-l)m<jSs 1 .m 

=O otherwise. 

A concat uB is a permuted block diagonal matrix with k-1 blocks. 

It is easy to see that 

optstore(A concat uB) S 
k m+l 

i~loptstore(rowstrip(A,i,K)) + 2(m+l+i~3 i) 

i~sO,s1 

(k-2) (3m-2) + m2+5m-2. 

} '4.11) 

(4 .12) 

(4.13) 
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Let C be an insertion matrix for uB into B. Thus, there is a yEJN (0~y:;'.;mk) 

such that B[ ,1:y] c[ ,1:y] 

c[ ,y+l] 

C [ , y+2 :mk+l ] . 

If y~0 then all zero elements of R5 are stored inc though they are not 

stored in B. R5 contains at least m2.f(k)-m zero elements. 

If y~q1-1 then all zero elements of R2 are stored in C though they are not 

stored in B. R2 contains at least m2.f(k)-m zero elements. 

If q 0<y~1 , then the same number of zero elements will be stored in C, but 

now they are distributed over R2 and R5 . None of these zero elements are 

stored in B. 

Thus: 

store(C) ~ optstore(B) + ones(uB) 

2 
~ k(3m-2)+2m+m .f(k)-m 

+ !{elements of R2 and R5 stored inc}[ 

k(3m-2)+m2 .f(k)-+m. 

With (4.13) and (4.5), this gives: 

store(C) k(3m-2)+m+m2.f(k) 
( ) ~ 2 > C 

optstore A concat uB k( 3m- 2 )+m -m+2 

This ends the proof of claim 3 and the proof of theorem 4.2. 

D 

As a direct consequence we have: 

THEOREM 4.3. Let X be an algorithm that takes {0,1}-matrices as input and that 

returns a column-permutation of its input. Suppose there is a cE IR such that 

Xis a c-approximation algorithm. Then Xis not an on-line column insertion 

algorithm. 

However, theorem 4.2 states more about c-approximation algorithms: 

Corollary 4.2. Let X satisfy the conditions of theorem 4.3. Then for all NElN 

and for every algorithm Y that takes {0,1}-matrices as input and that returns 

a column-permutation of its input, there is an mxn matrix B with m,n~N such 

that X(B) is not an insertion matrix for B[ ,n] into Y(B[ ,1:n-1]). 

Corollary 4. 3. Let NE lN and cE IR (c~l). Then there are m ,n~N and an mxn matrix 

A such that for every two on-line column insertion algorithms X and X' there 

are mx(n+1) matrices Band C with 



store(X(B)) ---~~~ > c, 
optstore(B) 

store (X' (C)) 
optstore (C) 
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> C and B[ , 1 :n] = C [ , 1 :n] = A. 

Theorem 4.3 is the special case of corollary 4.2 with X substituted for Y. Ob

serve that corollary 4.2 holds even if Y finds the optimum column-permutation 

of its input. With this corollary we have described a large class of approxi

mation algorithms that does not contain any c-approximation algorithm for any 

cE :JR. 

IV. 3 EXTENSIONS TO OTHER CLASSES OF APPROXIMATION ALGORITHMS. 

In the previous section we saw that many approximation algorithms can pro

vide bad approximations to the optimal storage (in a rowmat data structure) 

of a column-permutation of a matrix. In particular this bad result is ob

tained for some permuted block diagonal matrices. Knowing this, one can try 

to. design more sophisticated approximation algorithms. In this section we 

will extend theorem 4.2 and, consequently, theorem 4.3 and the corollaries 

4.2 and 4.3, and will describe larger classes of approximation algorithms 

that still do not contain a c-approximation algorithm for any cE lR. 

IV.3.1 Preprocessing to block diagonal form. 

The class of matrices used in the proof of theorem 4.2 merely consists of 

block diagonal and permuted block diagonal matrices (see (4.6) and (4.12)). 

For each block diagonal matrix there is an optimum column-permutation that 

is block diagonal too. Moreover, as we have seen before (algorithm 4.1), 

there is an on-line column insertion algorithm that preserves this block 

diagonal structure if applied to a block diagonal matrix. Thus, it seems 

reasonable to permute the rows and columns of a permuted block diagonal ma

trix to block diagonal form before applying any on-line column insertion 

algorithm. Theorem 4.2 can be proven using matrices A k which are not block 
m, 

diagonal with pG2 blocks. A k can be chosen in such a way that it will be-m, 
come block diagonal by deletion of two coll.Dilns. To prove negative results 

concerning more sophisticated algorithms, we introduce the concept of a se

parator of a matrix. 
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DEFINITION 4.11. Let pElN and A an mxn {0,1}-matrix with p~. 

(i) A set of p columns of A is a separator of A if the matrix A with the 

separator columns deleted, is a permuted block diagonal matrix with 

at least two blocks. 

(ii) Let S be a smallest separator of A. A is in connected order if the 

deletion of the columns of S from A results in a block diagonal matrix. 

The next theorem states that if an on-line column insertion algorithm is 

combined with a preprocessing algorithm that permutes matrices in connected 

order, this will not give rise to c-approximation algorithms for any cElR. 

THEOREM 4.4. Let NElN, E:,cElR (c,;;1, s>O). Then there is an nElN and a square 

{0,1}-matrix A such that for each column-permutation B of A: 
if store(B) ~ 

optstore(A) -
{ } l+E: 

c then there is a 0,1 -sequence uB of length n such 

that store(C) > c for 
optstore(A concat uB) 

any matrix C that is an insertion ma-

trix for uB into B. A and A concat uB satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) they are clean, 
l+E: 

(ii) they have n i?;N rows, 

(iii) they are in connected order, 
1-E: 

(iv) they do not contain a separator of size <n . 

Proof: Because the proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of theorem 

4.2 and uses the same kind of arguments, we will only give an outline. 

Let f: lN➔ lN be a function with f (n) =rl (n) and there are o>o and KE lN such 

that for all ki?;K 3f(k)-l l >o 3k - 3 . 

! d-1 

Let Mn,d an nxn {0,1}-matrix in which each 

row and column has exactly d non

zero elements, 

an nxn {0,1}-matrix, 



and An,k,d 

Then we have: 

with M. 
l. 

u. 
l. 

Mn,d (l;;;i;;;k) 

un,d (l;;;i;;;k). 

(i) The s'I!lallest separator of An,k,d contains 2d-2 columns, 

(ii) nd;;; optstore(Mi) ;;; (d-l)n+(n-d+l)d, 

d 1 d2 d d(d-1) 
(iii) kd(T +n) ;;; optstore(An,k,d) ;;; k{3nd- 2 + 2 -2n}-n(d-l)- --2-. 
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Let B be a column-permutation of A k d. pmax(i) and pmin(i), 1:;;i;;;k, are 
n, I 

defined as in (4.8). Without proof we state: 

Claim: store(rowstrip(B,i,K)) ~ d(pmax(i}-pmin(i)+l} for all i (l;;;i;;;k}. 

Let q0 max{pmin(i):2:;;i~}, q 1 = min{pmax(i):2:;;i;;;k}. 

The rest of the proof is quite the same as the proof of theorem 4.2, except 

that it requires more calculations. We only show where the connected order 

plays a role. A k d does not have a separator of size less than 2d-2. Dele-
n, I 

tion of the last d-1 columns of the first and last column-strip of A k d' n, , 
results in a block diagonal matrix with two blocks. Moreover, the sequence 

uB that is defined will not have non-zero elements in the first n positions, 

because pmin(l) and pmax(l) do not play any role in the values of q 0 and q 1 . 

Therefore, deletion of the same (2d-2) columns of A k d concat u once again n, , --- B 

results in a block diagonal matrix with two blocks. 

□ 

Remark 4.1. Theorem 4.4 even holds if we put the additional restriction on 

A (and A concat uB) that the columns of a smallest separator are consecutive 

in A (and A concat uB) . 

Thus, preprocessing a matrix into connected order does not help us to find a 

c-approximation if we use an on-line column insertion algorithm. Of course, 

it is impossible to prove negative results for all combinations of prepro

cessing and on-line column insertion algorithms: one of these combinations 

gives for each matrix the optimum column-permutation. But each preprocessing 

algorithm that does not change the column number of uB if applied to A concat 

uB (see (4.11)), does not improve the performance of any on-line column in-
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sertion algorithm. 

IV.3.2 Mixers and on-line colmnn insertion algorithms. 

Another kind of more sophisticated approximation algorithms can be obtained 

by incorporating a "small mixer" in an on-line column insertion algorithm. 

On-line column insertion algorithms often can be formulated in such a way 

that the columns are processed one by one. The columns that are processed 

do not loose their relative order with the insertion of a next column. If 

we incorporate a "small mixer", we allow that the columns already processed 

are permuted slightly just before column i will be inserted. 

DEFINITION 4.12. Let A be an mxn {0,1}-matrix, u a {0,1}-sequence of length 

m ands: JN➔ lN a function with s(k);:;,k for all kEJN. Let B be a column

permutation of A concat u and column i of A concat u is column pi of B 

(1;:;,i;:;,n+l). 

Bis an s-mixl insertion matrix for u in A if there are n-s(n) numbers i 1< 

i 2< .•. <in-s(n)<n such that 

i.<ik if and only if p. <p. (1;:;,j;:;,n-s(n), 1;:;,k;:;,n-s(n)). (4.14) 
J ij ik 

Bis an s-mix2 insertion matrix for u in A if for all j (1;:;,j;:;,n) we have: 

if p,<p 1 then lp.-jl;:;,s(n) and if p.>p 1 then lp.-1-jl~s(n). 
J n+ J J n+ J 

DEFINITION 4.13. Let X be an algorithm that takes {0,1}-matrices as input 

and that returns a column-permutation of its input. Let s: JN➔ lN be a function 

with s(k);:;,k for all kElN. Xis an on-line column s-mixl (resp. s-mix2) in

sertion algorithm if for each mxn {0,1}-matrix A, X(A) is an s-mixl (resp. 

s-mix2) insertion matrix for A[ ,n] into X(A[ ,1:n-1]). 

In an on-line column s-mixl insertion algorithm at most s(n-1) columns may 

be deleted from X(A[ ,1:n-1]) and inserted somewhere else in this matrix 

before inserting the nth column. In particular, an s-mixl insertion algorithm 

allows that the first column of X(A[ ,1:n-1]) will be the last column of X(A), 

in case s(n-1)~1. The way these s(n-1) columns are mixed and once again in

serted, will have to depend on the nth column, otherwise corollary 4.2 states 

that we do not have a better approximation algorithm. 

In an on-line column s-mix2 insertion algorithm all columns of X(A[ ,1:n-1]) 

are allowed to be permuted, but the new column number will differ at most 
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s(n-1) from the old column number. With s(n-l)<n-2, this means that the first 

column of X(A[ ,1:n-1]) will never be the last column of X(A). For the same 

reason as above we are only interested in mix2 algorithms that depend on 

column n of A. 

Unfortm1ately, if s(n) is not large enough, no on-line column s-mixl or 

s-mix2 insertion algorithm is a c-approximation algorithm: 

THEOREM 4. 5. For all NE lN, cE JR and e:E JR (e:>O) there is an nE lN and a clean 

square {0,1}-matrix A with nl+E:~N rows such that for each column-permutation 

B of A we have: 
if store(B) 

optstore(A) 
that for every 

l+E: 
~ c then there is a {0,1}-sequence u5 of length n 

1-E: function s: JN-+ lN with s (k) ~ (k.::2), 

such 

store(C) 
----'____;;;;..;;...;:....;..a ____ > c for every matrix C that is an s-mixl insertion 
optstore(A concat u5 ) 

matrix for u5 in B. 

THEOREM 4.6. Theorem 4.5 with "mixl" replaced by "mix2". 

We will only sketch the proofs of these theorems, because they are similar 

to the proof of theorem 4.2. 

Sketch of proof of theorem 4.5: 

Use the matrix A given in (4.6), with Mi an nxn matrix. Let B be a column

permutation of A. Let k=ne: 

W l h t l k t th st0re(B) _< c 1.·n whi'ch we ha t 'd eon y ave o oo a e case optstore(A) ve o provi e 

u5 . Define u5 as in (4.11). Let B be divided as in (4.10). 

Because s(nl+E)<n, there is at least one column of each column-strip of A 

of which the column number is one of the i 1, ••• , l+E: l+E: of (4.14). Let us 
n -s(n ) 

delete all columns pi of B of which i does not 

resulting in a matrix B'. Then there surely is 

occur in i 1 , ••• ,i l+E: l+£, 
n -s(n ) 

a column of colstrip(A,s0 ,K) 

in the left part of B' and one of colstrip(A,s1 ,K) in the right part of B'. 

Inserting~ in B' causes at least n(n.f(k)-s(nl+E)-1) zero elements to be 

stored. Inserting the deleted columns can make things only worse. With suit

able f and n large enough, ratio (4.1) is violated. 

□ 
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Sketch of proof of theorem 4.6: 

Let A, Band~ as above in the proof of theorem 4.5. After the mixing of 

B has been done (resulting in B'), column pmax(s0 ) of Bis at most s(nl+E) 

positions to the right and column pmin(s 1) of B s(nl+E) to the left. Thus 
l+E inserting uB causes at least n(n.f(k)-2s(n )-1) zero elements to be stored. 

With suitable f and n large enough, ratio (4.1) is violated. 

□ 

Corollary 4.4. Let there be an NE lN, a cE IR and a c-approximation algorithm 

X for all matrices with more than N rows and N columns. Then Xis neither 

an on-line column s-mixl nor an on-line column s-mix2 insertion algorithm 
1-E for any EE IR (E>O) ands: JN-+lN with s(k):ak • 

Corollary 4.5. Let X satisfy the conditions of corollary 4.4. Then for every 

algorithm Y that takes {0,1}-matrices as input and that returns a column

permutation of its input, there is an mxn matrix B with m~N and n~N such 

that X(B) is neither an s-mixl nor an s-mix2 insertion matrix for B[ ,n] into 

Y(B[ ,1:n-1)) for any EE IR (E>O) ands: JN-+lN with s(k):ikl-E_ 

Conclusion. In this chapter we have given negative results concerning the 

existence of approximation algorithms of the CONSECUTIVE ONES MATRIX AUGMEN

TATION problem. No algorithm of a wide class of algorithms, containing e.g. 

all on-line column insertion algorithms can guarantee a c-approximation for 

any cE IR and for all matrices. Even the addition of a small mixer does not 

help. 

In all these algorithms we looked at a matrix as a set of columns. Further 

research can be done on approximation algorithms that are row-oriented. 

Needless to say that research in the direction of probabilistic algorithms 

(see the introduction of this chapter) will perhaps give positive results, 

even for on-line coli.inn insertion algorithms. Thus, it remains open whether 

the rowmat data structure could be used for arbitrary sparse matrices. This 

chapter has only provided one more indication that this data structure may 

not be suited for this purpose if full storage optimality is the ultimate 

goal. 

The results presented in this chapter have also appeared in [78). 
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CHAPTER V 

DATA STRUCTURES FOR SPARSE MATRICES 

In this chapter we will design TORRIX-SPARSE, a system of primitive opera

tions to manipulate sparse matrices. Implicit in this venture is the design 

of one or more data structures for sparse matrices. Unfortunately most com

monly used data structures for sparse matrices are rather simple and not 

geared to the sparsity patterns and desired operations mentioned in chapter 

II. In this chapter we will review a number of data structures for sparse 

matrices and propose a new one. The new data structure is obtained by an 

extension of the hypermatrix approach (cf. [26)), in which a sparse matrix 

is considered a block and each block is either stored as a full matrix or 

as a zero matrix, or is partitioned into smaller blocks (that may be parti

tioned also). New features of the data structure presented in this chapter 

are: 

(i) sparseness of a non-zero block can be obtained in three ways: 

(1) a block is represented by one (small) full matrix containing fewer 

elements than the block itself, 

(2) if the non-zero elements of the block are situated along a (small) 

number of diagonals, then only these diagonals need be stored, 

(3) a block is partitioned into smaller blocks. 

(ii) a slicing mechanism similar to that of ALGOL 68 and TORRIX-BASIS (cf. 

[77) and [75)) is implemented in TORRix~sPARSE. It prescribes which 

side effects must occur if operations are applied to a sparse matrix 

or slices of it. Obviously this puts some demands on the data structure 

used in TORRIX-SPARSE. 

(iii) the user can specify which blocks of a matrix are structurally equal 

such that only one of them will be actually stored. This may save 

storage as well as computation time. 

This chapter consists of five sections. In section V.1 we will state the 

design objectives of a TORRIX-SPARSE system. In section V.2 we will investi-
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gate briefly several common data structures for sparse matrices and see to 

what extent they satisfy the design objectives. In V.3 we will propose and 

explain the general features of the new data structure and in V.4 we will 

explain the slicing mechanism of TORRIX-SPARSE. The large section V.5 is a 

technical explanation of the TORRIX-SPARSE system and contains e.g. the mode 

declarations for the implemented data structure. In an appendix at the end 

of this chapter a table of operations will be given of all operations of 

TORRIX-SPARSE used in this chapter. A short description of these operations 

is part of this table. Because TORRIX-SPARSE is an extension of TORRIX-BASIS, 

we will freely use terms of ALGOL 68 and TORRIX-BASIS (cf. chapter I, or [77] 

and [75]). 

V.l DESIGN OBJECTIVES. 

In stating the design objectives of TORRIX-SPARSE we will try to make a 

difference between design objectives for the data structure and design ob

jectives for the software system. Possibly the latter objectives cannot 

be fully met with each data structure satisfying the first objectives. Data 

structure design objectives only deal with sparsity patterns to be implemen

ted and operations to be performed and their efficiency, whereas software 

system design objectives deal e.g. with the provision of a slicing mechanism, 

the occurrence of side effects and the need of a garbage collector. 

Each software system for sparse matrices contains one or more data struc

tures for a sparse matrix and a number of operations. The user of such a 

system can access the data structures only by means of these operations. 

There may be operations hidden from the user, which only the system manager 

can apply. Often these operations are hidden from the user because they are 

not fully safe, i.e., there might be a synLactically correct application 

returning a wrong answer. However, if applied in the right way, these oper

ations may do their task in a more efficient way than a syntactically safe 

equivalent. In proposing the software system this difference between the 

instructions available to the system manager and the user is important, 

especially with regard to the control of the side effects. 
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V.1.1 Design objectives for the data structure for sparse matrices. 

Each data structure for a (sparse) matrix consists of storage for values 

of matrix elements and storage for pointers, bounds, indices, etc. (admin

istration) (cf. [30)). The total amount of storage needed should be as low 

as possible without preventing an efficient use of the data structure. The 

data structure mat for full matrices contains very litle administration. 

Data structures for sparse matrices are designed to decrease the amount of 

storage for values of matrix elements considerably at the expense of a (small) 

increase in administration. There are data structures in which only the non

zero elements are stored and for which the ratio of the number of stored 

elements and the amount 0f administration is independent of the number and 

the distribution of the non-zero elements in a matrix (see V.2.2). In chapter 

II we saw that non-zero elements often occur in (combinations of) blocks and 

(block) diagonals. From this we deduce the first design objective: 

Objective 5.1. Design a data structure for sparse matrices that allows the 

storage of every sparse matrix, such that advantage is taken from the block 

patterns and the (block) diagonal patterns of these matrices (i.e., the ad

ministration should be rather small, if these patterns occur in the matrix). 

As TORRIX-SPARSE is to be an extension of TORRIX-BASIS, a good interface 

between TORRIX-BASIS and TORRIX-SPARSE is necessary. Thus, it may be needed 

that a matrix stored in a mat must be considered as a sparse matrix. If de

sign objective 5.1 can be met, the administration to be added to a mat to 

view it as a sparse matrix, may be very modest and of a size that is hope

fully independent of the size of the mat. 

In chapter II we mentioned the following commonly occurring properties of 

sparse matrices: 

(i) often matrices are symmetric or have a symmetric sparsity pattern, (5.1) 

(ii) several blocks of a matrix may be equal, (5.2) 

and we identified the following important operations on sparse matrices: 

(i) matrix-vector product, (5.3) 

(ii) matrix product of two blocks of a sparse matrix, (5.4) 

(iii) changing the value of zero and non-zero elements, 

(iv) row- and column-permutations, 

(v) cyclic row- and column-permutations, 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

(5.7) 
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(vi) adding a part of a row (or column) multiplied with a scalar to 

the corresponding part in another row (or column), 

(vii) multiplying a matrix with a Givens transformation, 

(viii) computing the number of non-zero elements in a part of a row or 

column, 

(ix) determining the in absolute value largest element (with its 

indices) in a part of a row, of a column or in a submatrix, 

(x) computing the inner product of a part of a row (or column) with 

a vector or a part of a column (or row), 

(xi) insertion of rows and columns, 

(xii) deletion of a block. 

(5.8) 

(5.9) 

(5.10) 

(5.11) 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

(5.14) 

Objective 5.2. Design a data structure for sparse matrices such that proper

ties (5.1) and (5.2) can be taken into account and that operations (5.3) ••• 

(5.14) are implemented easily and efficiently. 

V.1.2 Design objectives for a TORRIX-SPARSE software system. 

TORRIX-SPARSE is meant to be a software system containing a number of primi

tive operations involved in the manipulation of sparse matrices. Thus, the 

user will write programs using the primitives defined in TORRIX-SPARSE. 

This leads to the following objective: 

Objective 5.3. Each algorithm for sparse matrices can be implemented by 

the user. 

Each algorithm acting on a sparse matrix can be formulated in such a way 

that the access to the matrix is performed as a number of accesses to indi

vidual matrix element~. Thus, every algorithm can be implemented provided 

the system contains operators to change the value of an arbitrary matrix 

element and to return to the user the value of an arbitrary matrix element. 

Of course we cannot prevent that an algorithm implemented by the user and 

applying only operations on single matrix elements, runs rather slowly. 

However, the use of some operators defined in TORRIX-SPARSE (for example 

slicing operators) could reduce computation time in such a case. 

In chapter II we have seen that many sparse matrices in one program have 

the same sparsity pattern. This leads to: 
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Objective 5.4. Design a software system TORRIX-SPARSE for sparse matrices 

in which it is taken into account that many sparse matrices in one user 

program have the same sparsity pattern. 

In our view TORRIX-SPARSE is an extension of TORRIX-BASIS. Therefore, we 

have: 

Objective 5.5. Design a software system TORRIX-SPARSE for sparse matrices 

such that the user can freely apply operators and use data structures from 

TORRIX-BASIS and TORRIX-SPARSE in one program. Moreover, he can write pro

grams in TORRIX-SPARSE in the same style as he was used to with TORRIX-BASIS. 

The latter part of this objective is rather vague and we shall indicate 

what we consider essential aspects of TORRIX-BASIS programming style in 

four refinements of objective 5.5. 

Objective 5.5.1. The software system should make no assumptions about the 

field of scalars used and {thus) provide a mode seal for the user to specify, 

as in TORRIX-BASIS. 

ALGOL 68 contains a slicing mechanism with which the user can select rows, 

columns, submatrices and elements of a matrix and subvectors and elements 

of a vector. In addition to these selections, TORRIX-BASIS contains the 

selection of a diagonal. Users of ALGOL 68 or TORRIX-BASIS can apply these 

features e.g. to reduce computation time. 

Objective 5.5.2. The software system should contain a slicing mechanism and 

provide means such that ascription of a slice to an identifier reduces compu

tation time if the slJce is used several times in the user program. 

This objective leads into the occurrence of side effects. Unexpected (and 

therefore undesired) side effects should be avoided. On the other hand, 

it should be impossible for side effects not to occur when the user expects 

and desires them. 

Objective 5.5.3. Design the slicing mechanism in TORRIX-SPARSE in such a way 

that the occurring side effects are similar to the side effects of ALGOL 68 

and TORRIX-BASIS and moreover, that they occur in similar situations as in 

ALGOL 68 or TORRIX-BASIS user programs. 
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Objective 5.5.4. The user does not need to program the garbage collector 

for (parts of) the data structure in TORRIX-SPARSE. As soon as storage gene

rated on the (ALGOL 68) heap cannot be used anymore during the elaboration 

of the user program, this storage should be available for the garbage col

lector of the ALGOL 68 implementation. 

Of course design objectives 1.2 and 1.3 of TORRIX-BASIS (see chapter I) 

also hold for TORRIX-SPARSE. Obviously a clear distinction must be made 

in TORRIX-SPARSE as well between operations with a meaning derived from 

linear algebra and operations with a meaning related to the data structure. 

For operations derived from linear algebra we can use the same operator 

symbols as in TORRIX-BASIS. 

The slicing mechanism is not the only feature of TORRIX-SPARSE that leads 

into the occurrence of side effects. TORRIX-SPARSE is designed in such a 

way that storage may be saved in case of equal blocks because, if specified 

by the user, only one of them will be actually stored (see (5.2)). This 

gives rise to side effects for which no equivalent exists in TORRIX-BASIS. 

We will provide a solution for this side effect problem, not by excluding 

side effects, but by controlling them. 

V.2 A REVIEW OF SPARSE MATRIX DATA STRUCTURES. 

Most data structures for sparse matrices are built of linear arrays. The 

reason is the rather poor data structure facility of FORTRAN and ALGOL 60 

(in which most software for sparse matrices is written). In this section 

we will review a number of data structures for sparse matrices, provide 

ALGOL 68 mode declarations for them and see to what exten~ our design ob

jectives are met. In V.2.1 we will mention two data structures for special 

sparsity patterns, in V.2.2 we will deal with data structures suitable for 

arbitrary sparsity patterns and in V.2.3 we will deal with block patterns. 

We will see that none of them provides a good slicing mechanism nor has 

the possibility for more economic storage in case of equal blocks. 
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V.2.1 Band and profile data structures. 

A full nxn band matrix A with bandwidths wl and w2 is often stored in a doubly 

subscripted array a with bounds [1 :n,-wl :w2]. The rows of a correspond to 

the rows of A and the columns of a correspond to the diagonals of A. The ra

tio between administration overhead and the number of stored elements is 

quite good, even for large wl and w2. It is clear that this data structure 

should not be used for matrices with arbitrary sparsity patterns. It provides 

efficient row and diagonal access, but coll.lllln access is rather poor. No ad

vantage can be taken of the equality of blocks to reduce storage. 

For the case of symmetric matrices Jennings (cf. [46)) proposed to store 

only the lower triangle of the profile of the matrix. There is one array 

containing the elements of the profile and one array of pointers, one for 

each main diagonal element, to offset the row-indexing (see fig. 5.1). 

In ALGOL 68 a more appropriate data structure for Jennings' method is the 

rowmat data structure (see (1.10)). Most of our design objectives cannot 

be met even with a modest change of this data structure. 

V.2.2 Data structures for arbitrary sparsity patterns. 

A data structure for general use has been mentioned in [47]. Many other data 

structures are restrictions, extensions or adaptations of it (cf. [30), [63)). 

In this data structure a matrix is viewed as a set of elements, each one 

uniquely determined by two integers: the row-index and the column-index. 

Each non-zero element is stored as a 3-tuple (its value, row- and column

index) and two pointers, one referring to the next non-zero element in the 

same row and the other to the next non-zero element in the same column. In 

most applications of sparse matrices it is very improbable that some column 

or row of the matrix to be stored, does not contain any non-zero element. 

Thus, the pointers to the first stored elements of the rows and columns can 

be stored in arrays. We can implement the structure with the following ALGOL 

68 modes: 

mode element = struct(int rowind, aolind, saal,, value 

,ref element right, down 

); 

mode spmat = struat(ref[]ref element rows, aols); 

} (5.15) 
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all 0 a31 0 0 

0 a22 0 a42 0 

A (a .. ) a31 0 a33 a43 a53 l.J 
0 a42 a43 a44 0 

0 0 a53 0 ass 

Jennings' storage scheme for A: 

2 8 11 

The corresponding ALGOL 68 data structure: 

bounds [ 1 : 1 l 

C(22 I bounds (2:2] 

C(32 a33 bounds [ 1 : 3 l 

a42 a43 0:44 bounds (2:4] 

a53 a54 ass bounds (3:5] 

bounds (1 :5] 

fig.,5.1. The Jennings' storage scheme. 

The bounds of the matrix are the bounds of the rows- and cols-fields. Selec

ting a row of an spmat a is very easy: 

(rows of a) [iJ 

However, the size of the administration overhead can be too large (cf. (63]). 

In (23] other disadvantages are mentioned and it was tried to avoid them by 

storing the non-zero elements of each row in an array with deletion of the 
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row- and column-pointers. Thus column access becomes time consuming and it 

will require more time to insert newly created non-zero elements in this 

restricted data structure. 

If diagonal access is needed, data structure (5.15) can be easily extended 

by adding to each element a pointer to the next non-zero in the same diagonal. 

The above mentioned disadvantages can be partly avoided if a number of stored 

elements in a row have consecutive column-indices. These elements can be 

stored in one array. Column-pointers will be retained and no problem arises 

with the insertion of new non-zero elements (see fig. 5.2). 

i j i j+l i j+2 i k-1 1 k-2 

Non-compacted form. 

j k 

k 

Compacted form. 

fig. 5.2. Compaction of stored elements with consecutive column-indices. 
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The mode declarations (using TORRIX-BASIS) can be: 

mode rowelem = struct(int colind, seal value, ref node down); 

mode rowcomp = struct(vec values, ~[]ref node downs); 

mode node= struct(int rowind 

,union(ref rowelem, ref rowcomp) rowpart 

,ref node right 

); 

mode spmat = struct (ref[] ref node rows, co ls) ; 

(5.16) 

Compared with (5.15), k-j column-indices and k-j row-pointers are not stored 

in this compaction. Obviously (5.16) can be easily adapted to allow column 

or even submatrix compaction. Efficient cyclic row- and column-permutations 

are not possible with data structure (5.15). 

In order to implement a slicing mechanism with side effects as mentioned in 

objective 5.5.3, a severe modification of (5.15) (or (5.16)) is required, in 

particular if additional efficiency requirements for the use of slices are 

stated. It is not difficult to obtain a reduction in storage in case of equal 

blocks, but a reasonable solution (as presented in V.5.3.3) with regard to 

the occurrence of side effects due to the equality of blocks cannot easily 

be implemented. It is not surprising indeed, that slicing mechanisms or fea

tures for a reduction in storage in case of equal blocks are not implemented 

(as far as we know) in sparse matrix packages using data structures related 

to (5.15) (cf. [23], [34] and [82]). 

V.2.3 Data structures for block patterns. 

A sparse matrix with only full and zero blocks can be stored as an array of 

blocks (cf. [26), [12]): 

mode spmat = struct(ref[]int rowpartition, colpartition 

,ref[,Jmat blocks 

); 

A zero block is represented with zeromat. 

} {5.17) 

In case of a block diagonal pattern with only full and zero blocks, one can 

use a ref[]ref[]mat blocks in (5.17). If some non-zero blocks are sparse, 

other mode declarations are needed; a block is an spmat itself: 



mode matrix = union (mat, spmat); 

mode spmat = struct(ref[]int rowpartition, aolpartition 

,ref[, }matrix blocks 

); 
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In more recent publications (cf. [30], [62]), this latter data structure is 

only mentioned without any reasoning about advantages or disadvantages. The 

data structure has been used for Gaussian elimination of symmetric positive 

definite systems (cf. [26]) and QR decomposition (cf. [12]). We will modify 

it in the next sections in such a way that our design objectives can be met 

rather well. 

Conclusion. In this section we have reviewed a number of data structures for 

sparse matrices. None of them provide facilities for an economical storage 

of equal blocks. This is left to the user and it seems that the pattern of 

equal blocks will only be reflected in his program. Several data structures 

allow a slicing mechanism. However, no attention has been given to the side 

effect problem. 

V.3 A NEW DATA STRUCTURE FOR SPARSE MATRICES. 

In this section we will present a new data structure for sparse matrices. 

It allows a reduction in storage in case of equal blocks. If this reduction 

is not required, this data structure is a rooted tree with leaves that are 

mats or diagmats (see chapter I) and its subtrees correspond to blocks of 

the matrix. If a reduction in storage in case of equal blocks is required, 

only one of the corresponding subtrees will be actually stored. This iden

tification of two subtrees leads to a data structure that is an acyclic 

directed graph. 

Section V.3 consists of two subsections. In V.3.1 we will give basic defi

nitions and briefly explain the rooted tree data structure for sparse matri

ces. In V.3.2 we will see how a reduction in storage can be obtained in case 

of equal blocks. We will give no definitions for rooted trees and related 

notions. These can be found in [Ol]. 
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V.3.1 Sparse matrix storage trees. 

Let a scalar field F and a computational system S for F be given. Thus, if 

we speak about total-arrays, we mean total-arrays overs. In order to relate 

trees to matrices, we have to define precisely what is meant by blocks, par

titions, etc. 

DEFINITION 5.1. A block with~ (bnds) [m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2 ] is a total-array2 

[aij] with aij=0 for all (i,j) E [-t:t]x[-t:t]\[m1 :n1]x{m2 :n2]. Its lower

bounds are m1 and m2; its upperbounds are n 1 and n2 • 

Observe that each total-array2 is a block with bounds I-t:t,-t:t]. Moreover, 

a block does not necessarily have lowerbounds 1. 

DEFINITION 5.2. Let B={Sij] be a block with bnds(B)=[m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2]. Let 

R=(rh)O~h~p' C=(ck)O~k:sq be strictly increasing sequences over zi: satisfying 

p,q~l, pxq~2, r 0=m1-1, c 0=m2-1, rp=n1 and cq=n2 . (5.18) 

A partition of B according to Rand C consists of a doubly subscripted se

quence of blocks (Bhk)l~h~p,l~k:sq with Bhk=[S~] and bnds(Bhk)=[rh_1+1:rh, 

ck_1+1:ck] such that 

S~=S .. if (i,j)Ebnds(Bhk). 
1) 1) 

We say that any Bhk (l~h~p,l~k:sq) is a direct subblock of Band that the size 

of the partition of Bis pq. 

DEFINITION 5.3. Let B be a block. If Bis not partitioned, we say that Bis 

recursively partitioned with depth ..Q.. Bis recursively partitioned with depth 

~ (sEJN,s>0) if Bis partitioned into (Bhk)l~h~p,l~k:sq (in the sense of defi

nition 5.2) and its direct subblocks satisfy the following two conditions: 
, 

(i) each Girect subblock of Bis recursively partitioned with depth at 

most s-1, 

(ii) there is at least one direct subblock of B that is recursively parti

tioned with depth s-1. 

The size of a recursive partition P of B with depths equals: 

if s=0 

otherwise (s>0) with Phk the 

recursive partition of Bhk. 
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DEFINITION 5.4. Let Band B' be blocks. Let a recursive partition of B be 

given. B' is a subblock of B if there are blocks B=B0 ,B1 , ••• ,Bn=B' (n~0) 

such that Bi is a direct subblock of Bi-l (1$i$n). 

Obviously, if B;!B' and B' is a subblock of B, then we can define another 

recursive partition for Bin which B' is a direct subblock of B. However, 

this can lead to a considerable increase in the size of the partition or 

the sizes of the mats and diagmats representing non-partitioned subblocks 

(see proposition 5.1) and, hence, to a considerable increase in the storage 

required for the (non-empty) blocks of the given matrix. Now we will see how 

non-partitioned blocks can be represented with mats and diagmats (as defined 

in I.4.3). 

DEFINITION S.S. A diagarray is an ALGOL 68 multiple value of veas. The kth 

vea is considered to represent one diagonal of a total-array2 [aij] (i.e., 

all elements a .. k (-t$i,i+k$t)). 
i,i+ 

Because each total-array2 has a domain [-t:t)x[-t:t], each diagarray d must 

satisfy the following conditions: 

Ci) -2t$Z.Wb d and '!:!J2E.. d$2t, 

(ii) for each k (Zwb _d~k~upb d) we have 

if k<0 then -t-k$l.wb d[k] and !:!El?__ d[k]$t and 

if k<::0 then -t$Zwb d[k] and '!!J2E..d[k]$t-k. 

In the remainder of this chapter we will seldom speak of concrete-array2's 

and diagarrays, but only of mats (i.e., references to concrete-array2's) 

and diagmats (i.e., references to diagarrays (see I.4.3)). Without proof we 

state (see also I.3.3): 

Proposition 5.1. Let B be a non-partitioned block with bnds(B)=[m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2]. 

Then B can be represented by a mat or a diagmat d. The concrete domain D of 

the mat satisfies D ~ bnds(B) and d satisfies: Zwb d~m 2-n1 , ~ d$n2-m1 and 

for all k (Z.Wb d~~!:!EJ?.. d) we have 

Zwb d[k] ~ max{m1 ,m2-k}, !:!El?__ d[k] $ min{n1 ,n2-k}. 

DEFINITION 5.6. Let B be a block and let a recursive partition of B be given. 

Moreover, let each non-partitioned subblock of B be represented by a mat or 

diagmat. 
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(i) A mat m has a concrete element with indices (i,j) if and only if 

1 Zwb m$i$1 !:!PJ!.m and 2 Zwb m$j$2 !:!PJ!.m (cf. [75]). 

(ii) A diagmat d has a concrete element with indices (i,j) if and only if 

lwb d$j-i$!:!PJ!. d and lwb dfj-iJ$i$upb dfj-iJ. 

(iii) B has a concrete element with indices (i,j) if and only if there is 

a non-partitioned subblock B' of B, represented by a mat or diagmat 

with a concrete element with indices (i,j). 

(iv) An element is virtual if it is not concrete. 

DEFINITION 5.7. Let T be a tree with leaves that are mats or diagmats. Let 

A be a matrix or block; let a recursive partition P of A be given and let 

each non-partitioned block of A be represented by a mat or diagmat. Tis a 

sparse matrix storage tree for A if 

(i) there is a unique correspondence between vertices of T and subblocks 

of A, 

(ii) the sons of an internal vertex N precisely correspond to the direct 

subblocks of the block associated with N, 

(iii) each leaf of Tis equal to a mat or diagmat that is a representation 

of a non-partitioned block of A, and vice versa. 

The block B corresponding to a vertex of Twill be completely determined by 

associating with the vertex the four integers 11 , u1 , 12 , u2 such that 

bnds(B)=[l1 :u1 ,12 :u2]. Note that, if B' is a subblock of Band their corre

sponding vertices in Tare N' and N, respectively, then N' is a descendant 

of N. Because each partitioned block has at least two direct subblocks, each 

internal vertex of T has at least two sons. Thus, the number of vertices in 

a sparse matrix storage tree for A is equal to the size of the recursive 

partition of A. Observe that even a block represented by a mat (or diagmat) 

without any concrete element requires a vertex in the storage tree. Thus, if 

storage should be minimized, blocks with all zeros should not be partitioned. 

With definition 5.7 several notions related to sparse matrix storage trees 

correspond to notions related to recursive partitions. A rather important 

concept is given in the following definition: 
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DEFINITION 5.8. Let A be a block and let a recursive partition P of A be 

given. The sequence (A=B0 ,B1 , ... ,Bn} is a search path for the (i,j} th ele

ment of A if B is a direct subblock of B 1 (1~p~n}, B is not partitioned 
P p- n 

and (i,j)Ebnds(Bn). 

In a sparse matrix storage tree T for A the vertices corresponding to B0 , 

... ,Bn constitute the path in T from the root of T to the leaf containing 

the (i,j) th element (possibly virtual). Observe that the search path of 

every element of A is uniquely determined. 

V.3.2 An acyclic directed graph storage scheme. 

In this section we introduce a modification of sparse matrix storage trees 

that gives a reduction in storage in case of equal blocks. First we will re

view some necessary concepts of graph theory. 

A directed graph G=(V,E) consists of a finite set V of vertices and a set 

E ~ vxv with (u,u)fE for each uEV. The elements of E are called edges. The 

indegree of a vertex vis the size of {uEV: (u,v)EE} and the outdegree of 

vis the size of {uEV: (v,u)EE}. A path TI=(v 1 ,v2 , .•. ,vn) of length n-1 (n~1) 

is a sequence of vertices such that (vi,vi+l)EE (l~i~n-1). A cycle of length 

n is a path (v1 , ..• ,vn,v1). A directed graph G=(V,E) is acyclic if it does 

not contain a cycle. 

For acyclic graphs we use the following notions: a vertex vis a root if in

degree(v)=O; a vertex vis a leaf if outdegree(v)=O; a vertex vis a son of 

a vertex u if (u,v) is an edge; a vertex vis a descendant of a vertex u if 

there is a path from u to v. 

DEFINITION 5.9. Let A be a block and let a recursive partition P of A be given. 

Let Band B' be subblocks of A with bnds(B)=[l 1 :u1 ,12 :u2] and bnds(B')=[li,ui, 

12:u2]. Band B' are equal blocks if u1-11=ui-11, u 2-12=u2-12 and the value of 

element (i,j) of B equals the value of element (i+li-11 ,j+l2-12) of B' for all 

(i,j)Ebnds(B). 

Let A, P, Band B' be as in definition 5.9. Let T be a sparse matrix storage 

tree for A according to P. Suppose Band B' are equal (B~B') and let N(B) and 

N(B') be the vertices of T corresponding to Band B', respectively. Let N(B} 

and N(B') be sons of F(B) and F(B'), respectively. Consider T as an acyclic 

directed graph. Then a reduction in storage (in the size of T) can be obtained 
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by deleting N(B') and all its descendants from T and adding the edge (F(B'), 

N(B)). Moreover, the bounds of B' must be added as a label to N(B) (more pre

cisely: li-11 and 12-12 must be added as labels to the edge (F(B'),N(B)). In 

this way, Band B' are made structurally equal. Obviously, this deletion and 

addition of vertices can be done for all equal blocks of A, starting with the 

larger ones. Suppose this is done for a number of equal blocks and we obtained 

an acyclic directed graph G. G satisfies the following properties: 

(i) G has exactly one root r, 

(ii) for each vertex x in G, there is a path from r to x. If for each x, 

this path is unique, then G is a tree and the matrix A does not contain 

structurally equal blocks. 

Observe that the search path for each element of A is uniquely determined if 

A is stored in an acyclic directed graph. 

Above we have given the general way in which equal blocks can be made struc

turally equal. Many questions are not solved. For instance, how to deal with 

the situation in which one of the deleted vertices had indegree >1? For this 

kind of details as well as many others, we refer to V.5. 

Conclusion. In section V.3 we have presented a new data structure for sparse 

matrices based on a recursive partition of the matrix. This leads to a stor

age scheme that is represented by a tree. A reduction in storage in case of 

equal blocks can be obtained by identifying vertices and thus transforming 

the tree into an acyclic directed graph in which several vertices have in-· 

degree >1. 

V.4 SLICING IN TORRIX-SPARSE. 

In this section we will explain in more detail what, in our view, a slicing 

mechanism should contain and what the requirements are concerning the occur

rence of side effects that come with a slicing mechanism. For this purpose 

we need a short survey of how values of modes for sparse matrices as defined 

in TORRIX-SPARSE can be manipulated. This survey is given in section V.4.1. 

In section V.4.2 we will discuss the typical properties of the ALGOL 68 slic

ing mechanism and see what the slicing features are in ALGOL 68 and TORRIX

BASIS. Then, in V.4.3, we will present the slicing operators as defined in 

TORRIX-SPARSE. 
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V.4.1 Types of variability and operations in TORRIX-SPARSE. 

In TORRIX-SPARSE several modes will be declared to represent sparse matri

ces in computer memory (see V.5). Because we do not need to distinguish be

tween these modes in this section, we will denote them all by simply the word 

sparmat. To manipulate spa1'111at-values the user can only use the following in

structions: 

(i) operations defined in the software system. We will not distinguish be

tween procedures and operators. In ALGOL 68 an operation can be imple

mented with an operator or a procedure. The word 'operand' in V.4 and 

V.5 will sometimes denote 'parameter'. All this will not lead to am

biguities, 

(ii) an ALGOL 68 assignment involving sparmats, 

(iii) an ALGOL 68 identity declaration involving sparmats. This also includes 

the parameter mechanism of procedure calls. 

Note that, although a spa1'111at is an ALGOL 68 structured value, the user can

not select its separate fields. 

All data structures used in TORRIX-SPARSE are based on a recursive partition 

of the matrix to be represented in memory. Therefore, we can distinguish four 

types of variability of spa1'111ats: 

(i} changing the value of concrete seal-elements, (5.19) 

(ii) replacing mats or diagmats of non-partitioned blocks by other mats 

or diagmats, (5.20) 

(iii) changing the recursive partition of a block or replacing a block by 

another block with the same bounds, (5.21) 

(iv) changing the bounds of the spamat. (5.22) 

The mode declarations for spamat are chosen in such a way that a change in 

a spamat ts always ot type (S.19), (5.20) or (5.21). A change of type (5.22) 

cannot be performed on sparmats. For (5.22) ref sparmats are necessary. 

Observe that variability (5.22) in TORRIX-SPARSE corresponds to variability 

(1.9) in TORRIX-BASIS. Operations for the modes spamat can be divided into 

three types: 
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I Queries: 

(i) Operations of which the result is determined by the total-array of 

the operand. 

Examples: the sum of the values of all elements; 

generating a (vec-)copy of row i. 

(ii) Operations of which the result is determined by the storage scheme. 

Examples: the number of concrete elements; 

queries about the recursive partition. 

II Operations to generate new sparmats. 

Examples: the sum of two sparmats; 

generating a sparmat without concrete elements, but with the 

same recursive partition as the operand. 

III Operations that change the total-array, the recursive partition or the 

concrete domain (s) of a mat or diagmat of a sparmat. (5. 23 

TORRIX-SPARSE contains type III operations that are examples of variability 

(5.19), (5.20) and (5.21) simultaneously (for instance, permutations of rows, 

cyclic row-permutations). However, none of the operations is an example of 

variability (5.22). This variability is left to the user. As a consequence, 

no operation provided in TORRIX-SPARSE has an operand of the mode ref sparmat. 

V.4.2 Slicing in ALGOL 68 and TORRIX-BASIS. 

In this section we will use concepts like submatrix, row, diagonal, scal

element, etc. of a matrix with the usual meaning. Clearly submatrices, rows, 

etc. are involved in a slicing mechanism. Merely defining a number of opera

tions that act only on parts (i.e., on a submatrix, a row, etc.) of a matrix 

does not necessarily provide a slicing mechanism. If a software system con

tains a slicing mechanism then the user is able to apply an operation (pos

sibly defined by himself) defined on a vector, to a row(, column or diagonal) 

of a matrix or to a subvector of a vector. Thus the user can freely use rows 

and columns of a matrix and subvectors of a vector without the obligation to 

distinguish between a vector that is part of another data structure and an 

autonomous vector. We describe a slice of a data structure for a matrix or 

vector as the selection of a part of it, of which the elements may have quite 

different indices compared with their indices of the matrix or vector. Exam

ples: selection of a submatrix, the lower triangle, the elements of a vector 
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with even index, etc. Moreover, a slice can be sliced again. It is important 

to note that a change in a slice constitutes a change in the original matrix 

or vector. And vice versa: if the original data structure has been changed 

in an element selected by a slice, then the slice is changed accordingly. 

Observe that a slicing mechanism is not introduced because of the efficiency 

with which operations can be performed, but primarily as a part of the inter

face between a software system and its user. 

ALGOL 68 provides four kinds of slicing of references to doubly subscripted 

multiple values: 

(i) submatrix slicing: a[h1:k1 at h1 , h2:k2 at h2J, 
(ii) revised lowerbound: a[h1 :k1 at p1 , h2:k2 at p 2J, 

(iii) vector slicing: row slicing a[i, ], 

column slicing 

(iv) element slicing: 

a[ ,jJ, 

a[i,jJ. 

TORRIX-BASIS contains two new kinds of slicing a mat: 

(v) transpose slicing: 

(iii) vector slicing: diagonal slicing 

trnsp a, 

k diag a. 

Similar kinds of slicing exists in ALGOL 68 and TORRIX-BASIS for references 

to singly subscripted multiple values: subvector slicing, revised lowerbound 

and element slicing. An important aspect of the slicing mechanism in ALGOL 68 

and TORRIX-BASIS is, that slices have fixed bounds (fixed at execution). 

Slices in TORRIX-BASIS do not allow variability (1.9). 

V.4.3 Slicing operators in TORRIX-SPARSE. 

It is often the case in a program that a slice must be used several times. 

It is rather easy to design a slicing mechanism in such a way that with each 

use of the same slice, the whole data structure of the original matrix or 

vector is searched for the elements contained in the slice (even if the slice 

has been ascribed to an identifier). Thus we have a new objective: 

Objective 5.5.5. Design a slicing mechanism such that, if a slice is 

used several times and the original data structure has not been changed 

between these usages, then the original data structure will be explored 

only once (namely when the slice is created). 
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In TORRIX-SPARSE we have the following slicing operators: 

(i) the operator? for submatrix, row and coll.Rlln slicing (see TORRIX

BASIS), (5.25) 

(ii) the operator diag for diagonal slicing, (5.26) 

(iii) a!(i?j): if (i,j)Ebnds(a) then a reference to the (possibly newly 
.. )th . generated) concrete (~,J element of a will be returned; otherwise 

a fatal error will be reported, 

(iv) a newlwb his equivalent with the ALGOL 68 A[ 

(v) k newlwb a is equivalent with the ALGOL 68 A[ 

(vi) a symslice(h//k) is equivalent with the ALGOL 68 

(5.27) 

(5.28) 

: at kJ, (5.29) 

A[h:k at h, h:k at hJ 

but can only be applied to a symmetric matrix or a matrix with a sym-

metric sparsity pattern. 

Moreover, two new modes are declared: 

spvec to represent sparse vectors, 

(5.30) 

scalel to represent a reference to an element of a sparmat or an spvec. 

An spvec is not necessarily a slice of a sparmat. It represents a total

arrayl and is recursively partitioned according to rules similar to those 

for matrices (see V.3). The recursive partition of a submatrix or vector 

slice is the restriction of the recursive partition of the original matrix. 

spvecs can be sliced also, with the following operations: 

(i) the operator? for subvector slicing (see also TORRIX-BASIS), 

(ii) u ~ewlwb h, equivalent with the ALGOL 68 U[ : at h], 

(5.31) 

(5.32) 

(iii) u!i: if iEbnds(u) then a reference to the (possibly newly generated) 

concrete i th element of u will be returned; otherwise a fatal error 

will be reported. (5. 33) 

Observe that the indices determine whether an element belongs to a slice. 

Which elements belong,to a slice depends neither on the recursive partition 

nor on the concreteness of elements. In V.5 we will see that the operations 

(5.25)-(5.33) form a slicing mechanism in TORRIX-SPARSE, i.e., TORRIX-SPARSE 

satisfies the following criterion: 



Let TI be a TORRIX-SPARSE user program. Let, at some stage of the elabo

ration of TI, V be a spar>rnat- or spvec-value and sl be a value that is 

just created as a result of an application of one of the operators 

(5.25)-(5.33) applied to v. Let SL be the set of indices of elements 

selected by sl. Let after the elaboration of an arbitrary number of 

TORRIX-SPARSE operations applied to sl and/or v, a value tl be cre

ated with an identical application of the operator with which sl was 

created. Then sl and tl are of the same mode and if sZ is a scalel, 

sl and tl have the same seal-value. If sl is an spvec or spar>rnat, then 

the following four c.onditions hold: 

(i) the 

(ii) the 

(iii) the 

(iv) the 
.th 
l. 

total-arrays of sZ and tl are equal, 

recursive partitions of sl and tl are equal, 

bounds of sl and tl are equal, 

i th (or (i,j) th i element of sl is concrete if and only if the 

(or (i,j) th ) element of tl is concrete. 
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(5. 34) 

Thus, if a and u are spar>rnat- or spvec-variables, and u refers to a slice 

of a, then during the elaboration of TI, u continues to refer to this slice 

of a, until a or u is the destination of an assignment. 

Conclusion. In this section we have discussed the properties of a slicing 

mechanism. Operators that form a slicing mechanism must induce specific side 

effects in the matrix (or vector) and its defined slices, if other operations 

are applied to this matrix (or vector) and its slices. 

V.5 TORRIX-SPARSE: MODES AND ALGORITHMS. 

In this section we will give a rather detailed description of the operators 

and data structures TORRIX-SPARSE provides. We will develop TORRIX-SPARSE 

in five stages (SPARSE!, SPARSEII, SPARSEIII, SPARSEIV and SPARSEV (which 

is the complete TORRIX-SPARSE system)), because otherwise the explanation 

of TORRIX-SPARSE would become too complicated. Moreover, we can show in each 

stage what additional problems arise for the implementor. Each SPARSE system 

is an extension of a former one. The separate SPARSE systems can be considered 

sparse matrix packages on their own, but in each (except in SPARSEV) a number 

of the design objectives (see V.1) are not met. In table 5.1 one can find 

which objectives are met in each of these systems. 
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SPARSE! is a system merely using the sparse matrix storage tree data struc

ture for sparse matrices (see V.3.1). It has no additional features like pro-I 

visions for structurally equal blocks or a slicing mechanism. In SPARSEII 

the "shift" will be incorporated in order to allow the insertion of rows and 

columns and to have efficient cyclic permutations. SPARSEIII incorporates thei 

feature of structurally equal blocks. In SPARSEIV a slicing mechanism is im

plemented but structurally equal blocks are not possible. SPARSEV (i.e., 

TORRIX-SPARSE) contains both a slicing mechanism and a feature to reduce stor

age in case of equal blocks. 

In each SPARSE system (except SPARSE!) we will only deal with the problems 

caused by the new features added by the extension. Thus, for instance, to 

comprehend SPARSEIII, one has to read the sections V.5.1-V.S.3. In an appen

dix to chapter v, a table is given containing a formal description of all 

operator symbols used in this section. TORRIX-SPARSE contains more operators 

and procedures than described in this appendix. 

system 

SPARSE! 

SPARSEII 

SPARSEIII 

SPARSEIV 

SPARSEV 

extension of 

SPARSE! 

SPARSEII 

SPARSEII 

SPARSEIII 

and SPARSEIV 

design objectives that are met 

objectives 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.4 and 

(5.1), (5.3)-(5.6), (5.8)-(5.12), (5.14) 

objectives 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5.1, 5.5.4 and 

(5.1), (5.3)-(5.14) 

objectives 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5.1 and 5.5.4 

objectives 5.1, 5.3, 5.4, 5.5 and (5.1), 

(5.3)- (5.14) 

objectives 5.1, 5.2, 5.3, 5.4 and S.S. 

table 5.1. Organization of V.S. 

TORRIX-SPARSE provides the user with three modes to represent sparse matri

ces: the mode spsym is used for sparse symmetric matrices, !!.Ji!!!I!E1 for matri

ces with symmetric sparsity pattern and spmat for other sparse matrices. If 
I 

we do not want to distinguish the modes of the various systems, we will use 

spsym, !!.Ji!!!I!E1 and ~; otherwise we will use modes like spsymi (in SPARSE!) , 

spsymiv (in SPARSEIV), sympatii (in SPARSEII), spmati (in SPARSE!), etc. If 

we do not want to distinguish between spsym , !!.Ji!!!I!E1 and spmat, we will use 
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sparmat (or sparmati, sparmatii, etc.). These distinctions are only used in 

V.5. The user can only manipulate !!12!!1f!!!..S, !!li!!!PE!s and spmats. Depending on 

the system used, these modes are declared differently. In all SPARSE systems 

the identifiers zerospsym, zerosyrrrpat and zerospmat are declared to denote 

a block with bounds [t:-t,t:-t] having no concrete element at all. 

Remark 5.1. Obviously all operations (5.3)-(5.14) acting on a part of a ma

trix can be implemented (and objective 5.3 be met) by using the slicing me

chanism. However, we will provide in TORRIX-SPARSE procedures for them, so 

that the user can avoid the generation of a slice in case such a slice of 

the matrix would be used only once. 

In this section V.5 we will present a number of ALGOL 68 programs for TORRIX

SPARSE operations. These are meant to illustrate how the data structures can 

be manipulated. 

The slicing mechanism is not the only cause of the occurrence of side effects. 

In V.1 we have already mentioned a second cause: structurally equal blocks. 

Moreover, the reference mechanism of ALGOL 68 provides us with side effect 

problems also. In order to control the occurrence of side effects, we have 

hidden from the user a number of operations and modes defined in TORRIX

SPARSE. 

Before we start the explanation of TORRIX-SPARSE, we will define a number of 

concepts that we will use frequently. 

DEFINITION 5.10. 

(i) A block B with bnds(B) = [m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2] is square if m1=m2 and n 1=n2• 

(ii) A partition of a square block B into (Bhk)l:ili~p,l~k:;,q is square if 

for each i Bii is square (l~i::.tnin(p,q)). 

(iii) A recursive partition of a square block Bis symmetric if B contains 

a subblock Bl with bnds(B1 ) 

a subblock B2 with bnds(B2 ) 

[m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2J if and only if B contains 

[m2:n2,m1 :nl]. 

DEFINITION 5.11. Let B be a block, partitioned according to (5.18). Then 

ri (O~i~p) resp. cj (O~j:;,q) is a direct horizontal resp. vertical partition 

line of B with endpoints m2 and n2 , resp. m1 and n 1 • Moreover, ri (O~i~p) 

and cj (O~j:;,q) are horizontal and vertical partition lines with endpoints 

m2 and n2 , resp. m1 and n1 , of all blocks of which Bis a subblock. 
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DEFINITION 5.12. Let a be a sparmat. A rectangular subdomain of a consists 

of a four tuple (p1 :q1 ,p2 :q2] with 

1 lwb bnds a~p1~t, -t~q1~1 upb bnds a, 2 lwb bnds a~p2~t and 

-t~q2~2 upb bnds a. 

For reasons of clarity we repeat all modes declared in TORRIX-BASIS: 

value modes: mode seal= ca user specified mode:::_; 

mode vec = ref[]scal, 

mat = ref[,Jscal; 

modes concerning indices and bounds: 

mode index = ref[]int, 

pair= struct(int rowsub, colsub), 

trimmer= struct(int lower, upper); 

Each SPARSE system contains the modes 

mode matbnds = struct(trimmer rowbnds, colbnds); 

mode diagmat = ref[]vec co = ~[]ref[]scal co; 

The mode matbnds serves for bounds of matrices, submatrices and blocks. In 

case of spsyms and sympats, trimmers suffice. Contrary to TORRIX-BASIS, 

TORRIX-SPARSE does not contain operators concerning bounds that have an op

erand of the mode sparmat. This kind of operation acts on matbnds. 

V.5.1 The SPARSE! system. 

V.5.1.1 Mode declarations in SPARSE!. 

The SPARSE! system provides the user with three modes (spsymi, sympati and 

spmati) and operators for them. Their declarations are given in fig. 5.3. 

First we will develop the mode spmati and then adapt it such that the data 

structures for sympati and spsymi can be easily defined. 

We have already stated (V.3.1) that a block is either a mat, a diagmat or 

that it is partitioned. The direct subblocks of such a block can be stored 

in rectangular or diagonal form. Thus we arrive at the following declara

tion of a blocki: 

mode tblocki = union:Jref mat, ~ diagmat, ~ rectblocki, ref bandblocki); 

The symbol tis used to denote that this mode, identifier or operator cannot 
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be applied by the user. A ref mat (ref diagmat) is incorporated in a bZoeki 

instead of a mat (diagmat) in order to avoid problems in the applications of 

operators with respect to the union-mechanism of ALGOL 68. 

mode treetbZoeki = struet(index rou1partit, eoZpartit 

, re fl, J b Zoeki subb Zoeks 

); 

mode tbandbZoeki = struet(index rou1partit, eoZpartit 

,ref[]ref[Jbloeki subbZoeks 

); 

In the routine-texts of the operators a reetbZoeki bis assumed to satisfy 

the following conditions: 

(i) Zwb r0u1partit = Zwb eoZpartit = 0 and 

1 Zwb subbZoeks = 2 Zwb subbZoeks = 1, 

(ii) 1 !!EE_ subbZoeks = !!EE_ rou1partit, 2 !!EE_ subbZceks = !!EE_ eoZpartit, 

(iii) with m = r0u1partit[upb r0u1partitl, n = eoZpartitl!:!EE_ eoZpartitl 

bnds(b) = [rou1partit[Ol+l:m, eoZpartit[Ol+l:n], 

(iv) the bounds of the direct subblock subbZoeks[i,jl are 

bnds(subbZoeks[i,jl) = [rou1partit[i-ll+l:r0u1partitlil 

(5.35) 

,eoZpartitlj-11+1 :eoZpartitljl ] . (5.36) 

Similar assumptions hold for a bandbZoeki. With (5.35) and (5.36) the bounds 

of a bZoeki can be computed, except when this bZoeki is not partitioned and 

is not a direct subblock. This exception will only occur if the bZoeki is 

the root of the stored sparse matrix: 

mode spmati = struet(matbnds tbounds, ref bZoeki troot); (5.37) 

The bounds of the root-field of an spmati are given with the bounds-field. 

Observe that, in order to change a non-partitioned into a partitioned matrix, 

a ref bZoeki-field is needed in (5.37) instead of a bZoeki-field. If a bZoeki 

is neither partitioned nor contains any concrete element, it is assumed to 

be a reference to zeromat (defined in TORRIX-BASIS). 
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Example 5.1. The routine-text of the procedure genspmat is rather simple: 

proc genspmati = (int lwbl, upbl, lwb2, upb2Jspmati: 

co returns an spmati A with bnds(A) = [lwbl:upb1,lwb2:upb2] without any 

concrete element co 

if lwbl>upbl or lwb2>upb2 then zerospmati 

eUf lwbl<-t or upbl>t or lwb2<-t or upb2>t 

then co error co stop 

co or any other action that halts the program co 

else ( ( (Zwbl,upbl), (Zwb2,upb2) ) heap blocki := he!!P._ mat .- zeromat) 

ti 
As for spsymis it is assumed that their recursive partition is symmetric. 

Only the lower triangle of a symmetric matrix .will be stored in an spsymi, 

except for square mats (that are on the main diagonal of the matrix). The 

declaration of the mode spsymi is simple: 

mode spsymi = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref blocki tsymroot) 

Each mat, diagmat or blocki of an spsymi that is not on the main diagonal, 

represents two submatrices of the matrix stored with this spsymi. The row

partit- and coZpartit-fields of a partitioned square blocki b of an spsymi 

are assumed to be equal as indexes, i.e., 

ref[Jint(rowpartit Et b) is colpartit of b returns true. (5. 3 

For a square blocki b we can distinguish four cases: 

(i) bis a reference to a mat m. Then m will be square and the strictly 

upper triangular part of m will never be used by any SPARSE operation, 

(ii) bis a reference to a diagmat d. Then upb d~O and thus, no strictly 

upper triangular element of the matrix will be stored, 

(iii) bis a reference to a rectblocki rb. Then the strictly upper triangula1 

direct subblocks of rb are~ mat(nil) values, 

(iv) bis a reference to a bandblocki bb. Then upb(subblocks of bb)~O (5.: 

and thus, no strictly upper triangular direct subblock of bb is stored 

The mode syrrpati can be used to store a sparse matrix with a symmetric spar

sity pattern. As with spsymis the recursive partition of a sympati is sym

metric and, in order to decrease the need for administration overhead, each 
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mode tbloaki = union(ref mat, ref diagmat 

, ref struat ( mat m, trnspm J , ref s truat ( diagmat m, trnspm J 

,ref reatbloaki, ref bandbloaki 

); 

mode treatbloaki = struat(index rowpartit, aolpartit, ref[,Jbloaki subbloaks 

); 

mode tbandbloaki = struat(index row-partit, aolpartit 

,ref[Jref[]bloaki subbloaks 
); 

mode spmati = struat(matbnds tbounds, ref bloaki troot); 

mode spsymi = struat (trimmer tbounds, ref bloaki tsymroot); 

mode sympati = struat(trimmer tbounds, ref bloaki troot); 

fig. 5.3. Mode declarations in SPARSE!. 

off-diagonal bloaki of a sympati represents two submatrices of the matrix. 

However, each mat or diagmat of a syrrrpati can only represent one submatrix. 

This cannot be fulfilled with the mode declarations given above, so we have 

to adapt them (see fig. 5.3). All we have said about spmatis and spsymis is 

still valid with the declarations of fig. 5.3. In SPARSE! their bloakis will 

never be a reference to structured values with mats or diagmats. Partitioned 

bZoakis of a syrrrpati satisfy (5.38) and (5.39). The symmetric sparsity pattern 

puts some demands on the bounds of the mats and diagmats of a non-partitioned 

bZoaki of a sympati. 

V.5.1.2 Interface between SPARSE! and TORRIX-BASIS. 

Obviously SPARSE! contains a number of operators with mat or vea-operands. 

Otherwise, even a matrix-vector product of a sparmat and a~ could not be 

computed. Moreover, in order to build up a sparmat, the user should be able 

to insert a mat or diagmat in a sparmat. To avoid side effects later on in 

the user program, such a mat or diagmat itself will not be inserted but a 

reference to a copy of its concrete-array(s) will. This means that the stor

age cells used for the concrete-arrays of mats and diagmats in a sparmat are 

neither generated (with a loa or ~-generator) in the user program nor are 
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they generated by the user himself with generating operations on TORRIX

BASIS. 

V.5.1.3 SPARSEI operations and recursive partitions. 

In V.4 we have divided operations in three types: queries, generating opera

tions and operations that change a sparmat. Most operations in SPARSEI are 

rather easy to implement, because one can declare recursive operators in 

ALGOL 68. In program 5.1 an ALGOL 68 program is presented for the matrix

vector product of an spmati and a~, using TORRIX-BASIS. In this program 

the advantage of design objective 1.3 of TORRIX (see I.2) is clear: as soon 

as computations with seal-elements are involved, an operator of TORRIX-BASIS 

is applied. Almost all lines deal with manipulating values of the administra

tion of an spmati. 

The meaning of query operations will be clear from the short description in 

a table of operators (see the appendix of this chapter). 

The meaning of operations of type (5.23) that deal only with the recursive 

partition and the concrete domains of mats and diagmats (but do not change 

the total-array of the sparmat), will be clear from the specification. We 

must be more explicit about operations that may change both the total-array 

and the recursive partition. Except for the operators<:=, assigndel and 

plusabdel none of these operators changing the total-array2, will delete 

partition lines of the left (first) operand. Depending on the recursive par

tition and concrete domains of mats and diagmats of the other operand(s), 

new partition lines may be added. Among these operators we have+< and-<. 

The assign operation a<:=b (with a and b sparmats) assigns a copy of b to 

a. Thus a obtains the recursive partition of band a copy of the seal-values 

of b. It is an important operator in SPARSEIV and SPARSEV. 

Making copies of mats and diagmats in the operations a<:=b and a+<b 

may be very inefficient. Thus we have delete-versions of these operations 

(assigndel, plusabdel) in which the right operand will have virtual elements 

only after the elaboration. In a<:=b the tree of a is replaced by a copy 

of the tree of b, whereas in a assigndel b the tree of bis deleted from 

band assigned to a. Thus, a assigndel b needs a constant amount of time, 

while the amount of time to elaborate a<:=b depends heavily on the number 

of concrete elements of b. A similar distinction exists between a+<b and 



9E_ bnds = (int k, spmati a)trimmer: 

case k in rowbnds 91 bounds 91 a, co lbnds 91 bounds a f a ~; 

prio bnds = 8; 

~ x = (spmati a, vec u)vec: 

:!:1. emptyt(2 bnds a meet bnds u) 

else ~ x = (bZocki b, vec u)vec: 

case b 

in (ref mat mm): mmxu 

, (ref diagmat dd): ddxu 

, (ref rectblocki rr): 

then zerovec 
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(index colp = colpartit 91 rr; Zoe int lwb:=1, upb := '!!l.!E.. colp; 

to upb while colp£7,wbJ<iwb u do lwb+:=1 ad; 

f!-_; 

to upb-lwb while colplupb-ll~upb u do upb-:=1 ad; 

lac vec result := zerovec; 

for j from lwb to upb 

do for i to 1 '!:PJ2(subbiocks 91 rr) 
do result+:= (subblocks of rr)li,jlxu ad 

ad; resuU 

) 

, (ref bandbiocki bb): 

(index colp = colpartit of bb; Zoe int lwb := 1, upb := '!!l.!E.. colp; 

to upb while colpnwbJ<lwb u do lwb+:=1 od; 

) 

esac; 

to upb-lwb while colplupb-ln'!:PJ2 u do upb-:=1 ad; 

lac vec result:= zerovec; 

fE.E. k from lwb subblocks of bb to upb subblocks of bb 

do E!!.i_[JbZocki blockdiagk = (subblocks 91 bb)[kJ; 

for j from (lwb-k)max lwb blockdiagk 

to (upb-k)min upb blockdiagk 

do result+:= blockdiagk[j]xu od 

ad; result 

(root 91 a) xu 

program 5.1. Matrix-vector product in SPARSEI. 
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a plusabdel b. In a plusabdel b subtrees of a may be replaced by subtrees 

of band then the former subtree of a is added into the new subtree. This 

a+<b prevents large mats (diagmats) of b to be copied. Because in 
j 

of b will be added into a, no partition lines of a will vanish (see fig. 5.4)\ 

a copy 

Fig. 5.4 also reveals one way in which redundant partition lines may arise. 

We distinguish two kinds of redundant partition lines: 

(i) partition lines that separate blocks without any concrete elements, (5.41 

(ii) partition lines that separate blocks of which the mats (or diagmats) 

could be added without making virtual elements concrete (this type 

may arise after a+<b as in fig. 5.4). (5.4 

To delete redundant partition lines, two operators are available (see also 

the appendix): clear and cleargen. 

As for the generating operations, these are designed in such a way that two 

operands will not be changed and a new sparmat will be generated. In general, 

it is clear from the TORRIX point of view what the total-array of the resul

ting sparmat is. Only the recursive partition must be specified as well as 

which elements are concrete. Of each generating operation with two sparmat-

A B 
Bl 

fig. 5.4. The additions A+<B and A plusabdel B. 

In this case with A+<B four mats Bll, B12, B13 and B14 of Bl according to 

the partition of A are added to Al, A2, A3 and A4, whereas in A plusabdel B 

the mats Al, A2, A3 en A4 are added into Bl, then Bl is deleted from Band 

A is made to refer to Bl (thus deleting Al, A2, A3 and A4 from A). 
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operands, two versions are available: one version (proc) in which the recur

sive partition of the result sparmat is determined by the user and one ver

sion in which the recursive partition will be determined dynamically. Among 

these operations we have the sum, difference and product of two spa:mzats. 

As for the dynamically determined recursive partitions of the results of the 

operations a+b, a-b, axb, etc., we will present here only a few heuristics. 

Because a+b and a-b do not differ with respect to the choice of the recur

sive partition, we will only deal with a+b and axb. 

(i) let each partition line of a and b be a partition line in a+b and axb. 

This will often give rise to many redundant partition lines in a+b, 

(ii) as in (i), but now followed by a call of cZeargen. This of course can 

be implemented more efficiently by performing the cZeargen operation 

during the addition or multiplication, 

(iii) let each direct partition line of the roots of a and b be partition 

lines of a+b. Detezmine the other partition lines with a strategy simi

lar to the one used in pZusabdeZ, 

(iv) let each direct horizontal partition line of the root of a and each 

direct vertical partition line of the root of b be partition lines of 

axb. Determine the other partition lines with a strategy similar to 

the one used in pZusabdeZ. 

Other heuristics are certainly possible. In chapter VI we will once again 

deal with recursive partitions. One of the problems concerning the choice of 

recursive partitions is the contrast between dynamically created and user 

specified recursive partitions. In an operation like a+b (a and b sparmats), 

the recursive partitions of a and b may be (partly) specified by the user and 

the question is to what extent these recursive partitions appear in the result 

sparmat of a+b. 

There are a number of monadic operators that return a sparmat with the same 

recursive partition as the operand. For example: :!EPJi.. a and concrcopy a 

(in :!EPJi.. a a copy is made of all mats and diagmats of a). These operations 

can be coded such that the indexes row-partit and coZpartit are equal (in 

the sense of the identity relation is) to row-partit- and coZpartit-fields 

in the operand. Thus, one []int can serve as the row-partition and/or column

partition of many sparmats. This was already the case with !!J2.:!1i!!!_S and !!Ji!!!EE!:_s. 

In this way storage can be saved if in one user program several matrices with 
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the same sparsity pattern will be manipulated (see objective 5.4). However, 

in order to avoid the occurrence of side effects, a new []int must be gener

ated with each change in a row- or column-partition. These (or this) new 

[Jint(s) will contain the new partition(s). This will be done automatically 

in all TORRIX-SPARSE operators. Observe that this kind of storage optimi

zation is not necessarily confined to monadic operators like !!!!E]j_, but can 

occur also in many other operators. 

In SPARSE! the user can access a sparse matrix storage tree T only by its 

root. Moreover, if he has access to the root of T, then he is allowed to 

access each vertex of T. Thus, if the user has access to the root, then no 

vertex can be given to the garbage collector of the ALGOL 68 implementation. 

On the other hand, as soon as the user has lost access to the root of T, he 

cannot access any other vertex of T. Therefore, all storage for T can be 

given to the garbage collector. This is automatically done in SPARSE! and 

the implementor does not need to write a garbage collector for SPARSE!. 

This concludes the description of SPARSE!. Clearly the data structure under

lying a sparmati-value, is a tree. An important feature is that two sparmati

values in SPARSE! have a seal-storage cell in common if and only if these 

sparmati-values are equal. For two equal sparmati-values a change in one of 

them will occur if and only if this change will occur in the other. Another 

important feature is that if a sparmati-value a contains in its underlying 

data structure a mat or diagmat with a concrete element (i,j), then this ele

ment is the only seal representing the (i,j) th element of a. Moreover, if 

the (i,j) th element of a is concrete, then a contains in its underlying data 

structure exactly one mat or diagmat with a concrete element (i,j). 

In SPARSE! the user does not need to write his own garbage collector. As 

soon as (parts of) a spamati cannot be used in the further elaboration of 

a user program, these parts will be given to the garbage collector of the 

ALGOL 68 implementation. 

V.5.2 The SPARSEII system. 

To allow efficient cyclic row exchange, block exchange and insertion of rows 

and columns, we extend the mode bloeki with a shift. In te=s of TORRIX-BASIS: 



mode tbloekii = struct(pair shift, shbloekii block); 

mode tshbloekii = union(ref mat, ref diagmat 

, ref struct (mat m, trnspm) 

, ~ struet(diagmat m, trnspm) 

, ref reetbloekii, ref bandbloekii 

); 
mode treetbloekii = struct(index rowpartit, eolpartit 

, ref[,Jbloekii subbloeks 

); 

mode tbandbloekii = struet(index rolupartit, eolpartit 

, ref[Jref[Jbloekii subbloeks 

) ; 

mode spmatii = struct(matbnds tbounds ref shbloekii troot); 

mode spsymii = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref shbloekii tsymroot); 

mode sympatii = struct (trirroner tbounds , ref shbloekii troot); 

fig. 5.5. Mode declarations in SPARSEII. 
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9E._ shift = (mat a, pair shift)mat: 
a[at 1 Zwb a + rowsub 9.[_ shift at 2 Zwb a + eolsub 9l_ shift] (5.42) 

Thus, the mat a itself is not considered, but the slice as given in (5.42). 

In order to allow efficient cyclic exchanges it is not enough that only mats 

and diagmats can be shifted. A block can be shifted also. The mode declara

tions in SPARSEII are given in fig. 5.5. We say that a shbloekii of a bloekii 

is shifted if and only if the shift-field is unequal to (0,0). The total

array2 of a shbloekii and bloekii can easily be defined. The user can make 

all shifted shbloekiis of a sparmatii unshifted with the operator unshift, 

the shifts are incorporated in the mats and diagmats. No other operators, 

except for elear and eleargen, make shifted shbloekiis unshifted. Program 

5.2 is an implementation of the matrix-vector product. 

Block exchange means subtree exchange and changing the shift-fields of the 

roots of both subtrees. Cyclic exchanges can now be performed by deletion 

of a number of rows (columns), shifting and insertion of rows (columns). 
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qp__ x = (spmatii a, vec u)vec: 

ii emptyt (cbnds bnds a meet bnds u) 

e Zse :ZP.. x = ( shh Zockii b, vec u)vec: 

then zerovec 

case b 

in (ref mat mm): mmxu 

, (ref diagmat dd): ddxu 

, (ref rectbZockii rr): 

(index coZp = coZpartit £f_ rr; ZoE._ int Zwb:=1, upb := upb coZp; 

to upb while coZp[ZwbJ<zwb u do Zwb+:=1 od; 

) 

to upb-Zwb while coZp[upb-lJ~upb u do upb-:=1 od; 

Zoe vec result := zerovec; 

for j from Zwb to upb 

do vec usZ = u?((coZplj-11+1)//coZpljJ); 

for i to 1 ¥PE.. subb Zoe ks £1. 1°r 

do result+:= (subbZocks of rr)[i,j]xusZ od 

od; 1°esult 

, (ref bandbZockii bbJ: 

~; 

(index coZp = coZpartit of bb; Zoe int lwb:=1, upb := upb coZp; 

to upb while coZplZwbJ<Zwb u do Zwb+:=1 od; 

to upb-Zwb while coZplupb-1)~!!£E__ u do upb-:=1 od; 

Zoe vec result := zerovec; 

for k from Zwb subb Zoe ks £1. bb to upb subb Zoe ks £1. bb 

do reflJbZockii bZockdiagk = (subbZocks £1. bb)lkJ; 

for j from (Zwb-k)max Zwb bZockdiagk 

to (upb-k)min upb bZockdiagk 

do result+:= 

bZockdiagk[jl x u?((coZp[j+k-11+1)//coZplj+kJ) 

od 

od; result 

:ZP_ x = (bZockii b, vec u)vec: 

if vec result = 

ii coZsub rzf. shift £1. b = 0 then (block £f_ b)xu 



eZse (block £f. b) x u[at Zwb u - coZsub £f. shift £f. bl 

fi; 

rowsub £f. shift £f. b = 0 or zero result 

then result 

eZse result[at Zwb result + rowsub £f. shift £f. bl 

fi; 

(root 9i. a)xu 

fi; 

program 5.2. Matrix-vector product in SPARSEII. 
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Obviously the recursive partition of an spannatii can change if shbZockiis 

will be shifted. With deletion and insertion of rows and columns partition 

lines may be deleted, others may be created. Suppose we have to insert k 

columns at column-position j 0 in a block B. These k columns are represented 

as an mxk block M (see fig. 5.6). The columns at the right of j 0 will be 

shifted to the right. If k is small, the partition of B will not change with 

the insertion, though partitions of subblocks of B can change. The row

partition of B will not change with the insertion. Ik k is large it may be 

worthwhile to create two new vertical partition lines in Bat j 0 and (with 

the insertion) at 

b. colW1ns in the 
J 

max (B) =mj (bj). 

Case 1: k~in (B). 

j 0+k. We will present here only an heuristic. Let B have 

j th column-strip B. (see fig. 5.6). Let min(B)=min(b.), 
J j J 

(i) If c 1~in(B) and c 2~in(B), then two new partition lines will be ere-

ated. 

(ii) If c 1~in(B) and c 2 <min (B), then a new partition line will be created 

at jo. 

(iii) If c 2~in(B) and c 1<min(B), then a new partition line will be created 

at jO+k. 

(iv) If c 1 ,c2<min(B), then the row-partition of Bis laid on Mand the 

separate rowstrips of Mare inserted in the corresponding direct sub

blocks of B. 
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Case 2: k<min (B). 

(i) If c 1~c2 and c1~in(B), then one new partition line of B will be cre

ated at j 0 • 

(ii) If c2~c1 and c2~in(B), then one new partition line of B will be cre

ated (with the insertion) at j 0+k. 

(iii) If c 1 ,c2<min(B), then no new partition line will be created in B: the 

row-partition of Bis laid on Mand the direct subblocks of Mare in

serted in the corresponding direct subblocks of B. 
max(B) 

The strategy attempts to avoid a huge increase in the ratio min(B)" 

B 
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fig. 5.6. Insertion of columns and recursive partitions. 

Observe that an spmatii is a tree data structure. Creating a new partition 

line in a shblockii means that the number of sons of this tree vertex in

creases or that a leaf is changed into an internal vertex. With the shift

feature more operations can be performed on subtrees, whereas all tree ver

tices must be accessed in case such an operation would be implemented in 

SPARSE!. 
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V.5.3 The SPARSEIII system. 

V.5.3.1 Mode declarations in SPARSEIII. 

Compared with SPARSEII, SPARSEIII contains only one new feature: the user 

can specify structurally equal subblocks in one spa:mzat. More precisely, he 

can specify structurally equal submatrices, and automatically a (new) recur

sive partition is derived such that the bounds of each of these submatrices 

equal the bounds of a subblock. Moreover, he can specify several finite sets 

of (structurally) equal submatrices. Only the concrete elements of one sub

matrix of a set of structurally equal submatrices will be stored actually. 

However, there are restrictions. Let 

be a family of sets of subdomains. Suppose the user specifies that all sub

matrices (corresponding to these subdomains) of an spmatiii a should be 

structurally equal. Then {s1 , ••• ,sk} must satisfy the following conditions: 

(i) for all i (l~i~pk) Di:: bnds(a), (5.44) 

(ii) for all h (l~h~k) and all i, j (ph_1+1~i,j~ph), the submatrices of 

a corresponding to Di and Dj have the same nl.Dilber of rows and 

coll.Dilns, 

(iii) for all h (l~h~) and all i, j (ph_1+1~i,j~ph, i~j) DinDj=~, 

(iv) for all i, j (l~i,j~pk, i~j) we have 

DinDj = ~. Di 7 Dj or Dj 7 Di. 

(5.45) 

(5.46) 

(5.47) 

Unfortunately there are families of sets of subdomains satisfying (5.44)

(5.47), that do not allow a corresponding recursive partition. For details 

we refer to chapter VI. Equal submatrices as they occur in practice (see 

chapter II) are already related to a recursive partition so that these cases 

can be implemented with the SPARSEIII and SPARSEV systems. Obviously, these 

systems contain operators to detect whether a family of sets of subdomains 

satisfies (5.44)-(5.47) and whether a recursive partition can be found such 

that the bounds of each subdomain of the family equal the bounds of a sub

block. 

We will adapt the data structure of SPARSEII such that a nl.Dilber of internal 

vertices in the tree have a subtree in common. For all these internal ver

tices (except at most one) this common subtree is shifted, with a different 
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mode tblockiii = struct(pair shift , ref comblockiii cblock); 

mode tcomblockiii = struct(int refcount, intmem, seal scalmem 

, shblockiii shblock 

); 

mode tshblockiii = union(ref mat, ref diagmat 

, ref struct(mat m, trnspm) 

, ref struct(diagmat m, trnspm) 

, ~ rectblockiii, ref bandblockiii 

); 

mode trectblockiii = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[,Jblockiii subblocks 

); 

mode tbandblockiii = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[]ref[]blockiii subblocks 

); 

mode spmatiii = struct(matbnds tbounds ref shblockiii troot); 

mode spsymiii = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref shblockiii tsymroot); 

mode syrrrpatiii = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref shblockiii troot); 

fig. 5.7. Mode declarations in SPARSEIII. 

shift for all these internal vertices. The mode declarations for SPARSEIII 

are given in fig. 5.7. 

Two blockiiis are structurally equal if and only if their ablock-fields 

are equal: these refer to the same comblockiii. The refcount-field in a 

comblockiii counts the number of references referring to this comblockiii. 

The fields intmem and scalmem are used for an efficient implementation of 

many algorithms (see V.5.3.2). 

Because no advantage can be taken from equal blocks in the algorithm for the 

matrix-vector product, only the modes and selections from structured values 

in program 5.2 must be adapted in order to make it valid for SPARSEIII. 

Therefore, we will not present the SPARSEIII version here in detail. 

An spsymiii can have structurally equal subblocks also. The user has to spec

ify only the subblocks in the lower triangle and on the main block diagonal. 
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As for sympatiiis there is an extra restriction in order to make the data 

structure of !!Ji.!!!EE:!s not too complicated. 

DEFINITION 5.13. Let D=[m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2] be a subdomain. The transpose of Dis 

the subdomain DT=[m2:n2 ,m1 :n1]. 

The additional restrictions for !!Ji.!!!EE:!s on the family of sets of subdomains 

(5.43) are given by: 

(v) for all h (1$h$k.) and for all i, j (ph_1+1$i,j$ph) with Di=[m1 :n1 ,m2:n2] 

and Dj=[m3:n3 ,m4 :n4 ] we have: 

if m1>n2 then either m3>n4 or m3=m4 and n3=n4 , 

if m2>n1 then either m4>n3 or m3=m4 and n 3=n4 , 

(vi) for all h (1$h$k) we have that if there are i, j (ph_1+1$i,j$ph) with 

i~j, then there is an h'~h such that D7,D7Esh,. 
i J 

Obviously SPARSEIII contains an operator to test whether these restrictions 

are valid and to test whether a family of sets of subdomains allow a symmetric 

recursive partition such that each subdomain is equal to the bounds of a sub

block. 

V.5.3.2 Operations in SPARSEIII. 

In this section we will deal with the question how structurally equal blocks 

are involved in several operations. We will justify the fields intmem and 

scalmem in a comblockiii and show how these fields can be used to design al

gorithms for operations. 

In the matrix-vector product no advantage can be taken from structurally 

equal blocks. The common subtrees have to be explored several times. In an 

operation like sigmabs a (returning the sum of the absolute values of the 

elements of a) each common subtree may be explored several times, but it will 

require less computation time, if a common subtree will be explored only once. 

In an operation like ax<2.14 (multiply each seal-element of a with 2.14) it 

is even forbidden that the multiplication will be performed on one common sub

tree more than once. Moreover, there is an operator unshare available to the 

user that changes the equality structure of a sparmatiii: 

given a blockiii-operand B; after performing unsriare applied to B, the 

equality structure of the spmatiii containing B must satisfy the follow

ing conditions: 
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(i) There is no subblock B' (B'~B) such that Band B' are structurally 

equal, i.e., refcount 9.i_ cbZock 9.i_ B has value 1. (5.48) i 

(ii) If B1 and B2 are structurally equal blocks and B1 is a subblock of 

B, then B2 is a subblock of B. (5.49), 

Program 5.4 is an implementation of the operation that tests whether these 

two conditions are satisfied. 

In all other operations the way in which common subtrees are involved, is 

similar to one of the above examples. 

Now we will see how these operations can be implemented. As for the matrix

vector product we refer to the last sentence of V.5.3.1. As for sigmabs a 

and ax<n we can explain them simultaneously. In the routine-text of each 

SPARSEIII operator it is assumed that all intmem-fields have value O. During 

the elaboration these values can change, but if the elaboration halts in the 

right way, these values are O once again. Thus in the routine-text this field 

can be used to record the number of times this combZockiii has been explored. 

If a seal-value obtained with the exploration of a combZockiii, must be used 

several times, then it can be assigned to the scaZmem-field (see program 5.3). 

In the routine-text of shared an additional array has been declared, of which 

each element will contain information about one shared combZockiii. The 

intmem-field of a combZockiii (with refcount-field >1) contains, if it has 

been accessed, the index of the array element containing information about 

this combZockiii. Such an array element can contain information like the 

number of bZockiiis with this combZockiii that are a subblock of B, a list 

of pointers to these bZockiiis, a pointer to the involved combZockiii, etc. 

Such an array makes efficient algorithms possible (for example, see program 

5.4). 

Remark 5.2. The only additional information stored with each block is the 

refcount. For some operations global information (like "does this block con

tain a subblock with refcount>1?") seems appropriate. However, if the equal

ity structure changes (for example with unshare) with the application of an 

operation on a part B of the spmatiii, it requires this global information 

to be adapted, even outside the part B (recall that the path from the root 

to a vertex in the directed graph is not necessarily uniquely determined). 

Thus an extensive search on the whole spmatiii is necessary or the data 

structure must be extended with still more information. 



!:P.. sigmabs = (spmatiii a)scal: 

(!:P_ sigmabs = (shhlockiii b)scal: 

case b 

in (ref mat mm): sigmabs mm 

, (ref diagmat dd): sigmabs dd 

, (ref rectblockiii rr): 

(Zoe seal sum := widen O; 

) 

~ i to 1 !!J2J:_ subb locks :Zt rr 
do for j to 2 upb subb locks :Zt rr 

do sum+:= sigmabs(cblock of(subblocks of rr)[i,jJ) od 

od; sum 

, (ref bandblockiii bbJ: 

(loc seal sum:= widen O; 

) 

~ i from lwb subblocks :Zt bb to upb subblocks of bb 

do ref[Jblockiii blockdiagi = (subblocks :Zi. bb)[iJ; 

for j from lwb blockdiagi to upb blockdiagi 

do sum+:= sigmabs(cblock :Zt blockdiagi[jJ) od 

od; sum 

esac; 

02_ sigmabs = (ref comblockiii b)scal: 

(seal sum = it intmem :Zt b = 0 then sigmabs(shhlock :Zt b) 

else scalmem :Zt b 

fi; 

it refcount of b > 1 

then it (intmem :Zt b +:= 1) = 1 then scalmem of b := sum 

elif intmem of b = refcount :Zt b then intmem :Zt b := 0 

fi 

fi; sum 

); 

sigmabs(root of a) 

); 
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program 5.3. Computing the sum of the absolute values of the elements of 

an spmatiii in SPARSEIII. 
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£E_ sha!'ed = (!'ef bloakiii b)booZ: 

::!E_ Peturns faZse if b satisfies (5.48) and (5.49). 

Otheruise it PetUPns tl'UB. 

(mode info = stl'Uat (int foa!'efaount, Pef aombloakiii this); 

£E_ extend = (Pef[]info !'OW, info nexteZement)Pef[]info: 

("!:!!!!E_[7,wb !'OW : !!EE !'OW +l]info neW!'OW; 

newPoW {!!£E. new!'ow J : = nexte Zement; 

new!'ow{wb !'OW : upb POW at Zwb POW] := POW; neWPOW 

); pl'io extend= 1; 

Zoa ~[]info count := "!:!!!!E_ll :O]info; 

pPoa fiUaount = (Pef aombloakiii ab)void: 

if. intmem 9.f_ ab > 0 

ao 

then ::!E.. this block has aZPeady been e:x:pZoPed; count this visit. ao 

ZoaPefaount 9.f_ aount[intmem 9.f_ ab]+:= 1 

eUf ao ab is not e:x:ploPed; we wiU do it now. ao 

fiUant(shbZoak 9.f_ ab); Pefaount 9.f_ ab > 1 

then ::!E_ ab itseZf is a common bZoak; Peaol'd this fil'st visit. ao 

count := count extend info ( (1,ab)); 

intmem 9.f_ ab := !!EE count 

[!:_; 

pPoa fiZZant = (shbZoakiii b)void: 

aase b 

in (Pef PeatbZoakiii PP): 

fE!:. i to 1 !:!I2J!.. subb locks 9.f_ !'!' 

do f OT' j to 2 upb subb Zoaks 9.f_ l'l' 

do fiZZaount(abZoak 9.f_(subbZoaks 9.f_ l'l'}[i,j)} od 

od 

, (Pef bandbZoakiii bb): 

fol' i fPom Zwb subbloaks 9.f_ bb to upb subbloaks Et bb 

do fol' j fmm Zwb(subbloaks Et bb) [il to '!!E!?_(subbloaks 9.f_ bb) [i) 

do fiUaount(abZoak 9.f_(subbloaks 9.f_ bb)[iJ[jJ) od 

od 



fillcnt(shblock £f. cblock 9..f."b); 

Zoe inti := 1; 
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to upb count while locrefcount £f_ count[il = refcount £f. this £f. count[il 

do i+:=1 od; 

for j to upb count do intmem £f. this £f. count[jJ .- 0 od; 

'!:!Ell.. count~ i 

); 

program 5.4. Test whether a block B contains or is a subblock that is shared 

with other blocks outside B. 

Remark 5.3. Instead of generating an additional array in the routine-text 

of an operator containing infonnation about structurally equal blocks, a 

linked list or even a search tree can be generated to avoid that the appli

cations of the operator extend requires too much time. 

V.5.3.3 The occurrence of side effects in SPARSEIII. 

Obviously, structurally equal blocks give rise to the occurrence of side ef

fects. A value can only be assigned to a (virtual or concrete) seal-element 

of one of two structurally equal subblocks if it is assigned also to a scaZ

element in the other subblock. In SPARSEIII and TORRIX-SPARSE this "multiple" 

assignation will automatically be perfonned. However, in other operations ap

plied to a subblock that is structurally equal to another block, it would be 

a matter of bad design to allow the occurrence of all kinds of uncontrolled 

side effects. The actual change in the sparse matrix could have no counter

part in linear algebra. For example, the exchange of two rows could lead to 

a bunch of exchanges of or/and assignations to rows of many subblocks of the 

matrix. Therefore, for many operators it will be checked at runtime whether 

it can be applied, depending on the equality structure. Important is the con

cept of an active domain of an application of an operation. It consists of 

all virtual and concrete elements of the matrix that can be changed or (if 

the operator involves only changes in the recursive partition) the virtual 

and concrete elements of the smallest subblock in which all changes will 

occur. For example, the active domain of a pennutation of row hand row k 

of an spmatiii a consists of 
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{(i,j) : i=h or i=k and ;;a 2 !!£E._ bnds a} 

if 1 lwb bnds a ;;ah,k;;a 1 !!f2E.. bnds a. 

Unfortunately we have to make a distinction with regard to the occurrence 

of side effects between operators in which blocks may be shifted and oper

ators in which blocks will not be shifted. As for the occurrence of side 

effects in applications of the latter operators, we have the following rules: 

Let such an application have an active domain E of an spmatiii a; suppose a 

has an equality structure as specified in (5.43); 

(i) for all i (l~i;;apk) DinE = ~- (5.50) 

Then after the elaboration of the operation, there is no change in the 

equality structure of a, 

(ii) there is an i (1$i;;apk) such that E:: Di. (5.51) 

Then after the elaboration, the equality structure of a has not been 

changed. Thus a change in the subblock B specified by Di is a change 

in all subblocks structurally equal to B, 

(iii) there are h (1:;ah;;ak), i and j (ph_1+1~i,j$ph) such that 

D.nE =~and D, ~ E. 
J l. + 

(5.52) 

Then after the elaboration, D. and D. are disconnected and the block 
l. J 

specified by Dj has not been changed. Whether two subblocks with 

bounds D. and D. both in E will remain structurally equal to each 
l. J 

other, depends on the total-array2 of a and the other operands, 

(iv) there is an i (1$i$pk) with D.\E~~, E\D.~~ and E~D.. (5.53) 
l. l. l. 

Then a fatal error will be reported and the elaboration of the user 

program will halt. 

Observe that a can have an equality structure such that (5.51) and (5.53) 

occur simultaneously. 

Clearly (5.50)-(5.53) must be adapted in order to hold for spsyms and 

~s. 

As a consequence of the rules mentioned above, many operators change the 

equality structure of its sparmat-operand. Subblocks that are structurally 

equal before elaboration are possibly not structurally equal after the elab

oration: they are disconnected. For instance, in a+<b structurally equal 

subblocks in a will be disconnected if the corresponding submatrices in b 

are not structurally equal and if these submatrices in b have concrete ele

ments. It will not happen that subblocks in a are made structurally equal by 

an application a+<b. For all operations (except<:=, assigndel, plusabdel 
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and a number of generating operators) holds that no subblocks will be made 

structurally equal. 

In generating operators the result sparmat will have as many structurally equal 

blocks as possible. However, which blocks will be structurally equal depends 

on only four aspects: 

(i) two blocks will not be structurally equal if the corresponding subblocks 

in one of the operands are not structurally equal, 

(ii) the total-array2 of the result sparmat, 

(iii) the set of virtual elements of the operands, 

(iv) will the recursive partition of the result sparmat be dynamically deter

mined or is it specified by the user? 

How the equality structure changes if an operator is applied in which a shift 

can be performed, must be clear from the description in a table of operators. 

Conclusion. The increase in administration overhead to implement SPARSEIII 

(compared with SPARSEII) is only linear in the number of stored subblocks. 

We have tried to control the occurrence of side effects related to structur

ally equal blocks. Several operations disconnect structurally equal blocks. 

V.5.4 The SPARSEIV system. 

V.5.4.1 Mode declarations in SPARSEIV. 

In the SPARSEIV system a slicing mechanism is implemented. There is no possi

bility to specify structurally equal blocks. In V.4 we have explained what a 

slicing mechanism provides and what side effects must occur if operators are 

applied to slices, matrices or vectors (see (5.34)). Because of this require

ment it is not allowed that an operation like a!(i?j) returns a ref seal to 
.. th . 

the (~,J) element (that will be (made) concrete) of a. Suppose it does, then 

the following program part would be a violation of (5.34). 

!J!i. seal aij = a!(i?j); aij := widen 1; (1) 

a<:= zerospmativ; 

print(a?(i?j)); 

print(aij) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

With the tree terminology, the following happens during the elaboration: 

with line 1 a pointer is made to refer to (a part of) a leaf of a; with line 
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2, a is replaced by the tree of zerospmativ, but this is not recorded in aij 

with a?(i?j), the new tree of a is searched for the value of the (i,j) th ele 

ment of a, returning value O; with line 4, aij still refers to the leaf of 

the former tree of a, thus printing value 1. 

Another implementation of a!(i?j) could be to store the values i and j 

together with a pointer to the root of a. Each time aij is used, a would be 
. . . th . 

searched for its (~,J) element. However, now the efficiency requirement 

(5.24) is violated. 

Our solution is a combination of these rejected implementations: we store 

with a!(i?j) the slice information (containing e.g. the values i and j 

and a pointer to the root of a) together with a ref seal to the concrete 

( .. )th b ~,J element of a. Let the following program part be given (with a, 

and c of the mode spmativ and i, j of the mode int): 

scaleZ aij = a!(i?j); (1) 

a +< b· , (2) 

a +< c· , (3) 

print(a?(i?j)); (4) 

print ( aij); (5) 

aij <:= widen 0 (6) 

With our implementation this program part will be elaborated as follows. In 

line 1 a scalel is ascribed to the identifier aij, containing slice informa

tion as indicated above; in line 2 and 3, a may change dramatically; as for 

aij, these changes are not important until line 5 will be elaborated. Thus, 

it does not matter whether, after the elaboration of line 3, aij actually 

refers to the concrete (i,j) th element of a. We will use the concept 'up to 

date' ('out of date') for a slice at some stage of the elaboration of a user 

program, if this slice actually refers (does not refer) to the involved ele

ment(s) of the original sparmativ or spvec. As a consequence of (5.32), a 

slice must be checked automatically whether it is up to date, before it will 

be used. If a slice turns out to be out of date, then it must be updated. 

Therefore, line 5 is elaborated behind the screens as 

(it not uptodate aij then update aij fi; 

seal value= c scalar value of aij !!._; 

print(value) 
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The uptodate test, possibly followed by an update must be performed before 

every operation using a slice. Line 6 will be elaborated as 

(if_ not uptodate aij then update aij [!:..; 

value £1_ aij := widen O 

) 

Because of (5.24) the elaboration of tptodate aij in line 6 must return 

true, requiring a small amount of computation time. 

Observe that the application of an operation of type (5.23) does not neces

sarily make slices out of date. Slices can be made out of date only by a 

change in the sense of (5.20) and (5.21). These kinds of changes we will call 

ref-changes. 

The mode declarations of SPARSEIV are given in fig. 5.8. Here we briefly 

mention for what purposes several fields and modes are used (see also fig. 

5. 9): 

(i) eventcnt and allcnt in a dateblockiv will be used to record M
changes and are needed in the uptodate test, 

(ii) an mslinf9... is used to store slice infomation about a submatrix slice: 

slbnds denotes the indices in the original matrix of the elements 

contained in the slice, birth is used in the uptodate test, origin 

refers to the original matrix, roottype denotes the type of the orig

inal matrix: 0 for an spmativ, 1 for an spsymiv and -1 for a sympati~. 

(iii) an mroot contains a pointer to the slice information which is nil 

in case this mroot belongs to an original sparmativ and root refers 

to the tree or subtree data structure. 

(iv) a ref[]ref seal in a vblockiv will only be used for a "row" or "column" 

slice of a diagmat. 

(v) eventbirth and allcnt in a dvblockiv have the same purpose as eventcnt 

and allcnt in a dateblockiv. 

(vi) a vslinfom contains slice information of a vector slice of a sparmativ: 

sltype denotes the slice type (0 for rows, 1 for columns and 2 for 

diagonals), ind denotes the indth row (column, diagonal); the other 

fields are clear from mslinfom. 

(vii) a vslinfov contains slice information of a subvector slice of an spvecir 

(viii) an scslinfom and an scslinfov contain slice information of element 

slices of sparmativs and spvecivs. 
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Modes for sparse matrices: 

mode tshhlockiv = union(ref mat , ref diagmat 

, ref struct(mat m, trnspm) 

, ref struct(diagmat m, trnspm) 

, ref rectblockiv , ref bandblockiv 

) ; 

mode tdateblockiv = struct(int eventcnt, bool allcnt, shblockiv shblock); 

mode tblockiv = struct(pair shift, ref dateblockiv dblock); 

mode trectblockiv = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[,Jblockiv subblocks 

); 

mode tbandblockiv = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[J£!!i[Jblockiv subblocks 

); 

mode tmslinfo = struct(matbnds slbnds, int birth, roottype 

, ref mroot origin 

); 

mode tmroot = struct (£!!i mslinfo slicinfo , ref blocki'!!__ root); 

mode spmativ = struct(matbnds tbounds, ref ~root troot); 

mode spsymiv = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref mrszsz! tsymroot); 

mode syrrrpativ = struct(trimmer tbounds, ref mroot troot); 

Modes for sparse vectors: 

mode tvblockiv = union (ref vec , ref []ref seal , £!!i vblockr(Jl;)iv); 

mode tdvblockiv = struct(int eventbirth, bool allcnt, vblockiv vblock); 

mode tvblockrowiv = struct(index partit, !ef[Jdvblockiv subblocks); 

mode tvslinfom = struct(int sltype, ind, trimmer slbnds 

, int roottype, ref mroot origin 

); 

mode tvslinfov = struct(trimmer slbnds, ref vroot origin); 

mode tvroot = struct(int birth, union(ref vslinfom, !ef vslinfov) slicinfo 

, ref dvblockiv root 

); 

mode spveciv = struct(trimmer tbounds, £!!i vroot troot); 



Modes for element slices: 

mode tscsUnfom = st:rouct(pai1' index , 1'ef m1'oot origin 

mode tscsUnfov = struct(int ind, 1'ef vroot o1'igin); 

mode scale?,= struct(1'ef int tbirth 

int roottype); 

, union(ref scslinfom, ref scslinfov) tslicinfo 

, 1'ef seal telem 

); 

fig. 5.8. Mode declarations in SPARSEIV. 
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In the next section we will deal with element and submatrix slices and the 

uptodate test on these slices. In V.5.4.3 we will deal with vector slices 

of spamats, slices of spvecivs and their uptodate tests. 

V.5.4.2 The uptodate test on element and submatrix slices. 

An element slice consists of slice information and a pointer to a (part of a) 

leaf of the tree T of a spamativ. A suhnatrix slice consists of slice infor

mation and a pointer to the smallest subtree of T containing all (virtual 

and concrete) elements of this slice. Before we can explain the algorithm 

for the uptodate test, we have to say how ref-changes are recorded in the 

tree. For this we need a distinction between two kinds of re~changes. A 

ref-change is a leaf change if a mat, diagrnat or a vec of a diagmat is re

placed by another mat, diagrnat or vec. Any other ref-change is a subtree 

change. Leaf changes are recorded in the eventcnts, subtree changes are re

corded in aZZcnts and eventcnts. If a leaf change occurs in leaf X, then 

the eventcnt of the root R of the tree Tis raised with 1 and the eventcnts 

of all other vertices on the search path to X are set to the eventcnt of R. 

If an operation of type (5.23) constitutes several leaf changes, then the 

eventcnt of R is raised only once. If no subtree change is performed on T, 

then the eventcnts of the vertices on the search path of any leaf X form a 

non-increasing sequence of integers. 

Subtree changes occur with changing the recursive partition or a shift or 

an assignation of a subtree. A subtree change could be recorded in the right 

way by adapting all eventcnts in all vertices of this subtree. However, this 

would take too much time and therefore, each vertex N contains a boolean 
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slicea = 
(h2//k2)?a?(h1//k1); 

slicea 

spmat-iv 

blockiv 

C=1 

c::i 

mslinfo 

a 

matbnds 

spmativ 

slices licea = 

(h4//k4)?slicea?(h3//k3), 

,slices lice a 

1§§1 

c::i 

mslinfo 

c::J ( .... 'r 
I I 

DI I 
I,. J 

spmativ 

blockiv 

dateblockiv 

[, Jblockiv 

fig. 5.9. Data structure of an spmativ a and two of its submatrix slices 

Straight lines are ALGOL 68 references, a curve denotes an ALGOL 68 referen 

that points to some node in this tree data structure; values of a union mod 

are dotted. 
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value aZZcnt with the following meaning: if aZZcnt(N) has value true then 

the eventcnts of all descendants of N should be considered to have value 

eventcnt(N), though actually they may have another value. 

Proposition 5.2. Let R be the root of a tree T of a spa:mzativ and let X be 

any vertex in T. Let (R=X0 ,x1 , ••• ,Xn=X) be the search path of X. If aZZcnt(Xi} 

(O~i~} has value false, then (eventcnt(Xi)}O~i~n is a non-increasing se

quence of integers. 

If an element or submatrix slice sZ is created, its birth-field obtains the 

value of eventcnt of R. As long as eventcnt(R} ~ birth 9.[_ sZ, the slice sZ is 

up to date. If eventcnt(R) > birth 9.[_ sZ, then in the uptodate test there 

will be a search along the path from R to the root of the subtree containing 

sZ, for a vertex N with 

eventcnt (N) ~ birth 9.[_ sZ 

taking into account the value of the aZZcnt-fields. If such an N exists, 

then the ref-changes recorded in R have not occurred in the subtree N con

taining sZ. Thus sZ is up to date. If such an N does not exist, sZ will be 

created once again before use to ensure that it is up to date at the moment 

it will be used. With each uptodate test (and update) applied to sZ, the 

birth-field of sZ is assigned the current value of eventcnt(R}. Program 5.5 

contains an ALGOL 68 implementation of the uptodate test. In order to make 

this program valid, ref-changes arising with the application of an operator 

on a slice must be recorded in all vertices on the path from the root R to 

the vertex of this slice. 

Observe that we do not record the "birthdates" of slices but actually the 

last time that a slice turns out to be or had been made up to date. 

In the remainder of this section we will concentrate on the operations a<:=b 

and a assigndeZ b with respect to the uptodate question. a and b can be 

slices of other spa:mzativs A and B (see fig. 5.10). In a<:=b copies of the 

mats and diagmats of b replace mats and dia~s of a. Thus all leaves of 

the (sub)tree of a must be explored at least once, and all ref-changes can 

be recorded with eventcnts without use of the aZZcnts. In a assigndel b, 

however, subtrees of a may be replaced by subtrees deleted from b. Subtree 

changes, therefore, can occur in both a and b (see fig. 5.10). In case the 

slices a and b coincide with two blocks only the eventcnts on the paths from 
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!:1Z._ unshift = (trimmer tl, int h)trirtrmer: 

(lower of tl -h) I I (upper 91_ tl -h); prio unshift = 6; 

!:1Z._ unshift = (matbnds bnds, pair shift)matbnds: 

(rowbnds 91_ bnds unshift rowsub of shift 

,coZbnds of bnds unshift coZsub 91_ shift 

); 

proc Zowsearch = (index row, int here)int: 

co assumes that Zwb row< '!:!E!?._ row, row[iJ>row[i-lJ for aZZ 

Zwb row <i-;, '!:!E!?._ row, row[lwb rowJ<here-:.row[upb row]. 

returns the largest h such that row[h-l]<here co 

(Zoe int h := lwb row +1; 

to '!:!E!?._ row - lwb row -1 while row[hJ<here do h+:=1 od; h 

); 

qp_ uptodate = (spmativ a)booZ: 

co returns true if, since the Zast use of a, no ref-change has 

occurred affecting a. 

if._ ref msZinfo(sZicinfo 91_ root~ a) is niZ 

then co a is an original sparmativ co true 

else ref msZinfo sZicinfo = sZicinfo of root 91_ a; 

int birthdate = birth 91_ sZicinfo, type= roottype of sZicinfo, 

Zoe matbnds slbounds := sZbnds of sZicinfo, 

co 

Zoe ref datebZockiv pntr := dbZock 91_ root 91_ origin 91_ sZicinfo, 

Zoe boo Z result : = true; 

case type+2 

in co enclosed-clause for the case a is a slice of a sympativ co 

skip 

, (while if eventcnt 9f_pntr <= birthdate 

eZif aZZcnt of pntr 

else 

then false 

then resuZt:=faZse 



case shblock 9.f. pntr 

in (ref mat): resuZt:=false 

, (ref diagmat): result:=false 

, (ref rectblockiv rr): 

it index rowp = roopartit 9.f. rr; 

int h = lowsearch(rcrwp, lcrwer 9.f. rcrwbnds 9.f. slbounds); 

rooplhl < upper 9.f. rcrwbnds 9.f. slbounds 

then result:=false 

eUf index colp = colpartit 9.f. rr; 

int k = lcrwsearch(colp, lower 9.f. colbnds 9.f. slboundsJ; 

colplkl < upper 9.f. colbnds 9.f. slbounds 

then result:=false 

else blockiv newbl = (subblocks 9.f. rr)lh,kl; 

slbounds := slbounds unshift shift 9.f. newbl; 

pntr := dblock 9t. newbl; true 

ti 
, (ref bandblockiv bb): 

esac 

it index ro'Wp = ro1.vpartit 9.f. bb; 

int h = lcrwsearch(roop, lower 9.f. rowbnds 9.f. slbounds); 

rcrwplhl < upper 9.f. rowbnds 9.f. slbounds 

then result:=false 

eUf index colp = colpartit 9.f. bb; 

int k = lcrwsearch(colp, lower 9.f. colbnds 9.f. slbounds); 

colplkl < upper Ef. colbnds 9.f. slbounds 

then result:=false 

eUf k-h < Zwb subblocks 9.f. bb £!'.. k-h > ~ subblocks 9.f. bb 

then pntr:=nil; result:=false 

elif refllblockiv blockdiag = (subblocks Ef. bb)lk-hl; 

h < lwb blockdiag or h > ~ blockdiag 

then pntr:=nil; result:=false 

else slbounds := slbounds unshift shift 9.f. blockdiaglhl; 

pntr := dblock Ef. blockdiaglhl; true 

ti 

153 
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ti 
do skip ad; 

if_ result=true 

then birth !!l. s licinf o . -

eventcnt Qi dblock of root Qi origin Qi slicinfo; 

result 

elif E!!.1 dateblockiv(pntr) is dblock Qi root Qi root Qi a 

then birth Qi s licinf o : = 

eventcnt Qi dblock Qi root Qi origin Qi slicinfo; 

true 

else result 

fi 
) 

co enclosed-clause for the case a is a slice of an spsymiv co 

skip 

esac 

program 5.5. The uptodate test of an spmativ that is a slice of an spmativ. 

these blocks to r(A) and r(B) must be adapted as well as allcnt of these 

two blocks. However, if a and b do not coincide with two blocks (i.e., the 

bounds of a and the block to which a refers, are different) all eventcnts 

and allcnts of all blocks in A that are partly part of the slice a, must be 

adapted also. The same holds for b. The subtree of the block to which a refer 

must be split in order to delete the slice a. Because sons of a tree vertex 

are stored in rectangular or diagonal arrays, this splitting may involve mucr 

more leaves than those two denoted in fig. 5.10. Thus, the time to elaborate 

a assigndel b depends on the number of blocks of the (sub)tree of a (and b) 

of which the bounds have a non-empty intersection with but are not included 

in the bounds of a. 

Remark 5.4. The uptodate test uptodate sometimes returns false while the 

slice is actually up to date. However, this is not an error because uptodate 

is not available to the user and occurs only in the choice-clause 
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before a assigndeZ b 

after a assigndeZ b 

fig. 5.10 The operation a assigndeZ b in case a and bare slices. 

:!:f_ not uptodate slice then update slice fi 

Therefore, after the elaboration of this clause, the slice certainly is up 

to date. Moreover, it is better to have a fast operator uptodate that in a 

few cases returns false while the slice is up to date, than to have an un

efficient u:ptodate returning always the right answer. 
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V.5.4.3 Sparse vectors. 

Row, column and diagonal sl.ices could be implemented in a way similar to 

submatrix slices: slice infonnation, a pointer to the original matrix, a 

birth date and a pointer to the smallest subtree containing all (virtual and 

concrete) elements of the slice. However, in many cases this smallest sub

tree would be the root of the tree of the original matrix. Thus for each 

use of the slice a search must be done in the sparmativ to see which of its 

sons contain seal-elements of the slice, and objective 5.5.5 can hardly be 

met. Therefore, we have chosen another implementation of vector slices of 

a sparmativ: a new tree will be built of which the leaves (Vecs) are part 

of the leaves of the tree of the original sparmativ. In principle each block 

of the sparmativ containing elements of the slice corresponds to an internal 

vertex in the slice tree. This can lead to a degenerated tree for the slice 

in two ways (see fig. 5.11): 

r------, 
IB i 
I I 

~---~ 

j 

block B contains only one small 

mat m with j < 2 lwb m. The block 

. th t f h · th 1 in e ree o t e J co umn 

slice would contain virtual ele

ments only. 

A 

r
lB 

I 
I 

I 
I 

- - - - T 
I 
I 
I 

- I
I 

_____ .L. 

slice elements (virtual and concrete) 

The slice is contained in the subblock 

B of A. The vertex in the slice tree 

corresponding to block A would have 

only one son that corresponds to 

block B. 

fig. 5.11. Slices that give rise to degenerated slice trees. 



(i) there are leaves in the slice tree that do not contain a concrete 

seal-element, 

(ii) there are vertices in the slice tree with only one child. 

Thus we can implement a more efficient data structure for vector slices 

by reducing the slice tree as explained above in the following way: 

(i) delete all leaves without any concrete seal-element, 

(ii) if a vertex p has only one son q (with a son r), then r is made a 

son of p and q is deleted. 
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(5.54) 

(5.55) 

Each vertex in the slice tree contains an event counter (eventbirth). It 

will be used for the uptodate test and has the same purposes as both birth 

and eventents in spa1'111ativs. When a vector slice is created the eventbirths 

in the slice tree obtain the value of eventent of the root of the original 

spa1'111ativ. Observe that the shift feature has not been implemented for sparse 

vectors. Shifts are not needed for vector slices or slices of vectors. An 

spveeiv can be sliced. If u is a vector slice of a spa1'111ativ a, its slices 

are considered to be slices of a. If u is not a slice, its slices are imple

mented in a way similar to submatrix slices: slice information, a birth date, 

a pointer to the root of u and a pointer to the smallest subtree containing 

the slice. The allent-fields in vertices of the tree of an spveeiv u are 

only used in case u is not a slice of a spal'l11ativ. As for operators of type 

(5.23) applied to an spveeiv u that is a slice, these are actually not ap

plied to u but to the original spa1'111ativ in the right way. Thus, u can be 

made out of date. This does not matter for the user, because u will be made 

up to date if a query or generating operator will be applied to u. 

As for the uptodate test for vector slices we can be rather short. In fact 

a number of search paths in the tree of the original spa1'111ativ must be com

pared with the corresponding (possibly shorter) search paths in the slice 

tree. The comparison must be done between eventent and eventbirth (proposi

tion 5.2 also holds for spveeivs (if terms concerning spa1'111ativs are replaced 

by the corresponding terms for spveeivs)). Observe that updating an out-of

date vector slice does not necessarily result in a new creation of the whole 

tree of the slice. Only those subtrees that are out of date should be re

newed. 

As for the efficiency of the use of slices we have the following result: 
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Proposition 5.3. 

(i) Updating a slice will not require more time than creating this slice 

once again. 

(ii) Let a be a spar-mat in SPARSEII and ban original sparmat in SPARSEIV 

(with the same recursive partition, bounds, concrete seal-elements, 

total-array2 as a). If an operation applied to a requires time't, then 

this same operation applied to b requires time at most c.t for a con

stant cE lR independent of a, band the applied operation. 

The only additional work in operations in SPARSEIV applied to an original 

sparmativ (compared with SPARSEIV) consists of an extra dereferencing during 

the visit of a block and of setting allents and eventents. 

Remark 5.5. With the implementation of slices a new problem arises. We will 

illustrate it with an example. SPARSEIV contains an operator=:= to exchange 

seal-values of spveeivs. These two spveeivs can be slices, say, a column 

and a diagonal slice. In writing the routine-text for=:=, the system manage 

must be careful not to change the value of an element before it is used or 

preserved. Fortunately, checking whether sparmativs, spveeivs or scalels 

contain a common element can be done rather efficiently. This can be decided 

from the slice information. 

For the user an operator slalias is available: sll slalias sl2 returns 

the smallest slice of sll (if sll is not a sealel) containing all elements 

of sll (virtual or concrete) that are element of sl2 also. If no element 

of sZl is element of sZ2, then zerosparmat (or zerospvee) will be returned. 

If sZl is a seaZeZ a boolean will be returned. 

Remark 5.6. Unfortunately design objective 5.5.4 concerning garbage collecti< 

is not fully met in SPARSEIV. Because of the slicing mechanism in SPARSEIV 

the user can have access to a (part of a) sparse matrix storage tree T not 

only by the root but by any other vertex of T. On the other hand, if slices 

have been created in the user program, there are pointers from these slices 

to the root of T. Thus, the whole tree T remains in memory even if the user 

can access a very small part of T only. By means of the system routines of 

SPARSEIV the user is prevented from accessing the other parts of T. 

This situation can occur if slices of a sparmat a are assigned to variables 

declared in a range containing the range of a. After leaving the range of a 

the user can still access the slices of a, though he cannot access a itself 
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(see example 5.2). The whole storage tree for a remains allocated. However, 

if before leaving the range of a, the user assigns zerospsym (with assigndeZ) 

to the parts of a not being one of the slices, then only a small amount of 

storage will remain allocated which the user cannot access. 

Example 5.2. 

Zoe spvec ai; 

begin spmat a= genspmat(l000,1000); 

....... , 
ai := a?i 

Conclusion. A slicing mechanism can be implemented such that the problem 

of side effects is solvable in the sense of (5.34). The implementation in 

SPARSEIV requires only a modest increase in storage. Also objective 5.5.5 

is satisfied. Unfortunately, the user must take care of garbage collection 

but does not need to program a garbage collector. 

V.5.5 The SPARSEV system. 

The SPARSEV system contains both a slicing mechanism and the feature of struc

turally equal blocks. The data structures in SPARSEIII and SPARSEIV seem dif

ficult to combine. In the former each vertex of the directed graph obtained 

only local information (i.e., information about this very vertex). Storing 

"global" information was rejected because it could cause that this informa

tion had to be adapted in the vertices on all paths from the root to a given 

vertex. In the SPARSEIV data structure global information was added to every 

vertex in order to have a fast uptodate test. 

Suppose we add an eventcnt and aZZcnt to all vertices of the SPARSEIII data 

structure. What kind of information should be stored with each slice and what 

is the algorithm for the uptodate test? To answer these two questions we first 

have to explain how ref-changes in a sparmatv are recorded. If a ref-change 

occurs at a vertex X in the directed graph of a sparmatv a, then X has been 

found by searching along the search path 'IT of an element of the matrix. Ob-

serve that there may be a submatrix slice sZ in the user program pointing to 

X, while the search path of sZ is unequal to 'IT. The ref-change in X will be 

recorded in the vertices on 'IT only. Thus proposition 5.2 is not valid in 
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SPARSEV. However, a weaker fonn of this proposition does hold in SPARSEV: 

Proposition 5.4. Let R be the root of the directed graph T of a sparrnatvl 

and let X be a vertex of T. Let(R=x0 ,x1 , ... ,Xn=X) be a path from R to x. 

Let X ,X , ... ,X (p.<p. 1 ,l~i~k-1) be the vertices of this path with (5.56) 
P1 P2 pk i i+ 

refcount>l and let p 0 =0. 

If allcnt(X.) has value false (O~i~n), then eventcnt(X.)) <·< _, 
i J Pi-J-Pi+l l 

is a 

non-increasing sequence of integers for each i (O~i~k-1). 

No problems arise with allcnts on other paths from R to X with value true. 

Such an allcnt does not exist because of (5.52) except in case it is set 

true with a shift. However, a shift at another vertex than x 0 , ••• ,Xn does 

not involve the blocks of the matrix corresponding to x0 , ••• ,Xn. Thus we 

have the following fact: 

Proposition 5.5. Let T be the directed graph of a sparrnatv. Let R be the 

root of T and sl a slice of T pointing at vertex s. Lets' be the vertex of 

T to which sl has to point if sl is up to date. Let b be the value of birth 

of sl and R=x0 ,x1 , •.. ,Xn=s' be the search path (according to the slice sl). 

If there is an i (l~i~n) such that 

eventcnt(X.)~b and 
i 

allcnt(X.)=faZse (l~j~in(i,n-1)) and 
J 

eventcnt(X )~ for all j with p.>i and p. as in (5.56) 
pj J J 

then sZ is up to date (i.e., s=s'). 

} (5.57) 

Each operator of type (5.23) affecting sZ could only be perfonned along a 

path that contained Xi with i as in (5.56) or one of the X (with p.>i). 
pj J 

Thus if a ref-change has affected sl, one of these vertices has eventcnt>b. 

With proposition 5.5 we arrive at the data structure for submatrix and 

element slices of a sparrnatv: the corresponding data structure in SPARSEIV, 

extended with a list of pointers to the vertices X , ... ,X as in (5.56). 
pl pk 

The algorithm for the operator uptodate for submatrix and element slices 

should now be clear: 
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algorithm 5.1. UPTODATE (in SPARSEV) for an element or submatrix slice sl. 

j,_f initialize pointer pntr := root 91_ origin 91_ sl; int b = birth(sl); 

eventcnt(pntr)$b 

then true 

else while while j,_f eventcnt(pntr)$b or allcnt(pntr)=true then false 

fi 

else pntr has a direct subblock b' with 

slbounds(sl):: bnds(b') co pntr isnt s' co 

ti 
do pntr := b' od; 

if. pntr has not a direct subblock b' with 

slbounds(sl) c bnds(b'l co pntr is s' co 

then false 

e Uf allcnt (pntr) =true and eventcnt (pntr) >b 

then faZse 

eZif there is no pointer yin the additional list of sZ with 

eventcnt (y) >b and slbounds (S Z) ~ bnds (y) ~ bnds (pntr) 

then faZse 

else let y have maximal bounds; pntr:=y; true 

ti 
do skip od; 

if pntr has not a direct subblock b' with slbounds(sZ):: bnds(b') 

then co pntr is s' co pntr is s 

eZif eventcnt(pntr)>b then faZse 

eZse co eventcnt(pntr):;;b co true 

ti 

Vector slices of a sparmatv can be implemented as an~ of SPARSEIV to

gether with a tree of pointer nodes. Each node of this additional tree con

tains two pointers: one points at a vertex in the original tree (that con

tains, let us say, part [p:q] of the vector slice) with refcount>1 and the 

other at the vertex (block) in the slice tree with bounds [p:q]. Because of 

the reduction (5.54) and (5.55) two pointers in two nodes of this additional 

tree may refer to one vertex in the slice tree. As a consequence, this addi

tional tree may require more space than the slice tree itself. Observe that 

we have implemented neither a feature of structurally equal blocks nor a 
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shift-feature for spvecvs. By its very nature a vector slice of a spamzatv 
can have equal leaves. All this yields the mode declarations for SPARSEV as 

given in fig. 5.12. 

Modes for sparse matrices: 

mode tshblockv = union(ref mat,~ diagmat 

, ref struct (mat m, trnspm) 

, ref struct(diagmat m, trnspm) 

, ref rectblockv, ref bandblockv 

); 

mode tcomblockv = struct(bool allcnt, int eventcnt, refcount, intmem 

, seal scalmem, shblockv shblock 

); 

mode tblockv = struct (pair shift , ref comblockv cblock); 

mode trectblockv = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[ ,Jblockv subblocks 

); 

mode tbandblockv = struct(index rowpartit, colpartit 

, ref[Jref[]blockv subblocks 

); 

mode tcomnode = struct(ref comblockv thiscom, ref comnode next); 

mode tmslinfo = struct(matbnds slbnds, int birth, roottype 

, ref comnode comlist, ref mroot origin 

); 

mode tmroot = struct (ref ms Unf o s licinf o , ref b lockv root J ; 

mode spmatv = struct (matbnds tbounds , refmroot troot); 

mode· spsymv = sti>uct (trimmer tbounds , ref mroot tsymroot); 

mode sympatv = struct (trimtter tbounds , ref mroot troot); 



Modes for sparse vectors: 

mode tvblockv = union (ref vee , ref []ref seal , vbloekrowv); 

mode tdvbloekv = struet(int eventbirth, bool allent, vbloekv vbloek); 

mode tvbloekrowv = struet(index partit , ref[]dvbloekv subblocks); 

mode tvslinfov = struet(trimmer slbnds, ref vroot origin); 
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mode tveomnode = struct(ref eombloekv thiseomorig, ref dvblockv thiseomsliee 

, ref[JM_ vcomnode nexts 

); 

mode tvslinfom = struet(int sltype, ind, irimmer slbnds, int roottype 

, ref veomnode eom·tree , ref mroot origin 

mode tvroot 

); 

= struet(int birth, ref dvbloekv root 

, union(!:!!1_ vslinfom, ref vslinfov) slieinfo 

); 

mode spveev = struet(trimmer tbounds, ref vroot troot); 

Modes for element slices: 

mode tseslinfom = struet(pair index, int roottype 

, M_ eomnode eomlist, ref mroot origin 

); 

mode tses linfov = struct ( int ind , ref vroot origin); 

mode scalel = struet(ref int tbirth, ref seal telem 

, union(ref seslinfom, ref seslinfov) tslicinfo 

); 

fig. 5.12. Mode declarations in SPARSEV. 

Remark 5.7. In the slicing mechanism as explained in V.5.4 element slices 

could not be implemented as ref seals. As a consequence many operations for 

ref seals and seals must be defined for sealels also. A similar consequence 

arises with the row and column slices of diagmats: many operators of TORRIX

BASIS must also be defined for E!!l[Jref seal. This will lead to a consider

able increase in the number of operators to be defined. 
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Remark 5.8. In the programs 5.1 and 5.2 for a matrix-vector product axu a 

result vector result has been declared with each recursive call. These vec

tors are added with the operator+:=. Thus, this may lead to the generation 

of many concrete-arrayJs. There are at least two methods to increase the ef

ficiency. Moreover, they can be combined. 

(i) Only one result vector will be declared and is passed as parameter to 

all recursive calls. This single result vector will be the only left 

operand in+:= in the whole program. 

(ii) The sequence of recursive calls is permuted such that the result vector 

will be large after a few recursive calls. 

Remark 5.9. In the data structures proposed in V.5 the seals of a sparse ma

trix are organized in mats and diagmats. It is not difficult to extend these 

data structures with other storage schemes for seals. For example, 

mode melem = struct(pair indices, seal value) 

can serve as a representation of a block with only one concrete seal-element. 

Of course, the mode declaration for an spvec and a scalel must be adapted too. 

Such other storage schemes for seals may decrease the amount of administration 

overhead of a sparse matrix, but it certainly increases the length of the rou

tine-texts of the operators. 

Remark 5.10. Sparse total-array3's, sparse total-array4's, etc. can be stored 

in a way similar to sparse total-array2's. A tree data structure can be used 

of which the leaves consist of arrays of seals with 3 (4, 5, .•. ) subscripts; 

sons are organized in arrays with 3 (4, 5, ... )subscripts.Slices can be 

implemented with slice information and a pointer to a subtree or a tree of 

newly created internal vertices. 

Conclusion. In this chapter we have proposed a new data structure for sparse 

matrices based on a recursive partition of the matrices. With this data struc

ture an arbitrary number of slices of a sparse matrix can be maintained with

out problems concerning side effects. We have solved the side effect problem 

by stating in which situations what side effects occur (see (5.34) and (5.50)

(5.53)). Side effects that occur with respect to the slicing mechanism in 

TORRIX-SPARSE, are similar to the side effects based on slicing in ALGOL 68. 

Moreover, the proposed data structure allows an efficient storage scheme for 

sparse matrices with equal blocks. 
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Both features can be implemented with an increase in administration that is 

linear in the number of blocks of the matrix. A submatrix or element slice 

requires an amount of administration that depends linearly on the number of 

structurally equal blocks containing this slice. As for vector slices, we 

have proposed a tree data structure in which each slice requires an amount of 

administration that depends linearly on the number of blocks of the matrix 

containing seal-elements of this slice. This is an upperbound and there are 

vector slices for which this administration is far less in size. The data 

structure has been designed in such a way that, if slices of a sparse matrix 

are created, the operations applied to the matrix require hardly more compu

tation time than in the situation that no slices are created. In the same way, 

if an operation in which no advantage can be taken from possible equal blocks, 

is applied to a matrix with structurally equal blocks, then it will hardly 

require more computation time than in the case that this matrix was stored 

without structurally equal blocks (but with the same recursive partition). 
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APPENDIX. TABLE OF OPERATORS. 

This appendix contains only those operators of TORRIX-SPARSE that are mention 

ed in chapter V or are needed in the description of other operators. We will 

use the notion spa1'111at to denote an ~, ~ or spmat. The mode spa1'111at i 

is not declared in TORRIX-SPARSE. If one operand of an operator in this table 1 

is a spa1'111at. then in fact there are three operators, one for each choice of 

a spa1'111at. If both operands are spa1'111ats, then there are 9 operators. 

Each spamat and spvec is determined by its total-array, its bound, its re

cursive partition, its set of concrete elements and its equality structure. 

As for the occurrence of side effects with the application of operators, it 

is important to describe their effect on equality structures. Because no 

operator in this table has an operand of the mode ref spa1'111at or ref spvec, 

the side effects due to slicing have already been described precisely in 

(5.34). In the description of the meaning of operators, we will only des

cribe their effect on the total-array, the bounds and the equality struc

ture of a spa1'111at or spvec. As for the recursive partition we have mentioned 

a number of problems, but left open how it could be determined (see V.5.1.3). 

Operators of type (5.23) applied to spa1'111ats, spvecs or scalels that are 

slices of !!1i!!!J2Eis or ~s do not disturb the symmetry in the !!1:f!.!!EE!:_s or 

!!E!!1f!!!_S of which they are slices. Thus, it is possible that elements of a 

sympat or~ that are not element of the slice, are changed by an appli

cation of these operators. 

In the descriptions of the operators we will often state that an application 

of an operator is equivalent to a short ALGOL 68 routine-text. This is only 

an equivalence with regard to total-arrays, equality structure and bounds, 

but certainly not with regard to the recursive partition. Thus, we describe 

only what happens with the total-array, the bounds, the equality structure 

and the slices. This is very important for operators of type (5.23) with two 

spvec- or spa1'111at-operands, because the operands can be slices of the same 

spa1'111at and have elements in common. For example, what happens with the spmat 

a in the elaboration of 

(a?{l//lO))plusabdeZ(a?{3//11)newZwb 1) 

Describing the meaning of an operator by means of a short ALGOL 68 routine

text does not mean that in an implementation of TORRIX-SPARSE this operator 
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is coded by this routine-text. Often, much more efficient codes are possi

ble. If in the description of an operator we use the concept "generates a 

new sparmat" (or spvee) we mean that a new sparmat-value and all its seal

locations are allocated with each elaboration of an application of this op

erator. Only (Jints of its operands can be used for the row-partition and 

colum-partition of this new sparmat (or spvec). 

We reserve specific modes for several identifiers in order to shorten the 

description: 

i, j, hand k are ints, 

s is a seal or sealel, 

r is a scalel, 

trl and tr2 are trimmers, 

mb, mbl and mb2 are matbnds', 

u is a vec or an spvec, 

V is an spvec, 

a is a sparmat or a diagmat, 

b is a sparmat. 

x and y are sparmats or spvees, 

mb consists of four integers: [m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2], 

a has bounds [m1 :n1 ,m2 :n2 ] (if a is an spsym or !!1:f!!!P!!i_, then m1 =m2 and 

n 1=n2 ), 

trl and tr2 have values [m1 :n1] and [m 2 :n2], respectively 

The following identifiers will be declared in TORRIX-SPARSE: 

trimmer zerotrim = C (t,-t) (see I.2.2) ~· 
matbnds zerobnds = (zerotrim,zerotrim), 

spvec zerospvec = C the zerovector with bounds zerotrim 

spsym zerospsym = C the zeromatrix with bounds zerobnds 

syrrrpat zerosympat = C the zeromatrix with bounds zerobnds 

spmat zerospmat = e the zeromatrix with bounds zerobnds 

£., 

£., 

£, 
e· _, 

The identifier zerosparmat will sometimes be used in this appendix to denote 

one of them. Which one it actually is, can be determined from the result 

mode of an operator or its operand. 
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procedure parameter result 

emptyt trimmer bool --
emptym matbnds bool --

left right 
operator prio operand operand result 

? 9 int int pair -- --

meet 8 trimmer trimmer trimmer --

span 8 trimmer trimmer trimmer 

matbnds matbnds matbnds 

fitsin 5 trimmer trimmer bool --
matbnds matbnds bool --

II 5 int int trimmer -- --

lwb 10 trimmer int 
I --

'!!EE I 
I 

lwb 8 int matbnds int -- -- --
~ 

rbnds 10 matbnds trimmer ---
cbnds ---

bnds 10 spvec trimmer --
vea trimmer --

sparmat matbnds 



emptyt(t1) returns true if and only if m1>n1. 

emptym(mb) returns true if and only if m1>n1 or m2>n2. 

returns the pair (i,j). 

trl meet tr2 returns [max(m1,m2l : min(n1,n2)]. However, if this is an 
empty trimmer, then zerotrim will be returned. 

trl fitsin tr2 returns true if and only if m1~2 and n1$n2. 

h//k 

Zwb tl 
upb tl 

k Zwb mb 
kupl)mb 

rbnds mb 
cbnds mb 

returns zerotrim if h>k, otherwise [h:k] will be returned. 

returns m1. 
returns n1 . 

returns mk 
returns nk 

(1$k$2). 
(1$k$2). 

returns [m1:n1l
returns [m2:n2l-
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mbl span mb2 returns [rbnds mbl span rbnds mb2 , cbnds mbl span cbnds_ mb2]. 
mbl fitsin mb2 returns true if and only if 

rbnds mbl fitsin rbnds mb2 and cbnds mbl fitsin cbnds mb2. 

bnds x returns the bounds of x. 
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operator 

X 

~ } 
aonaraopy 

unshift 

alear 1 
aleargen J 

sigmabs 

? 

? 

prio 

7 

6 

10 

10 

10 

10 

9 

9 

left 
operand 

sparmat 

sparmat 

sparmat 

diagmat 

spmat 

sparmat 

spsym 

spsym 

~ 
sympat 

spvea 

sparmat 

spvea 

sparmat 

trimmer 

right 
operand 

vea 

spvea 

sparmat 

vea 

sparmat 

spmat 

spsym 

~ 
spsym 

~ 

spsym 

~ 
spmat 

!!EE1i!!!. 

~ 
spmat 

sparmat 

int 

trimmer 

trimmer 

sparmat 

result 

vea 

spmat 

spmat 

spsym 

~ 

~ 

~ 

spsym 

sympat 

spmat 

spsym 

~ 
spmat 

spsym 

~ 
spmat 

saal 

saal 

saal 

spvea 

spmat 

spmat 



axu 

a+b 
a-b 
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returns a newly generated spvec or vec V containing the result of 
the matrix-vector product. Moreover, bnds V fitsin rbnds bnds a. 

returns a newly generated sparmat c containing the sum (difference) 
of a and b. The bounds of care bnds a span bnds b. 

returns a newly generated sparmat with the same bounds, total
array2, recursive partition and set of concrete elements as a. 

concrcopy a returns a newly generated sparmat with the same bounds, recursive 
partition and set of concrete elements as a, but its total-array2 
is the zero total-array2. 

unshift a sets all shifts of all subblocks of a (except a itself and sub
blocks of a that are structurally equal to any other block) to 
zero by incorporating these shifts in mats and diagmats. a will 
be returned. The recursive partition, the bounds, the total-array2, 
the equality structure and the set of concrete elements of a are 
not changed. 

clear a deletes all partition lines of a that are redundant according to 
(5.40). If possible, partitioned blocks will be replaced by non
partitioned blocks. There is no change in the bounds, the total
array2, the equality structure and the set of concrete elements 
of a. a will be returned. 

cleargen a deletes all partition lines of a that are redundant according 
to (5.40) or (5.41). If possible, partitioned blocks will be re
placed by non-partitioned blocks. There is no change in the bounds, 
the total-array2, the equality structure and the set of concrete 
elements of a. a will be returned. 

sigmabs a returns the sum of the absolute values of all seal-elements of a. 

u?i 
a?(i?j) 

u?(h//k) 

a?(h//k) 

(h//k)?a 

returns the seal-value of the ith element of u ((i,j)th element of 
a). This is not a slice operator. If i (or (i,j)) is out of the 
bounds of u (or a), 0 will be returned. 

returns the slice V of u containing all elements of u with index 
i (h~i~k). bnds v = (h//k)meet bnds u. The ith element of vis the 
ith element~u (i E bndsv'f": --

returns the slice b of a containing all elements (i,j) of a with 
h~i~k and jEcbnds bnds a. 
bnds b = [(h//k)meet rbnds bnds a, cbnds bnds a]. If b has empty 
bounds, then b iszerospmat. The (i "J)tii element of a is the 
(i,j)th element of b ( (i,j) E bnds b). 

returns the slice b of a containing all elements (i,j) of a with 
h~j~k and iErbnds bnds a. 
bnds b = [rbnds bnds a, (h//k)meet cbnds bnds a]. If b has empty 
bounds, then bis zerospmat. The (i,j)th element of a is the 
(i,j )th element of b ( (i,j) E bnds b). 
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left right 
operator prio operand operand result 

? 9 sparrnat int spvec --
int sparrnat spvec --

diag 8 int -- sparmat EJZVea 

! 9 spvec int scalel -- ---
sp_armat pair scalel ---

newlwb 9 spvec int spvec --- --
~ int spmat --
int spmat spmat --

symslice 9 spsym trimmer spsyrn 
I 

! I sympat trimmer sympat 

: 
symnewlwb 9 ! spsym int ~ I --

sympat int sympat 
j I --
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a?i returns the slice V of a containing all elements in row i of a; 
bnds v = cbnds bnds a. 

j?a returns the slice V of a containing all elements in column j of 
a; bnds v = rbnds bnds a. 

k diag a returns the slice of a containing all elements in the kth diagonal 
of a. 

u!i returns the slice of u that is element i of u. This element will 
be concrete after the elaboration of u!i. Therefore, a change in 
the recursive partition of u can be made. 

a!(i?j) is equivalent with (a?i)!j. 

u newlwb k returns a slice V of u containing all elements of u and 

a newlwb 

k newlwb 

bnds v = [k: !:!EE. bnds u - lwb bnds u +k] and the ith element of 
u is the (i+k-lwb bnds u)th element of V; if u is zerospvec then 
Vis u. 

k returns a slice b of a containing all elements of a and 
bnds b = [k : 1 !:!EE. bnds a - 1 lwb bnds a+k, cbnds bnds a]; the 
(i,j}th element of a is the (i+k- 1 lwb bnds a ,j)th element of b; 
if a is zerospmat then bis zerospmat-.---

a returns a slice b of a containing all elements of a and 
bnds b = [rbnds bnds a, k: 2 !:!EE. bnds a - 2 lwb bnds a +k]; the 
(i,j)th element of a is the (i, j+k - 2 lwb bnds afE6 element of 

b; if a is zerospmat then bis zerospmat.-----

a symslice(h//k) returns the slice (h//k)?a?(h//k) with this difference that 
the result is of the same mode as a. 

a symnewlwb k returns the slice k newlwb a newlwb k with this difference 
that the result is of the same mode as a. 
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left right 
operator prio operand operand result 

slaUas 4 scalel scalel bool --- --- --
scalel spvec bool --- --
scalel sparmat bool --- --
spvec scalel spvec ---

! 
spvec spvec spvec 

spvec sparmat spvec 

sparmat scalel spmat ---
sr.,armat spvec spmat 

spsym spsym spsym 

syrrpat ~ ~ 
sparmat spmat spmat 

spmat sparmat spmat 

delete 10 spvec spvec ---
spsym !!E.!!Ji!!!.. 

~ ~ 
spmat spmat 

<·-. - 1 scalel seal scalel --- -- ---
scalel scalel scalel --- --- ---
spvec spvec spvec 

: spsym !!2!!1J!!!_ spsym 

sympat spsym sy~ 

syrrpat sympat sympat 

spmat sparmat spmat 

assig__ndel 1 spvec spvec spvec 

!!2!!1J!!!_ spsym spsym 

sympat spsym ~ 
syrrpat sympat ~ 

~ sparmat spmat 
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r slalias s (i) if rands are not slices, true will be returned if and 
only if rands are the same saalels, 

{ii) if exactly one of rands is a slice, false will be returned, 
(iii) if rands are slices and there is an spvea, ~ or 

!!J:i!!!J2E!:.. x and integers i or i and j such that rands are 
both the ith or (i,j)th element of x, then true will be 
returned, 

(iv) if rands are slices and there is an spsym a and integers 
i and j such that rands are the (i,j)th of (j,i)th ele
ment of a, then true will be returned. 

Observe, that r slalias_s_is not dependent of the equality struc
ture of a sparmat. 

If r slalias s returns true, we say that r (s) has a slalias withs (resp. 
r). 

r sZalias x returns true if r has a slalias with an element of x. 
x slalias s returns the smallest slice x?(h//k) (if xis an spvea) or 

(h2//k2)?x?(hl//kl) (if xis a sparmat) containing all elements 
of x (in the lower triangular part of x if xis an spsym) that 
have a slalias withs. 

x slalias y returns the smallest slice x?(h//k) (if xis an spvea) or 
(h2//k2)?x?(hl//kl) (if xis a sparmat) containing all elements 
of x (in the lower triangular part of x if xis an~) that have 
a slalias with an element of y. 

delete x returns an spvea of sparmat y with the same bounds, total-array, 
set of concrete elements and equality structure as x before the 
elaboration of delete x. All elements of x are made virtual or 
zero. As for the equality structure of ax if xis a slice of ax, 
delete x satisfies (5.48)-(5.51) with active domain all elements 
of ax selected by x. The result of delete xis not a slice. 

r<:=s assigns the seal-value of s tor. 

x<:=y requires that bnds y fitsin bnds x; if x slalias y returns 
zerosparmat, then y is assigned to x, otherwise x<:=y is equivalent 
with x <:= !l2I!Ji... y. Structurally equal blocks in y will lead to struc
turally equal blocks in x. Elements in x with indices outside the 
bounds of y are made virtual or zero. If xis a slice of ax, the ac
tive domain of x<:=y consists of all elements of ax selected by x. 
x<:=y satisfies (5.48)-(5.51). 

x assigndel bis equivalent to (x <:= delete y). 
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left right 
operator prio operand operand result 

7 

-.- 1 spvea spvea spvea 

b'loakexah 1 !!E!2!.. spsym spsym 

~ ~ ~ 
spmat sparmat spmat 

x< 1 spmat saal spmat --
~ saal ~ --
spsym saal spsym --

+< 1 spsym spsym spsym 

-< ~ spsym ~ 
72.lusabdel ~ ~ ~ 

spmat sparmat spmat 

unshare 10 spmat spmat 

~ ~ 
spsym s72.sym 
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u=:=v is equivalent to (spvea w = delete v; v<:=u; u<:=w). 

a bloakexah b requires that a and bare slices of the same sparmat a and that 
there are blocks A and B of a that have bounds equal to the bounds 
of a and b, respectively. It exchanges A and Band returns a. As 
for structurally equal blocks C and C' of a we have: 

(i) if neither C nor C' is a subblock of A or B, then C and C' 
will remain structurally equal. 

(ii) if exactly one of C and C' is a subblock of A or B (suppose 
C), then C' will be structurally equal to the block obtained 
by shifting C in the same way as A (resp. Bl is shifted. 

(iii) if both C and C' are subblocks of A and B, then C and C' will 
be shifted and there shifted blocks will be structurally e-
qual. 

ax<s performs rx:=s for each saaZ-element (virtual or concrete) r of a. 

x+<y adds the value of the ith (or (i,j)th) element of y to the ith (or 
(i,j)th) element of x and returns x. It is required that 
bnds y fitsin bnds x. As for the equality structure of ax (if xis 
a slice of ax), x+<y satisfies (5.48)-(5.51) with active domain the 
elements of ax selected by x. If C and C' are structurally equal sub
blocks of x and are both outside (abnds bnds y)?x?(rbnds bnds y), 
then C and C' will remain structurally equal. It is left to the im
plementor what happens with other structurally equal subblocks of x. 

x-<y as x+<y but now with subtraction. 

x plusabdeZ y is equivalent with 
( sparmat z = delete y; x+<z) or ( spvea z = delete y; x+<z). 

unshare a disconnects all structurally equal blocks of which only one is a 
subblock of a; structurally equal blocks that are both subblocks 
of a, will not be disconnected; a will be returned. 
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CHAPTER VI 

OPTIMAL PARTITIONS OF A SPARSE MATRIX IN TORRIX-SPARSE 

In chapter V we have developed a data structure for sparse matrices 

based on recursive partitions. We assumed that the recursive partition of 

the matrix was determined by the user or dynamically by the supporting sys

tem. However, in the latter case we left open how the recursive partition 

could be determined. In this chapter we will deal with the problem of deter

mining an optimal sparse matrix storage tree T (a recursive partition) for a 

matrix A in case its sparsity pattern is given as a set of mats and diagmats 

S. We will consider two criteria for optimization: 

(i) the sparse matrix storage tree T for A should have a minimum number of 

leaves, 

(ii) the sparse matrix storage tree T for A should be of minimum height. 

With (i) the administration overhead in the storage scheme for A is minimized 

and with (ii) we have a minimum upperbound for the time required to access 

the (i,j) th element of A. We will see that there are matrices A for which a 

sparse matrix storage tree T does not exist unless mats and diagmats of S 

are splitted into smaller ones. There is a set S such that each sparse ma

trix storage tree T for the sparse matrix represented by S has at least¾- Isl 
leaves. 

In this chapter we will present several algorithms to determine a sparse ma

trix storage tree of minimum size or height and we will prove that criteria 

(i) and (ii) cannot always be satisfied simultaneously. The chapter contains 

three sections. In the first section we will introduce the concept of a stor

age tree for a set of concrete domains. In VI.2 we will consider storage 

trees with a minimum number of leaves (i.e., the optimization criterion (i)). 

We will deal briefly with the problem of finding a recursive partition of a 

sparse matrix, given a family of sets of concrete domains of which the corre

sponding stil:matrices must be structurally equal (cf. chapter V). In VI.3 we 

will deal with storage trees of minimum height (i.e., the optimization cri-
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terion (ii)) and prove that both criteria cannot be satisfied simultaneously 

for each sparse matrix. 

Throughout this chapter we will assume that the sparsity pattern of A is 

given as a set of rectangular concrete domains. We will not deal with the 

problem to find a minimum number of concrete domains that represent the 

sparsity pattern of a matrix. For this we refer to [54] and [53]. In this 

chapter the concept of a concrete domain can often be replaced by the con

cept of a rectangle as used in literature (cf. e.g. [08]). 

VI.1 STORAGE TREES AND SETS OF CONCRETE DOMAINS. 

DEFINITION 6.1. A concrete domain Bis a 4-tuple (1 1 (B),u1 (B),12 (B),u2 (B)) 

of integer numbers. The index set ind(B) of Bis {(i,j)E 'Zl2 : 1 1 (B)~i~u1 (B) 

and 12 (B)~j~u2 (B)}. Bis non-empty if ind(B) is non-empty. Two concrete do

mains B1 and B2 are disjoint if their index sets are disjoint. 

DEFINITION 6.2. Given a concrete domain B, we define short hand notations 

for the following subdomains. Leth, k, p, qE 'Zl. 

B[h:k,p:q] 

B[h:k, 

B[ ,p:q] 

B[h: ] 

B[ :k, 

B[ ,p: 

B[ , :q] 

(max{h,1 1 (B)}, min{k,u1 (B)}, max{p,1 2 (B)}, min{q,u2 (B)}), 

B[h:k, 12 (B) :u2 (B)], 

B[l1 (B) :u1 {B), p:q], 

B[h:u1 (B), ] , 

B[11 (B):k, ], 

B[ p:u2 (B)], 

B[ 1 2 (B) :q]. 

Each sparse matrix A can be considered a set of mats with mutually disjoint 

concrete domains. These mats may consist of only one seal-element. As for 

the sparsity patterns and the recursive partitions the values of the ele

ments of mats are not important. It suffices to know the concrete domains. 

Thus, we restrict ourselves to sets of mats, though the matrix can contain 

also diagmats. However, all results we will present, still hold if diagmats 

are incorporated. In this chapter we will deal with finite sets of concrete 

domains. We assume that all concrete domains in such a set are non-empty and 

mutually disjoint unless it is explicitly stated otherwise. 
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DEFINITION 6.3. Let s 1 and s 2 be sets of concrete domains. s 1 and s 2 are 

equivalent if 

U ind(B) = U ind(B). 
BEs1 BEs2 

Thus, s 1 and s 2 are equivalent if they represent the same sparsity pattern. 

DEFINITION 6.4. Let s 1 and s 2 be sets of concrete domains. s 1 is splittable 

into s 2 (s2>S1) if the two following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) s 1 and s 2 are equivalent, 

(ii) for each BEs2 there is a B'Es1 such that ind(B) =: ind(B'). 

Obviously, if s 2>S 1 then Js2 J~Js1 Jand the concrete domains of s 1 can actually 

be split by finitely many cuts to obtain the concrete domains of s 2 . 

DEFINITION 6.5. Let S be a set of concrete domains. Then 

1. (S) 
l. 

= min{l. (Bl 
l. 

BES} (min(~)=) 1SiS2, 

u. (S) 
l. 

= maxfo. (B) 
l. 

BES} (max(~)=-00 ) 1SiS2, 

s[r: l {B[r: , BES and B[r: ' is non-empty}, 

s[ :r, l {B( :r, BES and B[ :r, l is non-empty}, 

s[ ,c: {B( ,c: BES and B[ ,c: is non-empty} , 

S[ , :c] {B[ , :c] BES and B[ , :c] is non-empty} , 

s[ ,r:cl s[ ,r: ][ :cl, 

s[r:c, ] s[r: ][ :c, l. 

DEFINITION 6.6. Let s 1 and s 2 be sets of concrete domains. s 1 includes s 2 
if s 1 and s 2 satisfy the following two conditions: 

(i) for each B2Es2 there is a B1Es1 with ind(B2) = ind(B1), 

(ii) for each B1Es1 there is at most one B2Es2 with ind(B2 ) = ind(B1). 

Proposition 6.1. Let S be a set of concrete domains and rand cE :.z. Then 

(i) s includes s[ :r,], s[r+l:,], s[, :cl and s[ ,c+l: 

(ii) s[ :r, l Us[r+l:, l>s, s[, :cl Us[ ,c+l: l>s. 

Proof: trivial. 

□ 

A set of concrete domains will be stored at the leaves of a rooted tree T. 

There may be more leaves resulting from the construction of T, but they will 

be limited in number (see proposition 6.2) and are easily interpreted as 
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"empty" concrete domains. For each vertex v of T, T(v) is the subtree of T 

with root v and leaves(T(v)) is the set of non-empty leaves of T(v). 

DEFINITION 6.7. Let S be a set of concrete domains and Ta tree with leaves 

that are (possibly empty) concrete domains.Tis a storage tree for S if the 

following four conditions are satisfied: 

(i) each non-leaf v of T has at least two sons and at least two sons of v 

have non-empty concrete domains as descendants, 

(ii) the leaves of Tare mutually disjoint concrete domains, 

(iii) for each vertex v of T there are m, n, hand kin Zl: such that 

leaves(T(v)) {BES : ind(B) c [m:n]x(h:k]}. 

(iv) for each non-leaf v of T with 

leaves(T(v)) = {BES ind(B) = [m:n]x[h:k]} 

there are m-1=r0<r1< ••• <rp=n and h-1=c0<c 1< ••• <cq=k 

such that v has pxq sons wij (1~i~p,1~j~) with 

leaves(T(w .. )) = {BES : ind(B) c [r. 1+1:r.]x[c. 1+1:c,]}. 
1) - i- 1 J- J 

Fact 6.1. There is a set S of concrete domains for which no storage tree 

exists. 

Proof: see fig. 6.1. 

□ 

(6.1 

C 
fig. 6.1. A set {A,B,c,o} of concrete 

domains for which no storage 

tree exists. 

A 

D 

Observe the difference between a sparse matrix storage tree and a storage 

tree for a set of concrete domains. The latter determines a recursive parti

tion whereas the first is determined by a recursive partition. 



Proposition 6.2. For each set S of concrete domains there is an S'>S for 

which a storage tree exists. 

Proof: 

Let S' = {(i,i,j,j) : i,jE:;z and there is a BES such that (i,j)Eind(B)}. 

Clearly S' is finite, S'>S and a storage tree for s' exists. 

□ 
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It is obvious that, if a storage tree exists for a set S of concrete domains, 

then a storage tree exists for each S' cs and each S' included in S. 

If a storage tree Tis stored in computer memory, the numbers ri (O~i~p) and 

c. (O~j~) in (6.1) will be stored for each non-leaf. The leaves are stored 
J 

as four integers. With each non-leaf v a rectangular array with the sons of 

v will be maintained. Thus, storing T requires O(jTj) space with jTj the n\llll

ber of vertices of T. 

Remark 6.1. In the literature several other data structures for storing con

figurations of objects in the plane are studied. For example, quad trees and 

k-d trees (cf. e.g. [24], [07]). Each quad tree has leaves that correspond 

to concrete domains and thus is a storage tree with p=q=2 in (6.1) for each 

non-leaf. In a similar way each k-d tree is a storage tree. Thus, the set of 

quad trees and k-d trees with leaves that are concrete domains is a subset 

of the set of storage trees. As a consequence, a number of results presented 

in this chapter also hold for the cases in which we would restrict ourselves 

to quad trees or k-d trees to represent sets of concrete domains. 

Fact 6.2. For each k~4 there is a set S of concrete domains with jsj=k such 

that no storage tree exists for S, but for each BES a storage tree exists 

for s\{B}. 

Proof: For k=4, let S be the set as denoted in fig. 6.1. 

Let kE lN, k;;:5. Then S={A -l ,A0 ,A1 , ••• ,¾_2} with 

Ai (i,i+l,i,i) l~i~k-2 

AO (k-1,k-1,1,2) 

A_ 1 (1,1,2,k-2) (see fig. 6.2). 

It is easy to see that there is no rE ~ and no cE?l: such that 

s 

or S 

S[:r, ]US[r+l:,] with S[:r, ];zefl) and S[r+l:, ];zeflJ 

s[ ,:c]Us[ ,c+l:] withs[ ,:c];zefl) ands[ ,c+l:];zefl). 

Thus no storage tree for Sexists. 
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fig. 6.2. A set of 7 concrete domains 

for which no storage tree 

exists, but whose proper sub

sets all allow a storage tree. 

GJ 

Let S.=S\A. (-1:£i:£k-2). If iGl thens. = s.[:i, ]Us.[i+l:,] with A lE:s.[:i, 
1 1 1 1 1 - 1 

and A0E:S.[i+1:, ]. It is easy to see that storage trees exist for s.[:i, ] 
1 1 

and S . [ i + 1 : , ]. 
1 

s 0 = s 0 [ ,:l]Us[ ,2:] with s 0 [ ,:1]~0 and s 0 [ ,2:]~0. Obviously s 0 [ ,:1] and 

s 0 [ ,2:] have storage trees. 

s_1 = s_ 1[ ,:k-3]Us_1 [ ,k-2:]. Storage trees exists for s_1 [ ,:k-3] and 

s_1 [ ,k-2:]. 

□ 

VI.2 FINDING A STORAGE TREE WITH A MINIMUM NUMBER OF LEAVES. 

In the previous section we have seen that a storage tree does not exist for 

each set of concrete domains S, but, on the other hand, that for each S there 

is an S'>S with a storage tree. In this section we will concentrate on find

ing an S' for which a storage tree exists with a minimum number of leaves. We 

will present lower and upperbounds for the number of leaves in a storage tree 

for S'. Moreover, we will present a polynomial time algorithm that, given S, 

finds an S'>S that has a storage tree with a minimum number of leaves. 

Proposition 6.3. There is a sequence (Sp)pG2 of sets of concrete domains with 

Is l=p such that for every storage tree T with leaves(T )>S 
p p p p 

I leaves (T ) I G L-23 . IS I j-1. ( 6. 2) p p 
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Proof: We define the following sets (Si}i~2 of concrete domains. Let i~l; 

then s2i and s2i+l are defined with: 

S -{ · 1<·<2·} 2i- Aj • =)= J. 

A2j =(1,2j-1,2j-1,2j) lSjSi-1 

A2i =(1,2i-l,2i-l,2i-1) 

Al =(3,2i+l,1,1) 

A2j_1=(2j+l,2i+l,2j-2,2j-1) 2SjSi 

A4 

AG 

AB 

AlO A12 

Al 

A3 

AS 

A7 

Ag 
All 

s2 . 1={A. : 1SjS2i+l} 
J.+ J 

A2j =(1,2j-l,2j-1,2j) lSjSi 

A1 =(3,2i+3,1,1) 

A2j_1=(2j+l,2i+3,2j-2,2j-1) 2SjSi 

A2i+l=(2i+3,2i+3,2i,2i} 

A4 

AG 

Al 

A3 

AS 

A7 

fig. 6.3. s 12 and s 13 as used in the proof of proposition 6.3. 

Without proof we state the following properties concerning s2i and s2i+l 

(iE lN, i~l) : 

(i) !s2il=2i and 1s2i+ll=2i+1. 

(ii) For each rE lN ( 1SrS2i +1} : 

s2i[:r, ]Us2i[r+l:,] contains 3i-l concrete domains with rS2i. 

s2i+l[:r, ]Us 2i+l[r+l:,] contains at least 3i concrete domains. (6.3) 
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(iii) For each even cE lN (2;;ac;;a2i-2): 

s 2i[ ,:cl includes sc+l' 

s 2i[ ,c+l:l includes s 2i-c (if s 2i-c is shifted right and downwards! 

in the plane over c positions), 

s 2i+l[ ,:cl includes sc+l' (6~ 

s 2i+l[ ,c+l:l includes s 2i+l-c (if s 2i+l-c is shifted right and 

downwards in the plane over c positions). 

(iv) For each odd cE lN (1;;ac;;a2i-1): 

s 2i[ ,:cl includes sc+l' 

s 2i[ ,c+l:l\Ac+l[ ,c+l:l includes s 2i-c-l (if s 2i-c-l is shifted 

right and downwards in the plane over c positions), 

(6. 

s 2i+l[ ,:cl includes sc+l' (6. 

s 2i+l[ ,c+l:l\Ac+l[ ,c+l:l includes s 2i-c (if s 2i-c is shifted 

right and downwards in the plane over c positions). (6. 

Let T be a storage tree for some S'>s. We will prove by induction on p 
p 3 p p 

that J1eaves(TP) J~l2 JsPJJ-1. The proposition holds for p=2 and p=3 (s2 and 

s 3 have storage trees). It is easy to see that there is an s 4>s4 with Js4J=5 

and s 4 has a storage tree. Suppose (6.2) holds for p=2,3, ••. ,2i. Let T2i+l 

be a storage tree for some s 2i+l>s2i+l· Without loss of generality we may 

assume that the root of T2i+l has exactly two sons t 1 and t 2 • There are two 

cases: 

Case 1: There is an rE lN (1;;ar;;a2i+2) such that T2i+l (t1 ) is a storage tree foz 

s 2i+l[:r, l > s 2i+l[:r, land T2i+l (t2 ) is a storage tree for s 2i+l [r+l:, l > 

s 2i+l[r+1:, l. Then with (6.3): 

J1eaves(T2i+l> J~3i=L%Js 2i+llJ-1. 

Case 2: There is a cE lN (1;;ac;;a2i) such that T2i+l (t1 ) is a storage tree for 

s 2i+l[ ,:cl> s 2i+l[ ,:cl and T2i+l (t2 ) is a storage tree for s 2i+l[ ,c+l:l > 

s 2i+l[ ,c+l:l. For odd c we obtain with (6.6), (6.7) and the induction hypo

thesis: 

J1eaves(T2i+l) J = J1eaves(T2i+l (t1 )) J + J1eaves(T2i+l (t2 ))j ~ 

~ %<c+1)-1+1+L%<2i-c)J-1 = L%-ls2i+1IJ-1. 

For even c we obtain with (6.4), (6.5) and the induction hypothesis: 



[1eaves(T2i+l) [ = [1eaves(T2i+l (t1 )) j + jleaves(T2i+l (t 2)) [ G 

l¾<c+l) J-1+l¾(2i+l-c) J-1 = lf I s2i+1 I J-1. 
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Thus, if (6.2) holds for p=2,3, •.. ,2i, then it holds for p=2i+l. In a simi

lar way it can be proven that (6.2) holds for p=2i+2, if it holds for p=2,3, 

..• ,2i+l. 

□ 

DEFINITION 6.8. Let Sand S' be sets of concrete domains. S' is a minimum 

split of S if it has a storage tree, S'>S and for every S''>S that has a stor

age tree, js•js[s"[. The function minsplit is defined as: 

minsplit(S)=js•j, with S' a minimum split of S. 

Proposition 6.4. For each set S of concrete domains minsplit(S)S[sj 2• 

Proof: Let S be a set of concrete domains. Let (xi)iGl be the ordered se

quence of numbers of the set {u1 (B):BES} and let x0=1 1 (S)-1. Let (yj)jGl be 

the ordered sequence of numbers of the set {u2 (B):BEs} and let y 0 =1 2 (s)-1. 

Let (xi)iGO and (yj)jGO have p and q elements respectively, p,qS[sj. For 

each i,j (1SiSp,1SjSq) we define 

Si·J· = {B[x. 1+1:x.,y. 1+1:y.]: BES and B[x. 1+1:x.,y. 1+1:y.] is non-empty}, 
J.- J. J- J i- J. J- J 

p q 
and S'=i~l j~lsij" 

Obviously Js .. js1 (lSiSp,lSjSq). With this choice of S' we have that s'>s 
J.J 

and S' has a storage tree. 

□ 

A better upperbound can be shown. 

Theorem 6 .1. For each i::E lR (0<i::<1) there is a dE lN such that for each set S 

of concrete domains minsplit(S)~d. jsjl+E:. 

Proof: Let g(n)=max{minsplit(S) : Sis a set of concrete domains, [s[=n}. 

Let 

Let 

i::E lR (0<i::<1). Let cE JR, c>0, 2c£+c1 +i::<1. 

f(k)Jc.kl-i::l (kEJN). 

Let S be a set of concrete domains and jsj=n. Let i =ff2n(-l)l. 
max n 
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Without loss of generality we can asstlllle that for all 

Let x0 , ... ,x2n-l be the ordered set of elements of 

Now we split S into smaller sets Si (1$i$imax): 

s. 
l. 

and S. 
l. 

s[ ,l+x(i-1).f{n) 'xi.f(n)] 

s[,l+x(i-1).f(n) : x2n-1] 

if (1$i$i -1) 
max 

if i=i 
max 

If Si>s1 has a storage tree for each i 

age tree. 

(1$i$i ) , then 
max 

B. 
l. 

c. 
l. 

{BES : l+x(i-l)f(n)<1 2 (B)$u2 (B)<xi.f(n)}, 

{BES\Ai l+x(i-l).f(n)<12 (B)$xi.f(n) or 

l+x(i-l)f(n)~u2(B)<xi.f{n)}, 

{BES: 1 2 (B)$1+x(i-l).f(n) and u2 {B)~xi.f(n)}, 

s\ (A.UB.UC.). 
l. l. l. 

Observe that Si= Ai U Bi[ ,12 (Si):u2 (Si)] U Ci[ ,12 (Si):u2 (Si)] and 

(6. 8) 

\sil =\Ail+ \Bil+ lcil. (6.9) 

All blocks BECi[ ,12 (Si):u2 (Si)] satisfy 1 2 (B)=l 2 (Si) and u2 (B)=u2 (Si). 

Thus: 

minsplit(S1.) = minsplit(s.\c.[,12 (s.):u2 (s.)]) + ic.L12 (s.):u2 (s.)]\. 
l. l. l. l. l. l. l. 

(6.10) 

For each BES there are at most i -2 i's with 2$i$i -1 such that BEC. and 
max max 1 

hence 

imax-1 
.i:: 2 \c.[ ,12 (s.):u2 (s.)]\ $ (i -2).\sl 
1= 1 1 1 max 

Moreover we have \c1 \, \ci \$1 and therefore 
. max 
1max 

.I1 \c.[ ,12 (S.):u2 (s.)]\ $ n(i -2)+2 
1= 1 1 1 max 

n (i -2). 
max 

2 
< 2n 
= f (n) · 

For each BEAiUBi there is a j ((i-1}.f(n)+1$j$i.f(n)-1) with 

1+xj=l2 (B) or xj=u2 (B). 

(6 .11) 



With (6.8) and the definition of Si we conclude that 

IAiUBil ~ i.f(n)-1-((i-1).f(n)+l)+l = f(n)-1 and hence 

By the definition of g, this leads to 

minsplit(A,UB.[ ,12 (S.):u2 (S,)]) ~ g(f(n)-1). 
i i i i 

If we substitute (6.9), (6.11) and (6.12) in (6.10), we obtain 
2 imax 2 

· 1 · t (S) < 2n · + "" (f ( ) 1) < 2n + c2n 1) (f ( ) 1) minsp i = f(n) i~lg n - = f(n) f(n/ .g n - · 

This holds for 
2 

( ) < 2n 
g n = f (n) 

every set Sand hence, 

( 2n ) 2n2 
+ f(n)+l .g(f(n)-1) ~ ~ + 

c.n 
( 2n ) L 1-EJ ~+1 g( c.n ). 
c.n 

If we have a monotone function h: m-+ JR such that 

(i) g(n)~h(n) for all nE lN, n~ for some NE lN, 
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(6.12) 

(ii) 2¥:_E + (-+.+1).h(c.yl-E)~h(y) (6.13) 
c.y c.y 

1+E , 
then g(n)~h(n) for all nElN. Let h(y)=dy with d large enough such that 

2 1 . E 1+E 
g(n)~h(n) for small n and d~c· E l+s· With 2c +c <1 this leads to 

1-2c -c 

l+2cEd+cl+E.d~d and for ally 2 l+E+r Ed l+E+ l+Ed l+E < d yl+E Hence C ? ~C y C y = • • 

2 l+E 2 E 1+E 1-s2 1+E 1-s2 < 1+E and 
c•Y + "2f .d.c .y + de .y = d.y 

_d__ + ( 2y ll)d ( 1-E)1+E < d 1+E 1-E 1-E • c.y = .y . 
c.y c.y 

1+E . , 1+E 
Thus h(y)=d.y satisfies (6.13) and g(n)~.n for all nE lN. 

□ 

In order to test whether a set of concrete domains has a storage tree, the 

following lemma is important. 

Lemma 6.1. Let S be a set of concrete domains with lsl~2. 

{i) If S has a storage tree then there is an rE 7l (11 (S) ~r<u1 (S) ) such 

that for all BES either 11 (B)~r+l or u1 (B)~r or there is a cEZil 

(12 (s)~c<u2 (s)) such that for all BES either 1 2 (B)~c+1 or u2 (:S)~c. 
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{ii) Let rE 72: (11 (S)~r<u1 (S)) such that for all BES either 11 (B)?r+l or 

u1 (B)~r. Thens has a storage tree if and only if s[:r,] and 

S[r+1:, ] both have storage trees. 

(iii) Let cEZ!: (1 2 (S)~c<u2 (s)) such that for all BES either 12 (B)Gc+l or 

u2 (B)~c. Thens has a storage tree if and only ifs[ ,:c] and 

s[ ,c+l:] both have storage trees. 

Proof: 

(i) Let T be a storage tree for S. Without loss of generality we may as

sume that the root of T has exactly two sons t 1 and t 2 and for some rE 72: 

(11 (S)~r<u1 (S)). 

Because S=leaves(T(t1 ))Uleaves(T(t2)), either u1 (B)~r or 11 (B)Gr+l for each 

BES. 

(ii) Let rE z;: (1 1 (S)~r<u1 (SJ) such that for all BES either 1 1 (B)Gr+l or 

u1 (B)~r. 

=>: Suppose S has a storage tree. s[:r, ] and S[r+l:, ] are subsets of Sand 

hence have both storage trees. 

~, Obvious. 

(iii) Similar to the proof of (ii). 

□ 

Using lemma 6.1 an algorithm can be designed that, given a set of concrete 

domains, determines whether it has a storage tree. 

algorithm 6.1. 

proc TREETEST = (set S)bool: 

co returns true if and only if S has a storage tree co 

then true ----
elif there is an r (1 1 (S)~r<u1 (S)) such that for all BES 

either u1 (B)~r or 11 (B)?r+l 

then ii. TREETEST(S[:r, ]) then TREETEST(S[r+l:, ]) else false ti. 
elif there is a c (1 2 (S)~c<u2 (S)) such that for all BES 

either u2 (B)~c or 12 (B)Gc+l 

then ii. TREETEST(S[ I :c]) then TREETEST(S[ ,c+l :]) else false ti. 
else false 

fi 
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Proposition 6.5. With a suitable data structure for s, algorithm 6.1 will 

run in time O <IS I 2 ) • 

Proof: We assume that there are four doubly linked lists containing the con

crete domains of S ordered with respect to 1 1 , u1 , 1 2 and u2 respectively. 

Then in each recursive call r (or c) can be determined in linear time and 

:'four lists for S[:r,) and S[r+l:,) (ors[ ,:c) and S[ ,c+1:)) can be built 

in time linear in IS!. Thus, each call (without its recursive calls) can be 

performed in linear time. We can charge a constant time portion of the costs 

to each concrete domain in the parameter of this call. For each concrete do

main BES there a~e at most isl-2 subsets Sls!-2 = Sls!-3 = ... = s 1=s con

taining B that will be a parameter of a (recursive) call. Thus, the total 

time needed per concrete domain is at most c1 • <lsl-2) for some c1EJN. Hence, 

the total time used by the algorithm is cl.Isl. c!sl-2) = oc!sl 2 i. 

□ 

The algorithm TREETEST can be used as a subroutine in an algorithm to test 

whether a recursive partition of a sparse matrix exists such that the concrete 

domains of a user specified family of sets of concrete domains are equal to the 

bounds of blocks obtained by the recursive partition. Then blocks correspond

ing to the concrete domains of one set of the family can become structurally 

equal (see chapter V). Suppose sets s 1 , •.. ,sn of non-empty concrete domains 
n 

are given. Whether the concrete domains of s 0=i~lsi satisfy the conditions 

(5.44)-(5.47) must be checked first. If they do, then for all B1 ,B2Es0 (B1~B2 ) 

we have either ind(B1 )nind(B2 )=~, ind(B1 ) ~ ind(B2) or ind(B2 ) ~ ind(B1). 

Then s 0 must be partitioned into non-empty subsets T1 , ..• ,Tp such that the 

following three conditions are satisfied: 

(i) Ti (l~i~p) is a set of mutually disjoint concrete domains. 

(ii) T1 is the maximum subset of s 0 such that for each BEs0\T1 there is a 

B'ET1 with ind(B) = ind(B'). 

(iii) For each i~2 there is a BET. (j<i) such that for all B'ET., 
J l. 

ind (B') = ind (B). Moreover, if for some B"ETk, ind (B") = ind (B), 

then either k>i and ind (B") = ind (B') for some B 1ET. , or k=i. 
l. 

A suitable partition of the sparse matrix A exists if an only if TREETEST(T.J 
l. 

returns true for all i (l~i~p). 

Given a set S of concrete domains, we will now present an algorithm to find 

the cardinality of the smallest set S'>s that has a storage tree. The algo-
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rithm can easily be modified such that an actual storage tree for S' can be 

constructed. Thus, this algorithm finds the first of the two optimizations 

mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. 

Proposition 6.6. Lets and S' be sets of concrete domains and S' a minimum 

split of s. 
(i) There is an r 0E ~ (11 (S)~r0<u1 (S)) or a c0E ~ (12 (s)~c0<u2 (S)) such 

that 

minsplit(S) = minsplit(S[:r0 , ]) + minsplit(S[r0+1:, ]) or 

minsplit(S) = minsplit(S[ ,:c0]J + minsplit(S( ,c0+1:]). 

(ii) For all rE ~ and all cE ~ 

minsplit(S) ~ minsplit(S[:r, ]) + minsplit(S[r+l:, ]) and 

minsplit(S) ~ minsplit(S[ ,:c]) + minsplit(S[ ,c+1:]). 

{iii) r 0 (or c0 ) as defined in {i) can be chosen such that r 0=u1 (B) (or 

c0=u2 (B)J for some BES. 

Proof: (i) and (ii) are consequences of the definition of minsplit and lemma 

6.1. The proof of (iii) is as follows. Let S'>S be a minimum split of s. 

Without loss of generality we assume that 

minsplit(S) = ls'I = ls'[:r, JI+ ls'[r+l:, JI 

for some rE 7l: (1 1 (S)~r<u1 (S)). Let BES such that u1 (B)~r and for all B'Es, 

either u1 (B') ~u1 (B) or u1 (B') ~r+l. Such a B will certainly exist. Let 

r 0=u1 (B). If r 0=r, we do not need to prove anything. If r 0<r, then 

minsplit (S [ :r0 , J) ~ minsplit (S [ :r, ] ) . (6.14) 

Moreover, ls[r+l:, JI= ls[r0+1:, JI and s[r+l:, J is included in s[r0+1:, ]. 

Let T be a storage tree for S'[r+l:, J. Replace each leaf D of T with 

11 (D)=r+1 by B'[ :u1 (D), 12 (D):u2 (o)J where B'Es[r0+1:, J and ind(D) = ind(B') 

It is easy to see that after this modification Tis a storage tree for 

leaves(T)>S[r0+1:, ]. Thus 

minsplit(S[r0+1:, ]) ~ minsplit(S[r+l:, ]). 

With (6.14) this yields 

minsplit(S) = minsplit(S[:r0 , ]) + minsplit(S[r0+1:, ]). 

□ 
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Proposition 6.6. can be used to design an algorithm to compute minsplit(S) 

by means of a dynamic programming approach (cf. [45]). If the values of 

minsplit(S[:r, ]), minsplit(S[r+l:, ]), minsplit(s[ ,:c]) and l 
minsplit(S[ ,c+l:]) J (6.15) 

are known for each r=u1 (B) (BES) and each c=u2 (B) (BES), then minsplit(S) 

can be computed (using proposition 6.6). In order to compute all values 

(6.15) with proposition 6.6, many more minsplit-values are needed. However, 

a recursive algorithm would consume too much time because many computations 

will often be repeated. Therefore, we will store the required minsplit-values 

in an array with four subscripts. This array will be initialized with zeros 

and ones. 

algorithm 6.2. 

proe MINSPLIT = (set S)int: 

eo returns the value minsplit(S) eo 

it. S=fll then 0 

else let x = {11 (S)-1}U{u1 (B):BEs} and X=(x0<x1<x2< ... <xp); 

let Y = {12(S)-1}U{u2(B):BEs} and Y=(yo<y1<y2< ••• <yq); 

let ms be an array with 4 subscripts and bounds [0:p-1,1:p,O:q-1,1:q]; 

eo ms[i,j,h,k] will become minsplit(S. "hk) with 
- 1,J 

sijhk = s[xi+l :xj' ] [ ,yh+l :yk] eo 
initialize ms with O; 

for all BES 

do let iB=max{i: xi~ll (B)-1}, jB=u1 (B), 

~=max{j : yj~l2(B)-1}, kB=u2(B); 

!24; 

for all i,j,h,k with iB~i<j~jB and hB~h<k~kB 

do ms[i,j,h,kJ:=1 od 

fE!:.. sl from 1 to p 

do fE!:.. s2 from (it. sl=l then 2 else 1 fi_) to q 

do fE!:.. i from Oto p-sl 

do fE!:.. h from O to q-s2 

do il.ms[i,i+sl,h,h+s2J=O 

then eo compute minsplit(S .. 1 h h 2> 
-- - 1,,1,+s , , +s 

int minim:=+co; 

eo 
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od 

od; 

od 

ms [0,p, 0 ,q] 

od 
ti 

for r from i+l to i+sl-1 

do int submin=ms[i,r,h,h+s2J+ms[r,i+sl,h,h+s2J; 

if.. submin<minim then minim:= submin ti 
od; 

for c from h+l to h+s2-1 

do int submin=ms[i,i+sl,h,c]+ms[i,i+sl,c,h+s2J; 

if submin<minim then minim : = submin fi 

od; 

ms[i,i+sl,h,h+s2J := minim 

ti 
5 

Proposition 6.7. The time used by algorithm 6.2 is bounded by o(jsj ). 

Proof: Let S, p, q and ms as in the algorithm. The initialization of ms re

quires at most O(jsj 4 ) time. For each i (O~i~p-1), j (i<j~p), h (O~h~-1) 

and k (h<k~) ms[i,j,h,k] must be computed. Thus the value of pq(p+~) (q+l) 

elements of ms must be computed. The computation of one of these values 

takes at most time O(p+q). Thus the time used by the algorithm is bounded 
2 2 2 2 , ,5 

by O (p . p q +q. p q ) =O ( j S j ) • 

□ 

Remark 6.2. Algorithm 6.2 is a general application of the dynamic programmins 

method. For a number of dynamic programming problems a more efficient algo

rithm is possible (cf. [48] and [81]). The accelaration is based on a proper

ty of the function to be minimized. Minsplit would need to satisfy the fol

lowing property (as well as the similar property for "vertical slices"), in 

order that the acceleration as proposed in [79] could be incorporated in al

gorithm 6.2: 

Let S be a non-empty set of concrete domains and u'=u1 (S)-1. Let r 0 be 

the smallest number such that 

minsplit(S[:r0 , ll + minsplit(S[r0+1:, ]) ~ 

~ minsplit(S[:r, ]) + minsplit(s[r+l:, ]) 



for all r (11 (S)~r<u1 (S)). Let s 0 be the smallest number such that for 

alls (11 (S)~s<u1 (S[:u', ]) 

minsplit(S[:s0 , ]) + minsplit(S[s0+1:u', ]) ~ 

~ minsplit(S[:s, ]) + minsplit(S[s+l:u', ]). 

Then s 0~r0 • 

However, the function minsplit does not have this property. For example, let 

S be the set of concrete domains as given in fig. 6.4, with u 1 (S)=lO and 

11 (S)=l. Then r 0=3 and s 0=4. 

1 
A H 

2 G 

3 B 
J 

4 C 

5 
D I 

fig. 6.4. The set used in remark 6.2. 
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VI.3 SPARSE MATRIX STORAGE TREES OF MINIMUM HEIGHT. 

In the preceding section we saw that an optimw recursive partition of a 

sparse matrix A'can be obtained in polynomial time. The criterion of opti

mality used here concerns the number of mats (diagmats) in a sparse matrix 

storage tree for A as given in V.3. However, we will see that the "optimal

ity" of a recursive partition of A in this sense does not mean that each 

(virtual or concrete) element of A can be retrieved efficiently. Because 

the number of direct subblocks of a block of a sparse matrix storage tree 

for A can be arbitrarily large (i.e., the degree of branching in a sparse 

matrix storage tree is not bounded by a fixed constant), the retrieval time 
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of the (i,j) th element a .. of A is not really linearly dependent on the 
1] \ 

length of the search path of a ..• Therefore, it is more realistic to mea-
1J 

sure the retrieval time of the leaf containing a .. in a sparse matrix stor-
1J 

age tree for A in which each vertex has at most two sons (a binary tree). 

Obviously, if there is a sparse matrix storage tree T for A, then there is 

a binary sparse matrix storage tree for A with at most as many leaves as T. 

The retrieval time of a .. is then linearly dependent on the length of its 
1] 

search path in such a binary sparse matrix storage tree T and therefore, 

is bounded by the height of T. 

In this section we will deal with the following problem: 

Given a set S of concrete domains. Find an S'>S and a binary storage 

tree T for S' such that for each S''>S and for each binary storage tree 

T" for S" we have height(T):i:height(T"). 

We will see in theorem 6.2 that there are sets S for which a tradeoff ex

ists between the height of a storage tree for an S'>S and the cardinality 

of S' and hence a tradeoff between the maximal retrieval time and storage 

requirements of sparse matrices with a sparsity pattern represented by S. 

DEFINITION 6.9. Let S be a set of concrete domains and Ta storage tree 

for S. Tis a binary storage tree for S if each vertex of T has either two 

or zero sons. 

DEFINITION 6.10. Let S be a set of concrete domains. Then the functions 

minheight and mmh are defined as follows: 

minheight(S) = min{height(T) : Tis a binary storage tree for s}, 

mmh(S) = min{minheight(S') : S'>s} 

with minheight(¢)=-1 and min(0)=+oo. 

Note that mmh(S) may well be smaller than minheight(S). Observe that for an 

S'>S with mmh(S)=minheight(S') a storage tree T for S' with minheight(S')= 

height(T) determines for a sparse matrix A with a sparsity pattern repre

sented by Sa recursive partition P that minimizes the length of the longest 

search path in A over all recursive partitions of A. Thus, P yields a sparse 

matrix storage tree for A that is optimal according to the second criterion 

of optimality mentioned in the introduction of this chapter. 
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Proposition 6.8. Lets be a non-empty set of concrete domains. Then 

mmh(S)~2f 2 loglsll-

Proof: Let S'>s be as defined in the proof of proposit~n 6.4. Obviously 

S' can be stored in a binary storage tree of height at most 

f 2loglsll+f 2logjsll- Therefore: 

mmh(S) ~ minheight(S') ~ 2f 21ogjsll-

□ 

Now we will develop an algorithm that, givens, computes mmh(S). Without 

proof we state: 

Proposition 6.9. Let S be a set of concrete domains. 

(i) For each S' c S minheight(S'):::minheight(S), mmh(S')~h(S). 

(ii) For each S' included in S minheight(S')~inheight(S), mmh(S')~h(S). 

DEFINITION 6.11. Let S be a set of concrete domains. 

(i) r 0€ z,; is a minimal horizontal split line of S if for all rE :zz 
max{mmh(S[:r0 , ]), mmh(S[r0+1:, ])} :, max{mmh(S[:r, ]), mmh(S[r+l:, ])}. 

(ii) c0€ :zz is a minimal vertical split line of S if for all cE ~ 

max{mmh(S[ ,:c0]), mmh(S[ ,c0+1:])}:, max{mmh(S[ ,:cl), mmh(S[ ,c+l:])}. 

DEFINITION 6.12. Let S be a set of concrete domains. For i=l,2 we define 

glbi(S) = max{li(B):B€S} 

lubi (S) = min{ui(B):BES} 

max (0)=-00 

min(0)=+oo. 

For minimal horizontal and vertical split lines one can prove a number of 

completely similar propositions. We will state and prove them only for 

minimal horizontal split lines. 

Proposition 6.10. Let S be a set of concrete domains. Let r 0 and r 1~r0 be 

minimal horizontal split lines of S. Then each rE ~ (r0~r~r1) is a minimal 

horizontal split line of s. 
Proof: Let rE :zz with r 0:,r~r1 • 

Leth= max{mmh(S[:r0 , ]), mmh(S[r0+1:, ])}. 

Then h = max{mmh(S[:r1 , ]), mmh(S[r1+1:, ])}. s[:r,] and s[r+l:,] are in

cluded in s[:r1 , ] and s[r0+1:,] respectively. Then 

max{mmh(S[:r, ]), mmh(S[r+l:, ])} :, 

:, max{mmh(S[:r1 , ]), mmh(S[r0+1:, ])} ~ max{h,h} h. 

□ 
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Proposition 6.11. Let S be a set of concrete domains. Let r 0 be the smallest 

integer that is a minimal horizontal split line of S. If such an r 0 exists, 

then there is a BES such that r 0=u1 (B). 

Proof: Analogous to the proof of proposition 6.6(iii). 

□ 

In the same way the largest integer r 1 that is a minimal horizontal split 

line equals r 1=1 1 (B)-1 for some BES, if r 1 exists. 

Proposition 6.12. Let S be a set of concrete domains. 

Let sl = s[ :glbl (S)-1, ], s2 = s[lubl (S)+l: , ]. Let ro and rl be the 

smallest and largest integers that are minimal horizontal split lines of 

s1 , and let s 0 and s 1 be the smallest and largest integers that are minimal 

horizontal split lines of s 2 , respectively. r 0=-00 and r 1=+00 if each rEZG is 

a minimal horizontal split line of s 1 , and s 0=-00 and s 1=+00 if each sE ZG is 

a minimal horizontal split line of s2 • 

Let h1 = max{mmh(s 1 [:r0 , ]), mmh(s 1[r0+1:, ])} ~ 0 and 

h2 = max{mmh(s 2[:s0 , ]), mmh(s 2[s0+1:, ]J} ~ 0. 

(i) Suppose h 1=h2 and -oo<s0~r1<00 • tis a minimal horizontal split line of 

s if and only if s 0 ~t~r 1 . 

(ii) Suppose h 1~h2 , r 0>-00 and mmh(S2 )~h1 . tis a minimal hor~zontal split 

line of s if and only if r 0 ~t~r 1 . 

(iii) Suppose h1~h2 and mmh(S 2 )~h(S1 )=h1 . If there is a cEZG such that 

max{mmh(S[ ,:c]), mmh(S[ ,c+l:])} = h 1-1 

then each tE zz; is a minimal horizontal split line of S, otherwise tis 

a minimal horizontal split line of S if and only if lub1 (S)~t~glb1 (S)-1 

(iv) Suppose h1 =h2 and s 0>r1 . If there is a cE ZG such that 

Proof: 

max{mmh(S[ ,:c]), mmh(S[ ,c+l:])} = h 1 

then each tE zz; is a minimal horizontal split line of s, otherwise tis 

a minimal horizontal split line of S if and only if lub1 (S)~t~glb1 (S)-l 

(i) <=: Let tE zz; with s 0~t~r1 . Then 

mmh (S [: t, ] ) ~ nnnh (S [: r l, ] ) = mmh (S l [ : r l , ] ) ~ h1 , 

mmh(S[t+l:, ]) ~ mmh(S[s 0+1:, ]) = mmh(s 2[s 0+1:, ]) ~ h 1 , 

and thus max{mmh(S[:t, ]), mmh(S[t+l:, ])} ~ h 1 . 



With proposition 6.9, tis a minimal horizontal split line of S. 

~, Suppose tis a minimal horizontal split line of S. Then 

max{mmh(S[:t, ]), mmh(S[t+l:, ])} = h 1 
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and therefore, tis a minimal horizontal split line of both s 1 and s 2 . 

Thus s 0 :at:ar 1 . 

(ii) r 0>-oo, thus lubl (S 2 ):ar0 :ar1:aglb1 (S)-1. With mmh(S 2 ):ah1 , lub1 (S) is a 

minimal horizontal split line of Sand therefore r 0=lub1 (S) and 

mmh(S 1)=h1+1. 

~, Suppose _r0 ~t:ar1 . Then 

max{mmh(S[:t, ]), mmh(S[t+l:, ])} ~ 

~ max{mmh(S 1[:t, ]), mmh(S 2 )} $ max{h1 ,h1} h1 . 

Thus tis a minimal horizontal split line of s. 

~: Suppose t<r0 . Then mmh(S[t+l:, ]) ~ mmh(s1 [t+1:, ]). Because 

t<lub1(s1 ), mmh(S 1 [t+1:, ]) = mmh(S 1 ) h1+1. Thus tis not a minimal 

horizontal split line of S. 

Suppose t>r1 . Then mmh(S[:t, ]) > h1 . Thus tis not a minimal horizon

tal split line of s. 
(iii) Let h1~h2 and mmh(S2 )$mmh(S1 )=h1 . If there is a cE ~ with 

max{mmh(S[ ,:c]), mmh(S[ ,c+l:])} = h1-1, 

then mmh(S)=h1 and clearly each tEz;; is a minimal horizontal split line 

of S. 

If such a c does not exist, mmh(S)=h1+1 and tis a minimal horizontal 

spl.it line of S if and only if lub1 (S)$t$glb1 (S)-1. 

(iv) h1=h2 and s 0>r1 . Then r 1<+oo and s 0>-00 • Thus 

mmh(S 1 )=mmh(S 2)=h1+1 and clearly h1+1$mmh(S):ah1+2. 

Suppose there is a tE z;; with 

max{mmh(S[:t, ]), mmh(S[t+l:, ])} $ h1 . 

Then s 0:at:as 1 and r 0~t:ar1 . Contradiction. Then for each tE~ with 

lub1 (S)~t$glb1 (S)-1 we have max{mmh(S[:t, ]), mmh(S[t+l:, ])}=h1+1. If 

a c exists with max{mmh(S[ ,:c]), mmh(S[ ,c+l:]l}=h1 , then mmh(S)=h1+1 

and (iv) is proved. Otherwise mmh(S)=h1+2 and tis a minimal horizontal 

split line of S implies t>-00 and t<+00 thus lub1 (S)$t$glb1 (S)-1. 

□ 
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Corollary 6.1. Let S, Si (l~i~2), r 0 , r 1 , s 0 , s 1 , h 1 , h 2 as in proposition 

6.12. In the four cases equal to those of proposition 6.12 mmh(S) has the 

following value: 

(i) mmh(S) = mmh (s1 ) = mmh(S 2 ), 

(ii) mmh (S) = mmh (Sl) , 

(iii) if each rE Zl is a minimal horizontal split line of S, then mmh (S) = 

mmh(S 1 ), otherwise mmh(S)=mmh(s 1 )+1, 

(iv) equal to (iii). 

Now we will sketch an algorithm to compute mmh(S). 

Let {x0<x1< ... <xp} {11 (B)-1:BES}U{u1 (B):BES}, 

{y <y < ... <y} {12 (B)-1:BES}U{u2 (B):BES}. 
0 1 q 

Let Sijhk=S[xi+l:xj, ][ ,yh+l:yk]. 

For each S. "hk (O~i<j~p, O~h<k~) we will compute and store the following 
lJ 

labels: 

(i) iglbl, ilubl, iglb2, ilub2 defined as 

xiglbl+l 

yiglb2+l 

glbl (Sijhk)' 

glb2 (Sijhk)' 

xilubl=lubl (Sijhk), 

yilub2=lub2(Sijhk), 

(ii) the sets of integers that are minimal horizontal and vertical split 

lines of Sijhk These can be stored by means of four integers r 0 , 

(iii) 

(iv) 

r 1 , c0 and c 1 , 

mmh(S .. hk), 
lJ 

a boolean EMPTY to denote whether S. "hk is empty or not. 
lJ 

Initialize all labels with a proper value. For each BES give proper values 

to the labels of S .. hk with 
lJ 

Then assign the right values to the labels of S. ·+i h k and S .. h h+l 
1 1 1 1 , 1 1 ] 1 1 

for all i, j, h, k. Observe that the concrete domains of these sets have the 

natural linear ordering because they are mutually disjoint. 

Then, using the same order as in algorithm 6.2, the labels of all other 

SiJ"hk can be computed from the labels of S 
i,iglbl (Sijhk),h,k' 

silubl (S. 'hk) ,j ,h,k' si,j ,h,iglb2 (S. 'hk a nd si,j ,ilub2 (S. "hk) ,k 
lJ lJ lJ 

by means 

of proposition 6.12, corollary 6.1 and (6.16). 
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iglbl (Sijhk) 

iglb2(S .. hk) 
l.J 

ilubl (Sijhk) 

ilub2(Sijhk) 

= max{iglbl (S. . h h+l), 
l., J , , 

= maxhglb2 (S. . +l h k) , 
.1.,1. , , 

= min{ilubl (S. . h h+l), 
.1. I] I I 

= min{ilub2(S. '+l h k), 
1.rl. I I 

iglbl(S .. h+l k)}, 
l., J , ' 

iglb2 (S. +l . h k)}, 
1. , J , , 

ilubl (S. . h+l k)}, 
1., J , ' 

ilub2 (S. +l . h k)}. 
1. , J , , l 

Proposition 6.13. Let S be a set of concrete domains. Then mmh(S) can be 

computed in time o ( Js j 4). 

(6.16) 

Proof: The initialization takes time at most o(Jsl 4 ). To compute the labels 

of one Sijhk using proposition 6.12, corollary 6.1 and (6.16) requires con

stant time. There are at most o(isi 4 ) S .. hk's for which this computation 
l.J 

will be performed. Thus, the total time used by this algorithm is bounded 

by o(jsj 4 ). 

□ 

In proposition 6.8 we saw that mmh(S)~2f 2loglsll. The question arises how 

large the cardinality can be of some S'>S with minheight(S')=mmh(S). As al

ready stated (see VI.1) the storage requirements of a storage tree for S' 

are linear in the cardinality of S'. The following theorem states that there 

are sets S such that there is a small difference in the cardinalities of two 

sets S' ,S">S if and only if there is a small difference of minheight (S') and 

minheight(S"). A consequence of this theorem is that the cardinality of an 

S'>S with minheigth(S')=mmh(S) can be rather large compared with the cardi

nality of S. 

Theorem 6.2. There is a sequence (Sk)k~Z of sets of concrete domains with 

lskl=3k (k~2) such that for each k~2 and s~O 

min{minheight(S') : S'>Sk and is•l~lskl+s} ~ k+2-s. 

Proof: Let A. 
l. 

(2k-2i+l, 

B. (2k-2i+2, 
l. 

C, 
l. 

(2k-2i+4, 

2k-2i+2, 2k-2i+1, 

2k-2i+2, 2k-2i+4, 

2k+2 2k-2i+2, 

2k-2i+2) 

2k+2) 

2k-2i+2) 

l~i~k 

l~i~k 

l~i~k 

Let sk = {A1,A2,····¾•B1,B2,·••1Bk,Cl,c2, ... ,ck} k~l. 

Let s 0=0. For s 7 , see fig. 6.5. 

We define 
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Proof of claim 1: Let l~p~. Sp is included in Sk. From sk>sk with 

iskl~lskl+s an s.;rsp can be derived such that 

(i) minheight(s;)!iininheight(Sk), 

(ii) ls•l~ls l+s. p p 
Then mh(Sk 1s)Qllh(Sp,s). 

Claim 2: mh(Sk 1 s)Qnh(Sk,s+l) for each k~l, s~O. 

Proof of claim 2: 

Trivial because {minheight(S') : S'>sk and ls•l~lskl+s} is a subset of 

{minheight(S') : S'>sk and is•l~lskl+s+l}. 

A7 
B7 I 

,- A6 
B6 I 

,- AS 
BS I 

,- A4 
B4 I 

~ A3 c7 
B3 I 

c6 

- A2 cs I B2 I 
c4 

Al -
~ c3 

c2 

- ,....__ ,....__ - ,....__ - [] 

fig. 6.5. Sk for k=7 as used in the proof of theorem 6.2. 
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Claim 3: mh(Sk 1 0)=k+2 for each kG2. (6.17) 

Proof of claim 3: Clearly mh(Sk,O)=minheight(Sk). We will prove this claim 

by induction. For k=l, mh(Sk,0)=2 whereas mh(Sk,0)=4 for k=2. Suppose (6.17) 

holds for k=2,3, ••• ,m. Let Tm+l be a binary storage tree for Sm+l" Obviously, 

such a Tm+l exists. Let the root of Tm+l have two sons t 1 and t 2 • 

symmetry we can assume that there is a cE ~ such that Tm+l (t1) is 

storage tree for Sm+l[ ,:cl and Tm+l (t2) for Sm+l[ ,c+l:l. 

Because of 

a binary 

Because leaves(Tm+l)=Sm+l' c must be equal to c=2. Then leaves(Tm+l (t2 )) in

cludes Sm (if Sm is shifted right and downwards in the plane) and therefore 

we have: 

height(Tm+l)~l+mh(Sm,O) for each binary storage tree Tm+l for Sm+l" 

Thus mh(Sm+l'O)Gl+mh(Sm,O) and by induction mh(Sm+l'O)G(m+1)+2. Moreover, 

there is a binary storage tree for Sm+l with height m+3. Hence claim 3 is 

proved. 

To prove the theorem we will induct on k ands. The theorem holds for kG2 

and s=O (claim 3). Clearly it holds for k=2 and s~O. Suppose it holds for 

s=O, ••• ,q-1 (q,1) and k=2, ••• ,m (m~2). It suffices to prove now that 

mh(Sm,q)ian+2-q. 

Let T be a binary storage tree for some S'>S with is•l~ls l+q. If such a m m m m 
T does not exist, mh(Sm,q)=+oo. Thus we assume that T exists. Let the root 

of T have two sons t 1 and t 2 ; let T1=T(t1 ) and T2=T(t2). Without loss of 

generality we can assume that there is a cE ~ such that leaves(T1)>Sm[ ,:cl 

and leaves(T2 )>Sm[ ,c+l:l. With a reasoning as in the proof of proposition 

6.11 we can assume that c=2,4,6,8, ••• , i.e., c=u2 (Aj) for some j (l~j~). 

Then S [ ,:cl includes S . and S [ ,c+l:l includes S. 1 • Because 
m m-J m ~-

lleaves(T)i~lsml+q we have lleaves(T1)j+jleaves(T2) l~lsml+q. Moreover, 

I leaves (T2) I ian+2 (j-1) and I leaves (T1 ) I ~3m-3 (j-1 )-1. Thus m+2 (j-1) +3m-3 (j-1 )-1 ::a 

3m+q and we have 

m-j~. 

If for some p (O~p~-m+j), l1eaves(T2 )i=lsm[ ,c+l:ll+p then l1eaves(T1 ) I~ 

Is [ ,:cll+q-m+j-p. Because S [ ,c+l:l includes S. 1 , we have that m m J-

(6 .18) 
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S [ ,:c] includes S . and hence 
m m-J 

height(T1 )<anh(S .,q-m+j-p). 
m-J 

(6.18) and (6.19) lead to 

height(T) = 1+max{height(T2 ), height(T1 )} ~ 

(6.19) 

~l+min{min{max{mh(S. 1 ,p), mh(S .,q-m+j-p)}: O~p~-m+j}: l~j~ and q-m+j~Q}. 
J- m-J 

This holds for every binary storage tree T with at most Is l+q leaves and m 
leaves(T)>S . Thus: 

m 

mh(Sm,q) ~ 

~l+min{min{max{mh(S. 1 ,p), mh(S .,q-m+j-p)}: O~p~-m+j}: l~j~ and q-m+j~O} 
J- m-J 

and by induction: 

mh(S ,q) ~ l+min{min{max{j+l-p, 2m+2-q+p-2j}: O~p~q-m+j}: l~j~ and j<an-q}. 
m 

Now we will find a lowerbound for 

v1 = min{min{max{j+l-p, 2m+2-q+p-2j}: O~p~q-m+j}: l~j~ and j~q+l and j~-q} 

With j~q+l we have 3j+q-2m-1~2q-2m+2j. With 2p~2q-2m+2j this leads to 

3j+q-2m-1~2p and thus j+1-p~2m-q+p-2j+2. Then 

v1 = min{min{j+l-p 

= min{j+l-q+m-j 

O~p~-m+j} : l~j~ and j~q+l and j<an-q} 

l~j~ and j~q+l and j<an-q} 

= min{m+l-q: l~j~ and j~q+l and j<an-q} 

c: m+l-q (if min(¢)= +oo). 

Next we will find a lowerbound for 

v2 = min{min{max{j+l-p, 2m+2-q+p-2j} O~p~-m+j} 

With j<q+l, 3j+q-2m-1<2(q+j-m). 

If 2p~3j+q-2m-1 then j+1-p~2m+2-q+p-2j. 

If 2p>3j+q-2m-1 then j+1-p<2m+2-q+p-2j. Substituting this in v2 yields 



v 2 = min{min{min{j+l-p: 0~2p~3j+q-2m-1} 

,min{2m+2-q+p-2j : 3j+q-2m~2p~2q-2m+2j} 

} : l~j~ and m-q~j~} 

= min{min{j+1-L 3j+q;2m-1J, 2m+2-q-2j+f 3j+~-2ml} : l~j~ and m~q~j~} 

= min{min{m+1-Lj+~-l J, m-q+2+fq;jl} : l~j~ and m-q~j~} 

~ min{min{m+1-L 2q;1J, m-q+2} : l~j:fui and m-q~j~} 

= min{m+l-(q-1), m-q+2} = m+2-q. 

Then mh(Sm,q) ~ 1+min{v1 ,v2} ~ m+2-q. 
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Thus the theorem holds for s=q and k=m and by induction it holds for every 

s~O and k~2. 

0 

Corollary 6.2. Let (Sk)k~2 be as in theorem 6.2. Let Tk be a binary storage 

tree for Sk>S~ i~c, that height (Tk)~2f 2 1oglsk11. 

Then jsk.l~lskl++ +2-2f 21ogjskll-

Proof: Suppose there is a k~2 and a binary storage tree Tk for Sk>Sk such 

that height(Tk)~2f 2 logjskll and jskl~lskj+isk! +2-2f 21ogjskll-1, 
3 

and by definition 

0 

Conclusion. In this chapter we have considered several problems concerning 

optimal sparse matrix storage trees. We have shown that there are sparse ma-
3 trices A of n mats of which each sparse matrix storage tree has~ mats. 

We have presented three polynomial time algorithms: 

(i) one to test whether an arbitrary sparse matrix A of n mats has a 

sparse matrix storage tree of n mats, 

(ii) one to find for an arbitrary sparse matrix a sparse matrix storage 

tree with a minimum number of leaves, 
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(iii) one to find for an arbitrary sparse matrix a binary sparse matrix 

storage tree of minimum height. 

These algorithms run in time O(n2), O(n5 ) and O(n4), respectively, for sparse 

matrices consisting of n mats. The exponents of these polynomial time bounds 

are rather high. It should be interesting to design more efficient algorithms 

or to prove that no better time bounds can really be achieved. 

In theorem 6.2 we have shown that there is a tradeoff between the number of 

vertices and the height of a binary sparse matrix storage tree: there are ma

trices A for which a decrease in the height of a sparse matrix storage tree 

for A can only be obtained by an increase in the number of vertices of the 

tree. 

The results presented in this chapter will also appear in [79]. 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUITABILITY OF TORRIX-SPARSE FOR SYMBOLIC LU DECOMPOSITION 

In chapter V we have designed a system TORRIX-SPARSE for manipulating 

sparse matrices. In this chapter we will test the suitability of TORRIX

SPARSE in case it is used to manipulate sparse matrices in the typical nu

merical application of LU decomposition. In chapter II we explained the LU 

decomposition of a matrix A as a direct method to solve a linear system 

Ax b (7.1) 

For additional details concerning the LU decomposition we refer to (73] or 

any other treatise on numerical linear algebra. 

In case the matrix A is sparse the process of solving (7.1) can be built up 

in five stages (cf. (63]): 

(i) Find permutation matrices P and Q such that PAQ has a zero-free main 

diagonal. 

(ii) Find a permutation matrix R such that RPAQR-l is of block lower tri

angular form. 

(iii) Perform a symbolic LU decomposition of RPAQR- 1 , i.e., create matrices 

L' and U' in computer memory such that L' and U' have the following 

properties 

1. ,;tQ if and only if the (' ·/h element of L' is concrete, 
l.J 

J.,J 

u. ,;tQ if and only if the 
J.J 

(' ·/h J.,J element of U' is concrete. 

Thus the fill (as defined in II.3.1) is determined and matrices are 

built up in computer memory containing locations for all non-zero 

elements of the factors Land U. In order to lower the size of the 

fill the matrix RPAQR-l may be permuted. Then permutation matrices 
-1 -1 

Sand T can be found such that SRPAQR T and RPAQR have the same 

block lower triangular form. The symbolic LU decomposition will be 
-1 performed on SRPAQR T. 
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-1 
(iv) Perform a numerical LU decomposition of SRPAQR T and assign values 

to the concrete elements of L' and U' such that these matrices will 

become Landu. If this LU decomposition is numerically unstable, 

additional row- and column-permutations may have to be performed and 

it may be necessary to perform the preceding stage once again. As for 

the problem how to determine and to control numerical unstability we 

refer to [80] and [63]. 

(v) Backsolve the systems 

Ly= b and Ux = y. 

In case A is symmetric and positive definite, each main diagonal element of 

A is positive and P=Q=I in stage (i). 

Observe that in the stages (i), (ii) and (iii) one does not compute with the 

scalar values of A; in these stages only the sparsity pattern of A is in

volved. The symbolic LU decomposition and the determination of the permuta

tion matrices Sand Tin stage (iii) may be done simultaneously, depending 

on the algorithm used to solve the latter problem. 

This division into stages is suited well for the case that (7.1) must be 

solved for several matrices with the same sparsity pattern: P, Q, R, Sand 

T can be used in these three stages for all matrices. Often stages (iii) 

and (iv) are performed simultaneously for the first matrix. Thus, permuta

tion matrices V and Ware obtained such that for this matrix A the LU de

composition of VRPAQR- 1w is numerically stable. For the subsequent matrices 

these same five permutation matrices are used and the stages (i) and (ii) 

will be skipped. 

With the data structure provided by TORRIX-SPARSE we are interested in algo

rithms for the stages (i) to (v) that exploit the block-structured storage 

scheme as well as the fact that non-zero elements are stored in mats and 

diagmats. As for the stages (i) to (iii) this means that we are interested 

in algorithms that are block oriented and in which the sparsity pattern of 

the matrix is considered a set of concrete domains rather than a set of non

zero matrix elements. Hopefully the time complexity of such algorithms does 

not depend on the number of non-zero elements but on the number of mats, 

diagmats and the size of the recursive partition of the matrix A. In VII.1 

we will deal with algorithms for stage (i), in VII.2 with algorithms for 

stage {ii) and in VII.3 with algorithms for the symbolic LU decomposition 
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in stage (iii). We will not deal with the other stages. Block methods are 

straightforward from the programming point of view and are already studied 

well in the literature (cf. [13] and [35]). In all sections we assume that 

A is non-singular and stored in an spmat without structurally equal blocks 

and that all concrete elements of A are non-zero. It is not necessary to 

take structurally equal blocks into account because in general they cannot 

be retained during an LU decomposition. 

VII.1 APPLICABILITY OF TORRIX-SPARSE FOR PERMUTING A MATRIX TO ZERO-FREE 

MAIN DIAGONAL FORM. 

In stage (i) (see the introduction of this chapter) permutation matrices P 

and Q must be found for the given matrix A such that PAQ has a zero-free 

main diagonal. This problem reduces to the well-known maximum matching pro

blem in bipartite graphs, which has already been studied in literature (cf. 

e.g. [19], [44] and [51]). Although each algorithm on matrices can be im

plemented in TORRIX-SPARSE, the implementations are not necessarily efficient 

(see V.1.2). Therefore, we will present modifications of the algorithm ex

plained in [51] ch. 5 sect. 5 to fit it to the TORRIX-SPARSE system, i.e., 

the modified algorithm uses the block-structured storage scheme as well as 

the fact that non-zero elements are stored in mats and diagmats. First we 

will review the necessary preliminaries and explain the algorithm of [51] 

ch. 5 sect. 5, then we will present the modifications and finally we will 

analyze the modified algorithm. 

DEFINITION 7.l(cf. [63]). Let A=(a .. )1<. ·< be a matrix of scalars. A 
1.J -1.,J-n 

transversal of A is a set of elements {a .. , ... ,a .. } such that 
1.l ,Jl 1.p,Jp 

(i) a ;tQ (l;sq;sp) and 
i 'j q q 

(ii) i ;ti 
q r 

and . ;t . 
Jq Jr ( 1 ;sq<r;sp) . 

Every two elements of a transversal of A are in different rows and different 

columns of A. Thus: 

Lemma 7.1. Let A have a transversal of p elements. Then there are permutation 

matrices P and Q such that the first p elements of the main diagonal of PAQ 

are non-zero. 
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Lemma 7.2(cf. [22]). Let A be an nxn matrix of real numbers. If A is non

singular, then A contains a transversal of n elements. 

Assuming that A is non-singular, the problem of finding a transversal of n 

elements can also be formulated as a matching problem for bipartite graphs. 

DEFINITION 7.2(cf. [19] and [51]). Let G=(V,E) be a graph. A set F::. Eis a 

matching if for all f,gEF (f~g) there is no xEV such that f and g are both 

incident to x. Fis a maximum matching if for all matchings F' in G, \F'\~\F\ 

The maximum matching problem for a bipartite graph G=(VR,VC,E) is to find 

a maximum matching of G (cf. [51]). If G is the bipartite graph for which 

M(G) has the same sparsity pattern as A (for the definition of M(G) we refer 

to III.1.1), then a (maximum) transversal of A determines a (maximum) matchin, 

in G and vice versa. There are several algorithms to find a maximum matching 

in a bipartite graph (see e.g. [19], [44] and (51]). We will concentrate on 

the algorithm in [51) ch. 5 sect. 5 that reduces the maximum matching problem 

for bipartite graphs to the maximum network flow problem. 

DEFINITION 7.3(cf. [51)). Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph and M::. Ea 

matching in G. A path n=(x0 , ••• ,x2m+l) in G is an augmenting path relative 

to M if (x2i_1 ,x2i)EM (1~i~) and no edge of Mis incident to x0 or x2m+l· 

THEOREM 7.1(cf. [51]). Let G=(VR,VC,E) be a bipartite graph and Mc Ea 

matching.Mis a maximum matching if and only if G does not contain an aug

menting path relative to M. 

The algorithm presented in [51) ch. 5 sect. 5 consists of a number of steps 

such that in step k a matching Mk with \Mk\=k will be found. The algorithm 

starts with the empty matching. In each step k three cases can be distin

guished: 

Case 1. There is an edge eEE such that Mk_ 1u{e} is a matching. 

Case 2. There is an augmenting path TI=(x0 ,x1 , ••• ,x2m+ll (m~1) relative to 

~-l" Then: 

is a matching and \~\=\~_1 \+1. 

Case 3. Neither case 1 nor case 2 is satisfied. Then Mk-l is a maximum 

matching and the algorithm terminates. 
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With proper algorithms for the first two cases this algorithm is a polynomial 

time algorithm (cf. [51)). 

To find a maximum transversal of a matrix A we shall reformulate the matching 

algorithm for the associated bipartite graph in terms of A. 

DEFINITION 7.4. Let A=(a .. ) 1<· ·< be a matrix of scalars, pElN (Q;;ap;;an) and 
l.J =l.,J=n 

a, .~O (l;;ai;;ap). A p-augmenting path TI of A of length m (m~l) is a sequence J.l. 
(a. . ,a. . , ... ,a. . ) such that 

io,Jo i1,J1 i2m-2'J2m-2 
(i) a. . ~o (O;;aq;;a2m-2) 

J.q,Jq 

(ii) iO;;ap<jO and i2m-2>p~j2m-2 

(iii) i =j (O;;,q;;,rn-2) 2q+1 2q+l 
(iv) i =i and q<r imply q=r-1 and q r 

jq=jr and q<r imply q=r-1 

(v) i =i 2q 2q+l 
(O;;,q;;,rn-2) and (j2q-1=j2q (1;;,q;;,rn-1). 

For an example of an 11-augrnenting path of length 5, see fig. 7.1. If 

Clii~O (l;;ai;;ap) then A has a transversal of p elements. If in addition, A has 

x ◄ 

• X 

x-x j X 

x-x 
X t 

X--f--►X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

fig. 7.1. 

X 

An 11-augrnenting path 

of length 5 in a sparse 

matrix. 

a p-augrnenting path then A contains a transversal of p+l elements and (with 

lemma 7.1) A can be permuted so as to have non-zero values in the first p+l 

positions of the main diagonal. 

Now we will reformulate the matching algorithm in terms of the matrix A 
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(which we assume to be non-singular). The matrix obtained in step k (1$k$n) 

will be denoted as A(k). It is a permutation of A and it has non-zero elements' 
. . f . . d' 1 A(O) A d A(k) ( k ) 1 in the first k pos1t1ons o 1ts main 1agona. Let = an = aij l$i,j$r. 

with a~.~O (1$i$k)'. In step k (1$k$n) we distinguish the following two cases: 
11 

Case 1. There is an (i,j) with i,j~k and a~~1~o. Then this element can be per-

muted to position (k,k), obtaining A(k)_ 
1) 

Case 2. If A(k-l) does not satisfy case 1, then there is a (k-1)-augmenting 
---. (k-1) 
path 1n A • Thus A contains a transversal of k elements and therefore can 

be permuted (obtaining A(k)) such that the main diagonal of A(k) has non-zero 

values in its first k positions. 

This algorithm is a polynomial time algorithm because it is a reformulation 

of the polynomial time matching algorithm. 

In [40] several heuristics are proposed to postpone the necessity of explor

ing case 2. These heuristics involve the choice of a non-zero element in 

A(k-l) (1$k$n) if A(k-l) contains several non-zero elements with both indices 

greater than k-1. The heuristics were designed with the purpose of yielding 

an A(k) with many non-zero elements with both indices greater thank. With A 

stored in an spmat a as defined in TORRIX-SPARSE we propose the following 

two heuristics that may be more suitable for this storage scheme: 

(i) Heuristic H. If A(k-l) contains an element with both indices greater than 

k-1, then this element is a concrete element of a mat m or diagmat d. If m 

contains r rows and c columns and all elements of m have both indices (with 

respect to A(k-l)) greater thank, then it is worthwhile to permute m to the 

main diagonal of A(k-l). Thus, if the first p elements of the main diagonal 

of A(k-l) are non-zero, then the first p+min(r,c) elements of the main diag

onal of A(k) are non-zero. Permuting A(k-l) such that m will be in the right 

position, hardly requires more computation time than exchanging two columns 

and two rows, because block exchanges can be applied. A similar action can 
(k-1) be performed if A contains a diagmat in its right lower part. 

(ii) Weight heuristic. Suppose the spmat a is a block B partitioned into 

(B .. ) 1<·< l<'<. Each block B .. can be considered a sparse matrix by itself 
1J =1=P, =J=q 1J 

and can be searched for transversals. If each block B .. (1$i$p,1$j~) con-
1) 

tains a transversal of at least w .. elements, then we can try to find a 
1) 

transversal of the matrix (w .. ) 1<·< l<'<.r. with maximum sum. This problem 
1J =1=P, =J =~ 



is called the weighted bipartite matching problem and a polynomial time 

algorithlil for it has been given in [51]. 

Lemma 7.3. Let A be a matrix partitioned into (A .. ) 1<·< l<·<~• Let A .. 
iJ =i=P, =J=':1. iJ 
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(l~i~p,l~j~q) have a transversal of w .. elements. Let W=(w .. ) 1<·< i<·< 
iJ iJ =i=P, =J=q 

have a weighted matching (or transversal) with sum w. Then A has a trans-

versal of w elements. 

Proof: Let {w .. , ••. ,w .. } be the transversal of W with maximum sum w. 
il ,Jl ir,Jr 

Then the union of the transversals of A .. (l~h~r) is a transversal of A 
ih,Jh 

and contains w elements. 

□ 

The algorithm for the weight heuristic can now easily be explained. After 

step k (kGO) the first Nk elements of the main diagonal of the spmat a are 

non-zero (with Nk>Nk-l (kGl)). Suppose after step k a contains a block B 

with bounds [Nk+l:n,Nk+l:n]. Then compute the weight wB of B bottom-up 

using the weighted matching algorithm. The weight of a mat m equals 

l+min (1 ~ m - 1 li,i!:_ m, 2 upb m - 2 lwb m) ; the weight of a diagmat d 

is at least max{upb d[i] - lwb d[i] +l : lwb d ~i~ upb d}, but a better 

approximation of the cardinality of a maximum transversal could be used also 

(provided for example by the matching algorithm); the weight of a partitioned 

block can be computed with the weighted matching algorithlil applied to the 

matrix of weights of its direct subblocks. 

Let wB be the weight of B. If wB=O, then B does not contain any non-zero 

element and one must search for an augmenting path in a. If wB~O, then with 

a number of cyclic row-permutations, cyclic column-permutations and block 

exchanges, wB non-zero elements of B can be permuted to the main diagonal 

of B such that Nk+l=Nk+wB. With this heuristic we may obtain the following: 

(i) The search for an augmenting path in a is postponed until absolutely 

necessary. Of course the weighted matching algorithm uses augmenting 

paths, but in the way we applied this algorithm, these are "paths" of 

direct subblocks. Given a block, its direct subblocks can efficiently 

be accessed. 

(ii) Hopefully not too many mats and diagmats are split into smaller ones 

(i.e., replaced by slices). This may also be of importance for finding 

the block lower triangular form of an spmat (see VII.2). 
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How large can the subsequent numbers Nk of non-zero elements on the main 

diagonal be? In this heuristic algorithm the computation time of the weight 

of a block B depends only on the size of the recursive partition of Band 

of the number of vecs in diagmats contained in B. Given a recursive partition 

of the matrix the total running time of the weight heuristic will be low if 

the sequence (Nk)k~l increases fast. 

THEOREM 7.2. For each E>0 there is an nEJN and a non-singular nxn matrix A 

which can be stored in an spmat a 

Proof: Let E>0, cEJN\{0} and pEJN 

in such a way that N1<En. 

with ~E. Let M be any non-singular 
2P-

cxc matrix with non-zero main diagonal elements. Let A be the matrix defined 

by (see also fig. 7.2): 

- A is of size c.2P x c.2P, 

A is partitioned into A=(A .. ) 1 < .. <2P with each A .. (1~i,j~2p) of size 
lJ -l,J- lJ 

cxc, 

- A =M if 1~i~2p-l and j=2(i-1)+1, 
ij 

=M if 2p-l<i~2p and j=2(i-2p-l), 

=0 otherwise. 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

M 

fig. 7.2. A as used in the proof 

of theorem 7.2 with p=3. 

A can be stored in an spmat a as follows: each non-partitioned block of a 

corresponds to one A .. and each partitioned block B of a has four direct lJ ---
subblocks and the number of rows and colUD1ns in Bare equal. Without proof 

we state: 

Let B be a subblock of a or a itself; then there are p 1 , p 2 and qEJN 

such that the bounds of Bare: 
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bnds(B) = [c.p1 .2q+l : c(p1+1).2q 

with O~p1<2p--q' O~p2<2p-q and O~~p. 

(7.2) 

Claim: Let B be a subblock of a. If Bis unequal to a, then weight(B)~c. 

Proof of claim: We will prove this claim by induction on the size of B. Let 

B have bounds as given in (7.2). Because Bis unequal to a, q<p. 

For p=O, Bis not partitioned and is either Mor does not contain any non

zero elements. Thus, weight(B)~c. Suppose (by induction) that the claim 

holds for all subblocks of a with size at most c.2q-lxc.2q-l (qGl). We have 

to prove the claim for B with size c.2qxc.2q. There are two cases: p 1.2q<2p-l 
q p-1 

and p 1 .2 G2 • We will only deal with the first case. The second case can be 

dealt with in a similar way. Thus, let p 1 .2q<2p-l_ Then B contains the sub

matrices Aij (p1 .2q+l~i~(p1+1).2q, p 2 .2q+l~j~(p2+1).2q). Let B be partitioned 

into (B .. ) 1<. ·<2 1) =11)= 

B= 

We will prove now: 

I 
I 

Bll I B12 
I 

- - - -1- - - - -
I 

B21 I B22 
I 
I 

If B11 or B12 contains an M then B21 and B22 do not contain any concrete 

element. Assume B11 contains an M. Thus there are 

· · (1<· ' <2q-l) 'th 2 ( 2q+· 1)+1 2q+· 1 o·Jo = 1 o•Jo= w1 P1 · 1 0- = P2• Jo• 
With (7.3): 1-2q ~ j 0-2i0 = (2.p1-p2 )2q-1 ~ 2q-l_2 and therefore 

1 1 2.p1-p2 ~ 2 - -. Because p 1 ,p2Em and qGl, we have 0~2p1-p2~o and thus 
2q 

j 0-2i0=-1. Assume B21 or B22 contains an M; thus, there are 

(i,j) with l~j~2q, 2q-l+l~i~2q and 2(p1 .2q+i-1)+1=p2.2q+j. 

(7 .3) 

Then (with 2p1=p2 ) we have 2i-l=j. (7.4) 

On the other hand j<2q+1=2.2q-l+2-1~2i-l and hence 2i-l~j, contradicting 

(7.4). Therefore, neither B21 not B22 contains an M. 

In a similar way it can be proven that if B12 contains an M, then neither 

B21 nor B22 contains an M. Then 

weight(B) = max{weight(B .. ) 
1) 

This ends the proof of the claim. 
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If each subblock of a has a weight less than or equal to c, then the weight 

of a itself is at most 2c. The submatrices A11 and A can be chosen to 
2P,2P 

be diagonal blocks of the permuted a. Thus after the permutation a contains 

2c non-zero elements on its main diagonal. The values of c and p where chosen 

in such a way that 

2c 
number of rows of A< E. 

□ 

For the matrix A of the proof of theorem 7.2 we have only found an upperbound 

for N1 • Whether k.2c is an upperbound for Nk (k~2) for this matrix A depends 

on the change in the recursive partition of a after the permutation by which 

a obtains N1 non-zero elements on its main diagonal. The required permutation 

is not unique and, moreover, we have not indicated in which way a permutation 

changes the recursive partition. 

In the weight heuristic we have separated clearly the execution of the permu

tations and the part in which the weight of a block will be computed. If 

during a permutation the recursive partition of a block changes, it may be 

worthwhile to perform once again the weighted matching algorithm for this 

block. If this leads to an increase in its weight and it was chosen as one 

of the bZocks in the "block"-transversal, then the weight of the spmat will 

increase. This, for example, holds for the spmat used in the proof of theo

rem 7.2. 

The matrix A and its representation in the spmat a as used in the proof of 

theorem 7.2, is possible in the TORRIX-SPARSE system. However, it would be 

in bad taste to search for a transversal of an spmat with so many redundant 

partition lines. We can make each partition line to a useful one if each 

submatrix A. . (except those that equal M) contains a lxl mat. Then the weight 
1] --

p Nl 2P-2+2c 
of a will be 2 -2+2c and with p and c large enough we have ::....--~ <E. 

c.2P c.2P 

Conclusion. In this section we have proposed two heuristics to find a maximum 

transversal of a sparse matrix. Heuristic His only a minor modification of 

the maximum matching algorithm of [51] ch. 5 sect. 5. The weight heuristic 

is block oriented. There are matrices A for which only an arbitrarily small 

portion of the main diagonal becomes zero free after the first part of the 

weight heuristic, even if A contains no redundant partition lines. For the 
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later part the results may depend severely on how the recursive partition 

will be changed as the result of row- and column-permutations. 

VII.2 APPLICABILITY OF TORRIX-SPARSE FOR PERMUTING A MATRIX TO SQUARE 

BLOCK TRIANGULAR FORM. 

Given a matrix A=(a .. ) 1<. ·< with a .. 7'0 (1$i$n) we will test the suitability 
iJ =i,J=n ii _ 1 

of TORRIX-SPARSE for finding a permutation matrix R such that RAR is of 

square block triangular form with as many main diagonal blocks as possible. 

For this purpose we will present in this section a block-oriented algorithm 

to find R. 

For the explanation of this algorithm we have to review some definitions con

cerning directed graphs (see also V.3.2). 

Let G=(V,E) be a directed graph. G is strongly connected if there is a path 

from v tow for all v,wEV. Let V'c V. The subgraph G(V') of G is the graph 

(V',E(V')) with E(V')={(v,w) : v,wEV' and (v,w)EE}. G(V') is a strongly 

connected component of G if and only if G(V') is strongly connected and 

G(V") is not strongly connected for each V"~ V with v•~ V". Let P={v1 , ... ,vp} 

be a partition of V. The quotient graph (cf. [35]) GI =(W,E) consists of p 
~------ p p 

vertices w1 , ... ,w and edges E ={ (w. ,w.) : i7'j and there are v ,w (vEV. ,wEV.) 
p p i J i J 

with (v,w)EE}. 

As for (undirected) graphs (see III.1.1) one can define the adjacency matrix 

M(G) of a directed graph G=(V,E). With V={v 1 , ... ,vn} M(G) is the nxn {0,1}

matrix (m .. ) 1<. ·< with 
iJ =i,J=n 

m .. =1 
ii 

m .. =1 
iJ 

=0 

(1$i$n), 

if (v . , v . ) EE, 
i J 

if (v. ,v. )li'.E and i7'j. 
i J 

In [68] an algorithm is given to determine the strongly connected components 

of an arbitrary directed graph G=(V,E) in time O(jvJ+JEj). Observe that this 

bound is the complexity of this problem: in order to explore every edge and 

every vertex of G at least O(jvJ+JEj) time is required. 

Let A=(a .. ) 1<. ·< be a matrix with a,,7'0 (1$i$n). If we do not take into 
iJ =i, J=n ~~ 

account the numerical values of the elements of A but only its sparsity 

pattern, A can be considered the adjacency matrix of a directed graph GA 
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Moreover, if A is represented in an spmat a of which all main diagonal block 

are square, then each main diagonal block b of a represents the adjacency ma: 

trix of a subgraph Gb of GA. The problem of finding a permutation matrix R 

such that RAR-l is of square block triangular form with a maximum number of 

main diagonal blocks, is equivalent to the problem of determining the strong~ 
-1 . 

ly connected components of GA (cf. [69)). The main diagonal blocks of RAR 

are the adjacency matrices of the strongly connected components of GA. If i 

we formulate the algorithm of [68) in terms of the representation a of G we I 
A , 

do not obtain a block-oriented algorithm. For such an algorithm the following 

two lemmas can be used. Without proof we state: 

Lemma 7.4. Let G=(V,E) be a directed graph •. Let {v1 , ••• ,v} be a partition 
1 p·n j 

of v. Let each Vi (l~i~n) be partitioned into { V. , •.. , V. J.} such that G (V. ) 
J. J. J. 

is a strongly connected component of G(Vi). If w =: V and G(W) is a str~ngly 

connected component of G 

or v?nw=fl). 
then for all i (l~i~n) and j (l~j~p.) either v~ c W 

J. J. -

J. 

L 7 5 Vj b · l -{ 1 __ Pl 1 1 emma •• Let G, vi, i e as in emma 7.4. Let P- v1 , .•. ,"i ,v2 , .•. ,vn, 

•.. ,vPn}. Let GI have vertices (w~)i<·< i<·< corresponding to 
n P J. =J.=n, =J=Pi 

A strongly connected component of G consists of the verti-

"f jl jk and only i w. , ... ,w. form a strongly connected 
J.1 J.k 

These lemmas lead to the following recursive algorithm to permute the spmat a 

to square block triangular form: 

algorithm 7.1. (Square block triangular form) 

algorithm BTF = (block b): 

E:£ it is assumed that b has bounds [h:k,h:k] and that all main diagonal 

elements of a are non-zero; bis a block of a and each partitioned square 

block of a has a square partition. co 
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case b 

in (ref mat): co all elements of bare non-zero and therefore bis already 

of square block triangular form. co 

, (ref diagmat): 

9.. apply some algorithm to permute rows and columns of a such that bis 

in square block triangular form 

E!.. 
, (ref rectbZock bb): 

(for i to 1 upb ( subb locks qJ_ bb J 

) 

do BTF((sub~Zocks qj_ bb)[i,iJ); let the partition of 

(subbZocks qj_ bb)[i,iJ correspond to the partition of 

(subbZocks qj_ bb)[i,i] in square block triangular form. 

od; 

c form the quotient graph G according to the partitions of the main 

diagonal direct subblocks of b; 

perform the algorithm of [68] to G; 

permute a such that the partition of b gives a square block 

triangular form to b 

, (ref bandbZock): 

E!.. similar to the case that bis partitioned rectangularly~ 

esac 

In order to have an efficient implementation of this algorithm we introduce 

the following concept: 

DEFINITION 7.5. Let a be an spmat. The bounds tree of a consists of a copy 

of the tree of a in which the leaves contain the concrete domains (and not 

the concrete-arrays) of the mats and diagmats of the corresponding leaves 

in the tree of a. 

Thus a bounds tree represents the sparsity pattern of an spmat. 

Using bounds trees quotient graphs can be created efficiently. All changes 

in the recursive partition of a bounds tree can be performed as efficiently 

as on the corresponding spmat and even more efficiently if deletion of 

(redundant) partition lines are involved by which mats and diagmats are 
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replaced by their sum(s). Thus algorithm BTF can be implemented using bounds 

trees. The permutations obtained with each recursive call must be retained 

and when the application of BTF has finished, the overall permutation can 

be applied to the spmat. 

Actually the weight heuristic (see VII.1) can also be implemented for a 

bounds tree. 

Given a graph G and a partition P of its vertices the time used to determine 

the quotient graphs G/P in algorithm 7.1 is at most quadratic in the number of 

vertices of G/p" A reduction in time used by BTF (compared with the time used 

by the algorithm of [68] can be obtained if the subsequent quotient graphs G/P 

as they occur in BTF have far less vertices than G. Unfortunately there are 

spmats a of which the subsequent quotient graphs G/P do not differ from G. For 

example, if all main diagonal subblocks of a are lower triangular matrices. 

Conclusion. In this section we have presented a block-oriented algorithm 

to permute a matrix to square block triangular form. The worst-case time 

analysis is somewhat disappointing, though for many matrices this proposed 

heuristic will not behave so badly as in the case of (permuted) lower trian

gular matrices. 

VII.3 APPLICABILITY OF TORRIX-SPARSE FOR COMPUTING THE FILL IN LU 

DECOMPOSITION. 

Let A=(a .. ) 1<. ·< be a non-singular matrix with a .. 70 (1~i~n) and assume 
iJ =i,J=n ii 

A cannot be permuted to square block lower triangular form with more than 

one main diagonal block. Then A can be factored into 

A=L.U (7.5) 

with L=(l .. ) 1<. ·< and U=(u .. ) 1<. ·< of lower and upper triangular form, 
iJ =i,J=n iJ =i,J=n 

respectively. Row- and column-permutations may be needed in order to obtain 

a numerically stable factorization or to decrease the number of non-zero 

elements in Landu. We assume that the permutations to decrease the number 

of non-zero elements in Land U have already been performed (cf. e.g. [35], 

[63] and [69]). Usually the data structure for A is overwritten with the 

elements of Land U while decomposing A (cf. [35] and [63]). Thus it may be 

appropriate first to make concrete those elements a .. of A for which either 
iJ 
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1 .. or u .. will be non-zero (the fill). In this section we will show how 
l.J l.J 

advantage can be taken from the specific storage schemes of TORRIX-SPARSE 

in case the fill must be computed. Numerical cancellation cannot be taken 

into account except in case the numerical factorization is performed at once. 

We assume that all stored elements of A are non-zero. 

We have the following equations for the elements of Landu (see also II.3.1): 

Without loss of generality we assumed uii=l (1$i$n). (7.6) and (7.7) lead 

to the following sparsity pattern of Land U: 

lij~0 if and only if aij~0 or lik~0 and ~j~0 for some k with 1$k$j-1, 

uij~0 if and only if aij~0 or lik~0 and ~j~0 for some k with 1$k$i-1. 

and for the spmat a: 

(7 .6) 

(7. 7) 

if the (i,k) th and (k,j) th element 

then the (i,j) th element of a must 

of a (1$k$min(i,j)) are concrete} (7 _8 ) 

be concrete 

We say that in (7.8) the elements (i,k) and (k,j) of a are combined to ele

ment (i,j) of a. Obviously this combination does not need to be performed 

if element (i,j) of a is already concrete. Thus, as a first design, we have 

the following method to generate the fill: 

for i ton 

do fork to i-1 

od 

do it a ik is concrete 

ad 

then for j from k+l ton 

do it akj is concrete 

then perfonn the combination of aik and akj 

ii 
od 
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Now assume that a is partitioned into blocks (b . . ) 1 <. . < and that the block, 
iJ -i,J-P ---

b .. (l~i~p) are square. Then we can make the above algorithm suitable for 
ii 

blocks: 

algorithm 7.2. (generating the fill in a square block b) 

fE!:.. i top 

do fork to i-1 

do :f:.t bik contains a concrete element 

od; 

then :f:.t bik contains a virtual element and 

ii 

bkk contains a concrete element in its strictly upper trian

gular part 

then perform all combinations of elements of bik and elements 

of the strictly upper triangular part of bkk 

fi.; 

for j from k+l ton 

do :f:.t bkj contains a concrete element and bij contains a virtual 

element 

then perform all combinations of elements of bik with elements 

of bkj 

ii 
od 

perform all combinations of two concrete elements of b .. ; 
'l,'1,, 

:f:.t b .. has concrete elements in its strictly lower triangular part 
1,1, 

then for j from i+l ton 

ii 

do i+' b . . contains virtual and concrete elements 
_.:::.,L. 1..-J 

od 

then perform all combinations of elements of b .. and elements 
-- 1..-J 

ii 
of the strictly lower triangular part of b .. 

1, 1, 

If the spmat a does not contain (during the elaboration of this algorithm) 

redundant partition lines, the question whether a block contains concrete 

and/or virtual elements can be answered in constant time: if a block is 
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partitioned, then it contains both concrete and virtual elements; if it is 

not partitioned the question can be decided from the bounds of the mat 

(diagmat) and the bloak. 

Besides this, we can also take advantage from the fact that seals are orga

nized in mats and diagmats. An implementation of this algorithm will of course 

be organized recursively according to the possible levels of partitions of the 

spmat a. Deep in the recursion the algorithm will encounter non-partitioned 

blocks. One can arrive at two mats, a mat and a diagmat and at two diagmats. 

The combination of all elements of two mats causes that all elements of a 

rectangular subd9main of the spmat a must be (made) concrete. The bounds of 

this subdomain can be determined solely from the bounds of the two mats. 

The combination of all elements of a mat m and one~ V of a diagmat causes 

that all elements of a rectangular subdomain must be (made) concrete. The 

bounds of this subdomain can be determined solely from the bounds of m and v 
the index of v in the diagmat. 

A diagonal subdomain of an spmat a with index p and bounds [h:k] is the set 

{(i,i+p) : h~i~} n {(i,j) : i and j within the bounds of a}. 

The combination of all elements of two veas of two diagmats causes that all 

elements of a diagonal subdomain must be (made) concrete. The index and the 

bounds of this subdomain can be determined solely from the bounds and the 

indices of the two veas. 

Thus, algorithm 7.2 can be implemented in such a way that it will only deal 

with bounds of mats, diagmats, ~s of diagmats and blocks. This means that 

its time complexity is not dependent on the number of non-zero elements in 

a but primarily on the number of mats, diagmats, veas of diagmats and the 

size of the recursive partition of a. 

Conclusion. In this section we have given a formulation of symbolic LU de

composition (without additional row- and column-permutations) that is appro

priate for the TORRIX-SPARSE data structure. This formulation results in a 

block-oriented algorithm which can be implemented in such a way that it deals 

only with rectangular and diagonal subdomains and not with the separate non

zero elements of the !!IZ!!!E!:_. 
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SUMMARY 

In this book a study has been made of the storage optimality of data 

structures for sparse matrices. We have considered the rouJmat data structure 

in which a sparse matrix is stored as a sequence of rows and each row is 

stored in such a way that all zero elements at both ends will not be stored. 

We have investigated algorithmic problems that arise if not the sparse matrix 

A itself but some column-permutation B of A that will lead to "fewer zeros", 

will be stored in a rOuJmat data structure. The NP-completeness has been 

proven of the problem of finding the largest permuted submatrix A' of A for 

which no column-permutation exists that can be stored in a rOuJmat data struc

ture without storing any zero element, while for each proper submatrix of A' 

such a column-permutation does exist. In [ 10] the NP-completeness was proven 

of the problem to find an optimum column-permutation of A, i.e., a column

permutation B of A that can be stored in a rouJmat data structure with no more 

elements than any other column-permutation of A. In chapter IV we have proven 

that even near optimum column-permutations of A cannot be found for each A by 

such simple algorithms like the on-line column insertion algorithms. In fact 

a much wider class of' algorithms was characterized of which no algorithm can 

find near optimum column-permutations for all sparse matrices. Therefore, we 

have provided an indication that the rowmat data structure is not well suited 

for arbitrary sparse matrices if full storage optimality is the ultimate goal. 

In chapters V, VI and VII another approach was followed. Sparse matrices are 

partitioned recursively and stored in a tree data structure according to their 

recursive partitions. We have designed a sparse matrix package (TORRIX-SPARSE) 

for general use based on this tree data structure. A reduction in storage coulc 

be obtained in case of equal blocks. Moreover, a slicing mechanism as in ALGOL 

68 was incorporated. With such a slicing mechanism operations induce specific 

side effects if applied to a matrix or one if its slices. In chapter VI we 

have designed algorithms for the problem of finding for an arbitrary sparse 
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matrix A recursive partitions that lead to a binary tree for A with a minimum 

number of vertices or minimum height, respectively. It was shown that sparse 

matrices exists for which no recursive partitions are possible that lead to 

a binary tree with a minimum number of vertices and minimum height simulta

neously. In chapter VII we have tested the suitability of TORRIX-SPARSE in 

case it is used to solve a linear system of equations by means of LU decom

position. For the following three problems we designed algorithms that take 

advantage of the specific data structures of TORRIX-SPARSE: permuting a sparse 

matrix to zero-free diagonal form, permuting a sparse matrix to block lower 

triangular form and performing a symbolic LU decomposition. 
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